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International Atomic Energy Agency

1. INTRODUCTION

The 35tR Annual Meeting of the Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors [TWG-FR;
previously International Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWG-FR, created in 1967)] was
hosted by the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK) from 22 to 26 April 2002. The meeting
was attended by TWG-FR members and advisers from the following Member States (MS):
Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Japan, the Republic of Kazakhstan, the Republic of
Korea, the Russian Federation, and the United States of America. Apologies for not being able
to participate were received from the TWG-FR members of Italy, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, and the European Commission (see Annex I for the list of participants).

The hosts' welcome was extended by Mr. G. Heusener, Head of the FZK Nuclear Safety
Program, on behalf of Mr. P. Fritz, FZK board member.

The TWG-FR Scientific Secretary made some introductory remarks on behalf of the
IAEA, and thanked the hosts for inviting the TWG-FR to Germany.

Mr. G. Heusener, (Germany) chaired the meeting.
The chairman and the participants introduced themselves and gave a short presentation

on their background and experiences.
The draft agenda prepared by the TWG-FR Scientific Secretary and distributed to the
participants prior to the meeting was accepted without modifications.
The objectives of the meeting were:

1) to exchange information on the national programmes on Fast Reactors (FR) and
Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS);

2) to review the progress since the 34th TWG-FR Annual Meeting, including the
status of the actions;

3) to consider meeting arrangements for 2002 and 2003;
4) to review the Agency's co-ordinated research activities in the field of FRs and

ADS, as well as co-ordination of the TWG-FR's activities with other
organizations.

2. Presentation and Discussion of FR and ADS Developments in the MSs.

The participants made presentations on the status of the respective national programmes
on FR and ADS development. Highlights for the period since the 34th TWG-FR Annual
Meeting are as follows:



Belarus1

Since the 1960s, after putting into operation a research reactor and several critical
assemblies, investigations in the field of nuclear physics, development of numerical
calculation methods for nuclear reactors, neutron physics etc. are carried out at the Scientific
and Technical Center "Sosny" National Academy of Sciences (NAS) of Belarus (STC
"Sosny"). A large range of different configurations (geometry, composition) of critical
assemblies have been constructed at the NAS Belarus during 25 years, aiming at the study of
the neutronics of special (fast and thermal) reactors. Later, the research in the field of
relativistic nuclear physics, the development of calculational methods for the interaction of
high energy particles and nuclei with fissile media, and the evaluation of nuclear data of fissile
isotopes for both the Th-U and U-Pu fuel cycles were started. At present, R&D of the physics
of sub-critical systems driven by high energy accelerators for energy production and
transmutation of long-lived fission products and minor actinides are carried out in STC
"Sosny" along the following main lines:

- evaluation of nuclear data for nuclides of the Th-U and U-Pu fuel cycles
- nuclear model theory and code development for high energy file evaluation
- development of the calculation methods for ADS
- experimental investigation of neutronics of subcritical systems driven by high

energy accelerators.
Evaluation of actinide nuclear data: A large number of the data for the isotopes of the

Th-U and U-Pu fuel cycles are available in the evaluated data libraries, i.e., BROND,
ENDF/B-6, JEF-2.2, and JENDL. Unfortunately, the current state of minor actinides data in
the evaluated data files is characterized by severe discrepancies. In the case of using fuel
based on weapons-grade plutonium, it is necessary to improve the data for these nuclei. The
main reason for the discrepancies is the scarcity of experimental data. The most obvious way
to improve the data files is using different sophisticated nuclear models: coupled-channel
optical model, evaporation statistical model with pre-equilibrium emission of first neutron,
and statistical model with systematics of parameters of level density. The latter approach helps
to analyze irregularities in the experimental data and subsequently predict the same kind of
irregularities in cases of poorly studied nuclei. The above mentioned methods are generally
used for neutron data evaluation of the major actinides like 2j3U, * Pu, 2j"U, etc. in
BROND-2, ENDF/B-6 and JENDL-3. A consistent analysis of these data provides an insight
into the competition of fission and neutron emission above the (n,f) reaction threshold. The
same approach coupled with a statistical model allows to predict fission, capture, inelastic
scattering and multi-particle emission cross sections. On the basis of the approach developed,
the 233U, 242Cm, 244Cm, 235U, 240Pu, 239Pu, 236U, 241Pu nuclear data files were evaluated. They
are now part of the BROND-2 library (CJD, Obninsk, Russia). In the framework of an ISTC
project, the evaluated neutron data files for 24jCm, 245Cm, 246Cm, 24!Am, 243Am, 2"T2tT!Am,
242sAm, 23SPu, 242Pu, 238Np were created, while the evaluation of neutron data for 2j2Th, 2j2U,
233U, 234U, 231Pa, 232Pa, and 23jPa in the energy region up to 150 MeV is planned. Evaluated
files for 243Cm, 245Cm, and 246Cm will be included in the ENDF/B-6 library. Evaluated
nucleon optical interaction data up to 200 MeV incident energies (both for neutrons and
protons) for light (I2C, 28-29-30Si), middle (52Cr, 56Fe, 5SNi), and heavy (238U and 232Th)

: Although not present at the meeting, the Belarus representative in the TWG-FR has provided a status report



nuclides is used by Japanese and Korean scientists in joint high energy file evaluations,
necessary for medical, nuclear waste transmutation, and various industrial applications.

Development of methods for the ADS neutronics analysis: Application of high energy
accelerators for energy production, fissile and/or radioactive nuclides, as well as for
transmutation of nuclear waste is based on the large scale use of spallation reactions in thick
targets for neutron generation and the following multiplication of the neutrons in sub-critical
blankets. The correct description of such a complicated process as high-energy particle
interaction with matter can be performed by means of the Monte Carlo method. It is the most
suitable tool to take into account all details of the nuclear reaction mechanism and particle
transport both in the high and low energy range. At present, the computer codes LAHET,
HETC, HETC-THERMES, FLUKA, NMTC/JAERI are widely used for such purposes. For
the description of the inelastic reactions these codes use cascade-evaporation models that do
not describe correctly the energy distribution of neutrons generated both in spallation reactions
and in thick heavy-metal targets bombarded by high-energy protons. The code SONET, under
development for many years at NAS of Belarus, permits the Monte Carlo simulation of intra-
and inter-nuclear cascades in thick targets of arbitrary geometric configuration and material
composition. It is possible to calculate the transport of nuclei (A<16), nucleons, and pions in
the energy region up to 10 GeV. Electro-magnetic showers are simulated by means of the
well-known EGS4 computer code that is included in the package. lonization energy losses,
range straggling, pion decay, multiple Coulomb scattering, inelastic interaction of particles (n,
p, 7T, y) and nuclei with nuclei, as well as high energy fission are taken into account. The code
SONET describes nuclear collision products by means of a cascade-exciton model. The
equilibrium (evaporation) stage includes evaporation-to-fission competition for heavy nuclei
and the Fermi break-up model for light nuclei. To nuclear level density is described with the
help of Ignatyuk's et al. parameterization in the frame of the Fermi gas model. The fission
process for heavy nuclei (A>200) is described using the Fong or Alsmiller model. Nucleus-
nucleus inelastic interactions are described on the basis of cascade mechanisms of nuclear
reactions. The code SONET provides complete descriptions of the low ((E,, < 10-20 MeV)
energy neutrons produced in the high energy spallation reactions. Further, low energy neutron
transport is simulated by means of methods developed for radiation shielding and reactor
neutronics analyses. The first tool in the package is represented by the code SYNTES-Q. It
allows to calculate, in 2D geometry, the neutron transport for sub-critical systems in the multi-
group diffusion approximation, and is based on the iterative synthesis method for solving the
neutron transport equation with an external source. The second tool is represented by the well-
known code MCNP 4A. One of the versions of the code SONET allows to calculate the
evolution of a nucleon-meson cascade in time, which is of interest when considering external
pulsed sources. The code SONET allows to calculate the following main parameters: neutron
energy-angle leakage spectra as well as neutron and nuclide yields; neutron fiuence, as well as
specified reaction rates for specified geometric cells; time evolution of fuel nuclide
composition; thermal power due to (n,f) and (n,y) reactions; energy production in different
geometric cells; distribution of fission and capture rates for different nuclides.

Detailed comparisons between measured and calculated (a) neutron yields from thick
targets bombarded with high energy protons, and (b) energy spectra of neutrons generated by
spallation reactions in heavy metal targets, have been performed. These comparisons show-
that the code SONET reproduces the experimental data quite successfully.

Experimental long-lived fission products and minor actinides transmutation R&D based
on a sub-critical assembly driven by a neutron generator: At present, experimental R&D
investigating the various aspects of ADS, based on the use of high energy accelerators is
difficult, expensive, and in some cases even unfeasible. Thus, ADS R&D based on low energy



ion accelerators has a considerable importance. The possibility of using low energy ion
accelerators to investigate the physical characteristics of sub-critical target/blanket systems
follows from the mechanisms of nuclear reactions both at high (-1.0-2.0 GeV) and at low
(~ 10-20 MeV) energy ranges, as well as from physical features of the nucleon-meson cascade
process. It was shown that a spallation neutron source can be simulated by neutrons escaping
from heavy element targets bombarded by 14 MeV neutrons (Proceedings of the 2nd

International conference on ADTT and its applications, Kalmar, Sweden, 3-7 June 1996 ).
These findings have produced the theoretical basis for the creation of the experimental facility
"Yalina". "Yalina", developed within the framework of an ISTC, project consists of a sub-
critical assembly with multiplication equal to 50, a high intensity (10'2 n/s) neutron generator,
and all the necessary measurement systems. "Yalina" was put into operation in May 2000. It
can be used to study the physics of multiplying media with thermal neutrons at different sub-
criticality levels, for a large range of different configurations (geometry, composition) and
external sources [252Cf, D(d,n)JHe, D(T,n)4He]. To investigate the dynamic features of the
sub-critical systems, pulse neutron beams with durations from 5/is up to 100 [is and with
pulse repetition from 1 Hz to 1000 Hz can be used . The core of the sub-critical assembly is a
rectangular parallelepiped of 40.0 cm width, 40.0cm length, and 57.0 cm height. It is
assembled from polyethylene blocks with the channels to place the fuel pins and has a square
lattice with 2.0 cm pitch. The sub-critical assembly has been loaded with UO? fuel (2j5U
enrichment equal to 10 %). The central part of the core is a neutron producing lead target of
10 cm diameter and 60 cm length. There are channels for neutron flux detectors, monitoring
system at the boundaries of the core, and experimental channels with diameters of 25 mm at
the 5, 10 and 16 cm radii for placing various samples and/or a 2:>2Cf source. A 40.0 cm thick
high purity graphite reflector and a 1.5 mm thin Cd layer are surrounding the core. The
neutron generator NG-12-1 consists of a high-current deuteron accelerator, a highly effective
rotating water-cooled TiH (TiD) target, and has been operated since 1997 as a continuous
neutron source at intensities of (1.5-2.0)10'2 DT neutron/s with neutrons in the energy
rangel3.0-15.0 MeV, and of (2.0-3.0)1010 DD neutron/s with neutrons in the energy range
2.0- 3.0 MeV. The 'Yalina" based experimental program allows to validate nuclear data
(ENDF/B-VI.4, ENDF/B-VI.6, JENDL3.2) libraries and calculation methods (EA-MC,
MCNP b, MCNP 4c) used to simulate sub-critical target/blanket systems, spatial flux
distributions, neutron spectra, external source worth, reaction rates, dynamic reactivity
measurements, and so on. The "Yalina" setup is considered by the experts as an important
experiment having the potential to resolve some of the existing discrepancies in the simulation
of sub-critical systems and to give an indication on the quality of widely used evaluated
nuclear data libraries. Moreover, it can also serve as an experimental facility for
benchmarking/validating Monte Carlo perturbation modules. Such a validation is an important
and urgent task for the extensively used MCNP 4b and MCNP 4c codes, as was determined at
the IAEA consultancy to "Review the Supplementary Analysis of Stages 1 and 2 of the IAEA
CRP on the 'Use of Thorium-based Fuel Cycle in Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) to
Incinerate Plutonium and to Reduce Long-term Waste Toxicities', and to Elaborate Stage 3 of
this CRP IAEA as an Analytical and Experimental Study of the ADS Simulator" (Minsk,
Belarus, 10-11 July 2000.

Brazil

The situation of Nuclear Energy in Brazil did not change significantly during 2001. The
units, ANGRA I, 657 MWe and ANGRA II, 1350 MWe are still responsible for ~2 % of the



total electrical energy installed. The news in 2001 is obtaining green light from the Brazilian
Government to continue the license procedure for the third NPP unit under construction
(ANGRA III), and the realization of the important role played by NPP generated electricity in
Brazil's severe energy crises occurred during 2001.

Regarding the R&D efforts in the field of innovative reactors, Brazil is actively involved
in the U.S.A. DoE GIF-Generation IV effort (water and heavy metal cooled concepts), and in
the IAEA INPRO project.

As mentioned in the report for 2000, there are no official programs in the Fast Reactor
area, although in the past there was some initiative mainly having as motivation the thorium
fuel cycle (sodium and gas cooled). The only two research programs being conducted are
related to conceptual (mainly reactor physics) studies. These R&D programs are: the Integral
Metallic Fuelled Lead Cooled Reactor, and the Solid Lead Helium Cooled Accelerator Driven
Reactor.

The Integral Lead Reactor (ILR) had advances during 2001, and the main conclusion
was that it satisfies many requirements of Generation 4. The concept was bumed until
reaching the equilibrium cycle, and it was shown that the initial uranium enrichment must be
substituted quickly by the generated TRU to mitigate TOP. In the equilibrium cycle, the TOP
accident will not be of concern for reactor power up to 300 MWe, pin diameter of 10.4 mm
and p/d ratio of 1.308, because Ak (Bu)< J3eff. The ILR must still be optimized with respect to
fast fluence to satisfy the present HT-9 limit. The Doppler effect is small as expected in fast
reactors loaded with metallic fuel.

For the Solid Lead Helium Cooled ADS, the studies during 2001 concentrated on the
calculation methodology, heating and temperature distribution, and benchmarking. The results
of the neutronic calculation at BOL favour a concept with 3 spallation sources, and a a sub-
criticality level corresponding to kcff= 0.965 for a hexagonal array of pins imbedded in solid
lead, and with 500 MeV protons.

Finally, the main achievement related to ADS was the start of the negotiation with the
Physics Institute of Sao Paulo University to launch a national program of Application of
Accelerators. The program to be proposed has as purpose to define an accelerator (Cyclotron,
or L1NAC, 350 MeV, 3-5 mA) which could be used for Basic and Applied Research, Products
and Services (mainly Radio Isotopes and Proton Therapy), and a spallation neutron source
(experimental fast and thermal ADS) to be used for research (transmutation, ADS) and 99Mo
production, and to be a replacement of the present Brazilian Research Reactor. Related to the
sub-critical facility, IPEN would be responsible for its design, and the Physics Institute for the
accelerator concept. Some experiments utilizing neutrons from accelerators( 14 MeV), and a
Zero Power Reactor( IPEN-MB-01) are being considered. Presently, a group is discussing a
Road Map to achieve the program goals, to be submitted to the government for budget
approval.

China

China, as a highly populated developing country with relatively limited energy
resources, emphasizes the development and utilization of nuclear energy. While for the long-
term sustainable energy supply, the basic strategy of PWR-FBR-Fusion has been defined, the
development of any prospective energy system is encouraged. Taking into consideration its
past experience and the economical realities, China is implementing its nuclear power plans
and the related technology development activities with a moderate rate.



In mainland China, apart from two operating NPPs with the total capacity of 2.1 GWe,
four NPPs are under construction, and two NPPs are planned for the Tenth Five Year Plan
(2001-2005). Also, the plans for another one or two NPPs are still under discussion. It could
be foreseen that the total nuclear power capacity will reach 8.5 GWe before the year 2005, and
14-15 GWe before 2010, respectively.

The 65 MWt China Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) is under construction, as the first
step in the Chinese fast reactor engineering development. The main components of primary,
secondary and tertiary circuits, and of fuel the handling system have been ordered. The reactor
building has reached the level 16.8 m above the ground. Forty-seven components and
shielding doors have been installed. It is planned that the construction of the reactor building
with about 40,000m2 floor surface will be completed at the end of the year 2002. The first
criticality of the CEFR is envisaged for the end of 2005. The CEFR is a small reactor that has
larger thermal inertia than many other pool reactors, because its primary sodium loading per
MWt is larger. The core is designed with negative temperature coefficients, negative power
coefficients and negative sodium void coefficients. The CEFR is equipped with two
independent passive decay heat removal systems, two independent active shutdown systems,
and two independent active main heat transfer systems. Finally, primary and secondary
confinements ensure that radioactive material release is well limited. A total of 37 design
demonstration steps, e.g. core physics mock-up, reactor block water mock-up for the decay
heat removal system, anti-earthquake test for the control rod mechanism system, sodium fire
detection, and aerosol filtration tests are foreseen. Of these, 60% have already been
completed.

The second step of the Chinese fast reactor engineering development is a 300 MWe
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) which is only under consideration up to now. Some
important technical design decisions have been made, but the actual design work has not yet
started.

The Accelerator Driven System (ADS) conceptual study phase has lasted for about five
years and ended in 1999. After that, a five-year ADS basic research program has been
launched. The goal for China ADS basic research is to establish the scientific and
technological foundation for the future development of the ADS research and development.
This work has been supported by the China Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) and
co-supported by the China Academy of Science and China National Nuclear Corporation.
Presently, a multi-purpose verification system is under consideration, which consists of a low
energy accelerator and a swimming poo! light water sub-critical reactor. CIAE (China Institute
of Atomic Energy), IHEP (Institute of High Energy Physics), PKU-IHIP (Institute of Heavy
Ion Physics in Peking University) and other institutions are jointly carrying out the basic
research. A set of 2D transport and Monte Carlo neutronics codes and thermal-hydraulic
simulation systems are used for the system optimization investigations. In order to verify the
program systems used, neutronics calculations were done for the IAEA ADS benchmark
problem (Stage 1). The results showed good agreement as compared to the average value of
all the participants' results (1.5%). The neutron multiplication process in the sub-critical
reactor is simulated by a Monte-Carlo program. This permits to investigate the neutron
importance of the external source for different energies and positions in the blanket. To study
the neutron multiplication in the sub-critical assembly, a light water zero-power sub-critical
assembly driven by a steady external neutron source (252Cf) has been set up. The experiment
was started in July 2001. The neutron flux distribution and kcfr were measured in this facility.
The measurement of fast neutron fission factor, the reactor fission rate, neutron flux and
neutron energy have been done by means of solid-state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD). The
theoretical calculations and evaluations of the complete set of neutron reaction data for



neutrons with n \ :2iSb, 209Bi, etc. have been finished. A MCNP format neutron cross-section
library has been created for Monte Carlo calculations. A program for automatically searching
the set of optimal optical potential parameters (APAM) has been developed in C1AE. The
calculations for the yields and the spectra of neutrons emitted form the spallation target were
done by SNSP, SHIELD, DCM/CEM (Dubna Cascade Model/Cascade Evaporation Mode),
and LAHET codes. The neutron yields calculated by SHIELD and DCM/CEM were in
agreement within =10%. An electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source is selected as the
source of the verification facility system. In CIAE, various efforts have been made to optimize
the reliability of this source. This kind of source has been running reliably for nearly 100
hours at 65mA/35kev. A beam dynamics study of a 7.13 m long 352 MHz RFQ has been
performed at IHEP using the codes PARMTEQM, VANES and LIDOS.RFQ. The thermal and
structural analyses were done at CIAE using the ANSYS code. The method for the
measurement of the RF properties of RFQ cavities at lower power has been developed in
collaboration with LNL and INFN, Italy. The conceptual design of DTL and CCL is going on
smoothly. Radiation effects have been studied in the home-made modified 316L stainless steel
and standard stainless steel and tungsten irradiated by 80 MeV 12C or 85 MeV !9F ions. The
radiation damage generated in the samples was examined by a positron annihilation lifetime
technique. The experimental results show that the radiation resistant property of stainless
steels is much better than that of tungsten, and that, among them, the home-made modified
316L stainless steel has the best radiation resistant properties. The compatibility tests for the
forging tungsten with coolants have been performed in sodium at 500, 600 and 700 °C, and in
water at 100 °C.

France

In 2001, the relative share of nuclear power to the total electricity production (527 TWh)
was 76.2%. This figure represents an increase of 1.5% in comparison to the previous year.
EdF owns 58 PWR's, amounting to a total capacity of 63 GWe. In 2001, the availability factor
was 81.1 % for the French nuclear power plants in commercial operation, slightly higher than
80.8% in 2000. In 2001, 473 incidents were declared, 90 of which were classified as "level 1"
incidents, and a remaining 2 incidents qualifying as "level 2". 60 % were directly due to
human factors, organisation and methods.

The current electricity demand and the remaining lifetimes of the existing French
nuclear infrastructure do not justify new orders for nuclear power plants in the immediate
future. A general debate on the country's energy options has been put forward by the
government and will take place after the presidential election in 2002. The report of Messrs
Charpin, Dessus and Pellat, issued in July 2000, aiming at outlining the country's energy
policy and considered by the French government as an important contribution to the
knowledge and the transparency of the French nuclear sector, will contribute to the future
debate.

In 2001, the Rapsodie plant was maintained safely under monitoring. Work on the
updating of the plant's safety report, begun in 1999, is still underway. This report will be
issued to the French safety authorities in 2002. The General Operating Rules will be updated
in 2002. The planned programme involves:

Cleaning operations and partial dismantling operations that are to be continued
up to the end of 2006

- A surveillance phase between 2007-2020
Dismantling operations, starting in the year 2020, to be pursued up to Level III.
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As regards the PHENIX plant, renovation and inspection works have been actively
pursued, mainly reinforcement against earthquakes, inspection of the internal structures and
general maintenance. These activities include:

Remote visual inspection of reactor internals
- Meetings of The Permanent Group of Safety Authorities in charge of reactors
- Repair of the super heater and re-heater modules of the Steam Generators Units

(SGU) 1 and 3
Continuation of the renovation work

- Start of the re-qualification of the circuits, divergence, and the "Vigipirate"
reinforced security plan.

Most of the renovation programme of the plant was completed by the end of 2001. The
major remaining work now involves repair of the potentially affected zones of SGU 1 and 3.
The power rising of the reactor up to 2/3 of its nominal power is expected before the end of
2002. The reactor will then operate for another 6 irradiation cycles, corresponding to a period
of approximately 5.5 years (at 2/3 nominal power). This is for the purpose of performing
irradiation tests in support of the CEA's transmutation R&D programme within the
framework of the Law of 30tn December 1991 concerning long-lived radioactive waste
management.

At the SUPERPHENIX plant, decommissioning work is underway. Core unloading has
proceeded normally (the end of the unloading operations is now expected in the first days of
2003). An increasing number of systems and components have been also removed. For
primary and secondary sodium treatment, the strategy proposed is to use the proven NOAH
process already applied at Rapsodie and PFR. A sodium treatment plant will be designed and
then built on the SUPERPHENIX site. The soda generated by the process will be embedded in
concrete to produce very low activity blocks. Those blocks are to be stored and their activity
should be very low (some Bq/g) after 30 to 50 years.

In 2001, the EDF management made the decision to dismantle all first generation power
stations and the SUPERPHENIX plant before 2025.As regards SUPERPHENIX, first (2006-
mid 2007) the secondary, then (2008-2009) the primary sodium will be treated. The primary
vessel will then be carbonated as a final treatment for residual sodium (2013). Studies are
underway at EDF to identify possible ways of dismantling the reactor vessels and internals
after carbonation (2014-2022). A new decree will have to be issued for the final disposal of
both the primary and secondary sodium. It will include dismantling operations that must meet
the requirements defined by the IAEA for the attainment of level 3.

From the R&D viewpoint, CEA's three major objectives in terms of nuclear energy are
the following:

- Support of the current nuclear industry, the goal being to achieve an increase in
economic competitiveness of the cost per kWh of energy produced from nuclear
sources, while continuing to improve safety at all stages; more specifically this
will involve extending the lifetime of reactors, improving fuel performance, and
developing spent fuel reprocessing technologies
Replying to public concern over the impact of nuclear activities on health and
the environment

- Design, evaluation and development of a new generation of reactor and fuel
cycle systems.

Within this framework, three main research areas are considered:
I. The High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor - an innovative fast neutron spectrum

reactor concept with a robust refractory fuel, and an integrated on-site fuel cycle -
has been selected bv the CEA after a screening review of candidate technologies. It



may be viewed as a promising milestone towards sustainable power production.
The CEA has concentrated its R&D efforts on a consistent range of technologies
and systems. The year 2001 was devoted to the organisation of this strong R&D
program, structured in sub-projects, i.e., systems studies, fuel studies, processes
for the integrated treatment of spent fuel, high temperature and fast neutron
resistant materials, high temperature helium circuit technology, calculation tools
for feasibility, performances and safety studies. A proposal for three main
experimental demonstration steps has been made:
- A low power experimental GCR (20 to 40 MWth) to be built in Cadarache for

carrying out studies and technological demonstrations
An inactive and evolutionary test loop, representative of components and
helium circuits
An integrated cycle experiment (irradiation in PHENIX or OSIRIS, fuel
processing and re-fabrication in hot cell).

In 2001, four Fast GCR core designs of 600 MWth were proposed covering all fuel
technologies deemed to be of interest. They will serve as a departure point for detailed studies
that are to be carried out in 2002 (dispersed CERCER fuels, particles, and pins with pellet or
vibro-compacted fuel).

II. The liquid metal (LM) cooled fast reactor implementing an approach aiming at
maintaining CEA expertise at its highest level by developing the experience
feedback gained from the operation of both the PHENIX and SUPERPHENIX
reactors and through international cooperation. In 2001, the CEA, in collaboration
with EDF and FRAMATOME ANP launched the realisation of a specific
Documentation Fund, providing easy access for consultation. Its purpose is to help
LMFR designers of the near future (2040's) in their understanding of selected
design and technical options (coolant, pool or loop type, fuel...). The fund is
structured along a specific twin architecture: 23 R&D items (safety, thermal-
hydraulics, materials, neutronics, ...) and 41 SUPERPHENIX systems (core,
monitoring, vessels, components, ...). Each item is described through a brief
synthesis and the associated relevant documentation. The fund is recorded by the
specialised CEA Record Office to guarantee its long term storage and accessibility
(> 40 years).

III. The ADS programme that concerns the assessment of the potential of hybrid
systems in reducing the quantity and harmfulness of long-lived nuclear waste. This
work is set within the framework of article 1 of the of 31st December 1991 Law
and must provide, by 2006, the necessary elements permitting the higher
authorities to establish a coherent nuclear waste management policy. In 2001, the
first tests of the experimental program MUSE 4 started in the zero-power facility
MASURCA in Cadarache. These tests concerned the neutronics and control of a
sub-critical a core driven by an external neutron source. The programme is planned
to continue, for different core configurations, up to 2005. The contribution of the
CEA on MEGAPIE activities, largely open to international collaboration, mainly
concerns neutronic design and cooling studies of the 1 MW liquid spallation
target, thermal-hydraulics, and the lead-bismuth technology.
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Germany

In Germany, there are 19 operating nuclear power plants, with a total installed capacity
of 21.4 GWe. In 2001, the electricity production of these 19 nuclear power plants amounted to
171 TWh, i.e. 1/3 of the total electricity production. The average availability of the German
nuclear power plants was 91.7 %.

The expressed goal of the German Federal Government is to phase out of nuclear energy
without paying compensations to the utilities. In June 2000, the so called "consensus paper"
was published, but not yet signed. On 11 June 2001, the final agreement was signed, and the
changes of the Atomic Law (AtG) were formulated. The main elements of this agreement
between the German Federal Government and the German utilities can be summarized as
follows:

A remaining amount of electricity is calculated for every nuclear power plant
on the basis of 32 calendar years of operation time. As son as this amount has
been produced, the plant has to be shut down. Electricity may be transferred
from one plant to another
It is established that, in total, all German nuclear power plants will produce
another 2623 TWh from 1 January 2000 on (reminder for the sake of
completeness: in 2001, 171 TWh were produced)
The construction and operation of new nuclear power plants will be forbidden
by law
The Federal Government and the utilities agree, that the German nuclear power
plants have a high safety standard, which shall be maintained till their shut
down. To achieve this, periodic safety evaluations will be required by law. The
Government will not change the safety philosophy
The Existing contracts with France and the UK on reprocessing of spent fuel
will be served till 2005. From 2005 on reprocessing of spent fuel will be
forbidden. Direct disposal of spent fuel after intermediate storage will be the
only way to handle spent fuel
The Government and the utilities agree, that the investigations on the Gorleben
did not result in any findings that would indicate, that Gorleben is not suited as
a site for a final repository. Nonetheless, the further exploration of Gorleben
will be interrupted for at least 3 and not more than 10 years. Items of concern
are: (a) formation of gas (hydrogen resulting from corrosion products), (b)
retrievability, (c) are granite, and/or clay better than salt? (d) criticality
problems because of direct disposal
Until now, there exists one single and central interim storage facility at
Gorleben. In order to reduce the number of transports, it is requested to build
interim storage facilities at the sites of the nuclear power plants.

The present legal status in Germany is as follows: the new AtG was voted into law by
the two Parliament chambers, on 14 December 2001 and on 1 February 2002, respectively.
The overall objective of the new AtG is changed from "support of nuclear energy' to "fix opt-
out of nuclear energy".

The government introduced the third phase of the "environmental tax" in January 2001.
This translates, for a typical e-person household, into an increase by 5 % in total costs from
2000 to 2001 (while the increase of the electricity price itself was less than 1 %). Of the total
cost, the taxes amount to approximately 40 %.

In February 2001, after three years of interruption, the Federal Radiation Protection
Authority (BfS) gave permission for nuclear transports from the NPP Neckarwestheim to
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BNFL Sellafield. Many transports from other NPPs to the reprocessing plants in La Hague
and Sellafield are following. In March 2001, a Castor transport reaches the Gorleben
repository. These events are accompanied only by minor public protests.

Starting from August 2001, the New Radiation Protection Ordinance is enforced. It
dramatically reduces the maximum yearly dose: from 1.5 mSv to 1.0 mSv for the public, and
from 50 mSv to 20 mSv for nuclear personnel. The ordinance controls natural radiation
exposure as well (e.g., flying personnel has to be recorded if imSv is reached, which is
approximately equivalent to 10 transatlantic flights, with 20 mSv maximum admissible dose;
for the sake of comparison: natural average radiation dose in Germany is 2.4 mSv/y).

In October 2001, acadernia and industry have started a strategic dialogue in order to
jointly formulate innovative energy strategies, to define research needs, and to prepare
proposals for research programs (so called "Berlin Energy Symposium"). The outcome of the
"Berlin Energy Symposium" can be summarized in the following 10 issues:

Industry, academia and politics have to face the common task of guaranteeing
a sustainable energy supply in Germany
Energy research is the strategic element of a good energy policy
Research and development are supported by academia and industry
Given its long-term and high-risk aspects, this strategy has to be supported by
the government
Highest priority is the effective and ecological usage of energy
Renewable energies start to be economically interesting
Although the Federal Government has decided to phase out of nuclear energy,
there are important issues of safety and waste disposal research still open (e.g.,
maintaining nuclear competence and education capacities, the engagement in
technological projects, such as inherent safety features, waste disposal
strategies like Partitioning and Transmutation, protection against terror
attacks)
Fusion technology Is embedded in a world-wide cooperation, with Germany
delivering key technologies
Material research is an indispensable aspect for all kinds of energy techniques
The common vision of academia and industry is an energy supply for
Germany, Europe and the world, which, in the long run, satisfies safely and
ecologically the social and economical needs of a growing population. Today,
all energy options should be considered globally in order to avoid a two-fold
energy policy bottleneck, i.e., the dwindling of accessible resources, and the
decrease in the capacity to dispose the waste streams. The overall objective of
the energy policy has to follow the guidelines of sustainability.

In November 2001, the Federal Ministry of Economy (BMWi) published the "Energy
Report" with the sub-title "Sustainable Energy Policy for a Future Energy Supply". Three
different scenarios were considered, and it was noted that ambitious climate goals would
result in an additional burden to the national economy of about Euro 256 billion until 2020.

As regards the nuclear energy research in Germany, a "Nuclear Technology Competence
Network" with the partners FZK, FZJ, FZR, GRS and associated universities was established.
The mission of this network is to increase the efficiency of existing R&D activities in the
areas of nuclear safety and repository research, preserve complementary competences at
universities, and to support the federal government in fulfilling its legal duties. The overall
framework for nuclear energy research in Germany is the "Hermann von Helmholtz-
Gemeinschaft Deutscher Forschungszentren" (HGF). With 24'000 employees, this is the
largest science organisation in Germany having the mission to perform medical and natural
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sciences research. The HGF has six research areas: health, energy, environment, structure of
matter, transportation and space, and key technologies. Under "energy", there are the
following sub-topics: renewable energies, efficient conversion of energy, fusion technology,
and nuclear safety. Consequently, the nuclear energy research in HGF is structured according
to three topics each having several specific research areas:

Safety of Nuclear Reactors: The objective of the work is to study and evaluate
existing nuclear reactors on the basis of advanced R&D work with respect to

o Design basis accidents,
o Severe accidents,
o Radiological consequences,

Safety of Nuclear Waste Disposal: The objective of the work is to study and
examine (with the goal of guaranteeing the long-term safety of nuclear waste
disposal) concepts of

o Waste management including partitioning and transmutation
o Final storage
o Radiation protection

Maintenance of Competence and Education: This incorporates the continuous
further development and long-term preservation of the scientific and technical
competence and expertise required for operation of nuclear reactors,
decommissioning of nuclear facilities, management of radioactive residues,
and the participation in international bodies and projects.

India

Installed electric capacity increased to 103 GWe as on 31.10.01. Power generation in
April - December 2001 was 383.2 billion kWh which was 2.8% higher than in April -
December 2000. While thermal and nuclear power generation were higher by 3.5% and 17.1%
respectively, hydro-generation decreased by 3.6% for the same period.

Nuclear electric capacity of 2.11 GWe consists of 2 BWRs of 160 MWe each and 12
PHWRs of various capacities up to 220 MWe each. The performance of the nuclear power
stations was very good with an average capacity factor of 80.3%. The following new nuclear
projects are under way :

- Tarapur 3 and 4 (2 x 500 MWe PHWR)
- Kaiga 3 and 4 (2 x 220 MWe PHWR)
- Rajasthan 5 and 6 (2 x 220 MWe PHWR)
- Kudankulam 1 and 2 (2 x 1000 MWe VVER).

The Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) achieved a higher power level of 17.4 MWt
corresponding to higher linear heat rating of 400 W/cm (compared to 13.4 MWt and 320
W/cm earlier). The reactor has logged 1166 d of cumulative operation, generating 145 GWh
of energy and 860,000 units of electricity. The peak bum up in the fuel is now 90 GWd/t
without any fuel failure, and clearance to cross 100 GWd/t has been obtained. An earthquake
of intensity 5.6 on the Richter scale occurred in the sea 80 km south and had no effect on the
plant.

In the FBTR biological shield cooling system some coils were found leaking which
limited reactor power operation. A consultant company was hired to chemically seal the leaks
and the system was put back into operation after satisfactory testing for leak tightness.

Works towards the detailed design, manufacturing technology development and safety
clearances for the 500 MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) project were continued.
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Radial blanket was re-designed with two rows and MOEC breeding ratio estimated as 1.049.
Analysis of core reactivity fluctuations during seismic event showed that Category 1 design
safety limits are met. The scenario of collapse of core support structure was analysed and
suitable preventive measures taken. It was concluded that leak before break criterion cannot
be fulfilled for primary inlet pipe and guillotine rupture was assumed for analysis of this
Category 4 event. Transient analysis of main vessel cover gas system showed that main vessel
buckling failure risk is not present, but as a measure of defence in depth a pressure relief valve
is provided. Seismic analyses were completed for primary sodium pump, IHX and rectangular
shaped reactor containment building (RCB).

Manufacturing technology development of the main NSSS components and materials of
PFBR was completed. A 75° sector of the roof slab of 12.9 m diameter and 1.8 height was
manufactured meeting the required specifications.

Review of the PFBR Preliminary Safety Analysis Report by two level safety committee
is nearing completion. Documents required for the environmental clearance were completed
and a public hearing was held for the project on 27 July 2001, being the first time that such a
hearing was held for a nuclear power plant in India. Consequent to the clearance from the
Tamilnadu Pollution Control Board the project is now under appraisal by the Ministry of
Environment and Forests.

A final report was prepared on the investigation of mechanical consequences of a core
disruptive accident (CDA) in PFBR based on simulated tests on scaled down models. This
covered all the tests done since 1997, and it is concluded that the integrity of the main vessel
and roof slab are maintained for an energy release of ~ 1200 MJ while the structural integrity
of IHX and safety grade decay heat removal system is assured up to 200 MJ. Primary sodium
release to the RCB under CDA is estimated as 350 kg.

Fast reactor related R&D was continued in reactor physics, engineering development,
safety engineering, structural mechanics, thermal-hydraulics, metallurgy, non-destructive
evaluation, chemistry and reprocessing. Important works include obtaining C/E factors from
flux measurements in PFBR radial shield models using leakage neutrons from a thermal
reactor; structural mechanical testing of sodium pipe model, main vessel model, core support
structure model and full size T-joint; and stress corrosion crack detection and nitric acid
corrosion tests on special steels developed in India. Neutron radiography of FBTR fuel at 25
GWd/t and 50 GWd/t was completed and showed no major changes in the fuel region.

Japan

In December 2001, the Cabinet decided the "Plan for Reorganization of Government-
funded Corporations" including the merger of Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute
(JNC) and the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). A law to set up a new entity
is supposed to be submitted to the National Diet for the Japanese Fiscal Year (JFY) 2004.

In the Experimental Fast Reactor "Joyo", 35 duty cycle operations and 13 special tests
with the MK-II core were completed by June 2000 without any fuel pin failures or serious
plant trouble. The reactor is currently being upgraded to the MK-III core. The cooling system
modification was completed in September 2001, and the cooling systems were refilled with
sodium. After that, the initial sodium purification was conducted. Although a fire broke out in
the maintenance building of "Joyo" in October 2001, the Mk-III construction work was
restarted in February 2002. The core replacement will commence in the summer of 2002. The
MK-III rated power operation will be started in 2003.
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In the Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor "Monju", countermeasures against sodium leaks
have already been developed based on the "Monju" comprehensive safety review. The
application for safety licensing examination of "Monju" was submitted to the Minister of
Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) in June 2001 to obtain the approval for the
countermeasures against sodium leaks. After completing the safety licensing examination,
"Monju" has to obtain the approval for the detailed design-and-construction procedure for the
actual improvement work. At least 3 years will be needed after the approval is obtained,
before resumption of the operation of "Monju", which includes the actual improvement work
such as fabrication/installation/examination, refuelling, and start-up tests.

As for the "Feasibility Study on "Commercialised Fast Reactor Cycle Systems", JFY2001
was the first year of its second phase. A three-year period from JFY2001 to JFY2003 is the
initial term of this phase. During this term, research activities are being focused on the design
of the candidate concepts and fundamental tests of key technologies. An interim summary of
these activities will be checked and reviewed, and based on the results, the research for
JFY2004 to JFY2005 will be conducted in order to narrow down the number of alternatives
for the fast reactor cycle. In JFY2001, design studies of candidate concepts went ahead in the
phase of preliminary conceptual design, and the preparations for fundamental tests of key
technologies were conducted.

Kazakhstan

There are three directions in the fast reactor program in the Republic of Kazakhstan.
BN-350 reactor decommissioning program: The Plan for the decommissioning of the

BN-350 by placing the reactor into the condition of long-term, safe storage (lSl Revision) was
developed within the framework of a Kazakh - U.S. project. The analyses of the schemes for
spent fuel transportation to long-term storage were performed. The chosen shipment variant is
the container designed for the transportation of one spent fuel casing by rail and road. The
study of the content and vessel condition of the spent fuel assemblies-drum (SFAD) was
carried out (NaK utilization problem). Preliminary specifications (PS) for the first stage of the
utilization of liquid radioactive wastes (LRW) that were accumulated during the operation of
BN-350 reactor were developed. The study aiming at the substantiation of the technology
choice for primary circuit sodium decontamination from caesium was performed in
collaboration with the Argonne National Laboratory (U.S.A.). Fundamental technical
decisions for draining the BN-350 primary circuit sodium were developed under a contract
with the Chief Designer of the reactor (OKBM, Russia). As regards the sodium removal from
primary circuit non-draining areas, the works on the preliminary design of the drilling device,
as well as on the prototype facility to test this drilling device were started.

EAGLE project: The EAGLE project is carried out by request of Japanese organizations
within the framework of their R&D design efforts of an "extremely safe fast reactor". One of
the main goals of such a design is the protection of the active core zone against re-criticalities
which might occur in beyond design basis accidents in the case of formation of a compact
molten fuel pool. One possible design measure to tackle this problem is to include in the fuel
subassembly design itself discharge tubes that would ensure the directed (controlled)
displacement of the molten fuel. The EAGLE project includes both the non-reactor and the
reactor experimental programs aiming at the investigation of the possibility of the conceptual
realization of the directed (controlled) molten fuel displacement device in the case of a fuel
melting accident.
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IAEA CRP on "Fission product vield data required for transmutation of minor actinide
nuclear waste": As an outcome of this CRP, it is expected to achieve a significant
simplification, and increase of their accuracy, of the fission products yield calculation codes,
which are being developed independently in various laboratories as part of the efforts to
obtain the nuclear data bases needed for the analyses and simulation of both the Th/U fuel
cycle, and the transmutation of minor actinides in ADS or fast reactors.

Republic of Korea

Electricity demand is rapidly increasing in Korea. It increased about seven times in 20
years from 1980 to 1999, and the anticipated average annual growth rate of electricity demand
through the year 2015 is 4.1%. Currently, there are 12 PWRs and 4 CANDUs in operation. In
the year 2001, 27% of the total installed capacity, and 39% of the total electricity generation
was nuclear.

The Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) started the development of the
KALIMER (Korea Advanced Liquid MEtal Reactor) design in 1997 and completed the
KALIMER conceptual design in March 2002. Improvements of computer codes and
validations of computer models through experiments have been performed as well. These
computer codes and design methodologies have been used for the conceptual design. KAERI
is currently developing advanced fast reactor concepts and basic key design technologies.
During the April 2000 - March 2001 period, the first project year of the Phase 2 of the
KALIMER project, the break-even core configuration, was developed with the design goal of
KALIMER running with its own initial TRU inventory and the external feed of depleted
uranium. The second project year is devoted to designing and analysing the transition phase
from the start-up core to the equilibrium core. Improvements of design methodologies and
computer codes were achieved during this period as indicated below:

- Preparation and validation of a 150-group MASTER library based on the
ENDF/B-VI data files
Development of a 3-dimensional kinetics code
Complement and verification of a sub-channel heat transfer model between
assemblies, and addition of transient heat transfer analysis capability in a sub-
channel analysis code
Fuel/blanket rod performance analysis model improvement during steady and
transient states

Based on the evaluations of various cooling mechanism for the containment dome
space, a closed cooling type was designed which supplies air between the reactor head and the
insulation plate by use of a cooling fan. The steam generator developed in the preliminary
phase was re-evaluated. The length of the steam generator was reduced by 20%, and the
overall mass by 10 t. A new design concept of the PSDRS (Passive Safety Decay Heat
Removal System) was developed so as to improve the heat removal capacity substantially
using thermo-siphon in parallel with radiation structures. Domestic and foreign patent
applications were submitted for this design concept. In the plant protection system design, the
operating range of the system was analysed and trip logic was devised and implemented into
the software for system transient analyses.

An analysis code for steam generator operation stability was developed. Computer codes
were developed for the analysis of sodium-water-reaction phenomena including initial
pressure pulse propagation and long-term behavior. Major revision work was done to the
system transient analysis code LSYS for fast and numerically stable calculations. The
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developed code LSYS2 was applied to the KALIMER system design, and a preliminary
evaluation of the dynamics characteristic of the system was performed.

In the area of mechanical design, the reactor building was seismically isolated, and the
total pipe length of the Intermediate Heat Transfer System (IHTS) was reduced. As for the
reactor internals, the simple skirt type core support structure, the integrated cylinder type
support barrel, the upper internal structure, the simplified inlet pipe, and the core
shield structure were conceptually designed.

Buckling evaluation was carried out based on the fundamental buckling test results for a
cylindrical shell. Ratcheting tests for a reduced-scaled cylindrical shell were performed to
obtain the deformation profile of the reactor baffle subjected to repeated high temperature
loads. The test results were utilized in developing the analysis procedure for the ratcheting
behaviour of several components using the ABAQUS program.

General bases for analyses of transients, hypothetical core disruptive accidents
(HCDA), and containment performance have been developed. The criteria were quantified
conservatively based on the current knowledge of irradiated metal fuel and HT9 pin behavior
to ensure that the design requirements are fulfilled.

The system-wide transient analysis code SSC-K has been developed by modifying the
SSC-L code, which was originally developed for the analysis of a loop-type LMR by the
Brookhaven National Laboratory. A code-to-code comparison analysis has been carried out
using the SAS4A/SASSYS code for the validation of the SSC-K code.

The safety analyses of unprotected events for the break-even core design have been
performed using the SSC-K code. The results show that, given the reactivity feedbacks, the
inherent safety characteristics of KALIMER are ensured. The analyses also demonstrate that
both the passive residual heat removal system, and the large thermal inertia of the pool-type
reactor contribute to ensure that the primary system stays the safety limits.

The activities on sodium technology during 2001 were divided into three categories:
code verification, basic sodium technology development, and safety of the sodium handling
technology.

For code verification and validation purposes, intermediate heat exchanger (IHX)
pressure drop tests were carried out in a water mock-up facility at several tube bundle
gradients with temperature variation. PSDRS tests in a 1:10 scaled-down facility are on-going
to measure the temperature, as well as pressure and velocity profiles in both a hot and coid air
channel. Liquid level fluctuation tests were carried out to analyze the critical condition of gas
entrainment into the IHX by measuring the height of the free level and the flow rate.

Apart from these tests, within the frame of basic technology development activities,
pressure drop measurements in the magnetic field of sodium were performed, and the
development of heat flux sensors was undertaken. Additionally, within the frame of the safety
of the sodium handling technology activities, development work on sodium fire detecting
sensors, sodium-water reaction analyses, and the development of an acoustic leak detecting
system continued.

In order to transmute long-lived radioactive nuclides such as transuranics (TRUs), 99Tc,
and "29I from LWR spent fuel, a preliminary conceptual design study has been performed for
the accelerator driven sub-critical reactor system, called HYPER (HYbrid Power Extraction
Reactor). The core has a hybrid neutron energy spectrum: fast and thermal neutrons for the
transmutation of TRU and fission products, respectively. TRU is loaded into the HYPER core
in the TRU-Zr metal form because metal type fuels have very good compatibility with the
pyro-chemical fuel treatment process that ensures the self-protection of transuranics at all
times. On the other hand, 99Tc, and l29I are loaded as pure technetium metal and sodium
iodide, respectively. Pb-Bi is chosen as a primary coolant because Pb-Bi eutectic can be a
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good spallation target that yields a very hard neutron energy spectrum. As a result, the
HYPER system does not have any independent spallation target system. 9Cr-2WVTa is used
as a window material because advanced ferritic/martensitic steel is known to have a good
performance under a highly corrosive radiation environment. The support ratios of the
HYPER system are about 4 ~ 5 for TRU, 99Tc, and !29I. Therefore, a radiologically clean
nuclear power, i.e., zero net production of TRU, 99Tc, and l29l can be achieved by combining
4 - 5 LWRs with one HYPER system. In addition, the HYPER system, having good
proliferation resistance and high nuclear waste transmutation capability, is believed to provide
a breakthrough to the spent fuel problems the nuclear industry is faced with.

Russian Federation

As of April 2002, in Russia, there are 30 nuclear power units in operation at 10 different
sites. A highlight in the reporting period was taking into commercial operation the first
VVER-1000 unit at the Rostov site at the end of 2001 (first criticality had been reached on 23
February 2001). Now, the total installed capacity amounts to 22.242 GWe corresponding to
approximately 15 % of the total energy production in Russia. In the European part of Russia,
this share amounts to an average of 20 %, reaching up to 30 - 40 % in the industrial areas of
the north western and central regions of the European part of Russia. The share of the
different reactor types is: 11.7% VVER-400, 36% VVER-1000, 49.5% RBMK, and 2.8%
others (EGP-6, and BN-600). In 2001, the energy produced by Russia's NPPs amounted to
134.95 billion kWh, a ~5 % increase as compared to the previous year. During the previous
two years, about 50 % of the increase in total energy production in Russia, has been provided
by nuclear power plants. In 2001, the average load factor for all NPPs (except for the first
power unit of the Rostovskaya NPP, which was in a semi-commercial operation phase till the
end of 2001) was equal to 70.26 % as compared to 69.07 % in 2000. Scheduled reactor outage
time was also taken into account, thus decreasing the load factor. During 2001, there were 66
cases of abnormal reactor operation, including 46 cases referring to the "0" level of INES, and
20 "out of scale" cases.

Russia's federal nuclear power policy is determined by the criteria outlined in the
document "Power Industry Strategy of Russia Until 2020", and the related "Strategy of
Nuclear Power Development in Russia in the First Half of XXI Century". It is planned to take
into operation by 2005 two more power units: the 5th power unit of the Kurskaya NPP with a
RBMK-1000 reactor, and the 3rd power unit of the Kalininskaya NPP with a VVER-1000
reactor. Work is now under way on a 10-year lifetime extension for the power units in
operation, and primarily for the first generation power units. It is planned to take into
operation until 2010 nine new power units totaling 8.8 GWe, including the BN-800 fast
reactor at the Beloyarskaya NPP. In the next decade (2010-2020), it is planned to increase the
rate of introduction of nuclear power by 2 to 2.5 times, i.e., up to 2.5 million kW per year. The
rate of the NPP's electricity production increase will be about 5 % per year until 2020, which
is twice the rate of electricity production increase from fossil fuel and hydro-electric power
plants. The average nuclear power share in the European part of Russia will increase from
presently 20% to 27% by 2010, and 37% by 2020. This means that a structural change in favor
of nuclear power is planned in Russia's national power industry.

During 2001, the following three fast reactors were in operation in Russia: the BN-600
prototype reactor (Beloyarskaya NPP, Zarechny), the experimental reactor BOR-60 (RIAR,
Dimitrovgrad), and the test reactor BR-10 (IPPE, Obninsk).
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As of 28 January 2002, BN-600 accumulated 150'000 hours (equal to 17.1 years) total
operation time under critical condition. In this time, the reactor operated for 15.4 years at the
rated power level, which corresponds to 5611 equivalent full power days. The average load
factors for the whole reactor operation period, and for the commercial operation period are
69.9 %, and 73.3 %, respectively. During 2001, there were no violations of the safe operation
conditions preset by the reactor design, even in the case of a loop outage, which was classified
referring to INES as an "out of scale" incident. The design lifetime of BN-600 (3re power unit
of the Beloyarskaya NPP) is equal to 30 years, and will expire in 2010. According to
regulatory demands, a "Program of preparation of the 3rd power unit of the Beloyarskaya NPP
with the BN-600 reactor for its lifetime extension" should be developed until 2005. The
development of this program is presently underway under the assumption of the power unit's
lifetime extension until 2020.

BOR-60 operated during the year 2001 at power levels up to 53.5 MWth. There were
five scheduled, as well as one unscheduled reactor shutdowns (the latter, for which the outage
time was 16 h 17 min, was due to "low speed of control rod insertion"). The main
experimental studies conducted on the reactor during 2001 were:

Material tests
o irradiation of ferritic-martensitic steels and structural materials of

VVER type reactor vessel at low temperature
o irradiation of samples of zirconium alloys, various steels, boron

containing materials, graphite and BOR-60 reactor vessel steels
Tests of fuel subassemblies containing pilot fuel elements

o mixed pellets
o vibro-packed fuel (oxide, nitride, and metal) including fuel with high

plutonium content
Production of various isotopes (89Sr and 15""Gd isotopes on the basis of the
irradiation of Y0O3 and EU2O3, respectively)

During the period 1995-2001, RIAR and OKB GIDROPRESS carried out lifetime extension
justification wok for the main components of BOR-60. These studies conclude that BOR-60
can be operated for another 20 years, i.e., that its total lifetime can be extended up to 40 years.
The safety and licensing authorities have issued the reactor operation permission until 31
December 2009, taking into account the measures envisaged by the "Program of BOR-60
Reactor Components and Systems Lifetime Extension Assuring Safe Reactor Operation Until
2010".

During 2001, BR-10 operated during 3856 hours (112.4 equivalent full power days, in
terms of 8 MWth rated power) at different power levels up to 6 MWth. In this period, there
were 31 reactor shutdowns, 24 of which were scheduled (for preventive repair, reactor
refuelling, and isotope assembly replacement). The 7 unscheduled shutdowns were due to

- 4 shutdowns made by personnel because of film breakage in the Film Facility
1 slow rate shutdown at 6 MWth because of personnel error
1 reactor scram at 5.2 MWth on signal of high coolant temperature during tests
1 slow rate reactor shutdown at 6 MWrth because of the failure of the pump of
the reactor water shielding cooling system

By the end of 2001, the maximum fuel bum-up in the BR-10 uranium mono-nitride fuel
subassemblies was as high as 8.2 % h.a. During 2001, there were no fuel element failures in
the BR-10. By the end of 2001, the fast neutron fluence (En>0.1 MeV) at the reactor vessel
was as high as 6.3 HO22 n/cm2 (permissible design value is 7.0-10™ n/cm").

The reactor was used to perform the following irradiations:
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- 32S, 33S, 35C1, and Y203 targets to produce 32P, 33P, 35S, and 89Sr isotopes by
(n-p) reaction
Ampoules with 2j:>U to produce 99Mo by (n-f) reaction

- Containers with I24Xe, i26Xe, and ij0Te to produce, respectively, i25I, !2/Xe,
and ; JT by radiative capture
Lavsan film by fission products in a thermal neutron beam in order to obtain
track membranes with sterilizing properties (diameter of pores in the range of
0.5 to 5 jam, pore density in the range of 4-10:> to 109 pores/cm2) that can be
used for water purification, separation processes in blood plasma, and other
high selective micro filtering of liquids and gases
Treatment of oncological patients (in cooperation with the Medical Radiation
Center RAMS) by fast neutron beams (about 500 patients were treated during
the whole period of reactor operation).

Within the framework of material studies, steel samples from the reactor main and guard
vessels dismantled in 1980 were cut out. Currently, these samples are studied in the IPPE hot
cells. The reactor vessel (made of Crl8Ni9Ti steel) had accumulated an extremely high
neutron fluence (8-1G22 n/cm2). The fluence distribution varies from zero to the maximum
value over the height of the reactor vessel. The ongoing material research allows obtaining
data on mechanical properties, microstructure, and swelling behavior of the Crl8Ni9Ti type
steel as a function of neutron fluence and temperature.

The permission to operate BR-10 until 31 December 2002 has been granted. Presently,
preparatory activities in view of the BR-10 decommissioning are being started. Within the
frame of the justification work in view of BR-10 reactor decommissioning, tests are under
way to improve the methods and technologies for utilization and disposal of reactor
components. In particular, a special test facility was constructed to test the conversion
technology for alkali metals (sodium and sodium-potassium alloy) into a safe state using the
solid phase oxidation method. The first results of these tests are encouraging. Another activity
consisted in the development of a conversion method for the primary and secondary cold traps
into fire-safe condition in order to assure their long-term storage.

According to the "Program of Nuclear Power Development in the Russian Federation
for the Period of 1998-2005 and up to 2010", the 4th power unit equipped with the BN-800
reactor will be constructed at the Beloyarskaya NPP site before 2010. The utilization of
weapons-grade plutonium is considered to be one of the missions of BN-800. To finance its
construction, it is planned to use the "investment component" included in the electricity costs
charged by ROSENERGOATOM. Some funding has been allocated in 2001 and 2002, like in
previous years, for construction work on the Beloyarskaya NPP site and for the continuation
of design work aiming at decreasing the BN-800 costs. The construction of the BN-800
receives active support from the local administration.

Work on the BN-350 reactor decommissioning is performed with the participation and
support of different countries. The Russian organizations that had participated in the design,
construction and operation of the BN-350 reactor (SSC RF IPPE, OKBM, VNTPIET, etc.) are
also involved in these activities. Specialists from these organizations are and will be involved
in the selection and justification various technological choices related to, e.g., the handling of
primary and secondary sodium (cesium removal, draining of circuits and removal of sodium
residues from "pocket" sections of the components, and its conversion to chemically inert
substances), the utilization of liquid and solid radwaste, the washing and decontamination of
sodium circuit components, the assurance of radiation control and safety at all stages of the
BN-350 reactor decommissioning, and so forth.

The following are the main development trends in the area of fast reactors in Russia
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Justification of the lifetime extension of reactors in operation: BOR-60 and
BN-600
Design studies on advanced fast reactors having enhanced safety, specifically

o Development of design proposals for NPP with a sodium cooled fast
reactor BN-1800

o Design studies of fast reactors with alternate coolants (lead cooled
BREST-OD-300 and BREST-1200, and lead-bismuth eutectic cooled
SVBR-75/100)

BR-10 decommissioning
Development of the hybrid core and full MOX core designs for BN-600

Studies in the area of accelerator driven systems (ADS) are performed in the Russian
scientific research institutes, such as the Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics
(ITEP), SSC RF Institute for Physics and Power Engineering (SSC RF IPPE), All-Russian
Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics (VNIIEF), Joint Institute of Nuclear
Research (JINR), RSC Kurchatov Institute (RSC KI), Institute for Nuclear Research of the
Russian Academy of Sciences (INR RAS), Experimental and Design Organization
GIDROPRESS (OKB GP), Petersburg Institute for Nuclear Physics (PINP), Radium Institute,
All-Russian Scientific Research Institute for Technical Physics (VNTITF), etc. There is no
centralized funding for studies on ADS, so work is mainly performed under international
contracts. Presently, there are only theoretical studies, accumulation of experimental results
for justification of physical processes in ADS and design studies on some ADS components.

The following are the most important studies (performed and planned) in the ADS area:
- Work on the creation of an accelerator driven neutron generator at ITEP using

the ISTRA-36 accelerator with 36 MeV proton energy
Experimental studies on nuclear reaction mechanisms for proton and neutron
energies up to 30 MeV in the EGP-15 accelerator at the IPPE
Accumulation of precise experimental data on:

o Neutron fields on the outer surface of thick targets of various
compositions and configurations simulating the ADS spallation target

o Yield of nuclides produced in thin and thick targets
Studies of the fission parameters of transuranic elements with the help of
proton and neutron beams of the synchro-cyclotron and reactor at PINP

- Development of libraries of evaluated nuclear data (up to 3 GeV) on the
interaction of protons and neutrons with materials of the window, target,
accelerator, and sub-critical blanket
Development of codes for the analysis of ADS neutronics and thermal
hydraulics
Development of codes for analysis of yield and spectrum of neutrons,
accumulation of spallation products in the targets having various structure and
configurations irradiated with protons and ions with up to several GeV energy

- Conceptual study of liquid metal (lead-bismuth) target for the proton beam at
the Moscow Meson Plant with 35 kW beam power

- Thermal hydraulics and physical chemistry studies of molten Pb-Bi and Pb,
mass transfer and corrosion of materials in heavy liquid metal coolants (IPPE)

- Studies on thermal hydraulics of natural flow of heavy liquid metal coolants
(IPPE)
Development of the concept of sub-critical molten salt cascade reactor in the
closed nuclear fuel cycle (RSC KI, VNIITF)
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Completion, in 2001, of the work (performed within the frame of an ISTC
project) on development, manufacture and thermal tests of the target TC-1
designed for operation with 800 kW proton beam of the accelerator at LANL
(IPPE)
Studies on issues of repair and replacement of the target with irradiated
samples within the framework of the IPPE and OKB GP joint conceptual
design of a target system intended for operation with the 200 kW proton beam,
under the contract with MES Co, LTD (Japan)
Examination by the IPPE specialists of the MYRRH A conceptual design
developed by SCK-CEN (Belgium)
Preparation of the SAD experiment on ADS at JINR (Dubna), within the
framework of an ISTC project.

United Kingdom£>v

The UK Nuclear Industry
Nuclear power accounted for approximately 24% of the UK's electricity usage in 2000

(not including imported electricity from France, which is predominantly nuclear). The
generating mix in the UK is illustrated in Figure 1, below.
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Figure 1 - Fuels Used in UK Electricity Generation in 2000

Around ''/$ of the UK's electricity is generated by nuclear plants owned by the
private utility British Energy (BE). In the UK, BE owns the 7 twin-reactor AGR stations and
the Sizewell B PWR. The performance of BE's UK nuclear plants is summarised in Table 1
below.

" Although not present at the meeting, the U.K. representative in the TWG-FR has provided a status report
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Station

; Hinklev Point B
: Hunterston B
! Dungeness B
I Heysham 1
; Hartlepool
; Torness
! Heysham 2
! Sizewell B (PWR)

Total Output
Load Factor

i 2000/01

i TW-h |

i 8.23 j
i 6.43 1
i 3.66 !
i 8.92 i
! 9.09 I
: 7.71 !
i 10.05 i
! 8.43 |
; 62.53 I
I 75% |

2001/02 ;

TW-h

8.98 :
9.85 j
5.25 i
8.11 !
8.83 I
8.30 i
9.03 I
9.22 i

67.57 ;

81% ;

Table 1 - Performance of British Energy's UK Nuclear Stations During 2000-2002

Overseas, BE co-owns the US joint-venture company Amergen (which operates 1 PWR
and 2 BWR units), and in May 2001 it concluded a 17-year lease of the Bruce-A station in
south-westem Ontario, Canada, which consists of 8 CANDU reactors (4 operational, and the
remainder currently laid-up, although BE plan to re-start two of these in 2003).

The remaining UK nuclear stations are the first generation Magnox units, owned by
BNFL. Five of these stations, at Berkeley, Trawsfynydd, Hunterston, Hinkely Point, and
Bradwell have already been closed, or will close this year. Although the remaining 6 plants
continue to operate safely and reliably, BNFL has announced plans to retire these stations over
the next few years. This decision has been taken based on the anticipated economic
performance of the stations, and the cost of maintaining their related fuel cycle facilities. The
last station to close will be Wylfa, during 2010.

During 2001, the UK Government made two highly significant announcements
concerning nuclear power in the UK. Firstly, during June 2001, the Government announced a
review of UK energy policy. The findings of this review were published in February 2002, and
included a recognition of the important role played by nuclear in reducing the UK's green-
house gas emissions, and in providing a balanced energy mix. The review also recognised that
many of the UK's nuclear stations are due to retire over the next 10-15 years, and
recommended that the Government take action to "keep the nuclear option open" in the UK.
British Energy, which has argued strongly in favour of replacing its current nuclear stations
with new nuclear capacity, has announced two feasibility studies for new build options in the
UK, based on the BNFL/Westinghouse AP-1000, and the CANDU-NG.

Secondly, during November 2001, the Government announced its intention to establish
a new Liabilities Management Authority, which will take over responsibility for all the UK's
publicly-owned civil nuclear liabilities (i.e. the civil liabilities belonging to BNFL and the
UKAEA), including the Magnox stations, most of the Sellafield site, Dounreay, and certain
other BNFL and UKAEA facilities. Although the new Authority is not expected to be
established before late 2003, BNFL, have announced a re-structuring of its businesses into a
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Government Services Group and a Nuclear Utility Services Group, to reflect the proposed
new structure.

During December 2001, BNFL introduced the first plutonium into its new Sellafield
MOX Plant (SMP), following a positive outcome of a final judicial Review, and the granting
of licenses from the UK Regulatory bodies. SMP is currently engaged in its first MOX fuel
manufacturing campaign for its customers.

UK Activities on Fast Reactors 2001/02
The UK continues to support the international development of fast reactor technology,

mainly through participation in European and International collaborations on fast reactor
technology. All work is funded by BNFL, and is carried out by BNFL, NNC, and SERCO
Assurance (formerly AEA-Technology). UKAEA provide assistance with archiving activities
related to the Government-funded fast reactor development programme, which was terminated
in 1994.

The principal programmes of work related to fast reactor and accelerator-driven systems
are as follows.

i. CAPRA/CADRA
The CEA-led CAPRA programme initially focused on the incineration of Pu in a fast

reactor core. Subsequently, a complimentary programme named CADRA has been initiated,
with the aim of broadening the scope of CAPRA to include the incineration of minor actinides
and long-lived fission products. UK participation in these programmes has been focused in the
areas of core physics and fuel performance modelling, with particular emphasis placed on the
development of analytical methods. Attention has also been paid to fuel cycle modelling, and
to the modelling of gas cooled fast reactors, which is an area of particular interest to the UK.
Topics studied over the past year have included the following.

Fuel performance and Thermal-Hvdraulics:
• Modelling of in-reactor performance of nitride fuels
• Thermal stability of UN and (U,Zr)N fuels
• Chemical properties of minor actinides and diluents in oxide fuel pins
• Thermal Creep of Yttria, Zirconia and MgO
• Helium and Lead-Bismuth Coolant Models for the UK's TRAFIC fuel performance code
• Thermal-Hydraulic Assessment of the GCPU00 Gas Cooled Fast Reactor Core
• Thermal-hydraulic and neutronic optimisation of the GCPU01 COi-Cooled Fast Reactor

Core
Core Physics and Transient Analysis:

• Performance of a gas-cooled, plutonium burning, fast reactor core with steel diluents
under severe transient conditions

• Detailed Core Physics Studies for a Dedicated Minor Actinide Burning Gas Cooled Fast
Reactor

• Calculation of Fission Product Inventories for Minor Actinide Targets using FISPIN
• Physics performance of a gas-cooled plutonium burning fast reactor core with steel

diluents
• Minor Actinide Transmutation using Moderated Target subassemblies in a Plutonium

Burning Adaptation of EFR
• Benchmark Analysis of the BN600 Hybrid Reactor
• A Moderated Target Sub-Assembly Design for the Gas Cooled Fast Reactor
• Particle core modelling using WIMS
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• Preliminary proposal for a reference set of transients for the CAPRA/CADRA gas cooled
FR studies

• A Plutonium Burning Helium Cooled Fast Reactor: Initial Core Physics Studies
• A Neutronics Study of a Pu Breeding GCPU01 Core
• Preliminary Scoping Studies for a Particle Fuelled ETGCFR Core Design
• Core Physics Studies for a 200MWth Gas Cooled ADS Core Design
• The Flexibility of the GCPUOO Plutonium Burner with Respect to Minor Actinide

Recycling and Plutonium Quality
ii. EURATOM 5th Framework Activities

UK organisations participate in several EURATOM Framework programmes which are
concerned with fast reactors or accelerator-driven systems, and their associated fuel cycle
technologies. Examples of these include:
• GCFR - gas-cooled fast reactor study
• MUSE - basic nuclear data measurements in the CEA Masurca facility
• CONFIRM - fabrication and in-reactor performance of Pu and minor-actinide nitride fuels
• FUTURE - studies of fabrication and properties of trans-uranic oxide fuels
• PDS-XADS - accelerator-driven systems technology and design studies

Hi. IAEA TWGFR
The UK strongly supports the activities of the TWG-FR, and participates in appropriate

meetings to the greatest extent possible. The last IAEA meeting attended was the Consultancy
on "Knowledge Preservation in the Area of Fast Reactor Technology" (held at ANL-West
Idaho Falls, on 2-4 April 2002). The UK, through BNFL, is supportive of the Agency's
initiatives to ensure that the important knowledge on fast reactor technology, which has been
generated largely through national programmes over the last 50 years, is adequately
documented and preserved. This is important both to support future industrial applications,
and to assist current development programmes.

Position of the Dounreay Plants
Construction of the Sodium Disposal Plant (SDP) has been completed at a cost of some

£17 million, and the plant has been commissioned using clean sodium. It awaiting Regulatory
approval to begin active commissioning.

In July 2001, the UK's Nuclear Installations Inspectorate granted permission to UKAEA
to re-open an intermediate-level waste processing facility and two ILW stores (an a(3y-store,
and a Pu-contaminated waste store), which had been closed since 1998.

All reprocessing operations at Dounreay were suspended in 1996 following the
discovery of a leak in the main dissolver. This has left some 25 tonnes of fuel from the
Prototype Fast Reactor, which remains to be treated. In 2000, the Government consulted
widely on the options for managing the remaining PFR fuel, and other fuels remaining on the
Dounreay site. The options were:

• Reprocessing of the fuels at Dounreay
• Reprocessing at Sellafield
• Treatment and storage at Dounreay

In July 2001, the Energy Minister announced that no further reprocessing would take
place at Dounreay, thus eliminating the first of these possibilities. This allows UKAEA to
begin work on decommissioning of the reprocessing plant, whilst options for the management
of the fuel are studied and discussed with the Regulator.
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United States of America

Overview
The year 2001 has seen the continuation of substantial activities in the US related to

Fast Reactors, Accelerator Driven Systems, and their fuel cycles. The Department of Energy
announced in December 2001 to permanently deactivate FFTF. The electrometallurgical
treatment of EBR-II fuel was continued. The AAA program took the broader scope of a
transmutation program, and the spending on R&D issues was significantly increased. Finally
the Generation IV activity was launched, to create a roadmap for the development of the
future generation of reactors.

Fast Flux Test Facility
After an exhaustive, eight-month review of possible missions and future commercial

uses for the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) research reactor ordered by Energy Secretary
Spencer Abraham and conducted by Under Secretary Robert Card, the U.S. Department of
Energy announced on December 19, 2001 that restart of the FFTF is impracticable and that
the department will proceed with the deactivation of the facility.

The department's decision comes after Secretary Abraham ordered, on April 25, a
thorough and comprehensive review of the FFTF, which included an initial 90-day review of
all information that might be relevant to a decision on the future of the FFTF, as well as a
review of expressions of interests by public and private groups to commercially operate the
facility.

During the review process, the department asked for submissions of proposals outlining
potential commercial uses for the FFTF. Only one commercial proposal, submitted by the
Advance Nuclear and Medical Systems (ANMS) proposing to use the FFTF for medical and
research isotope production, provided new information that the department deemed worthy of
further review. Subsequently, Secretary Abraham ordered an analysis of that proposal.

A working group of department personnel ultimately concluded that the ANMS
proposal introduced significant drawbacks and presented potentially new legal and financial
liabilities to the Department of Energy. Separate consideration was given to a related DOE-
funded research mission proposed by Argonne National Laboratory to use the facility as a
demonstration project related to nuclear fuel issues. Both proposals, collectively, were deemed
to introduce significant liability and funding requirements for the DOE that could exceed S2
billion dollars.

Progress in Electrometallurgical Treatment of Spent Nuclear Fuel
Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has been developing electrometallurgical treatment

processes since the early 1980s. These non-aqueous processes separate uranium from fission
products via a series of high temperature steps. These processes have been developed for
treatment of a variety of fuels including both metallic from fast reactors and oxides from
thermal or fast reactors. Between 1996 and 1999, the process for treating metallic fuels was
demonstrated through the treatment of a portion of the spent fuel from the Experimental
Breeder Reactor-II (EBR-II), and the technology has now been implemented for processing
the remaining EBR-II fuel.

The demonstration of the technology occurred in Idaho at two ANL hot cell facilities:
Fuel Conditioning Facility (FCF) and Hot Fuel Examination Facility (HFEF). During this
demonstration, 100 EBR-II driver (400 kg highly-enriched uranium) and 13 EBR-II blanket
(600 kg depleted uranium) assemblies were treated. This small, but representative quantity of
fuel provided adequate fission products and transuranics to produce waste forms for
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characterization. A subcommittee of the National Academy of Science, established to review
the progress and to evaluate the demonstration results, noted the following in their final
report:

"Finding: The Committee finds that ANL has met all of the criteria developed for
judging the success of its electrometallurgical demonstration project

Finding: The Committee finds no technical barriers to the use of electrometallurgical
technology to process the remainder of the EBR-II fuel."

With the completion of the demonstration, endorsement by the National Academy of
Science, and a nonproliferation assessment, the Department of Energy (DOE) decided to use
this technology to process the remaining EBR-II fuel and some sodium-bonded metal fuel
from the Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF). This amounts to 25 tonnes of heavy metal. All of
these fuels contain a thermal bond of sodium within the individual fuel elements. Treatment
will neutralize this sodium and facilitate the final disposition of this fuel. This mission will
require treatment operations at 5 tonnes per year and high-level waste canisters to be produced
at sizes (0.61 m diameter by 3 m length) compatible with disposal packages for the planned
U.S. geologic repository.

After the demonstration and completion of an environmental impact statement*4',
treatment operations resumed in September 2000. Due to funding constraints, the throughput
is presently limited to 600 kg of heavy metal per year. Operations are performed 5 days per
week and 8 hours per day. As of September 2001, more than 1800 kg of heavy metal from
spent fuel had been treated in FCF.

Advanced Accelerator Applications
The structure and scope of the AAA program have significantly changed in 2001. First,

the connection which existed earlier with the Accelerator Production of Tritium project has
disappeared when it was decided to discontinue that activity. Second, the original scope of the
AAA program was concentrated on Accelerator based transmutation of waste; it was
recognized that this approach would be too costly, and that a combination of critical and
subcritical systems would be more economical to perform the tasks. A major effort in 2001
was devoted to better understanding the performance of these systems. The R&D effort
continued in several areas: physics; transmutation; fuels; separations.

Generation IV
Fuel Cycle Assessments
Because of the importance of the fuel cycle to achieving Generation IV sustainability,

proliferation resistance and physical protection, and economic goals, as well as its
implications for reactor system definition and performance, significant emphasis was placed
early in the roadmap process on crosscutting fuel cycle evaluations. The Fuel Cycle Crosscut
Group (FCCG) examined waste generation, resource consumption, and fuel cycle cost based
on recent World Energy Council (WEC) projections of the demand for nuclear energy.
Several generic fuel cycles were modeled over the Generation IV planning horizon (through
the end of the 21st century). These fuel cycles included the once-through cycle with direct
disposal, limited recycle of fissile material (Pu or 2:oU), full recycle of fissile material, and full
recycle of all transuranic actinides.

The FCCG analyses modeled the transition from the present day fleet (primarily Sight
water reactors operating in a once through cycle) and accounted for dynamic effects of
material inventory changes and time scales for technology deployment and facility
construction and operation. Symbiotic deployments of Generation IV systems with each other
or with earlier generation systems were conceived and extensively evaluated. Among the
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major findings of these studies are that the continued use of the once-through cycle leads to
accelerating repository siting needs and potential exhaustion by roughly mid-century of
economically recoverable uranium. The studies also highlighted such benefits of closing the
fuel cycle as reduced waste quantity and fissile content; ability to incorporate residual waste
into disposal forms optimized for durability and leach resistance; reduced repository capacity
and performance requirements through improved decay heat management and (if fast neutron
systems are used for transmutation) reduced long-term decay heat and radio-toxicity; and
extension of resources through the greatly enhanced fuel utilization achievable with fast
reactors. A symbiotic mix of fast-spectrum and thermal reactors was proposed for meeting
the needs for electricity and other energy services while limiting waste disposal challenges,
extending fuel resources, and reducing overall system cost.

Concept Identification and Evaluation
The Roadmap Technical Working Groups (TWGs) have identified and evaluated a large

number of Generation IV system options, including their fuel cycles. Identification of system
options was aided by a Request for Information (RFI) broadly issued to research and
commercial organizations worldwide. Nearly 100 system ideas were submitted in response to
this RFI. These ideas were grouped and organized into approximately 30 distinct system
options (concepts). Specification of the fuel cycle for each concept was based partly on
results of the FCCG studies. Most thermal-spectrum systems that were evaluated employ
uranium-based fuel (possibly with limited plutonium recycle) generate electricity and in some
cases other energy products, and discharge actinides to be managed with the help of fast
reactors and/or fluid core reactors. The fast or fluid fueled systems generally operate in a
closed fuel cycle (with full actinide multi-recycle); these systems are capable of consuming
the actinides discharged from thermal reactor systems, as well as creating excess fissile
material for fueling additional fast or thermal systems consistent with energy demand growth.

Concepts were evaluated for their potential to meet the Generation IV goals using a
systematic evaluation methodology developed by the Evaluation Methodology Group (EMG).
Two evaluation stages were employed, termed "screening-for-potential" and "final screening".
The screening-for-potential evaluation was designed to eliminate concepts that lacked
sufficient potential, based on TWG judgment of their performance against a set of evaluation
criteria derived from the Generation IV technology goals.

The final screening evaluation was performed for nineteen concepts retained following
the screening-for-potential and was designed to support selection of six Generation IV
concepts for development and potential commercialization in the future. This final screening
employed a more detailed and quantitative set of evaluation criteria compared to the
screening-for-potential. Numerical scales were employed for a number of the criteria, and
weights were assigned to the criteria associated with each goal. For each criterion, the TWG
evaluated a concept by specifying a distribution for its performance potential to reflect not
only the expected performance but also performance uncertainty. Crosscut working groups
and the Roadmap Integration Team reviewed these evaluations and recommended changes as
needed to enhance their consistency. Concept performance distributions and figures of merit
were then determined for each goal using the pre-assigned criteria weights. It should be
emphasized that while these numerical evaluation results were used as input to system
selection, additional factors were also considered in the selection process as described below.

System strengths reflected in the evaluation can be summarized as follows: In the area
of sustainability (encompassing waste minimization and fuel utilization), fast-spectrum
systems operated in a closed fuel cycle were judged to perform best. In the area of safety and
reliability, thermal-spectrum gas-cooled concepts generally were rated highest. Finally, in
economic performance, water and gas-cooled concepts were generally rated highest, with
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large monolithic plants favored for reducing life cycle cost and small or modular plants
favored for minimizing investment risk.

3. REPORT OF THE SCIENTIFIC SECRETARY ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE
WORKING GROUP

The Scientific Secretary summarised the main TWG-FR activities since the 34:" Annual
Meeting.

3.1 Meetings

In the period covered by the activity report, the IAEA Secretariat has held the following
meetings related to the work scope of the TWG-FR:

- TWG-FR Annual Meeting (Kurchatov City, 14-18 May 2001)
- IAEA/ICTP Workshop on "Hybrid Nuclear Systems for Energy Production,

Utilisation of Actinides and Transmutation of Long-lived Radioactive Waste"
(Trieste, 3-7 September 2001)

- Technical Meeting of the CRP on "Updated Codes and Methods to Reduce the
Calculational Uncertainties of the LMFR Reactivity Effects" (Cadarache, 12-16
Nov. 2001)
Technical Meeting on "Operational and Decommissioning Experience with Fast
Reactors" (Cadarache, 11-15 March 2002)
Consultancy on "Knowledge Preservation in the Area of Fast Reactor
Technology" (ANL West, Idaho Falls, 2-4 April 2002)

3.2 Main Outcomes

The main outcomes of the meetings listed under Section 3.1 are summarised hereafter:

TWG-FR Annual Meeting (TM. Kurchatov City, 14-18 Mav 2001)

Open planned CRP "Benchmark Analyses on Data and Calculational Methods
for ADS Source Related Neutronic Phenomenology with Experimental
Validation" to all ongoing experimental programmes (e.g., SAD in Dubna, ADS
component coupling experiment using TRIGA in Casaccia)
Cancel activities related to assessment of beam/target interface in ADS
Consolidate the topic "complex mass exchange in the primary and secondary
circuits of LMFRs" within the framework of FR technology knowledge
preservation activities
Confirmed interest in TM on "Primary Sodium Pipe Rupture Event in LMFR"

- Cancel activities related to cost of fusion neutrons
- Support for a joint OECD/NEA - IAEA P&T information exchange meeting

(7 t h IEM, Cheju, 14-16 October 2002)
- Stressed the importance of support for TWG-FR activities by Member States at

the level of the IAEA Board of Governor
- Member States asked to investigate possibilities for extra-budgetary support for

some TWG-FR activities
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IAEA/ICTP Workshop on "Hybrid Nuclear Systems for Energy Production. Utilisation of
Actinides and Transmutation of Long-lived Radioactive Waste" (Trieste. 3-7 Sept. 2001)

Main objectives: formation and training
Lectures, tutorials, computer exercises
45-50 participants from 26 countries (mostly from Eastern Europe and Asia, but
also considerable participation from Africa, Western Europe, and South
America)
Topics presented: ADS concepts (design), simulation methods, ADS safety, fuel
cycle issues
Very positive feedback from participants

Technical Meeting of the CRP on "Updated Codes and Methods to Reduce the Calculational
Uncertainties of the LMFR Reactivity Effects" (Cadarache. 12-16 Nov. 2001)

Draft of synthesis report Phase 1 (R-Z Horn) and Phase 2 (Hex-Z Horn) studies
for BN-600 UOX/MOX hybrid
Inter-comparison of Phase 3 (Het and bumup) results

- Definition of Phase 4 (MOX-fuelled BN-600 benchmark)

Technical Meeting on "Operational and Decommissioning Experience with Fast Reactors"
(Cadarache. 11-15 March 2002)

Operational experience
o Sodium cooled fast reactor (SFR) technology has reached a mature stage:

50 years SFR development and approximately 300 years SFR operation
o Generally safe and reliable operation
o Technical difficulties encountered during operation and their resolution

presented and discussed
o Low environmental impact
o Demonstration of fuel cycle closure in some cases
o Flexibility for fuel cycle issues
o Wide range of current status of FR in the different Member States:

reactors in decommissioning phase, operating reactors with lifetime
extension programs, reactors under construction or in commissioning
phase

o Several prototype reactor projects likely to be commissioned by 2010,
e.g., in China, India, Russia, Japan

o However large scale commercial reactor construction is not expected
before 2020

o There is a major interest for all Member States to preserve the FR
operational experience for both the on-going and future long term
projects

Decommissioning experience
o Advanced planning is important
o Remove fuel a.s.a.p.
o Proceed with proven technologies
o Proceed quickly
o Move from secondary to primary (less to more active)
o Primary system requires different techniques and skills (remote

technologies)
o Maintain staff, utilize same contractors
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o Sharing of important information (interaction w/regulators)
o Sharing of technologies (specific techniques, e.g., carbonation, further

sodium draining, and specific applications, e.g., defuelling,
decommissioning of secondary systems)

o Lessons learned for future reactor designs (e.g., application of 6OC0 dose
rate measurements, design for sodium drain-components/systems, pursue
advanced sodium removal technologies)

Physics and engineering experiments and analyses
o CEA studies of failures due to stress relief or reheat cracking in austenitic

stainless steel welds, particularly in stabilized 321 or 347 materials
working at high temperatures (321 steel is more suitable for low
temperature applications (RCC-MR code does not recommend usage of
this material for high temperature applications), study useful for life time
extension)

o Status of the RCC-MR code (new edition in French and English due
shortly; code will find wide usage in high temperature nuclear reactor and
other high temperature systems design)

o PHENIX and SUPERPHENIX neutron physics startup experiments re-
evaluated using ERANOS-1.2 code system [from misprediction of bum-
up reactivity swing it is concluded to increase number of neutron energy
groups, and improve fission products nuclear data; control rod worth
calculation require accurate 3D modelling; for the calculation of other
parameters (e.g., critical mass) it is concluded that 2D homogeneous
modelling yields satisfactory results; the ERANOS system is applicable
to other types of fast reactors (e.g., gas and heavy liquid metal cooled),
but validation for these applications needed)]

o Results of physics and engineering experiments in the Fast Breeder Test
Reactor (tests performed to validate the methods and data used in safety
evaluation studies; feedback from these experiments used to validate and
redefine various mathematical models/codes for better prediction of
safety relevant parameters)

Sodium cooled fast reactor (SFR) knowledge preservation
o France, Japan, and Russia presented the respective knowledge

preservation efforts
o Importance of IAEA support for these activities underlined (international

endeavor)
o Agreement to initiate a Coordinated Research Project (CRP) to develop

an unified approach that could lead to an international SFRs knowledge
base

• Proposing a database structure (R&D, design, construction,
operational experience, decommissioning, methods, codes, data,
etc..)

« Proposing priorities among available documentation (defining
some levels of importance)

« Proposing attributes to the documents: title, date of issue, data
base country, location, open or not, key words, abstract, names
(facility, NPP...)

o Specifications for the proposed Coordinated Research Project (CRP)
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" Scope: feedback from commissioning, operational, and
decommissioning experience of experimental and power sodium
cooled fast reactors

• Objectives: (a) safeguard the feedback from commissioning and
operational and decommissioning experience of experimental
and power sodium cooled fast reactors, (b) enable easy access to
information from feedback, (c) attempt at
generalization/synthesis of lessons learned from commissioning
and operational and decommissioning

• Participation: to be confirmed at the 35th TWG-FR Annual
Meeting (candidates: China, France, Germany, India, Japan,
Kazakhstan, Russia, UK, USA)

o Content
" Establish the list of the reactors to be considered
• Define/agree on topical areas
" Establish the catalogue of documents and references to be

included
• Define the structure of the abstracts, and the format of the

references/key words/glossary for the various topical areas
• Define the path for sequential searches for the various topical

areas
• Establish the structure of the database and define the rules for

access, sharing etc. (e.g., define several levels of access)
• Produce a synthesis/generalization of commissioning,

operational and decommissioning experience
o Organization of the CRP work

• Three year activity
" Two, maximum three Technical Meetings (TM); heavy use of

Internet and "virtual collaboration"
• Two stages (first: catalogue, second: synthesis)

o Deliverable: IAEA TECDOC and database hosted on IAEA server
accessible through the FR&ADS project's Web Site
(http://www.iaca.oru/inis/aws/fhss/)

Consultancy on "Knowledge Preservation in the Area of Fast Reactor Technology" (ANL
West. Idaho Falls. 2-4 April 2002)

The IAEA initiative seeks to establish a comprehensive, international inventory
of fast reactor data and knowledge, which would be sufficient to form the basis
for fast reactor development in 20 to 40 years from now

- This knowledge base is intended to provide access to the national guardians of
assured quality information in design, safety, fabrication, construction, operation
and decommissioning of fast reactors"Access" indicates a portal to the
information. However, free release of some of the information between nations
may require negotiation on a case-by-case basis
What are the most important disciplines/topical areas in which fast reactor
technology preservation must be done?

o Collection and analysis of all information pertaining to a particular
reactor, or by discipline/topical area that would cross-cut all reactors?
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o Avenue chosen is by discipline: Reactor Physics, Reactor Safety, Reactor
Operations, Fuels & Materials

How can these disciplines be prioritized?
o Question to be addressed by each participating Member State
o Suggested general process by which this may be accomplished: For each

technical discipline, an expert's group should be selected and convened.
This group should review the state of knowledge preservation within the
Member State and determine which technical areas are most important to
future development of fast reactors and which technical areas are most
endangered or vulnerable to loss of knowledge and expertise. Based on
the expert's group evaluation, in-country preservation activities should
focus on the most important endangered areas. In parallel, within each
participating Member State, conscientious efforts to prevent the loss of
technical information and facility components until an assessment of
their potential value to future technical advancement must be made.

The real "fast reactor technology development treasures'*
o Reactor physics and core design area

• Zero power critical and power reactor experiments
o Reactor operations area

• Performance data and the contributions towards performance
(discriminating between positive and negative ones)

• Main operating events and their relation to the corresponding
design implications

o Fuels and materials area
• Performance data related to the most mature and/or best

performing concepts within each fuel/cladding category
« Process which lead to discarding concepts, as well as the data

needed to produce the "best choices."
o Safety area

• Safety analysis reports of the major reactor facilities
What is already being done to preserve these "treasures"?

o France: CEA, EDF & Framatome ANP have initiated a LMFR
knowledge preservation project that centers on two lines: R&D aspects,
and SUPERPHENIX. Approach followed: have documentation drafted
by specialists in the respective areas, for R&D and SUPERPHENIX
design aspects. In addition, all the relevant references are listed. Zero
power critical experimental data obtained within the European fast
reactor collaboration (MASURCA, SNEAK, ZEBRA) is preserved in the
SNEDAX database. SNEDAX also includes SEG data.

o Japan: initiated a comprehensive knowledge preservation program, trying
to capture also "human knowledge" based on interviews. JNC puts
forward an international knowledge preservation program that would
share information over the Internet

o Russia: some fast reactor knowledge preservation work is being done
(e.g., zero power criticals BFS-I, BFS-2 and KOBR, and post-irradiation
experience). However, lack of funding is seriously affecting this work in
Russia

o UK: a Super Archive was prepared. The coverage of R & D material was
intended to be comprehensive. This could be confirmed against the scope
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of the IAEA knowledge preservation initiative. The Super Archive is
intended as an important link to the standard archiving within the
UKAEA. The level/type of the information retained in the Super Archive
and the detailed UKAEA archive also needs to be established. The
UKAEA is transferring the archive to electronic form. BNFL has an
interest in preserving the "fuels" information and has the right for
commercial exploitation of that information. The fast reactor intellectual
property rights are owned by AEA-T and NNC who formed FASTEC as
a single entity as a counterpart to SERENA (France, Germany
representing DeBeNe) as basis for the SERENA/FASTEC agreement

o USA: TREAT and ZPPR data are currently on magnetic tape and hard
copies with some transfer to electronic files (therefore subject to loss).
Selected ZPR and ZPPR log books are being scanned, and selected
critical configurations are being evaluated and preserved by the
International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project. EBR-II
plant data is on CDs but design knowledge is needed for its
interpretation. While complete subassembly information (design, safety
documentation, post irradiation X-rays and gamma-scans) exists in file
cabinets all blanket region characterization has been lost. EBR II design
information, and 80% of the system design descriptions, are in electronic
form on CDs

o OECD/NEA has preserved in electronic form the archive of primary
documents from ZEBRA, SNEAK, and selected documents associated
with the FCA

What would be the road map to implement this initiative?
o There are efforts to preserve knowledge already underway, particularly in

France, Japan, Russia, and the United Kingdom. There is also an
international initiative that is supported by OECD/NEA, to preserve very
specific data from critical assemblies

o These extensive efforts can be viewed as preserving some building
blocks of an inventory of knowledge from which other blocks of
information and knowledge have been, and are continuing to be, lost

o The IAEA initiative seeks to develop a knowledge-base into which
existing knowledge will fit and new efforts to preserve data and
knowledge will complement the prior work. It also seeks to assure that
the data and knowledge are quality information by encouraging that the
ever-diminishing group of international experts be used in reviewing and
interpreting information for the future

o The following general process is proposed in implementing this initiative
• Initiate a moratorium on the disposal of any further fast reactor

records at fast reactor facilities or technology centers related to
fast reactor experience

" Information preservation should be conducted primarily on a
national basis as contributions to this international initiative

• National activities should include identification of what
information exists, where, and to what degree of completeness

• National activities should include identification of a responsible
guardian or guardians for the information
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• National activities should include conversion of the information
into a robust and secure form, including quality verification,
electronic conversion, and redundant storage with permanent
addresses

" National activities should include the development of
interpretive documents for this information. These documents
should define the final state of affairs and its rationale. This may
include the retrieval of tacit information presently held by retiring
experts

• National activities should include provision of access-information
(not necessarily open release) within a combined international
knowledge inventory administered and preserved by the IAEA

Which experts will be able to join the initiative and do the job?
o Each Member State should identify at least one individual to represent

their technology preservation activities to the IAEA initiative
o Each Member State should select experts within each discipline or

topical area to perform the tasks on the national level
Funding of the Initiative

o Needed resources have to be determined and provided within each
Member State

o Due to the closing window of opportunity, each Member State should
recognize the urgency to act and provide adequate funding while experts
remain available

List of Actions
o TWG-FR to endorse the Knowledge Preservation Initiative work plan
o Representatives of each Member State should explore methods of

implementing the recommendations of the consultancy including the
identification of resources and prevention of further loss of information

o Next Meeting: assuming endorsement, IAEA will convene the next
meeting within, one year, possibly in conjunction with the 2003 Annual
Meeting of the TWG-FR

3.3 Actions from the 34th Annual Meeting of the TWG-FR

The action list from the 34tn Annual Meeting of the TWG-FR and their status are given
hereafter:

W. Gudowski to approach ISTC and the Russian Side to facilitate co-operation with the
Subcritical Assembly in Dubna (SAD) Experiment

- IAEA invited to 5 t n meeting of the Contact Expert Group (CEG) on ISTC ADS
projects (Karlsruhe, 1 February 2002): positive recommendation for SAD

- Following CEG's recommendation, the ISTC GB approved SAD (2 stages,
funding 2 x S600'000)CRP "Benchmark Analyses on Data and Calculational
Methods for Accelerator Driven System (ADS) Source Related Neutronic
Phenomenology with Experimental Validation" to collaborate with SAD
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Check status on the TM "Primary Sodium Pipe Rupture Event in LMFR "
- Activity in P&B 2002/2003 as CAURB (Core Activity Un-funded in the Regular

Budget): can be implemented from savings or extra-budgetary contributions
- Planned for November/December 2002, hosted by IGCAR in Kalpakkam

Reconsider Titles of two TMs and one CRP
- New TM titles

o "Theoretical and Experimental Studies of Heavy Liquid Metal Thermal
Hydraulics"

o "Review of Solid and Mobile Fuels for Partitioning and Transmutation
Systems"

- New CRP title
o "Studies on Advanced Reactor Technology Options for Effective

Incineration of Radioactive Waste"

Circulate the modified "Terms of Reference of the TWG-FR"
- Draft version (as submitted to IAEA's SAGNE (Standing Advisory Group for

Nuclear Energy) distributed at this meeting
SAGNE asked for more information before endorsing the ToR of the various
TWGs

Follow INPRO and Report to the TWG-FR at the 2002 Annual Meeting
Presentation by the Scientific Secretary later in this meeting (see Annex XV)

Planning of future TWG-FR meetings and collaborative R&D activities

Planned collaborative research activities till the end of 2002:
Kick-off RCM of the CRP "Studies on Advanced Reactor Technology Options
for Effective Incineration of Radioactive Waste" (Extra-budgetary) (FZ
Karlsruhe, Germany, 5-8 November)

Planned information exchange activities till the end of 2002:
In collaboration with OECD/NEA: "7tn Partitioning and Transmutation
Information Exchange Meeting" (Cheju, Rep. of Korea, 14-16 October 2002)

Planned collaborative research activities in 2003:
- Fourth RCM (TM) of the CRP "Updated Codes and Methods to Reduce the

Calculational Uncertainties of the LMFR Reactivity Effects" (IPPE, Obninsk,
Russia, 12-16 May 2003)

Planned information exchange activities in 2003:
TM "Primary Coolant Pipe Rupture Event in Liquid Metal Cooled Reactors"
(CAURB) (IGCAR, Kalpakkam, India, 13-17 January 2003)
TM "Review of National Programmes on Fast Reactors and ADS, and
Consultation with Member States (Annual Meeting of the TWG-FR) (KAERJ,
Daejon, Republic of Korea, May 2003)
TM "Theoretical and Experimental Studies of Heavy Liquid Metal Thermal
Hydraulics" (Extra-budgetary) (FZ Karlsruhe, Germany, October 2003)
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Planned collaborative research activities (dates to be decided):
- Kick-off RCM (TM) of the planned CRP "Benchmark Analyses on Data and

Calculational Methods for Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) Source Related
Neutronic Phenomenology with Experimental Validation" (Extra-budgetary)
(preparatory meeting with NEA was suggested, see recommendation # 4 in
section 8 of the "Full Report")

- Kick-off RCM (TM) of the CRP "An Assessment Based on an Unified
Methodology of Thorium Fuel in Emerging Nuclear Energy Systems" (Extra-
budgetary) (decision on this CRP postponed to the TWG-FR Annual Meeting
in 2003, see recommendation # 5 in section 8 of the "Full Report"; CRP could
be proposed as an activity in IAEA's Program and Budget Cycle 2004-2005)

Planned information exchange activities (dates to be decided):
TM "Review of Solid and Mobile Fuels for Partitioning and Transmutation
Systems" (Extra-budgetary) (interaction with ISTC was suggested, see
recommendation # 8 in section 8 of the "Full Report")

- TM "Assessment of ADS Dynamics and Safety Physics" (linked to CRP on
"Studies on Advanced Reactor Technology Options for Effective Incineration
of Radioactive Waste", see recommendation # 9 in section 8 of the "Full
Report")

3.4 IAEA Documents

The following documents have been issued by the Secretariat of the IAEA in the period
covered by this report:

- Technical Committee Meeting on "Review of National Programmes on Fast
Reactors and Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS), IAEA-TCM-1168, Working
Material TWG-FR/105 (2001)

- The Third Research Co-ordination Meeting (RCM) on "Updated Codes and
Methods to reduce the Calculational Uncertainties of the LMFR Reactivity
Effects", IAEA-RC-803.3, Working Material TWG-FR/106 (2002)

- Verification of Analysis Methods for Predicting the Behaviour of Seismically
Isolated Nuclear Structures, IAEA TECDOC-1288 (2002)
Comparative Assessment of Thermophysica! and Thermohydraulic
Characteristics of Lead, Lead-Bismuth and Sodium Coolants, IAEA
TECDOC-1289 (2002)

The updated list of all TWG-FR relevant Agency publications issued since 1996 is given
in Annex II.

4. RESEARCH COORDINATION MEETING ARRANGEMENTS FOR 2002

The Scientific Secretary informed the TWG-FR members about the remaining Research
Co-ordination Meeting (RCM) foreseen in 2002, i.e., the "kick-off RCM (TM) of the extra-
budgetary CRP on "Studies on Advanced Reactor Technology Options for Effective
Incineration of Radioactive Waste". The RCM (TM) will be hosted by FZK, Germany, from 5
to 8 November2002. The first stage of the CRP will centre on the analyses of ADS safety
relevant parameters. The main thrust will be on long time-scale effects of transients initiated
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by strong perturbations of the neutron source or of the sub-critical core. The benchmark
models are based on various designs of the sub-critical core, and some extreme cases (sub-
critical cores "dedicated" to transmutation, i.e. fuelled with transuranics in a fertile-free
matrix) will also be considered. The CRP will seek to perform also experimental benchmarks,
and comparisons with critical fast reactor cores will be performed to the extent possible.

5. TECHNICAL MEETING ARRANGEMENTS FOR 2002

The Scientific Secretary informed the TWG-FR members about the remaining technical
meeting foreseen in 2002, i.e., the: "7th Partitioning and Transmutation Information Exchange
Meeting", in collaboration with OECD/NEA. The meeting will be held in Cheju, Republic of
Korea, from 4 to 16 October 2002. Within the limits of the available budget, the IAEA will
sponsor the participation of representatives from non-OECD countries to present their
respective national R&D activities in the P&T and ADS areas.

6. PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE TWG-FR ACTIVITIES

The IAEA Secretariat has received no new proposals. However, the participants had a
very detailed discussion of the TWG-FR's on-going and future activities on the basis of the
"List of Proposed Topics for TWG-FR Technical Meetings and Collaborative R&D" (see
Annex III). The conclusions and recommendations are summarized in Section 8 of the "Full
Report".

7. PROPOSALS FOR MEETING ARRANGEMENTS IN 2004-2005

The Scientific Secretary informed the TWG-FR members that IAEA's 2004-2004
Program and Budget is presently under discussion. Given the early stage of these discussions,
it is premature to go into details at this time. This will be on the agenda of the TWG-FR
Annual Meeting in 2003.

8. SUMMARY OF THE CONCLUSIONS/RECOMMENDATIONS/ACTIONS

1) The TWG-FR recommends holding the Technical Meeting (TM) "Primary Coolant
Pipe Rupture Event in Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Reactors" from January 13 to 17,
2003 at IGCAR in Kalpakkarn, India. Messrs. Stanculescu and Lee are asked to draft
as soon as possible a call for papers and to define the subjects that shall be discussed
during the meeting. The TWG-FR considers that the main topic of the TM should be
the presentation of the various technologies and "national philosophies" in dealing
with this accident.
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2) The TWG-FR recommends including the proposed topic "Management of Sodium
from FBR Dismantling" into the proposed CRP on "Generalization and Analysis of
the Operational Experience with Fast Reactor Equipment and Systems""'.

3) The TWG-FR commends the Agency for its initiative on "Fast Reactor Technology
Preservation". The TWG-FR emphasizes that the Agency initiative is strongly
dependent on national activities, and that national activities to preserve sodium
cooled fast reactor knowledge and experience are a prerequisite for this initiative.
Therefore, ongoing and future national activities in this field are of extreme
importance, and the TWG-FR encourages the Member States to take appropriate
action. The TWG-FR takes note of the initiative's kick-off meeting (CT hosted by
ANL West in Idaho Falls, Idaho, USA, 2-4 April 2002), and of the fact that the TM
on "Feedback from Operational and Decommissioning Experience with Fast
Reactors" (Cadarache, France, 11-15 March 2002) also touched topics of importance
to this initiative. The TWG-FR wants to make sure that there is no duplication
between these two activities (i.e., the "Fast Reactor Technology Preservation"
initiative per se, and the activities on preserving the feedback and lessons learned
from operation and decommissioning of fast reactors). Thus, the TWG-FR
recommends having a thorough discussion of these issues at the 2003 Annual
Meeting. This discussion should also review the progress made by the "Fast Reactor
Technology Preservation" initiative. To ensure a broad participation in this
discussion, it is recommended to hold the follow-up meeting of the ANL West CT in
conjunction with the 2003 TWG-FR Annual Meeting, and to invite to this follow-up
meeting the participants of the Cadarache TM on "Feedback from Operational and
Decommissioning Experience with Fast Reactors". The TWG-FR emphasizes that
this common meeting must be carefully prepared in order to reach a sound and clear
mandate for the fast reactor knowledge preservation activities, and make sure that no
duplication occurs in the related IAEA activities performed within the framework of
the TWG-FR.

4) As regards the proposed CRP on "Benchmark Analyses on Data and Calculational
Methods for Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) Source Related Neutronic
Phenomenology with Experimental Validation", the TWG-FR recommends to
organize a meeting in collaboration with OECD/NEA with the objective of
clarifying the status of ongoing and planned experimental programs on the coupling
of an external neutron source with sub-critical configurations (e.g., SAD in Dubna,
YALINA in Minsk, MUSE in Cadarache, TRADE in Casaccia, TREACS at ANL
West). This preparatory meeting would also ensure that the activities of the two
Agencies are well coordinated.

5) The TWG-FR recommends postponing the decision on the proposed CRP on
"Assessment based on an unified methodology of thorium fuel in emerging nuclear
energy systems". The TWG-FR considers that this is a very general topic that is of
concern not only to FR, but also to thermal reactors. The TWG-FR thus
recommends limiting the scope of the proposed CRP to FRs and change its title to
"Assessment of thorium fuel in fast neutron systems". The TWG-FR suggests that
consultations with the labs and institutions in the Member States be initiated and a
decision on this CRP be made at the 2003 Annual Meeting of the TWG-FR.

3 This CRP was recommended by the participants in the Cadarache TM (11-15 March 2002); this
recommendation is endorsed by the TWG-FR, and the Scientific Secretary has proposed the CRP as an activity in
the Agency's Programme and Budget Cycle 2004-2005
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6) The TWG-FR recommends holding a specific TM on "Handling of sodium coming
from decommissioned FRs and from the shutdown of experimental facilities".
Action is put on the Scientific Secretary to contact the British partners whether they
would be interested in hosting such a TM. In the case of a positive response, the
Scientific Secretary is asked to propose a possible date and venue for this TM, and
to prepare, together with the hosts, the "Call for Papers and Information Sheet".

7) The TWG-FR endorses the TM on "Theoretical and experimental studies of heavy
liquid metal thermal hydraulics". It recommends holding the TM in October 2003 at
FZ Karlsruhe. Action is put on Mr. Knebel to propose a precise date.

8) The TWG-FR recommends a broader approach to the proposed TM on "Review of
solid and mobile fuels for partitioning and transmutation systems". Firstly, the topic
is of interest to fast and to thermal systems. Secondly, there are activities in this area
being pursued in labs and institutions of Member States that are not represented in
the TWG-FR. The TWG-FR considers it to be useful and worthwhile to tap the
knowledge and expertise of these institutions too. It therefore recommends
extending this information exchange activity also to non-TWG-FR members.
Therefore, action is put on the Scientific Secretary to contact Mr. W. Gudowski and
propose organising this TM within the frame of ISTC, as a meeting to be convened
by IAEA. All projects in this field (e. g. ISTC 1606, MOST, and others) should be
invited to participate.

9) The TWG-FR considers that the TM on " Assessment of ADS dynamics and safety
physics" is an information exchange meeting that depends on the progress of the
CRP, which will be started 5-8 November in Karlsruhe. Mr. Maschek is asked to
discuss during this kick-off meeting whether and when such a TM should be held.
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9. DATE AND VENUE OF NEXT MEETING

The TWG-FR meeting representatives gratefully accepted the invitation expressed by
Mr. Kim on behalf of KAERI to hold the next annual TWG-FR meeting in the Republic of
Korea, in May 2003. He will propose a date as soon as possible.

Some of the participants in the IAEA Technical Meeting on "Review of National Programmes
on Fast Reactors and Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS)" (35:n Annual Meeting of the TWG-
FR), FZ Karlsruhe, 22-26 April 2002 (picture taken in the Bruchsaler Schloss)

Left to right: Ph. Finck (ANL, USA), J. Rubens Maiorino (Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e
Nucleares, Brazil), J. C. Astegiano (CEA, France), Y. Ieda (JNC, Japan), S. Krechetov
(National Atomic Company "Kazatomprom", Kazakhstan), Y. Ashurko (IPPE, Russia),
A. Stanculescu (IAEA, Vienna), S. M. Lee (IGCAR, India), G. Heusener (FZK, Germany).
Xia Haihong (CIAE, China), Y.-I. Kim (KAERI, Rep. of Korea), B. Miihl (FZK, Germany),
M-L. Molinari (FZK, Germany)
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Annex I: List of participants

TMto
"Review National Programmes on Fast Reactors and Accelerator Driven Systems

(ADS)"
Karlsruhe, 22 to 26 April 2002

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

BRAZIL

Mr. Jose Rubens MAIORINO
Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares - IPEN
Travessa R, no 400 - Cidade Universitaria
Pinheiros - 05508-900
Sao Paulo
BRASIL
Tel: ++55 11 3816 9111 OR

-H-55 11 3816 9112
Fax:++55 11 3816 9432
E-mail: maiorino@net.ipen.br

CHINA

Mr. XU Mi
China Institute of Atomic Energy
Department of Fast Reactor Engineering
P.O.Box 275(34)
CHINA
Tel: ++86 10 693 581 93
Fax:++86 10 693 581 26
E-mail: cefr@iris.ciae.ac.cn

Mr. XIA Haihong
China Institute of Atomic Energy
Department of Nuclear Physics
P.O.Box 275(80)
CHINA
Tel: ++86 10 6935 8798
Fax:++86 10 6935 7787
E-mail: xiahh@iris.ciae.ac.cn



FRANCE

Mr. Jean-Claude ASTEGIANO
CEACentre d'Etude de Cadarache
Reactor Study Department
F-13108 Saint-Paul-lez-Durance Cedex
FRANCE
Tel: ++33 4 42 25 74 98
Fax: ++33 4 42 25 48 6%
E-mail: jean-claude.astegiano@cea.fr

GERMANY

Mr. Gerhard HEUSENER
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Technik und Umwelt
Postfach 3640
D-76021 Karlsruhe
GERMANY
Tel: ++49 7247 82 5509
Fax: ++49 7247 82 5508
E-mail: gerhard.heusener@psf.fzk.de

Mr. Joachim KNEBEL
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Technik und Umwelt
Postfach 3640
D-76021 Karlsruhe
GERMANY
Tel: ++49 7247 82 3585
Fax: ++49 7247 82 4837
E-mail: Joachim.Knebel@iket.fzk.de

INDIA

Mr. S.M. LEE
Indira Gandhi Center for Atomic Research (IGCAR)
SHINE Group
Kalpakkam603 102
Tamilnadu
INDIA
Tel:++91 4114 480231
Fax:++91 4114480060 OR 480231
E-mail: lee@igcar.emet.in OR

smlee@igcar. emet. in



JAPAN

Mr. Yoshiaki IEDA
Japan. Nuclear Cycle Development Office (JNC)
FBR Cycle System Development Office
O-arai Engineering Center
4002 Narita, O-arai
Ibaraki, 311-1393
JAPAN
Tel: -H-81 29 267 4141 - 6013
Fax: ++81 29 267 7173
E-mail: ieda@hq.jnc.go.jp

KAZAKHSTAN

Mr. Sergey KRECHETOV
National Atomic Company "Kazatomprom"
Republic of Kazakhstan
168, Bogenbai batyra str.
Almaty, 480012
KAZAKHSTAN
Tel: ++7 3272 585 097
Fax: ++7 3272 503 541
E-mail: S.Krechetov@kazatomprom.kz

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

Mr. Yeong-Il KIM
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI)
LMR Core Design Technology Development
P.O. Box 105 Yusong
Daejon 305-600
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
Fax: ++82 42 861 9605
Tel: ++82 42 868 8721
E-mail: yikiml@kaeri.re.kr

RUSSIAN FEDERATION

Mr. Yuri ASHURKO
Institute for Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE)
Bondarenko Sq. 1
249033 Obninsk, Kaluga Region
RUSSIAN FEDERATION
Tel: ++7 084 39 95 053
Fax: ++7 095 230 2326
E-mail: ashurko@ippe.obninsk.ru



USA

Mr. Phillip FINCK
Argonne National Laboratory
Technology Development Division
9700 South Cass Avenue, Bldg. 360
Argonne, IL 60439-4814
USA
Fax: •+1 630 252-4500 OR

H-l 630 252-4007
Tel: -r-t-1630 252 1987 OR

+±l 630 252 5242
E-mail: pfinck@anl.gov
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List of products (reports, computer software, database)
prepared within the framework of the LMFR/Hybrid Systems project since 1996

2002

TECDOC-1289

TECDOC-1288

IAEA-RC-803.2
Working Material
IWG-FR/106

Comparative Assessment of Thermophysical and Thermohydraulic
Characteristics of Lead, Lead-Bismuth and Sodium Coolants

Verification of Analysis Methods for Predicting the Behaviour of Seismically
Isolated Nuclear Structures
The TECDOC is the final report of the IAEA CRP initiated in 1996 aiming at
examining the ability of computer codes to predict the structural damage caused by
thermal striping in areas of mixing of coolant having different temperatures
The Third Research Co-ordination Meeting (RCM) on "Updated Codes and
Methods to Reduce the Caiculational Uncertainties of Liquid Metal Fast Reactor
Reactivity Effects"

2001
IAEA-TCM-1168
Working Material
TWG-FR/105

Technical Committee Meeting on "Review of National Programmes in Fast
Reactors and Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS)" (34th Annual Meeting of the
TWG-FR)

IAEA-AG-I076
Working Material
IWG-FR/104
IAEA-RC-803.2
Working Material
IWG-FR/103
IAEA-TC-385.72
Working Material
IWG-FR/102
IAEA-TC-385.72
Working Material
IWG-FR/101

IAEA-RC-803
Working Material
IWG-FR/100

TECDOC-1180

TECDOC-1157

TECDOC-1155

TECDOC-1139

Design and Performance of Reactor and Sub-critical Blanket Systems with Lead
and Lead-Bismuth as Coolant and/or Target Material

Updated Codes and Methods to Reduce the Caiculational Uncertainties of
Liquid Metal Fast Reactor Reactivity Effects

Liquid Metal Fast Reactor (LMFR) Developments
33rd Annual Meeting of the International Working Group on Fast Reactors (IWG-FR)

Summary Reports of the Meeting Held in the Period May 1999-April 2000,
Background Material, and Some Room Documents in Preparation of the 33rd

IWG-FR Annual Meeting
Updated Codes and Methods to reduce the Calculational Uncertainties of the
LMFR Reactivity Effects

Unusual Occurrences During LMFR Operation
Proceedings of a TCM held in Vienna, 9-13 November 1998

LMFR Core Thermohydraulics: Status and Prospects
Review of data, codes and methodologies for LMFR core thermohydraulic
calculations.
Thorium based fuel options for the generation of electricity: Developments in
the 1990s.
Review of the current status of the thorium fuel cycles, world-wide applications,
economic benefits, and perceived advantages with respect to other nuclear fuel cycles.
These results of this updated evaluation are summarized in this publication as a
contribution toward documenting past experience.
Transient and accident analysis of a BN-800 type LMFR with near zero void
effect
Final report of an international benchmark programme support by the IAEA and EC,
1994-1998.



1999

TECDOC-1060

TECDOC-1083

IAEA-TC-385.71
Working Material
IWG-FR/99
no reference number

LMFR core and heat exchanger thermohydraulic design: former USSR and
present Russian approaches
This document includes the methodology and philosophy of the analytical and
experimental investigations in their application to the core and heat exchanger
thermohydraulic design of LMFRs.
Status of liquid metal cooled fast reactor technology
Present status report which intends to provide comprehensive and detailed
information on LMFR technology with the following topics: experience in
construction, fast reactor engineering, reactor physics and safety, core structural
material and fuel technology, fast reactor engineering.
Status of National Programmes on LMFR

Summary Report of the Advisory Group Meeting on the Evaluation of Fast
Reactor Core Physics Tests

1998

TECDOC-1039
Influence of high dose irradiation on core structural and fuel materials in
advanced reactors
Proceedings of the TCM held in Obninsk, Russian Federation 16-19 June 1997

TECDOC-1015 Advances in fast reactor technology
Updated and new information on the status of LMFR development, as reported at the
30th meeting of the International Working Group on Fast Reactors, held in China in
May 1997.

Internet Fast Reactor Database
IWG-FR/98
(Published by
Cadarache Centre,
France)

Sodium Removal and disposal from LMFRs in normal operation and in the
framework of decommissioning
Proceedings of a TCM held in Aix-enProvence, France, 3-7 November 1997

1997
TECDOC-946

TECDOC-933

IWG-FR/92
(Published by PNC,

1 Japan)

Acoustic signal processing for the detection of sodium boiling or sodium-wate
reactions in liquid metal fast reactors
A summary of the work performed under a CRP carried out from 1990 to 1995. It was
the continuation of an earlier CRP entitled Signal Processing Techniques for Sodium
Boiling Noise Detection (1984-1989).
Creep-fatigue damage rules for advanced fast reactor design
Proceedings of a TCM held in Manchester, United Kingdom, 11-13 June 1996
Evaluation of radioactive materials release and sodium fires in fast reactors
Proceeding of a TCM held in O-arai, Japan, 11-14 November 1996

1996
TECDOC-908

TECDOC-907

Fast reactor fuel failures and steam generator leaks: transient and accident
analysis approaches
A survey of activities on transient and accident analysis for LMFRs.
Concepetual design of advanced fast reactors
Proceedings of a TCM held in Kalpakkam, India, 3-6 October 1995
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List of Proposed Topics for TWG-FR Technical Meetings and Collaborative R&D

#

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Title

Primary sodium pipe rupture event in
LMFR
Design and performance of reactor and
sub-critical blanket with Pb and Pb-Bi as
coolant and/or target material
Evaluation of fast reactor core physics tests

Management of sodium from FBR
dismantling

Co-ordinated studies on "generalization
and analysis of the operational experience
with fast reactor equipment and systems"
(include also the topic of complex mass
exchange in LMFR (primary and secondary
circuit))

Fast reactor knowledge preservation

First TM of the CRP on "Studies of
Advanced Reactor Technology Options for
Effective Incineration of Radioactive
Waste"

Country

India

Japan

France

Russia

France

TWG-FR

Proposed
at

TWG-FR
meeting, in

1999

1998

1998

2000

2000

2000

2000

Remarks

TM 13-17 Jan. 2003,
Kalpakkam
AGM
23-27 October 2000,
Moscow
AGM, 22-24 Nov. 99,
Vienna
Touched upon at TM
Cadarache 11-15 March
2002
TCM "Feedback frorr
Operational and
Decommissioning
Experience with Fast
Reactors", Cadarache,
March 2002
Kick-offTMforCRPin
2004
AGM, 22-24 Nov. 99,
Vienna; coop, with NEA
CT ANL West 2-4 April
2002, follow-up mtg. in
2003 (in conj. 36th

TWG-FR Annual Mtg.)
5-8 Nov. 2002,
Karlsruhe



8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

First TM of the CRP on "Benchmark
Analyses on Data and Calculational
Methods for ADS Source Related
Neutronic Phenomenology with
Experimental Validation"
First RCM of the CRP on "An Assessment
Based on an Unified Methodology of
Thorium Fuel in Fast Neutron Spectrum
Systems"
TM on "Theoretical and Experimental
Studies of Heavy Liquid Metal Thermal
Hydraulics"
TM on "Review of Solid and Mobile Fuels
for Partitioning and Transmutation
Systems"
Joint OECD/NEA - IAEA meeting "7th

P&T Information Exchange Meeting"
Third TM of the CRP on "Updated Codes
and Methods to Reduce the Calculational
Uncertainties of the LMFR Reactivity
Effects"
Fourth TM of the CRP on "Updated Codes
and Methods to Reduce the Calculational
Uncertainties of the LMFR Reactivity
Effects"
Second TM of the CRP on "Studies of
Advanced Reactor Technology Options for
Effective Incineration of Radioactive
Waste"
TM on "Assessment of ADS Dynamics
and Safety Physics"
Technical Meeting "Review of National
Programmes on FR and on ADS and
Consultation with Member States" (annual
TWG-FR meeting)
New CRP "Generalization and Analyses of
Operational Experience with Fast Reactor
Equipment and Systems"

TM on Handling of Sodium Coming from
Decommissioned Fast Reactors and from
Shutdown Experimental Facilities

TWG-FR

TWG-FR

TWG-FR

TWG-FR

TWG-FR

Russia

Russia

TWG-FR

TWG-FR

TWG-FR

TM
Cada-
rache 11-
15
March
2002,
endorsed
at 35th

TWG-FR
35tn

TWG-FR

2001

2001

2001

2001

2001

1999

1999

2000

2001

2001

2002

2003

Decision to be made at
36th TWG-FR based on
MS representatives'
feedback
14-16 Oct. 2003,
Karlsruhe

Common meeting with
ISTC, decision at 36th

TWG-FR
14-16 October 2002,
Cheju, Rep. of Kor<
12-15 Nov. 2001,
Cadarache

12-16 May 2003
IPPE/Obninsk, Russia

2004

To be decided 5-8 Nov.
2002
22-26 April 2002,
Karlsruhe

i
May 2003, Daejon, kvjjs.
Start in 2004

Specific TM for Nr. 4;
2004, Dounrey, UK (?)
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THE RESEARCH ON ACCELERATOR DRIVEN SYSTEMS

AT THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF BELARUS.

Sergey E. Chigrinov, Anna I. Kievitskaia, Igor L. Rakhno, Igor V.Zhuk,

Ivan G. Serafimovich, Christina K. Rutkovskaia, Anatolij M. Khilmanovich, Boris A..

Marstinkevich,Victor V. Bumos, Yurij G. Fokov, Sergei V. Korneev, Sergei E. Mazanik,

Tamara P. Korbut

Radiation Physics&Chemistry Problems Institute, National Academy of Sciences

Minsk-Sosny, 220109, Republic of Belarus

E-mail: S. Chigrinov@sosny.bas-net.by

The investigations in the field of nuclear physics, development of numerical calculation
methods for nuclear reactors, neutron physics and etc. are carried out at the Scientific and
Technical Center "Sosny" National Academy of Sciences of Belarus (STC "Sosny")
since the 60s after putting into operation the research reactor and the critical assemblies.
A large range of different configuration (geometry,composition) of critical assemblies
have been constructed at the NAS Belarus during 25 years of studding neutronic of the
special (fast and thermal) reactors. Later the research in the field of relativistic nuclear
physics, the development of calculation methods of interaction of high energy particles
and nuclei with fissile media and evaluation of nuclear data of fissile isotope for Th-U
and U-Pu fuel cycle were started. At present the researche of physics of the subcritical
systems driven with high energy accelerators for energy production and transmutation of
long-lived fission products and minor actinides are carried out in STC "Sosny" in the
following main directions:
- evaluation of nuclear data for nuclides of Th-U and U-Pu fuel cycle;
- nuclear model theory and code's development for high energy file evaluation;
- development of the calculation methods for ADS;



- experimental investigation of neutronics of subcritical systems driven
with high energy accelerators.

Evaluation of Actinide Nuclear Data.

A large number of the evaluated data libraries are available for isotopes of Th-
U and U-Pu fuel cycles, i.e. BROND, ENDF/B-6, JEF-2.2 and JENDL. Unfortunately,
the current state of minor actinides evaluated data files is characterized by severe
discrepancies. In case of using weapon Pu for fuel fabrication it is necessary to improve
data for these nuclei. The main reason of discrepancies is the scarcity of experimental
data. The most obvious way of data files improvements is using of different sophisticated
nuclear models: coupled-channel optical model, evaporation statistical model with pre-
equilibrium emission of first neutron and statistical model with systematics of
parameters of level density. The latter approach helps to analyze irregularities in the
experimental data and subsequently predict the same kind of irregularities in cases of
poorly studied nuclei. The mentioned above methods are generally used for neutron
data evaluation of major actinides like 235-U, 239-Pu, 233-U and etc. in BROND-2,
ENDF/B-6 and JENDL-3. A consistent analysis of these data provides an insight into
the competition of fission and neutron emission above (n,nf) reaction threshold. The
same approach coupled with statistical model allows to predict fission, capture,
inelastic scattering and multi-particle emission cross sections. On the bases of the
developed approach nuclear data files for U-233, 242-Cm, 244Cm, U-235, 240-Pu, 239-
Pu, U-236, 241-Pu were evaluated. They are the part of the BROND-2 library (CJD,
Obninsk, Russia). In the framework of the ISTC project the files of evaluated neutron
data for 243-Cm, 245-Cm, 246Cm, 241-Am, 243-Am, 242m-Am, 242g-Am, 238-Pu,
242-Pu, 238-Np were created and the evaluation of neutron data for 232-Th, 232-U, 233-
U, 234-U, 231-Pa, 232-Pa, 233-Pa in the energy region up to 150 MeV is planned to be
performed . Evaluated files for 243-Cm, 245-Cm, 246-Cm will be included in ENDF/B-6
library. Evaluated nucleon optical interaction data up to 200 MeV incident energies
(both for neutrons and protons) for light: 12-C, 28,29,30 Si; middle: 52-Cr, 56-Fe, 58-Ni,
and heavy 238-U and 232-Th nuclides is used by Japanese and Korean scientists for joint
with STC "Sosny" high energy file evaluations,necessary for medical, nuclear wastes
transmutation and various industrial applications.

2. Development of methods for calculation neutronics of ADS.
Application of high energy accelerators for production of energy and radioactive nuclides
as well as transmutation of nuclear waste is based on large scale using of spallation
reactions for neutron generation in thick targets and following multiplication of the
neutrons in subcritical blankets. Correct description of such a complicated process as
high energy particle interaction with matter can be performed by means of Monte Carlo
method. It is the most suitable tool to take into account all details of nuclear reaction
mechanism and particle transport both in high and low energy range. At present computer
codes LAHET, HETC, HETC- THERMES,FLUKA,NMTC/JAERI, are widely used for
such purposes. For description of inelastic reactions they use cascade-evaporation models
which do not describe correctly energy distribution of neutrons generated both in
spallation reactions and in thick heavy-metal targets bombarded by high energy protons.



The code SONET is being developed for many years at NAS of Belarus is dedicated for
Monte Carlo simulation of intra- and inter-nuclear cascades in thick targets of arbitrary
geometric configuration and material composition. One can calculate transport of nuclei
(A<16), nucleons and pions in the energy region up to 10 GeV. Electro-magnetic showers
are simulated by means of the well-known EGS4 computer code which is included in the
package also. lonization energy losses, range straggling, pion decay, multiple Coulomb
scattering, inelastic interaction of particles (n, p, TT, y) and nuclei with nuclei as well as
high energy fission have been taken into account. The code SONET describes nuclear
collision products by means of a cascade-exciton model. The equilibrium (evaporation)
stage includes evaporation-to-fission competition for heavy nuclei and Fermi break-up
model for light nuclei. To describe nuclear level density is used by Ignatyuk' et al.
parametrization in the frame of Fermi gas model. The fission process for heavy nuclei
(A>200) is described in the frame of Fong or Alsmiller model. Nucleus-nucleus inelastic
interactions are described on the basis of cascade mechanism of nuclear reactions. The
code SONET provides complete descriptions of the low ((En < 10-20 MeV) energy
neutrons produced in the high energy spallation reactions. Further low energy neutron
transport is described by means of methods developed for radiation shielding and nuclear
reactor calculations. The first alternative is represented by the code SYNTES-Q. It allow
to calculate neutron transport for subcritical systems in multigroup diffusional
approximation in 2D geometry and is based on iterative synthesis method for solving the
neutron transport equation with an external source. The second alternative is represented
by the well-known code MCNP 4A. One of the versions of the code SONET allow to
calculate the evolution of a nucleon-meson cascade in time which is of interest when
considering external pulsed sources.
The code SONET allows to calculate the following main quantities:
• neutron energy-angle leakage spectra as well as neutron and nuclide yields;
• neutron fiuence as well as specified reaction rates for specified geometric cells;
• time evolution of fuel nuclide composition;
• thermal power due to (n,f) and (n,y) reactions;
• energy production in different geometric cells;
• distribution of fission and capture rates for different nuclides.

A detailed comparison of experimentally measured and calculated neutron yields from
thick targets bombarded with high energy protons, energy spectrum of neutrons generated
due to spallation reactions in heavy metal targets have been performed . AS comparison
has shown that the code SONET reproduces the experimental data quite successfully .

3. Experimental research of the transmutation of LLFP and MA on the base of the
subcritical assembly driven with neutron generator.
At present experimental research of various aspects of ADS with using high energy
accelerators are difficult, expensive, and in some cases even unfeasible. In this regard
research of ADS with low energy ion accelerators are of great importance. The possibility
of using low energy accelerators to investigate physical characteristics of subcritical
target/blanket systems follows from mechanism of nuclear reactions in high (~1.0-2.0
GeV) and low ( ~ 10-20 MeV) energy ranges as well as from features of nucleon-meson
cascade development. It was shown that a spallation neutron source can be simulated by
neutrons escaping from heavy element targets bombarded by 14 MeV neutrons(



Proceedings of the 2' International conference on ADTT and its applications, Sweden, 3-
7 June 1996 ). It has formed the basis for creation of the experimental facility "Yaiina"
consisting of the subcritical assembly with multiplication equal to 50 , high intensity (10
!~ n/s) neutron generator and measurement system that was developed within
framework of the ISTC project and was put into operation in May 2000. The "Yaiina"
facility can be used to study of the physics of multiplying media with thermal neutron
spectrum at different subcriticality levels, large range of different configurations (
geometry, composition) and external sources (Cf-252,D(d,n)He-3,D(T,n)He-4. To
investigate on dynamic features of the subcritical systems pulse neutron beam with
duration from 5/AS up to 100 pis and with pulse repetition from 1 Hz to 1000 Hz can be
used . The core of the subcritical assembly is a rectangular parallelepiped 40.0cm width
,40.0cm length and 57.0 cm height . It is assembled from polyethylene blocks with the
channels to place the fuel pins and has a square lattice with 2.0 cm pitch . The
subcritical assembly have been loaded with UO2 fuel (U-235 enrichment equal to 10 %).
Central part of the core is a neutron producing lead target 10 cm diameter and 60 cm
length. There are channels for location of detectors of neutron flux monitoring system at
the boundaries of the core and experimental channels with diameter of 25 mm for radii
5, 10 and 16 cm for placing different type of samples or Cf-252 source inside the
core. The core is surrounded by high purity graphite reflector 40.0 cm thickness and
thin 1.5 mm Cd layer.

The neutron generator NG-12-1 consists of a high-current deuteron accelerator, highly
effective water-cooling rotating TiH (TiD) target and has been operated since 1997 as
intense a continues neutron source of (1.5-2.0)10!2 DT neutron/sec at maximum with
neutron energy 13.0- 15.0 Mev and a continues neutron source of (2.0-3.0)10!0 DD
neutron/sec at maximum with neutron energy 2.0-3.0 Mev.
The experimental program on the basis of "Yalina" facility allow to validate nuclear data
(ENDF/B-VL4, ENDF/B-VI.6JENDL3.2 ) libraries and calculation methods (EA-
MC,MCNP b,MCNP 4c) used to describe the subcritical target/blanket systems, spatial
flux distributions, neutron spectra, external source worth, reaction rates, dynamic
reactivity measurements and so on.
The YALINA setup is considered by the experts as an important experiment having the
potential to resolve some of the existing discrepancies in simulation of sub-critical
systems and to give an indication on the quality of widely used evaluated nuclear data
libraries. Moreover, it can also serve as an experimental facility for
benchmarking/validating Monte Carlo perturbation modules. Such a validation is an
important and urgent task for the extensively used MCNP 4b and MCNP 4c codes( The
Consultancy to "Review the Supplementary Analysis of Stages 1 and 2 of the IAEA CRP
on the 'Use of Thorium-based Fuel Cycle in Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS) to
Incinerate Plutonium and to Reduce Long-term Waste Toxicities', and to Elaborate Stage
3 of this CRP IAEA as an Analytical and Experimental Study of the ADS
Simulator"(Minsk, Belarus, 10 -11 July 2000 (622-I3-CT-04864))..



Fig. 1. The subcritical facility "Yalina": 1 - the neutron generator; 2 - Ti-^H

target system; 3 - the subcritical assembly; 4 - movable platform.

\ - graphite block.
3 - cadmium screen
3 - covering
4 - neutron source channel
5 - polyethylene block.
6 - block oi"control anc protcctio:)
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neutron sensor
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Fig.2. The subcritical uranium-polyethelene assembly.
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Abstract
An Integral Lead Reactor (ILR) concept is proposed for the 4th generation reactor to be used in the
future. The ILR is loaded with metallic fuel and cooled by lead. It was evaluated in the 300-1500
MWe power range with the Japanese Fast Set 2 cross sections library. This set was tested against
several fast benchmarks and the criticality uncertainty was found to be 0.51 % Ak. The reactor is
started with U-Zr and changes to the U-TRU-Zr-RE fuel in a stepwise way. In the equilibrium
cycle, the burnup reactivity is less than peff for a core of the order of 300 MWe, pin diameter of
10.4 mm and a pin-pitch to diameter ratio of 1.308. The lead void reactivity is negative for reactor
power less than 750 MWe. There is a need to improve the nuclear data for the major actinides.

KEYWORDS: integral lead rector, burnup reactivity, lead void reactivity, equilibrium cycle, liquid
metal reactor, metallic fuel, lead coolant

Introduction

The nuclear reactors to be used in the future, after 2030, are being conceived in the developed
countries. In order to be commercialized, the main desirable characteristics for these reactors are:
(a) efficient utilization of natural resources; (b) safety based on inherent processes and passive
systems; (c) adequate waste management as self-confinement and transmutation of the hazardous
fission products; (d) proliferation resistance; (e) economic competitiveness with other sources; and
(f) public acceptation. A nuclear system concept that satisfies all these requirements may be
classified as of 4th generation.

The American Integral Fast Reactor (IFR) [1] concept satisfies several of the requirements
mentioned above. Metallic fuel and a dry recycling process performed by the pyroprocess [2] have
been chosen as the key characteristics.

Nowadays, the coolant of the fast reactor is sodium. However, operational experience [3,4] with
fast reactors has shown that sodium is the weakest point due to its exothermic reaction with water
and air humidity.



In the middle 80's, the Russian Kurchatov Institute proposed the Lead-Cooled Reactor - LCR
concept [5]. In the 90's renewed interest on hybrid systems, cooled by lead, has been brought about
with the advent of Accelerator Driven Systems [6] for electric energy generation.

Currently, lead is an alternative for sodium as a coolant of fast reactor because it improves the
safety and the costs of this system. [5] Moreover, its high boiling point (1740 °C) allows one to
idealize applications of LCR in others areas such as heat source for industrial applications, although
much effort in R&D will be necessary in this case.

Therefore, the combination of the IFR and LCR best characteristics can result in a new concept,
hereby named as Integral Lead Reactor (ILR), that is suitable for the 4th generation reactor. The
ILR is a self-sustainable energy generation center with all fuel cycle facilities integrated to the
reactor site. It uses metallic or nitrate fuel, pool type or top-entry primary circuit, pyroprocess for
recycling and lead as coolant. An ILR attractive characteristic is that it may be a cleaner concept,
since the pyroprocess recovers the transuranics (TRU) with high efficiency [2] and the fast core
burns them. Moreover, the integration of fuel cycle facilities to the reactor site results in a high
proliferation resistance concept.

The utilization of metallic fuel and lead has been a subject of interest of the world nuclear
community. In 1995, Sekimoto and Zaki [7] studied small reactors - 150MWt, long life core for
utilization in remote areas. In the same line, Greenspan [8] - 1998, proposed a 50 MWe reactor
loaded with U-Zr to be used in developing countries.

This work evaluates some ILR core characteristics such as: burnup and lead void reactivities,
Doppler effect and fast fluence, as function of fuel pin diameter - 6.35/8.12/10.4 mm, pin/diameter
(p/d) ratio - 1.308/1.412/1.495, and core power - 300/900/1500 MWe. The ILR is started with U-Zr
fuel and changes, in a stepwise way, to the U-TRU-Zr fuel.

Calculation System - Nuclear Data and Codes

The cross section library used was the Japanese Fast Set 2 - JFS-2 \cite [9] in 70 groups. This study
required additional material cross sections, therefore this set had to be completed with data for lead
from JENDL-3.1 [10], as well as some structural nuclides and part of minor actinides, both from
ENDF/B-VI [11]. The added data were generated by the NJOY [12] system.

The calculation system employs the code EXPANDA [13], which calculates effective cross
sections for each case. Then, it performs criticality calculations and collapses the cross sections in a
small number of groups to be used by CITATION [14] for the core evaluation. The ORIGEN 2.1
[15] is used in a cycle-by-cycle approach to the equilibrium cycle (EC), using the recycle
characteristics of the pyroprocess.

The JFS-2 library and the EXPANDA were evaluated using plutonium and uranium benchmarks.
As can be seen in Table 1, the benchmarks' results were better for the plutonium cases. The
average criticality uncertainty in these plutonium-uranium systems was 0.43-0.63 %Ak and the total
uncertainty due to the JFS-2 was 0.51 % Ak
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The neutronic evaluation of fast cores requires a few neutron energy groups [7,16]. The 9 energy
groups used in this work were defined after the benchmark calculations of Table 1 with several
structures. Figure 2 shows the average difference between the 70 groups and the several condensed-
groups calculations. After 9 groups the difference is constant.
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ILR Evaluation
Core models

The core models were chosen based on the American and Russian experiences [16,17]. The core
power range analyzed was 300/900/1500 MWe. The lower limit is suitable for primary circuit
fabrication in factory. The upper limit was selected based on the Super-Phenix 2 project.

A homogeneous core layout was adopted for the ILR. The fuel assembly is of hexagonal type with
271 pins spaced by grid. The core height is 100 cm. The structural material is the HT-9 stainless
steel. The lead fusion temperature (327 °C) requires a high inlet temperature, 420 °C. The outlet
temperature is 540 °C.

The number of assemblies for the active core was defined using a conservative linear power of 200
W/cm. The equivalent cylindrical (RZ) model radius and the volume fractions can be seen
in Table 2. The axial dimensions are shown Figure 2. The active core was split in two radial
regions, inner and outer cores, for power flattening. The control assemblies were considered
completely withdrawn.
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Calculation methodology , ,

The ILR is started with U-Zr and changed, cycle-by-cycle, to U-TRU-Zr-RE (Rare Earth); the fuel
smear density is 75 {%}. The pyroprocess recovers the actinides with a small contamination [2] of
RE elements. In this study the RE was simulated by the '^Nd. The ILR target average burnup is
100 MWd/kg and the core reloading was performed in three batches. In this work the bumup
reactivity (Akeu) is considered as the sum of two components:

where, Aksweis. is the reactivity due to axial fuel swelling and Akxransm is the reactivity change
resulting from the fuel composition change during the burnup. The U-Zr fuel swells at a higher rate
than the U-Pu-Zr fuel [18]. The EC evaluation consideres that the U-TRU-Zr-RE swells at the same
rate as U-Pu-Zr. The axial swelling was simulated by uniformly increasing the active height in the
beginning of cycle (BOC) and keeping it constant during the burnup calculations.}

The calculational strategy is based on interactive calculations among the EXPAND A, CITATION
and ORIGEN codes. First, two enrichments, E~, and Eoat, were adjusted to flat the power
distribution, using the criterion that the reactor must be critical at the end-of-cycle. Then, the core
was burned using cross sections obtained at the BOC and the nuclide chains shown in Fig 3.

For each reactor, ORIGEN performs the approach to the equilibrium cycle starting from the first
cycle. The average fuel composition calculated for the EXPANDA-CITATION equilibrium
analyses is shown in Table 3.
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The parameters of interest at the beginning and end-of-cycle were calculated with the nuclide
densities obtained in the enrichment adjustment and the burnup calculations. All reactivities were
calculated as the difference between the keff of the perturbed and the reference cases.

Results and Discussion

A main requirement desirable for the ILR is to have Akeu < Pofr to mitigate the TOP accident, which
is based on the unadvertised withdrawn of the most reactive control assembly. The TOP reactivity
is given by:

' " nuwjur of airnro' utn^etiioiii ' '

If the core conversion ratio (CR) is close to unit, Aksu and prop can be made as close to zero as
possible. The CR is directly proportional to the fertile/fissile (FF) ratio in the core or to the fuel
enrichment. A large 2j8U concentration favors the 239Pu production and, consequently, CR
increases. Therefore, a large core has a higher CR than a small one.

The evaluated ILR parameters as a function of the reactor size, pin diameter and the p/d ratio, are
show in Table 4 for selected cases. The Doppler coefficient (DC) was calculated as Tdk/dT. The
peak fluence calculations considered neutrons with energy > 0.1 MeV.

Table 4 shows that Aksu decreases with an increase in power and pin diameter, and with a decrease
in the p/d ratio. These changes increase the FF ratio and CR. For a given pin diameter and p/d ratio,
a reactor power increase lowers the radial neutron leakage and the enrichment which, by its turn,
increases the FF ratio and CR. On the other hand, an increase in the p/d ratio increases the lead
volume fraction and its capture and increases the axial neutron leakage, requiring higher
enrichment. Consequently, FF is smaller and CR lower.
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An important difference between the first and equilibrium cycles is the fuel change - 235U to TRU -
which increases the fuel r\. The averaged rjin the ILR spectrum for 2i5V is 2.32 and for TRU is
2.67. Consequently, the RC increase and the Aksu change to the positive direction, Table 4. In the
EC, the goal burnup reactivity is obtained in the range of 400-500 MWe cores with thick pin, Fig.
4. This range may be lower if the recharge strategy is changed from 3 to 5 batches. The Aksu
estimated for 3-5 batches recharge is shown in Fig. 4 for selected cases. For the 5 batches case, a
300 MWe reactor presents a AkBu of-0.28 % < (3cff.

The ILR requirement of low burnup swing, of the order of pcff, needs an improvement on the
nuclear data uncertainty to enable a better prediction of core reactivity, Table 1. Therefore, an effort
must be made to improve the uncertainty of the major actinides of the present evaluated data files.

The lead-voiding reactivity (LVR) was evaluated considering a loss of total flowing lead in the
active core and adjacent regions. Figure 5 shows the LVR at the end of the equilibrium cycle
(EOC) which is the worst condition analised for the selected cases. In the first cycle the LVR is
more negative than the corresponding cases in the equilibrium cycle. This behaviour is due to the
changes in fuel composition, U -» TRUs, that increase the fuel S\etaS which raises the LVR. An
ILR with power less than ~ 750 MWe has a negative LVR in the EC, see Fig. 5. Another result
shown in this figure is that the LVR at BOC and EOC are comparable, which reflects the small fuel
composition change at these times.

The peak fast fluence limit [19] of 4.0 xlO2"5 (n/cm2) in the cladding material is satisfied only in
reactor with thin pin and small power, 300 MWe, at the beginning of life. In this respect, the ILR
must be optmized. Some possibilities are: to lower the burnup; to shuffle the peak assemblies
during recharge; to adopt axial power flattening.



The Doppler effect is low as expected in fast reactors with metallic fuel. The increase of the FF
ratio is the best way to increase this effect. Therefore, not only the increase in the fuel pin diameter
but also the reactor power increase contributes in this sense.
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Conclusion

An ILR concept that satifies many requirements of the 4th generation reactor is proposed. A key
characteristic is that it may be a cleaner concept due the partition/transmutation scheme adopted.
The initial enriched uranium must be substituted quickly by the generated TRUs to mitigate the
TOP reactivity. In the equilibrium cycle, the TOP accident will be not a concern for rector power of
~ 300 MWe, pin diameter of 10.4 mm and p/d ratio of 1.308 because Aksu is < pCff -The ILR must
be optimized in respect to fast fluence to satisfy the present HT-9 limit of 4.0 x 102j (n/cra2). The



Doppler effect is small, as expected in fast reactors loaded with metallic fuel. The LVR is negative
for reactor powers less than 750 MWe. The present nuclear data uncertainty must be improved,
mainly for major actinides.
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INTRODUCTON
Fast Reactors and ADS

Research

•R&D activities in Brazil start in the 60 at IEN in cooperation with TECHNHCATOME .In 1972 a small(100 kW) Sodium
was constructed(AGIIINA)
•.At IPEN Research on GCFBR in Cooperation with GA were conducted .A He Loop was constructed and a Critical Assembly
(ZPR) Split Table was dcsigncd-Th Fuel Motivation^ 972-1975)
•At IEN an agreement with ANSALDO-NIRA results in an acquisition of a Na Loop forTernial hydraulicsStudies was made
However it was never assembled (1981)
•In 1979 at IEAv a Research group was formed .A concept of a Binary Breeder Reactor using two cycles Th and U in Reactor
Core(ISIIIGURO-1984)
•During the 90'a National Program(IPEN,IEN,ITA,IPT) to conduct R&D(pyroprocess, ,U-Zr Metallic Fuel ,HT-9 ,
ElectromagneticPump ,and a conceptual Design of a Experimental Reactor(60/20 MWth/Mwe)) was proposed
(NASC1MENTO,1994) .However this program was closed in 1999 .
•Nowdays only academic research are being conducted at IPEN and they will be described in this meeting .Basically they are :
l.An Integral Lead Reactor Concept for DevelopingCountries
2. Alternative Concept for a Fast Energy Amplifier Accelerator Driven Reactor
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Adimir dosSanlos and Jamil A. fSasciinento
ABSTRACT

An Integral Lead Reactor (ILR) concept is proposed for the 4th,
generation reactor to be used in the future. The ILR is loaded!
with metallic fuel and cooled by lead. It was evaluated in the
300-1500 MWe power range with the Japanese Fast Set 2 cross
sections library. This set was tested against several fast
benchmarks and the criticality uncertainty was found to be 0.51
% Ak. The reactor is started with U-Zr and changes to the U-1

TRU-Zr-RE fuel in a stepwise way. In the equilibrium cycle, the
burnup reactivity is less than pcff for a core of the order of 300
MWe, pin diameter of 10.4 mm and a pin-pitch to diameter
ratio of 1.308. The lead void reactivity is negative for reactor!
power less than 750 MWe. There is a need to improve the
nuclear data for the major actinides.

Note: Presented at Nuclear Data Conference held at Tsukuba, Japan, 2001. Also
accepted for publication at Journal of Nuclear Science and Technology
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The Calculation
strategy is based on
interactive of
EXPANDA, CITATION
and ORIGEN. Two
enrichments, in-out, were
adjusted to flat power
distribution, using the
criteria that the reactor
must be critical at EOC.
Then the core was
burned using cross
section obtained at the
BOL and the chains
shows in Fig. 3 .
ORIGEN performs the
approach to the
equilibrium cycle
starting from the first
cycle. The average fuel
calculation for the
EXPANDA-CITATION
equilibrium analysis is
show in table 3.
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to mitigate TOP
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O sistema NJOY, atravcs do modulo HEATR, calcula a maioria dcstcs fatorcs dc Kcrma p

"metodo de balango dc energia". A cnergia alribuida aos neutrons c gamas 6 simplcsme

subiraida da cnergia disponivcl para obter a cncrgia carrcgada pclas particulas cancgadas:
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onde Qij 6 o valor da diferen<?a de massa Q para a rea^aoy, EiJn 6 a energia total dos ncutr-

secundat'ios, incluindo a multiplicidade, e Eijr e a encrgia dos gamas sccundarios, incluind

rendimcnto fotonico. linfretanlo, a cncrgia disponivcl dcvc ser calculada com uni Q efet

dado por: ',

(12)

onde pi c a fracao atomica do isotopo i no clcmento. Rstc numero dcpcndc da encrgia c p<

scr represcntado apenas aproximadamcntc pela constantc Q disponivcl no ENDF/B.
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The Status of Fast Reactor Technology Development

in China

Abstract

China ,as a developing country with a great number of population and relatively less energy
resources, reasonably emphasizes the nuclear energy utilization development. For the long term
sustainable energy supply, as for nuclear application the basic strategy of PWR-FBR-Fusion has
been settled and envisaged. Due to the economy and experience reasons the nuclear power and
technology development with a moderate style are kept in China up to now.

In China mainland apart from two NPPs with the total capacity of 2.1 GWe in operation, four
NPPs are under construction and two NPPs are planned for the Tenth Five Year Plan(2001-2005).
Also another one or two NPPs are still in discussion. It could be foreseen that the total nuclear
power capacity will reach 8.5GWe before the year 2005 and 14-15 GWe before 2010 respectively.

As the first step for the Chinese fast reactor engineering development the 65MWt China
Experimental Fast Reactor(CEFR) is under construction. The main components of primary,
secondary and tertiary circuits and of fuel handling system have been ordered. The reactor building
under construction has reached 16.8m above the ground. Forty seven components and shielding
doors have been installed. It is planned that the construction of reactor building with about
40,000m" floor surface will be completed in the end of the year 2002 and envisaged that the first
criticality of the CEFR will be in the end of 2005.

The second step of the Chinese fast reactor engineering development is a 300MWe Prototype
Fast Breeder Reactor which is only under consideration up to now. Some important technical
selections have been settled, but its design has not yet started.

1 INTRODUCTION

Qinshan-1 with a 300MWe PWR, the first self-designed and self-constructed nuclear power
plant has passed its 10 years anniversary incorporated to the grid on December 15, 2001 up to when
it had generated 16.7 billion kWh fo electricity, posting a turnover of 4.9 billion yuan (USD 571.7
million). No any pollution or leaked radiation has been found over the last 10 years.

Daya Bay Nuclear Power Plant with two 900MWe PWRs which was co-funded by Guang
Dong and Hong Kong electric companies and imported technically from France and UK has
operated from the year 1994. The total electricity generation up to September of 2001 is 99.6 billion
kWh with an income of USD 5.8 billion. In the year 2000 it has a load factor of 85% with 14 billion
kWh to the south China grid and with the grid price of USD 4> 5.99/kWh. Daya Bay NPP has won
the first place at the nuclear safety match of the French same type NPPs in the year 2000.

Generally speaking the successful operation of these two NPPs has more or less given to the
Government and society some encouragement to develop continuously nuclear power application.

Recently four NPPs are under construction. It could be envisaged that in 2005 the total
capacity of nuclear power plants in operation will reach 8.5GWe in the mainland as shown in Table
1. Two NPPs (sanmen and Guangsanhe) with total four units of 1 GWe are planned which
construction will be started before 2005. Another one or two NPPs are still under proposal and
discussion stage.
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Table 1 MAINLAND
NPP
Qinshan-1
Daya Bay
Qinshan-2
Lingao
Qinshan-3
Lian yungang
Sanmen
Guangsanhe

NUCLEAR
Type
PWR
PWR
PWR
PWR
PHWR
PWR
PWR
PWR

POWER PLANTS
Power(MWe)
300
2X900
2X600
2X944
2X720
2X1000
2X1000
2X1000

Commissioning
1993
1994
2002,2003
2003
2003
2004
(2010)
(2010)

The China Experimental Fast Reactor (CEFR) with the power 65MWt is under construction.
The reactor building has reached 16.8m above the ground. About 100 ordering contracts of
components have been signed. Forty seven components and shielding doors have been installed in
the un-completed reactor building. About 80% detail design and 60% design demonstration tests
have been carried out. The test program after installation of components and systems, physical
start-up program and final safety analysis report are all under preparation. The reactor building
construction could be finished in the end of 2002. It is envisaged the first criticality of the CEFR
will be realized in the end of 2005.

2 CHINA EXPERIMENTAL FAST REACTOR (CEFR)

2.1 Introduction

After the collection and preparation of necessary computer codes and the decision of main
technical selections, the conceptual design of the CEFR was started in 1990 and completed in 1993
including the confirmation and optimization to some important design characteristics. Having spent
almost whole 1994 for its preparation, and after finished its technical design cooperation during
1995-1996 with Russia FBR association (IPPE, OKBM and Atomenergoproekt) the CEFR
preliminary design was started in the early of 1995 and finished in August 1997. After about another
half year for its necessary modification, the detail design is started since the early 1998,and now still
continued. Following presentation to this reactor is based on its preliminary design.

The CEFR is a sodium cooled 65MWt experimental fast reactor with (Pu,U)O2 as fuel, but
UO2 as first loading, Cr-Ni austenitic stainless steel as fuel cladding and reactor block structure
material, bottom supported pool type, two main pumps and two loops for primary and secondary
circuit respectively. The water-steam tertiary circuit is also two loops but the superheat steam is
incorporated into one pipe which is connected with a turbine. The following are general engineering
characteristics:

Thermal Power 65MW
Electrical Power(T.G Capacity) 25MW
Electrical Power(net) 20MW
Acreage of Reactor Site 15ha
Floor Surface of Buildings • 43731m2

First Loading (UO2 64.4%) 417kg
Water Supply 4500t/d
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2.2 Reactor Core

The reactor core, as shown in Fig.l, is composed of 81 fuel subassemblies (Fig.2). Three safety
subassemblies, three compensation subassemblies and two regulation subassemblies, then 336
stainless steel reflector subassemblies and 230 shielding subassemblies and in addition 56 positions
for primary storage of spent fuel subassemblies are included. 92%B-10 enrichment B4C is used for
safety and compensation absorber. But natural boron B4C (B-10 percent abundance about 20%) for
regulation and shielding subassemblies.

•'o '

The compensation and regulation subassemblies are also as first shutdown system. Three safety
subassemblies are as secondary shutdown system. Their drop down time is 1.5 seconds and 0.7
seconds respectively.

The design limitation to the core which was fixed before the core design is as following:

Thermal Power 65MW
Linear Power (max.) 430W/cm
Operation Cycle (min.) 73d
Inserting Rate of Reactivity (max.) 0.07|Ws
Positive Reactivity (each addition)(max.) 0.4(3e«-
Reactivity Equivalent of Each Regulation Subassembly(max.) 1 Pc3-
Cladding Temperature in Nominal Operation (max.) 700°C

Some results about core neutronics and thermohydraulics are listed in Tables 2-5.

TABLE 2 CEFR FUEL LOADING (EQUILIBRIUM)

Fuel ( P u > U ) O 2 U O 2
PuO2 wt% 29.4
U-235 enrichment % 36 64.4
U-235 kg 92.33 236.6
Pu-239 kg 65.76
Total Pu ks 141

TABLE 3 MAXIMUM HEAT RATE*
Parameters

Power of Fuel Subassembly
Linear of Fuel Pin
Volume Power Density
*: (Pu,U)O2/UO2

(MW)
(W/cm)
(MW/m3)

TABLE 4 MAXIMUM NEUTRON FLUX RATE
Position

Beginning
0.980/0.957
405/395
756/738

*(10iSn/cnr- s)

Beginning

Cycle
End
0.978/0.952
396/388
744/725

Cycle
End

Center (steel) 3.73/3.13 3.76/3.15



First Row of Fuel S.A * 3.70/3.10 3.73/3.13
First Row of Reflector S.A 2.20/1.90 2.26/1.92
First Row of Shielding S.A 0.293/0.261 0.298/0.264
Storage Position 0.0269/0.0252 0.0271/0.0254
* : (Pu,U)O2/UO2

** : S.A-Abbreviation Subassembly

TABLE 5

Flow

CLADDING

Region

AND FUEL TEMPERATURE*
Cladding"

Cycle
Beginning End

max.°C

Beginning

Fuel"*
Cycle

End
1 (15FuelS.As) 665.68/653.38 670.44/654.04 2511.36/2232.46 2497.30/2211.1
2 (ISFuelS.As) 665.02/653.92 670.76/655.06 2373.06/2104.76 2370.10/2084.9
3 (21FuelS.As) 659.68/650.58 662.24/649.44 2219.16/1983.46 2213.50/1961.5
4 (27 Fuel S.As) 656.66/652.46 656.68/651.26 2039.46/1824.06 2030.601809.1

* : (Pu,U)O2/UO2

** : Including 2c deviation of average square root related to the nominal value.
*** : Using 3a for uncertainty of design parameters.

2.3 Reactor Block

The CEFR block is composed of main vessel and guard vessel which is supported from bottom
on the floor of reactor pit with the diameter 10m and height 12m. The reactor core and its support
structure, are supported on lower internal structures. Two main pumps and four intermediate heat
exchangers are supported on upper internal structures. These two structures are sat on the main
vessel. Two DHRS heat exchangers are hung from the shoulder of main vessel. The double rotation
plugs on which control rod driving mechanisms, fuel handling machine and some instrumentation
structures are supported are sat on the neck of the main vessel. The CEFR block is shown in Fig 3.

The main vessel has an outside diameter of 8010mm and a diameter gap of 175mm toward
guard vessel. The narrow gap design permits the core still immersed in sodium when the main
vessel leak accident has unexpectedly happened. Using 2D Sn computer code, the calculation shows
that the neutron fluency in main vessel during 30 years is about 1.0* 10"2 n/cm*. For main vessel
only temperature, strain and sodium leak detection are considered.

In the design a molten core catcher is equipped on the bottom of the vessel even though there is
no any serious accident in which the large part of core damage could be happened based on the
analysis of all the beyond design basis accidents.

2.4 Main Heat Transport System

The primary circuit is composed of main pumps, four intermediate heat exchangers, reactor
core support diagrid plenum, pipes and cold and hot sodium pools. In cold pool, two primary loops
are separated each other, but in hot pool they are linked up. In normal operation the average sodium
temperature in cold pool is 360°C and in hot pool it is 516°C.
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The secondary circuit has two loops each one is equipped with one secondary pump, two
intermediate exchangers(IHX), evaporator, superheater, expansion tank, and valves. The outlet
sodium temperature of secondary circuit from IHX is 495°C. When it leave evaporator it will
decrease up to 310°C, and in outlet of superheater it is 463.3°C.

The tertiary water steam circuit has one turbine generator, three low pressure heaters, one
deoxygenate heater, one demineralization facility and feed water pumps. It provides 480°C/14Mpa
superheat steam to the turbine.

Each evaporator is connected with one release-to-air valve and two safety release valves, but
for superheater, one release-to-air valve and one safety release valve. And the by-pass
de-temperature de-pressure valves equivalent to 67% full power are equipped for discharging the
steam to the condenser when the turbine is not in operation.

2.5 Safety Characteristics

The CEFR will be located in the China Institute of Atomic Energy (C3AE), about 40 km far
away from Beijing City which owns about 10 million inhabitants. According to the raising
environment safety consideration, it is stipulated to have more strictly requests to radioactive
materials release standards for normal operation, design basis accident (DBA) and beyond design
basis accident (BDBA) than related national standards, as shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6

States
Operational
DBA
BDBA

MAXIMUM LIMITS OF PUBLIC EFFECTIVE
FROM THE CEFR

GB6249-86
0.25mSv/a
5mSv/accident
1 OOmSv/accident

DOSE EQUIVALENT

CEFR limits
0.05mSv/a
0.5mSv/accident
5mSv/accident

No any emergency intervention requirements for residents beyond 153m from the reactor.
The CEFR is a small reactor, which has bigger heat inertia than many other pool reactors due

to its relative primary sodium loading per MWt, is larger. The core is designed with negative
temperature coefficients, and negative power coefficients.
These feedback properties are shown in Tables 7-10.

TABLE 7 TEMPERATURE REACTIVITY EFFECT
(Pu,U)O2/UO2 CORE, 250-360°C, %AK/K

Cycle
Beginning End

Sodium Density
Axial Expansion of Reactor Core
Axial Expansion of Lateral Reflector
Radial Expansion (diagrid plenum)
Doppler Effect

-0.169/-0.182
-0.037/-0.034
-0.019/-0.019
-0.204/-0.184
-0.032/-0.022

-0.170/-0.186
-0.038/-0.034
-0.020/-0.019
-0.205/-0.188
-0.033/-0.024

Total -0.461/-0.441 -0.466/-0.451

TABLE 8 POWER REACTIVITY EFFECT, HOT STANDBY-FULL POWER
(Pu, U) O2/UO2 core %AK/K

Cycle

Beginning End



Sodium Density
Sodium Volume Fraction Exchange
Axial Expansion of Reactor Core
Axial Expansion of Lateral Reflector
Radial Expansion (S.A. Winding)
Doppler Effect

-0.107/-0.122
-0.029/-0.028
-0.339/-0.259
-0.011/-0.010
-0.020/-0.020
-0.063/-0.034

-0.112/-0.124
-0.034/-0.029
-0.311/-0.300
-0.011/-0.010
-0.020/-0.020
-0.063/-0.036

Total

TABLE 9 DOPPLER CONSTANT OF CEFR CORE
(Pu,U)O2/UO2 core KTAK/K

Fuel:633-1593K Cladding: 633-1000K
All Materials 523-633K
All Materials 373-523K

TABLE 10 REACTIVITY EFFECT OF SODIUM LOST
(Pu,U)O2/UO2 CORE %AK/K

Region Lost Sodium

-0.569/-0.509

kW(withNa)
-0.878/-0.394
-1.574/-1.170
-1774/-1.200

Beginning

-0.556/-0.519

Kd(without Na)

-0.618/-0.113
-1.048/-0.519
-1.I42/-0.578

Cycle
End

Core (Fuel Section)
Core (Fuel section -f- upper section of S.A)
Core (Whole Section of S.A)
Whole Core (including central stainless steel

Rod, and stainless steel reflector)

-2.366/-2.456
-3.067/-3.116
-3J37/-3.744
-5.196/-5.106

-2.404/-2.504
-3.110/-3.189
-3.788/-3.S36
-5.194/-5.282

The reliable removal of decay heat after the shut-down of a nuclear reactor is an important
safety criterion. For this reason, two independent passive decay heat removal systems (DHRS) are
designed for the CEFR (Fig.4 shows one system). Each one is rated to a thermal power of
0.525MWt under the working condition, the decay heat is removed by natural convection and
circulation of primary and secondary coolant, and natural draft by air. To have the start-up of DHRS
the air dampers of the air cooler stacks are opened by automatic signal of reactor protection system
or in case of a lost of any service power mechanically by the operator staff. Except for this
procedure the CEFR DHRS is entirely passive. Table 11 gives the parameters of the DHRS, of the
CEFR.

TABLE II PARAMETERS OF ONE SET OF DHRS
Parameters
Transfer Power MWt
Primary Na Flow Rate in DHX*) kg/s
Secondary Na Flow Rate in DHX kg/s
Air Flow Rate in Air cooler kg/s
Primary Na Temperature °C

Inlet at DHX
Outlet at DHX

Secondary Na Temperature °C
Inlet at Air cooler
Outlet at Air cooler

Air Temperature °C
Inlet at Air cooler
Outlet at Air cooler

Secondary Na Pressure MPa

Working
0.525
5.8
2.93
2.4

516
444

514
373

50
264
0.6

Stand-by
0.052
1.66
1.37
0.11

516
490

515
485

50
496
0.402



*: DHX-Decay Heat Exchanger in DHRS

2.6 Main Design Parameters

TABLE 12 CEFR MAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS
Parameter

Thermal Power
Electric Power, net

Reactor Core
Height
Diameter Equivalent
Fuel
Pu, total
Pu-239
U-235(enrichment)
Linear Power max.
Neutron Flux
Bum-up, target max.
Bum-up, first load max.
Met Temp, of the Core
Outlet Temp, of the Core

Diameter of Main Vessel(outside)
Primary Circuit

Number of Loops
Quantity of Sodium
Flow Rate, total
Number of IHX per loop

Secondary Circuit
Number of loops
Quantity of Sodium
Flow Rate

Tertiary Circuit
Steam Temperature
Steam Pressure
Flow Rate

Plant Life

Unit
MW
MW

cm
cm

kg
kg
kg
W/cm
n/cm2- s
MWd/t
MWd/t
°C
°C
m

t
t/h

t
t/h

°C
MPa
t/h
a

Preliminary design
65
20

45.0
60.0
(Pu,U)O3

141
65.76
92.33(36%)
430
3.7* 1015

100000
60000
360
530
8.010

2
260
1328.4
2

2
48.2
986.4

480
14
96.2
30

3 PROGRESS ON CEFR SAFETY ANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction

The main results of DBAs and BDBAs analysis for CEFR preliminary safety analysis report
have been introduced at 33rd and 34* Annual Meeting of TWGFR[K2l Followings are some
discussions about check criteria before acceptance for DBAs and Total Instantaneous Blockage of
fuel subassembly as a limit event.

3.2 Check Criteria Before Acceptance for DBAs

The plant status of CEFR is divided into four categories and beyond design basis accident as
following:

Category 1 normal operation;
Category 2 anticipated operational occurrences (occurrence frequency 3.0 X l0"7a— 1.0/a);
Category 3 design basis accident (occurrence frequency 1.0 X 10~Va~3.0 X 10*2/a);



Category 4 design basis accident (occurrence frequency 1.0X10*6a~- 1.0X10'4/a, and
Beyond design basis accident (occurrence frequency 1.0 X 10"sa~1.0X 10'6/a)
Following two proposed check criteria before acceptance for CEFR are being discussed with

the CNNSA.
The first proposal is shown in Table 13.

Table 13 CHECK CRITERIA BEFORE ACCEPTANCE
Category coolant Cladding fuel Dose*

NO. "C mSv/event

1
2

4
BDBA

no boiling
no boiling
no boiling

-
-

700
800
870

1200°C
-

no melting
no melting
< 10% melting
<50 melting in

in most rated pellet
most rated pellet

-

0.05 rnSv/a
0.5
0.5
0.5
5

*: at the boundary of the site, 153 m from the Reactor

The second proposal is to analyze the temperature and stress of fuel cladding under each
accident. The using cumulated damage factor (CDF) criteria to judge the integrity of the cladding.

tr

Finally according to the state of fuel pins to analyze the radioactivity material release and the
irradiation dose for which the criteria at Table 13 will be used.

For all analysis some data based on experiments are obtained from published papers from other
countries. Considering the discrepancy between materials, the enough conservation is applied for
the CDF criteria.

3.3 Total Instantaneous Blockage of Fuel Subassembly

As a limiting event, the total instantaneous blockage (TIB) of fuel subassembly has been chosen
to the CEFR's BDBA list.

Generally, this event could be stopped by Delayed Neutron Detection (DND) signal to limit the
fuel subassembly damaged to seven subassemblies at most. But it needs the responding time of less
than 12 seconds or more less from the six neighboring subassemblies starting to be damaged (in
EFR case).

In the CEFR design four groups of DND detectors (two detectors each group) are arranged
outside of reactor guard vessel and opposite to the four Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX)
respectively. The CEFR has large reactor vessel (~8m diameter) related to its power, it gives a
penalty of very slow sodium velocity when it leaves from the reactor core. It needs 60 seconds from
the center of the reactor core up to the entrance window of IHX. So it is too late to give a failure
signal of fuel pin.

Fortunately the CEFR is featured by very large negative sodium void reactivity, as show Table
10. When the TIB event of one subassembly has happened in the second row which has minimum
absolute value for the sodium void reactivity feedback, the sodium will be boiled and fully dried out
less than 1.5 seconds from boiling has happened in normal operation, which will give -2.5 X10"" A
K/K feedback. The reactivity effect of one auto-regulation rod is only 13 X 10"*AK/K with normal
limit speed of 3cm/s and total range of 50cm. The maximum insertion rate is about 1.5 X 10~*A
K/K/s according to the "s" curve of regulation rod when the auto-regulation rod is raised. So it is
intended to set the alarm signal when the operational auto-regulation rod rises continuously 4.5cm
during 1.5 seconds which gives a positive effect of 2.25 X 10"4 A K/K. As estimated generally no



such large negative perturbation to ask auto-regulation rod rising so quick during normal operation
except TIB event. After the alarm the operator should manually shut-down the reactor. If a human
error is happened, the accident will propagate to the large part of neighboring subassemblies and the
auto-regulation rod will compensate the negative sodium void effect moving up to the top, the
auto-regulation function will be automatically changed to another regulation rod, the "up to the top"
alarm signal will be given to wake the operator.

4 PROGRESS ON R&D

4.1 Anti-earthquake performance study for CEFR Reactor Vessel131

Based on the considering of possible sodium moving states in reactor vessel, distinguishing
different liquid region, analytical methods including finite element numerical simulation, integrated
parameter simplified model and semi-resolving approach have been adopted to analyze the
anti-earthquake performance and earthquake response of the CEFR's main vessel structure.

The calculation model of the CEFR's reactor block is shown in Fig.5. The calculation results
concerning dynamic properties of the structure, displacement of the earthquake response, response
accelerator, deformation characteristics, stress profile, dynamic strength of main components,
non-structure response spectrum at equipment interface, liquid swing frequency, swing wave height
and liquid pressure have been gained.

The vibration test of the CEFR's reactor block model fabricated using Aluminum alloy with
1:6.25 scale has been conducted. The test model is shown in Fig.6. Above mentioned theoretical
analysis approaches using ANSYS computer code are also used to the test model which calculation
model is shown in Fig 7. The comparison between theoretical and testing results has been carried
out. As an example the liquid swing frequency and maximum response magnitude of Sine three
wave under horizontal harmonization impelling to the bottom of the reactor block model are
presented in Table 14 and 15.

Table 14 FLUID SWING FREQUENCY (HZ)

Calculation
Test

Table 15 MAXIMUM

Calculation
Test

Reactor Block Model
with internal structure
0.492
0.500

RESPONSE MAGNIITUDE OF
Reactor Block Model
with internal structure
50.42
54.02

Reactor Block Model
with Ring Region
0.600
0.6598

SINE THREE WAVE (MM)
Reactor Block Model
with Ring Region
204.26
220.00

According to the theoretical analysis and model test results, following main findings have been
obtained:

(1) The CEFR's reactor block has a main frequency of about 10HZ;
(2) The main frequency of the CEFR's reactor block decreases only about 5% due to sodium

presence;
(3) The decreasing of the sodium surface swing frequency is attributed to the presence of

internal structure. The swing wave height with internal structure is only one fifth of that
without it;

(4) Not alike a thin wall-large diameter flexible vessel loaded with liquid, it is shown by the
test that the CEFR test model has only 20~-30kPa pulse liquid pressure under the
earthquake impelling;

(5) The maximum earthquake response stress is found at the bottom of the reactor block



skirt-support, which is only one-third yield strength of 304 stainless steel;
(6) It is shown by the test with SL-2 impelling that no any obvious changernent was found

for the dynamic properties of the reactor block model structure. It means that after
suffering from SL-2 the rigidity changement of the reactor block is very little and still in
elastic state.

4.2 Theoretical Analysis and Testing on Anti-buckling Features of Reactor Vessel̂ 31

4.2.1 Experimental Model and Calculation Model

An experimental model with 640mm diameter, 560mm height and 2mm wall thickness (the
scale 1:12.5) made by polychlorethylene has been established to simulate the cylindrical part of the
CEFR's main vessel. Its upper end is enforced by a ring of 20mm height and 48mm wideness and
lower end is welded on the bottom plate.

Super-SAP 93 is adopted for the numerical analysis with the whole model of 1230 nodes and
1224 cells. The buckling load comparison between calculation and testing is shown in Table 16.

Table 16 BEUCKLING LOAD COMPARISON

Calculation (N)
Testing(N)
Relative
Difference(%)

Without water

20*C
5945.3
5880.0
1.11

With water
20"C
6332.1
6370.0
-0.59

Without water
30 V
3107.5

With water*
60 °C
3622.9
3921.5
-7.61

The temperature at the no water part is 30 °C

4.2.2 Main Results
Using super SAP 93 computer code the static buckling load and buckling shape of the CEFR's

reactor main vessel have been calculated with the simulated horizontal earthquake force, the couple
moment of force and axial loading. The total buckling load is 441408.7KN at main vessel in normal
operation state with SL-2 earthquake.

According to the dynamic response analysis the maximum stress under the SL-2 earthquake is
at the supporting skirt for the reactor block but still in elastic state and about one third of its yield
stress 205MPa. So in the static simulation point of view the main vessel is never suffered from
buckling. Also the dynamic buckling experiment study under the earthquake input has been carried
out. The conclusion is that the dynamic critical buckling load is close to the static critical buckling
load.

4.3 Others
Total 37 items of design demonstration e.g. core physics mock-up, reactor block water

mock-up for DHR system, Anti-earthquake test for control rod mechanism system. Sodium fire
detection and aerosol filtration proven test etc. have been arranged in which 60% of items have been
completed.

5. STATUS ON CEFR ENGINEERING
Since March of 2001, getting the full construction permission from the China National Nuclear

Safety Administration (CNNSA), the CEFR reactor building with the size 64mX 79.59m from the
level -4.7m started to be constructed. 16.8m has been reached in the end of 2001, as shown in Fig 8
and forty seven equipments including five sodium storage tanks (Fig 9), two fuel subassembly
transport channels, hot cell (Fig. 10), support structure for whole reactor block (Fig 11), shielding
doors.... Have been installed in the un-completed reactor building.

More than 100 ordering contracts for components and equipments have been signed, including
main ones of primary, secondary and tertiary circuits and fuel handling system. The large part of



components including rotating plugs, reactor main vessel, internal structure and diagrid plenum are
ordered from domestic factory. Some equipments are imported from foreign companies.

It is planned the construction of reactor building (57m) will be completed in the end of 2002.
The installation of main equipments and systems will be started in March of 2003 and completed in
June 2004. The cool tests up to 250°C without sodium and hot tests with sodium up to 420 °C will
be started in October 2003 and September 2004 respectively. It is envisaged to begin fuel loading in
September 2005 and the first criticality will be realized before the end of 2005.

6 CONSIDERATION TO CEFR'S SUCCESSORS
Considering the sustainable energy supply in future and environment protection the prospects

of fission nuclear energy application are optimistic in China. According to the preliminary strategy
study of fast reactor development, after the CEFR the Program will go to the second step 300M We
Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) which will play as a prototype for next step LFBR, and at
same time as a module for Modular Fast Burner Reactor (MFBR) which may be suitable for MA
burning.

Table 15 gives the technical continuity of Chinese FBR engineering development and main
technical selections.

Table 15 TECHNICAL CONTINUITY OF CHINESE FBRs

Power MWe
Coolant

Type
Fuel

Cladding

Core Outlet Temp. °C
Linear Power W/cm
Burn-up MWd/kg

Fuel Handling

Spent Fuel Storage

Safety

CEFR
25
Na

Pool
UOo

MOX
Cr-Ni

530
430

60-100
DRPs

SMHM
IVPS
WPSS
ASDS

PDHRS

PFBR
300
Na

Pool
MOX
Metal
Cr-Ni
ODS

500-550
450-480
100-120
DRPs

SMHM
IVPS
WPSS

ASDS-HPSDS
PDHRS

LFBR
1000-1500

Na
Pool
Metal

Cr-Ni
ODS
500
450

120-150
DRPs

SMHM
IVPS
WPSS

ASDS+PSDS
PDHRS

MFBR
4-6X300

Na
Pool

MOX-fMA
Metal+MA

Cr-Ni
ODS

500-550
450
100

DRPs
SMHM
IVPS
WPSS

ASDS+PSDS
PDHRS

Where:
DRPs Double Rotating Plugs
SMHM Straight Moving Handling Machine
IVPS In-Vessel Primary Storage
WPSS Water Pool Secondary Storage
ASDS Active Shut-Down System
PSDS Passive Shut-Down System
PDHRS Passive Decay Heat Removal System
Up to now the design of Chinese PFBR has not formally started due to the design team is still

engaged in the CEFR construction.

7 CONCLUSION
For long term nuclear energy development the basic strategy of PWR-FBR-Fusion is kept as

pointed out by Mr. XU Yuming[4], Department Director, CAEA at the 2001 Annual Symposium of
Chinese Nuclear Society. Due to lack of enough experience, limit nuclear industrial basis and
un-sufficient budget, Chinese fast reactor development only with a moderate situation. But the fast
reactor technology and its closed fuel cycle will be step by step developed in matching with the



PWRs to realize nuclear energy utilization in large scale for the future in China.
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Fig. 5 CEFR Reactor Block Calculation Model
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1 Introduction

MAINLAND NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

NPP

Qinshan-1

! Daya Bay

Qinshan-2

Lingao

Qinshan-3

Lian yungang

Sanmen

Guangsanhe

Type

PWR

PWR

PWR

PWR

PHWR

PWR

PWR

PWR

Power(MWe)

300

2x900

2x600

2x944

2x720

2x1000

2x1000

2x1000

Commissioning

1993

1994

2002,2003

2003

2003

2004

(2010)

(2010)



2 CEFR Design

Thermal Power
Electric Power (T.G Capacity)
Electric Power (net)
First Loading UO2 (64.4%U-5)
Floor Surface of Buildings
Site
Funded by

65MW
25MW
20MW
417kg
43731m2
CIAE, Beijing
CSTM and CSTIC



Conceptual Design 1990-1992.7
Consultation with Russian FBR Association and Optimization 1993
Technical Design with R-FBR-A 1994-1995
Preliminary Design 1996-1997
Detail Design 1998-2002
Preliminary Safety Analysis Report Review 1998.5-2000.5



CEFR MAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS

Parameter
Thermal Power
Electric Power, net

Reactor Core
Height
Diameter Equivalent
Fuel
Pu, total
Pu-239
U-23 5 (enrichment)
Linear Power max.
Neutron Flux
Bum-up, target max.
Bum-up, first load max.
Inlet Temp, of the Core
Outlet Temp, of the Core

Unit
MW
MW

cm
cm

kg
kg
kg
W/cm
n/cm2-s
MWd/t
MWd/t
°C
°C

Preliminary design
65
20

45.0
60.0
(Pu,U)O2

141
65.76
92.33(36%)
430
3.7xlO15

100000
60000
360
530



Parameter

Diameter of Main Vessel(outside)
Primary Circuit
Number of Loops
Quantity of Sodium
Flow Rate, total
Number of IHX per loop

Secondary Circuit
Number of loops
Quantity of Sodium
Flow Rate

Tertiary Circuit
Steam Temperature
Steam Pressure
Flow Rate

Plant Life

Unit

m

t
t/h

t
t/h

°C
MPa
t/h
a

Preliminary design

8.010 1

2
260 |
1328.4 !

2

/̂
48.2
986.4

480
14
96.2
30
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Fig. 1 CEFRCore
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C*D. Regulation subassembly 2
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MAXIMUM LIMITS OF PUBLIC EFFECTIVE DOSE
EQUIVALENT FROM THE CEFR

States

Operational

DBA

BDBA

GB6249-86

0.25mSv/a

5mSv/accident

1 OOmSv/accident

CEFR limits

0.05mSv/a

O.SmSv/accident

5mSv/accident

Ah.



3. Progress on CEFR Safety Analysis

(1) Check criteria before Acceptance for DBAs

The plant status of CEFR is divided into four categories and beyond
design basis accident as following:
Category 1 normal operation;
Category2 anticipated operational occurrences (occurrence
frequency 3.0x10"2/a ~ 1.0/a);
Category3 design basis accident (occurrence frequency 1.0xl0~4/a~
3.0xl0"2/a);
Category4 design basis accident (occurrence frequency 1.0xl0~6a~
1.0xl0"4/a, and Beyond design basis accident (occurrence frequency
1.0x10"%- 1. Ox 10~6/a)
Following two proposed check criteria before acceptance for CEFR are
being discussed with tlr



•

Jl1E
Category

NO.
1

2

3

4

First proposal

Check Criteria Before Acceptance

coolant

no boiling

no boiling

no boiling

-

Cladding
°C

700

800

870

1200°C

fuel

no melting

no melting

<10% melting in
most rated pellet
<50 melting in most
rated pellet

Dose*
mSv/event

0.05 mSv/a

0.5

0.5

0.5

BDBA

: at the boundary of the site, 153 m from the Reactor



Second proposal

to Analyze the temperature and stress of fuel cladding
under each accidents

using Cumulated Damage Factor (CDF) criteria

i V

to analyze the status of fuel pins and use irradiation
dose criteria as above-mentioned



3. Progress on CEFR Safety Analysis

(2) TIB of Subassembly

• The responding time of DND of CEFR is about 60s which is too late to shut-
down the reactor to avoid damage propagation limited to 7 subassemblies.

• The minimum (absolute value) sodium void effect per S.A.is - 2.5xlO"4AK/K/

• In normal operation the S.A. will dried out in 1.5s when TIB happened

• The maximum insertion rate of Auto RCR is about 1.5xlO~4AK/K/s,
with the proper speed of 3em/s.

• It is intended to set the alarm signal when the Auto RCR rises continuously
4.5cm during 1.5 s which give a positive effect of 2.25><10-4AK/K.

• Operator shut-down the reactor manually.



4. Progress on R&D

4.1 Anti-earthquake performance study for CEFR Reactor Vessel

Based on the considering of possible sodium moving states in
reactor vessel, distinguishing different liquid region, analytical methods
including finite element numerical simulation, integrated parameter
simplified model and semi-resolving approach have been adopted to
analyze the anti-earthquake performance and earthquake response of the
CEFR's main vessel structure.
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Fluid Swing Frequency (HZ)

Reactor Block Model
with internal structure

Calculation
Test

0.492
0.500

Reactor Block Model
with Ring Region

0.600
0.6598

Maximum Response Magnitude of Sine three wave (mm)

Calculation
Test

Reactor Block Model
with internal structure

50.42
54.02

Reactor Block Model
with Ring Region

204.26
220.00



According to the theoretical analysis and model test results, following main
findings have been obtained:

(1) The CEFR's reactor block has a main frequency of about 10HZ;

(2) The main frequency of the CEFR's reactor block decreases only
about 5% due to sodium presence;

(3) The decreasing of the sodium surface swing frequency is
attributed to the presence of internal structure. The swing wave height
with internal structure is only one fifth of that without it;

(4) Not alike a thin wall-large diameter flexible vessel loaded with
liquid, it is shown by the test that the CEFR test model has only 20 ~
30kPa pulse liquid pressure under the earthquake impelling;



(5) The maximum earthquake response stress is found at the
bottom of the reactor block skirt-support, which is only one-third yield
strength of 304 stainless steel;

(6) It is shown by the test with SL-2 impelling that no any obvious
changement was found for the dynamic properties of the reactor block
model structure. It means that after suffering from SL-2 the rigidity
changement of the reactor block is very little and still in elastic state.



4. Progress on R&D

Theoretical Analysis and Testing on Anti-buckling Feature of Reactor
Vessel

• Testing model Scale 1:12.5 made by polychlorethylene
• Calculation model: 1230 nodes and 1224 Cells
• Super SAP 93 is used

Buckling Load Comparison
Without With Without With
water water water Water*
20°C 20°C 30°C 60°C

Calculation (N) 5945.3 6332.1 3107.5 3622.9

Testing(N) 5880.0 6370.0 3921.5

Relative 1.11 -0.59 -7.61
Difference(%)

* The temperature at the no water part is 30°C



Main Results

• Total buckling load is 441408.7 KN at main vessel in normal
operation with SL-2 earthquake
• The maximum stress under SL-2 is at the supporting skirt
for reactor block, but still in elastic state and about 1/3 of its
yield stress 205Mpa
• No buckling happened at main vessel



4. Progress on R&D

4.3 others

• 37 items of design demonstration:
Core physics mock-up
Reactor block water mock-up for DHR
Anti-earthquake test for CRM system
Sodium fire detection and aerosol filtration proven, etc.
• 60% of items have been completed



5. Status on CEFR Engineering

• Reactor building of 64mx79.56m from the level -4.7m
reached to 16.8m.

• 47 components have-been installed
• More than 100 contracts for equipments have been signed
Near-term Plan:

Reactor building completion NOV.,2002
Installation of main equipments and systems

March 2003-April 2004
Cool test, 250°C without Na Oct. 2003-Aug.2004
Hot test, 250»420°C with Na Sep. 2004-Sep 2005
Fuel loading and physical start-up Oct. 2005-NOV.2005
First Criticality Nov. 2005



Fig.8 CEFR Reactor Building under construction +16.8m , Dec.2001
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6. Consideration to CEFR'S Successors

I mm

owing Table gives the technical continuity of Chinese FBR engineering
development and main technical selections.

Technical continuity of Chinese FBRs

Power MWe

Coolant

Type

Fuel

Cladding

Core Outlet
Temp. °C

Linear Power
W/cm

CEFR

25

Na

Pool

UO2

MOX
Cr-Ni

530

430

PFBR

300

Na

Pool

MOX
Metal
Cr-Ni
ODS

500-550

450-480

LFBR

1000-1500

Na

Pool

Metal

Cr-Ni
ODS
500

450

MFBR

4-6x300

Na

Pool

MOX+MA
Metal+MA

Cr-Ni
ODS

500-550

450



Burn-up
MWd/kg

Fuel
Handling

Spent Fuel
Storage
Safety

CEFR

60-100

DRPs
SMHM
IVPS
WPSS
ASDS

PDHRS

PFBR

100-120

DRPs
SMHM
IVPS
WPSS

ASDS+PSDS
PDHRS

LFBR

120-150

DRPs
SMHM
IVPS
WPSS

ASDS+PSDS
PDHRS

Where:
DRPs Double Rotating Plugs
SMHM Straight Moving Handling Machine
IVPS In-Vessel Primary Storage
WPSS Water Pool Secondary Storage
ASDS Active Shut-Down System
PSDS Passive Shut-Down System
PDHRS Passive Decay Heat Removal System

MFBR

100

DRPs
SMHM
IVPS
WPSS

ASDS+PSDS
PDHRS



7. Conclusion

a

PWR-FBR-Fusion as basic nuclear energy strategy

Fast reactor and closed fuel cycle technology development
with a moderate schedule but step by step in matching
with the PWRs to realize nuclear utilization in large scale
for the future in China.
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Abstract

The conceptual study of Accelerator Driven System (ADS), which is an entirely new approach

for the exploitation of next generation nuclear energy, had lasted for about five years and ended in

1999 in China. From then a five years program of basic research for ADS has been launched.

According to present technical and budget status in China, a moderate style multi-purpose

verification system is under consideration, which consists of a low energy accelerator

(150MeV/3mA proton linac) and a swimming pool light water sub-critical reactor. CIAE (China

Institute of Atomic Energy), IHEP (Institute of High Energy Physics), PKU-IHIP (Institute of Heavy

Ion Physics in Peking University) and other institutions are jointly carrying on the basic research of

ADS.

The main results on ADS system optimization, ADS related reactor physics study, nuclear

physics study, accelerator physics and technology study, material compatibility study, material

radiation effects study has been reported.

1 INTRODUCTION

The conceptual study of Accelerator Driven System (ADS), which is an entirely new approach

for the exploitation of next generation nuclear energy Li',had lasted for about five years and ended

in 1999 in China. From then a five years program of basic research for ADS has been launched as

showen in Fig.l. Since then, some R/D, such as ECR high current ion source, RFQ design and

technology study, super-conducting cavity study, conceptual design of 150MeV/3mA proton linac,

preliminary design of IGeV 20mA linac and intense-beam physics, were started. According to

present technical and budget status in China, a moderate style multi-purpose verification system is

under consideration !'2\ which consists of a low energy accelerator (150MeV/3mA proton linac) and

a swimming pool light water sub-critical reactor. CIAE (China Institute of Atomic Energy), IHEP

(Institute of High Energy Physics), PKU-IHIP (Institute of Heavy Ion Physics in Peking University)

and other institutions are jointly carrying on the basic research of ADS.

In the last year the scientific and technical exchange and cooperation with LNL (Laboratori

Nazionali di Legnaro), INFN, ENEA, Italy; JAERI, Japan; FZK, Germany and KAERI (Korea

Atomic Energy Research Institute) etc. are of really a great help to our work.



Basic Research of Important Physical and Technical Problems for ADS

System Optimization

Performance Assessment of Different Blankets

Technical Design of Verification Facility

2D&3D Neutronics Codes, Burn-up Codes

Reactor Physics and
Technology (CIAE)

Thermo-Hydraulic Simulation

Experimental Measurement on Sub-Critical
Assembly with External Source (Thermal, Fast)

Accelerator Physics
and Technology
(IHEP, CIAE)

Nuclear and Material
Data BasefCIAE)

High Power Accelerator Physics

High Current ECR Source,RFQ Injector

Accelerating Structure for Different {5's

Spallation Neutron Source (codes)

Microscopic Data and Group Constant for ADS

Window and Target Radiation Damage Simulation

Material Compatibility

Fig. 1 Work Packages of ADS Basic Research



2. The Main Results on ADS System Optimization and Reactor Physics Study

According the five years' program mentioned in ref.[3], some basic researches on the physical

and the technical problems related to ADS system were carried out in last year at CIAE. Some

preliminary results of the study on the performance of different blanket show the advantages of ADS in

comparing with that of critical one.

The system optimization has been focused on three versions:

> Sodium cooled fast breeder reactor driven by an accelerator with the Pb/Bi target;

> Fast breeder reactor cooled by lead and driven by an accelerator with the Pb target;

> Fast- Thermal Coupled System with the Pb target.

A set of 2D transport and M-C neutronics codes system and Thermo-Hydraulic simulation system

are used for these investigations. In order to verify the program system used for the study of ADS,

neutronics calculations were done for the IAEA benchmark problem of ADS Stage 1 and the results

were shown in Table 1. The calculation of the spllation neutron source was done using the code

LAHET. The code 0RIGEN2 was used for bumup calculation. The results showed good agreement

with, the average value of the international comparision (1.5%). The neutron multiplication process in

the subcritical reactor is simulated by Monte-Carlo program in order to illustrate the neutron

importance of external source with different energy and different position in the blanket. The results

were shown in Table 2.

Group

Oil

012

013

Table 1 Keff

System

Fast breeder reactor

cooled by lead

Sodium cooled fast

breeder reactor

Fast- Thermal

Coupled System with

the Pb target.

for the IAEA benchmark problem of ADS Stage 1

Codes

2D transport

M-C simulation

M-C simulation

Average value of international

Data library

ENDF/B-VI

ENDF/B-V

ENDF/B-IV

comparision

Results

KcfT

233U

Enrichment

(233U/Th)

0.98

10.16

10.02

9.99

10.17

0.96

9.84

9.75

9.67

9.85

i

0.94

9.53

9.39

9.35

9.53



Table 2 The effect of external neutron source to K

9.2% 9.4% 9.6% 9.8%

SS 0.93411 0.94746 0.959277 0.963257

0.95085 0.96304 0.97053 0.97218

FS 0.93352 0.94674 0.96045 0.96409

KS

Kcfr j 0.94497

Kx 0.93408
i

K«ff ; 0.94356

0.95806

0.94786

0.95507

0.96672

0.95882

0.96567

0.97059

0.96359

0.96975

E—

In the aspect of study on the neutron multiplication in the subcritical assembly, a light water

zero-power sub-critical assembly driven by steady external neutron source (2:>2Cf) has been set up. The

experiment was started in July 2001. The neutron flux distribution and k̂ fr were measured at this

facility.

Fig.2 and Fig.3 show the reactor core arrangement and pressmatic driven system for 252Cf neutron

source of this experiment facility. The experimental data analysis is underway.

The measurement of fast neutron fission factor, the reactor fission rate, neutron flux and neutron

energy have been done by means of a solid state nuclear track detector(SSNTD). A preliminary

comparison between the experimental and theoretical results shows they were in reasonable agreement.

The result shows that the solid state nuclear track detector is an effective method for subcritical reactor

experimental research.

Numerical simulations of fluid flow were performed by using the PHOENICS 3.2 code for the

proposed spallation target of accelerator-driven subcritical reactor system (ADS). The fluid motion in

the target is axi-symmetric and is treated as a 2-D steady-state problem. A body-fitted coordinate

system (BFC) is then chosen and a two-dimensional mesh of the flow channel is generated. Results are

presented and discussed for the ADS target under both upward and downward flow, and for the target

with difruser plate installed below the window under downward flow.
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Fig.2 The reactor core arrangement and control system of ADS experiment facility

Fig.3 The external neutron source ( Cf) transport system



3. The Main Results on ADS Related Nuclear Physics Study

3.1 The Main Results on ADS Related Nuclear Data

In the aspect of study on nuclear data, according to the requirement of ADS, the theoretical

calculations and evaluations of the complete sets of neutron reaction data for n +129I, i2SSb and 209Bi

etc. have been finished. The researches onn + 2"'2Th and 244Cm reaction data are in progress. The first

phase work of cross-section library of neutron has been accomplished for M-C calculation in MCNP

format.

CENDL-3, the newest version of China Evaluated Nuclear Data Library has been finished, and

distributed for some benchmarks analysis recently. The processing was carried out using the NJOY

nuclear data processing code system. The calculations and analyses of benchmarks were done with

Monte Carlo code MCNP and reactor lattice code WIMSD5A. The calculated results were compared

with the experimental results, the results based on ENDF/B-VI. In most thermal and fast uranium

criticality benchmarks, the calculated K<.ff values with CENDL-3 were in good agreements with

experimental results. In the plutonium fast cores, the K^ values were improved significantly with

CENDL-3. This is duo to reevaluation of the fission spectrum and elastic angular distributions of 2j9Pu

and 2"°Pu. CENDL-3 underestimated the K^ values compared with other evaluated data libraries for

most spherical or cylindrical assemblies of plutonium or uranium with beryllium.

A program for automatically searching a set of optimal optical potential parameters in E = 300

MeV energy region-APAM has been developed in CIAE. The optical model is one of the most

important theories in nuclear data calculations and evaluations. The calculated results of the optical

model are mainly decided by its parameters. Thus, choosing and adjusting the optical potential

parameters are the crucial steps in nuclear data calculations.

APMN is a program for automatically searching a set of optimal optical potential parameters in E

§ 300 MeV energy region by means of the improved fastest falling method, which is suitable for

non-fissile medium-heavy nuclei with the light projectiles, such as n, p, d, t, "He, and c . One set of

optical potential parameters may be suitable for up to 40 target nuclei obtained based on their

experimental data simultaneously.



Based on the experimental data of total, nonelastic, elastic scattering cross sections and elastic

scattering angular distribution of 209Bi, a set of optimal neutron optical potential parameter is obtained

and all cross sections of neutron induced reaction, angular distribution, energy spectra, y -ray

production cross sections, Y -ray production energy spectra, especially, the double differential cross

section for neutron, proton, deutron, triton and alpha emission are calculated and analyzed for n-^209Bi

at incident neutron energies below 20 MeV. Theoretical calculated results are compared with existing

experimental data and other evaluated data from ENDF/B-VI and JENDL-3. Good agreement is

generally observed between the calculated results and the experimental data. An example is shown in

Fig. 4. Because theoretical calculated results are reasonable, the calculated results are recommended in

ENDF/B-VI format.

Based on nuclear reaction models, i.e., the optical model, evaporation model, exciton model and

the direct reaction theory, Cross sections of (p, xn) reactions and residual nuclei productions for

p-r209Bi reaction are calculated in energy region from threshold up to 300 MeV and a set of proton

optical potential parameters for 209Bi up to 300MeV were obtained. The direct inelastic cross-sections

were calculated with the distorted wave Bom approximation theory. Theoretical results show that the

direct inelastic cross sections about 550mb are reasonable.

Based on the statistical model theory and available measured isomeric cross section ratio, a

systematic formula of isomeric cross section ratio with one parameter for proton induced reactions is

developed. This formula is applicable for the mass region 44<A<197, spin region of isomeric and

ground states 0.5<Jn,<9.5 and 0.5<Jg<7 of the residual nucleus, respectively. Fair agreement is obtained

between the systematics predictions and measurements. Within the range of nuclides and spins the

systematics predictions can provide useful isomeric cross section ratio information where experimental

data are large discrepant or where experimental data are not available.

3.2 The Main Results on ADS Related Target Physics

The calculations for the standard thick target were made by using different codes. The simulation

of the thick Pb target with length of 60cm, diameter of 20cm bombarded with 800,1000,1500,and

2000MeV energetic proton beam was carried out. The yields and the spectra of emitted neutron were

studied. The spallation target was simulated by SNSP, SHIELD, DCM\CEM (Dubna Cascade Model

\Cascade Evaporation Mode), and LAHET codes. The neutron yields calculated by SHIELD and

DCM\CEM were in agreement within ± 10%.
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The Simulation Results were compared with experiments. Fig 5.shows the energy dependence on

the number of leakage neutrons generated per proton The comparisons show good agreement between

the experiments and the SNSP simulated leakage neutron yield. Fig. 6 shows comparison of the

normalizatio leakage neutron spectra for 800MeV proton.. The SHIELD simulated leakage neutron

spectra are good agreement with the LAHET and the DCM\CEM simulated leakage neutron spectra.

The study on properties of the solid metal neutron production target bombarded with 150MeV

proton energy and 3mA beam current is performed. The selection of the material and geometry design

for the target, the physics properties of the target concerned by this work including the neutron yield,

energy and space distribution for the neutrons leaked from the target, the spallation fragment of charge

and mass distribution have been investigated using SHIELD code. The analysis of the radiation

damage and the energy deposit for the target are also carried out.

The spallation target of ADS was studied using DCM/CEM program. The simulation of the lead

target of 0.6 m length and 0.2 in diameter bombarded with 0.1 ~ 1.6 GeV proton beams was carried out.

The neutron spectra, neutron fluence distribution over the lead target, energy deposition and neutron

production in the lead target were studied. Some former experimental results can be explained very

well with the calculated results. The simulation results agree with the former theoretical and

experimental results.

As a new approach, the quantum molecular dynamics (QMD), statistical decay model (SDM) and

the statistical fission theory were used to analyze the mass distribution of the fission products, the

prompt fission neutron spectrum (%(E)) and the prompt fission neutron multiplicities (vpj-(E))

causing by the intermediate energy nucleon-induced fission. The semi-empirical formula of energy

level density parameter used in the statistical process was also studied. Very few adjustable parameters

were included in the present method. By some physical analysis, it can be thought that the present

results are reasonable. The %(E) and VpAE) can be obtained in the intermediate energy region

by the present method.
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4. The Main Results on ADS Related Accelerator Physics and Technology Study

4.1 Intense Proton Ion Source

An electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) ion source is selected for the source of our verification

facility system. 2.45 GHz microwave power is adopted. lkW microwave power is coupled to the

plasma chamber by a rectangular-to-ridged wave-guide through a microwave window, which is shown

in fig.7.

The plasma chamber is a cylinder 100mm long and 100mm in diameter. An accelerating and

decelerating three-electrode extraction structure is adopted. A beam with normalized rms emittance of

0.2 zmm mrad is anticipated. The discharging chamber is designed to withstand up to 75kV potential

voltage.

The performances of the ECR source are listed in the table 2. For comparison, the performances

of the ECR in some other laboratories are also listed.

In order to optimize the parameters of the ion source, some tests have been performed, for

example, various tests of magnetic configurations to increase the discharge efficiency; various tests of

microwave window configurations to increase the life time. We modified the diameter of the discharge

chamber from the normal type of <J> 100mm to the compact type of <P 30 -50mm, the proton fraction

have been changed from 80-85% to 90-95% and the intensity from 100mA/ <i> 7.3mm to 70mA/o

5mm.

Table 2 The performances of the ECR source

Lab.

Energy (kev)

Current (rnA)

Intensity

(mA/cm2)

Proton fraction

Gas (seem)

s mmmrad

Chalk river

50

90

458

90%

0.2

CEA 1 LANL

95 | 50

126 | 122
|

243 ! 336

i

88% 1 90%

2 ! 3.3

0.11 j 0.2

CIAE

35

100

350

90%

2

0.2'

• 65mA; 30keV

In CIAE, various efforts have been made to optimize the reliability. This kind of source has been

running reliably for near 100 hours at 65mA/35kev.



Fig 7: The ECR proton source in CIAE



4.2 RFQ and DTL CCL Accelerator study

The high current RFQ working group in IHEP CAS started their researches at the end of last year.

The structure of RFQ is a four-vane type and designed to accelerate 50mA peak current of proton

beam with input energy of 80kV. The structure was divided in four sections, the radial matching

section (RMS), the shaper (SH), the gentle bunch (GB) and the accelerating section. The RFQ is 8.3

times longer than the RF wavelength. The longer the RFQ, the less stable is against perturbations. In

order to overcome this problem, the resonant coupling concept is applied as that of LANL. The RFQ is

longitudinally divided in three pieces separated by a coupling cell where electrodes belonging to two

different RFQ pieces are facing one each other. The parameters of our RFQ was shown in table 3

Table 3 The parameters of our RFQ

Structure

Particle

Input Energy

Output Energy

Peak Current

Duty Factor

Frequency

Total length

Resonant coupling section

4 vanes

Proton

80keV

S.OMeV

50mA

6%

352MHz

7.13 m

A beam dynamics study of a 7.13 m long 352 MHz RFQ has been studied using the code of

PARMTEQM, VANES and. LIDOS.RFQ143 at IHEP.

The envelop of a beam with 50mA past through the channel has been got by using the code of

Lidos.rfq. The transmission for a 50mA beam current and 50,000 macro-particles is 97.6% (Lidos.frq

result). It is under progress using computer simulation codes for calculating radio-frequency

electromagnetic fields in either 2-D coordinates (SUPERFISH) for the main region of the RFQ and

3-D coordinates (MAFIA) for the end regions and coupling regions.

The thermal and structure analysis was studied with the ANSYS code at CIAE. Different cooling

distributions of design results were shown in Fig. 8(a and b)
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The fabrication of the RFQ copper model will be performed in a company in Shanghai, China. At

first, some tests for development the mechanical technology have to be done, for example, the brazing

technology for assembling four vanes together with required mechanical tolerance, the characteristics

of melting filler, the structure surface and the vacuum leak; the drilling of the coolant hole through the

1.2meter RFQ cavity with 12mm in diameter; the precision machining of the vane electrodes on the

numerical controlled mill. The method for measurement of RF properties of the RFQ cavitives at

lower power has been developed in collaboration with LNL, INFN, Italy.

The conceptual design of DTL and CCL is going on smoothly.After RFQ section, a 352MHz DTL

accelerates the beam from 5MeV to 86.7MeV. The DTL is a conventional Alvarez type with

stabilization by post couplers. The DTL main parameters is an initial non-optimized design . The DTL

linac will be divided into six tanks, which has 30,42,30,26,23 and 21 cells respectively. The length of

tank is near 7meters for each one. The post couplers are the one third of cell numbers minus one for

the first tank; half of cell numbers minus one for second and third tanks; the numbers of cell minus one

for other tanks. Their output energies are 10.7MeV, 26.4MeV, 42.0MeV, 57.8MeV, 73.1MeV, and

86.8MeV. The inner diameter of the tank is near 50cm. The diameters of the drift-tube are 10cm and

12cm for first two tanks and others respectively. But the bore diameters are the same (2.5cm). The

86.7Mev beam from the DTL is injected into a 704 MHz coupled cavity linac (CCL) and accelerated

up to 157.2MeV, which is the final energy of the verification facility.

In recent years, a superconducting cavity laboratory will be established for research and

development of the superconducting cavities supported by CAS from 2000. The main task is to

develop a prototype of single-cell ellipsoid cavity with B=0.45, f=700MHz. As a training, we have

completed the optimizing design for a single cell with 1.3GHz and 6=0.45. Machine and measurement

will be finished by the end of next year.



5. The Main Results on ADS Related Material Study

5.1 The Main Results on ADS Related Material compatibility Study

At present, the program of the compatibility study in our ADS project is focused on the

compatibility tests for the tungsten with water and sodium. An ADS verification facility is proposed in

next phase of our ADS project, an existent swimming pool reactor will be repacked as the subcritical

reactor system, and tungsten will be used as the target .On the other hand, the FBR may be one of the

options as the subcritical reactor system of ADS, thus, it is necessary to understand the compatibility

characteristics of tungsten with water and sodium.

The compatibility tests for the forging tungsten with coolants have been performed in sodium at

500, 600 and 700 °C, and in water at 100 "C. The results show that a compact WxOy film was formed

at the surface of the tungsten, its thickness is about 1-2 u m. There are also corrosion product Na2WO4

on the surface of the specimens, the amount of Na2WO4 dependents on the temperature and the oxygen

content in the sodium. After test for more than 400 hrs, the matrix of tungsten has not been attacked

further by sodium and oxygen resulting from the protection of the WxOy film, the thickness of WxOy

film and the weight loss become a constant. For the corrosion of the tungsten in water, a WxOy film at

the specimen surface was formed at the beginning of the test, its thickness is about 0.8 u m. This film

is porous and loose, and they peeled off after test for more than 100 hrs. The new oxide film was not

formed again because of the lack of the oxygen, the weight loss of the specimens is near a constant.

5.2 The Main Results on ADS Related Material Radiation Effects Study

The spallation neutron source system is one of the three key parts of ADS, which provides source

neutrons of ~10I8n/sec for the burning-up of fuels. It is mainly composed of the target and beam

window. Stainless steels and tungsten are important candidate materials of the beam window and the

spallation neutron source target. They are irradiated by high-energy and intense protons and neutrons

during operation. The accumulated dose could reach a couple of hundred dpa per year, and radiation

damage is very severe in them. The radiation damage study of the spallation target and beam window-

materials is of great importance for the understanding of the their lifetimes and the safe operation of the

ADS.

Radiation effects have been studied in the home-made modified 316L stainless steel and

standard stainless steel and tungsten irradiated by 80 MeV I2C or 85 MeV !9F ions. The radiation



damage generated in the samples was examined by a positron annihilation lifetime technique. The

positron lifetime measurements were performed at room temperature for both irradiated and

un-irradiated samples. The experimental results show that the radiation resistant property of

stainless steels is much better than that of tungsten and the home-made modified 316L stainless

steel has the best radiation resistant property among them. The stainless steels are a good choice

for beam window material of the ADS spallation neutron source system, and the home-made

modified 316L stainless steel is the best choice.

Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the lifetime x2 in W, SS and MSS irradiated respectively to

20, 22.8 and 30 dpa. It can be seen that radiation damage is very severe in W, sizeable in SS and

very small in MSS. The irradiation induces large size voids in W, 10-vacancy clusters in SS and

5-vacancy clusters in MSS. Their relative intensities in Fig.10 are in turn 33%, 23.8% and 19.6%.

Therefore, we can say that the home-made modified 316L stainless steel (MSS) has very excellent

radiation resistant property, which is much better than that of the commercially available standard

stainless steel (SS), and the radiation resistant property of the commercially available tungsten (W)

is worst among them. Compared with tungsten, standard stainless steel is a good choice for the

beam window material etc of the ADS spallation neutron source system, and the choice of the

home-made modified 316L stainless steel is the best.

Before this experiment, radiation damage and its detailed thermal annealing behavior in 01-AI2O3

irradiated at the equivalent dose, respectively, by 5.28 X1016 cm"2 85 MeV 19F ions and by 3x1020 cm"2

ER > 1 MeV neutrons have been investigated by the positron annihilation lifetime technique. The

experimental results show that all the positron annihilation parameters of lifetime and intensity in the

heavy ion irradiated a-Al2O3 are in good agreement with the ones in the neutron irradiated a-Al2O3, and

verify that heavy ion irradiation can well simulate neutron (proton) irradiation.
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6 CONSIDERATION IN NEAR FUTURE

The accelerator driven system (ADS) is a new developing research area organizing by IAEA as an

advanced nuclear power system since 1997. It provides new possibility for the exploitation of nuclear

fission energy. To study the neutronics in the external neutron driven fast sub-critical assembly is one

of the important issues for the reactor physics, more accurate nuclear data will provide the base for

quantitative analysis of ADS. In near future, we'll focuse on following items.

• To establish the nuclear data base for ADS.

• To study the neutronics in the fast neutron sub-critical system driven by d-t external neutron

source produced on a pulsed neutron generator of 300 keV, which is routinely operated since

2001.

• To study the target physics of ADS.

• To measure neutron induced reaction cross sections related with ADS.

7 CONCLUSION

For long term and sustainable nuclear energy development, ADS is an option in fuel circulation

and energy generation. The goal for our ADS basic research is to establish the scientific and

technological foundation for the future development of the ADS research. A collection of the papers

described the newest results of our activities in recent two years can be found in "Selected Works of

Basic Research of accelerator driven nuclear power system", editied. by Zhao Zhixiang, Atomoc

Energy Press, Beijing, 2002.
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The ECR proton source in CIAE
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>To establish the nuclear data base
>To study the neutronics in the fast
neutron sub-critical system driven by d-
t external neutron source produced on a
pulsed neutron generator of 300 keV,
which is routinely operated since 2001
>To study the target physics of ADS
>To measure neutron induced reaction
cross sections related with ADS



CONCLUSION

For long term and sustainable
nuclear energy development, ADS is
an option in fuel circulation and
energy generation. The goal for our
ADS basic research is to establish
the scientific and technological
foundation for the future
development of the ADS research.
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Status of Fast reactors and ADS programmes in France in 2001

Compiled by JC ASTEGIANO
CEA/DEN
Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache
13108 St Paui-lez-Durance
email jean-claude.astegiano@cea.fr

With contributions from
C. TAILLAND for general information
L. MARTIN for the PHENIX chapter
R. FRITH (EDF CIDEN) for the SUPERPHENiX chapter
j . LOUVET, G. RODRIGUEZ, J. ROUAULT, and B. BERNARDiN for the R&D chapter

1 General situation

1.1 The production of electricity in 2001

Production

Nuclear power plants
Conventional power plants
Hydraulics plants
Total:

TWh

401
46

527

Relative
share
76.2
8.7

15.1

Variation
2001/2000 %
+ 1.5
- 7.6
+10.8
+ 1.9

Consumption

Exportation
Importation
Losses
Pumping
Net consumption

TWh

72.6
4.2
31
5.8
421.5

Variation
2001/2000 %
- 0.8

+13.7
+ 3.6
- 12.2
+ 2.6

1.2 Nuclear energy production data
No new N4 units in commercial operation during 2001.
The EDF owns 58 PWR's, for a totai capacity of 63 GWe.
The availability factor was 81.1 % for at! PWR in commercial operation, instead of 80.8% in 2000.
Safety : 473 incidents were declared from which 90 incidents "level 1" and 2 incidents "level 2";
60 % directly due to human factors, organization and methods (To notice 37 declared as generic
problems).

1.3 Status of Fast reactors
Renovation and inspection works have been actively pursued on the PHENIX plant, mainly
reinforcement against earthquakes, inspection of the internal structures and general
maintenance. Most of the renovation programme of the plant has been completed by the end of
2001. The major remaining work is the repair of the the potentially affected zones of SGU 1 and
3. The power rising of the reactor is expected before the end of 2002, for performing the
irradiation tests in support to the CEA transmutation R&D programme in the context of the
December 30th 1991 law on long lived radioactive wastes management.
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Decommissioning work is underway at SUPERPHENIX, core unloading has proceeded normally,
an increasing number of systems and components have been removed from service. A new
decree will have to be issued for the final disposal of both the primary and secondary sodium; it
will include dismantling operations that will satisfy the requirements set down by the A1EA.

1.4 R&D
On R&D side, CEA launched a comprehensive R&D programme on promising technologies for
future nuclear energy systems, to make significant progress in safety, sustainability and
economics. Reference system is based on gas cooled fast reactor with on site closed fuel cycle,
but many technologies investigated for the long term are believed to be of generic interest to
develop high performances fuels and materials. On liquid metal reactors, CEA wishes to maintain
its expertise in the field, mainly through knowledge preservation actions and international
collaborations.

2 Reactors

2.1 Rapsodie
In 2000, the Rapsodie plant was maintained safely under monitoring. Work on the updating of the
plant's safety report which began in 1999, is still underway. This report will be issued to the
French safety authorities in 2002. The General Operating Rules will be updated in 2002.
The planned programme is :

Cleaning operations and partial dismantling are to continue up to the end of 2006.
Surveillance phase 2007-2020
Dismantling operations will resume and be pursued up to the level III beginning in the year
2020.

2.2 Phenix
Several major events took place at Phenix in 2001. Among them: the remote visual inspection of
reactor internals, the meetings of the Safety Authorities Permanent Group in charge of the
reactors, undertaking of the repair of the SG 1 and 3 superheater and reheater modules,
continuation of the renovation work and the beginning of the requalification of the circuits,
divergence and the "Vigipirate" reinforced security plan.

Inspection of the core cover plug and the upper internal structures of reactor block was carried
out between 15 March and 6 April. This inspection was essential in order to obtain the
authorization to resume plant power operations, and required lengthy preparation. The operation
required draining of half the primary sodium down to the Subassembly heads, followed by the
installation of lighting, panoramic and close-up optical devices in the drained space. The high
quality images which were gathered and analyzed did not show any defects in the welds or in the
appearance of the metal. In particular, the sodium surface was used as a mirror in order to verify
the integrity of the lower part of core cover plug (spacer grid and Thermocouple thimbles).

After having discovered cracks on the N° 2 steam generator modules, the decision to repair was
made and approved by the safety authority. The following steps took place in 2001:

> A preliminary definition phase to define the scope of the repairs: hot headers and elbows
in the SG 1 and 3 reheater and superheater modules,

> The detailed design studies,
> Washing process qualification (elimination of the residual sodium),
> Development of innovative ultrasonic inspection processes for the non-repaired zones,

Use of the SG 2 modules to test the washing, repair and inspection processes,
> Disassembly of the first modules,
> installation of the washing equipment in the turbogenerator building, and the repair

equipment in a temporary building at the Phenix plant, and in the underground of the
former G2 reactor.
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The renovation work was continued, and most of the work has been achieved. In particular, the
emergency circuits have been qualified. The partitioning of the secondary sodium circuits had to
be suspended due to the failure of subcontractor in winding-up proceedings.

The "H" intermediate heat exchanger was removed and replaced with the new "M". The findings
reached by evaluation of "H" showed the existence of some cracks located on the internal wall at
the upper tubular plate tube expansion zone, like for the "1" heat exchanger. These defects are
due to the presence of sodium hydroxide or polluted sodium during the draining phases in these
intermediate heat exchangers (several openings for work on the secondary loop between 1995
and 1997).

Following the sodium filling in the N°3 secondary loop, approximately fifteen divergences took
place, in good conditions, between July and September, to conduct neutron tests and to train the
operating teams.

The Permanent Group in charge of reactors held two meetings on the subject of the Phenix plant,
on 12 July and 6 September. The presentations focused on the results of the conical shell
inspections which took place in 1999 and on the remote visual inspection of the core cover plug.
The Permanent Group also approved the steam generator repair approach (see above).

The ECRiX fuel pins were delivered in December. They contain americium in an inert matrix.
They are to be irradiated in moderate spectrum. These are the first fuel pins with representative
targets for the transmutation of americium.

After the events of 11 September, the reinforced "Vigipirate plan" was implemented throughout
the entire Marcouie site, which ied to longer access times for staff and equipment. All visits for the
public-at-large have been cancelled, and technical visits are restricted to the strict minimum.

2.3 Super Phenix

2.3.1 introduction
The ministerial decree ruling the start of the Superphenix decommissioning was issued on
December 31, 1998. In conformance with this decree, the foliowing operations may be carried
out, after specific agreement on the part of the safety authorities :
>̂ core unloading from the reactor vessel to the fuel storage water pool,
>̂ removal from service of non-required systems,

^ primary vessel draining and storage of the sodium.
Progress achieved on these topics in 2001 is summarised hereafter.

2.3.2 Core unioading
Core unloading involves the transfer of each subassembiy from the reactor vessel through the
reactor handling transfer chamber into various corridors and cells, allowing, in particular, sodium
draining and then residual sodium cleaning in a washing pit, before final transfer to the water pool
is accomplished.
At the end of December, 110 breeder subassemblies and, 334 fissile assemblies had been
successfully transferred and stored in the water pool. A test has been successfully carried out to
clean 2 control rods, they are stored in containers to be transferred to Marcouie. The
authorization is waited from the regulatory body to unload all the control rods and the latest type
of subassemblies for which a cleaning procedure was specifically developed in 2000. The end of
unioading is now expected in the first days of 2003.
Unloading of lateral neutron shielding assemblies is under study, it could be scheduled for after
the unloading of the fuel assemblies, the remaining problem is the future of those assemblies.
There is not enough room in the storage pool for the new core and ail the lateral neutron
shielding assemblies. 180 of them will be stored in the pool, about 450 could be sent to the Aude
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Storage Centre if a qualified container is ready and 480 are too active to be sent to this centre
before 20 years.

2.3.3 Removal from service of non-required systems
The objective is to isolate and prepare the facilities in order to ensure that future dismantling
operations will be carried out in the best conditions of security and cost. A lot of systems and
components are no longer required for safety, particularly those related to the electricity
production facilities.
Throughout the year, an increasing number of systems and components have been removed
from service. All the equipment housed in the turbine hall has been removed from service with
the exception some useful pieces which will be maintained. Dismantling of 400KV cables has
been perform at the end of 2001 . European tender has been prepared and work will begin at the
beginning of 2003 in the turbine hail, before preliminary works are done for dismantling in the
turbine hall.
These operations require an excellent knowledge of the facilities and a rigorous preparation: all
electrical cables in the area are disconnected and insulated from the components, pipes are cut
or isolated; and inside the area, circuits are drained, products such as industrial oils are
removed..
The increasing number of systems and components removed from service as well as the
shutdown of sodium pumps and circuits have enabled operational and maintenance requirements
to be further reduced. Some people left the staff of the site in 2001 but the main departure
moment will be 2003 when core unloading will be finished-
Studies and the implementation of modifications to simplify systems which will be used over a
period of several years are now being undertaken. These primarily concern systems necessary
for the operation and maintenance of the fuel storage water pool. New electric supply and raw
water circuits are under studies, works could be performed in 2005 or 2006.

2.3.4 Primary vessel draining and storage of the sodium
Secondary sodium has already been stored in solid state in existing storage tanks. Primary
vessel draining for solid sodium storage is no longer scheduled. A new strategy is now under
study. It involves the following measures:

• the maintaining of the primary sodium in liquid state in the primary vessel for several years,
• the design and construction of a sodium destruction plant on the site, based on the proven

NOAH process, already applied on the Rapsodie reactor and the PFR,
• the treatment of the secondary and primary sodium in the new plant by transforming it into

soda.
Two possibilities are being studied to eliminate this soda:

• The neutralisation in sodium sulphate and release of the equivalent of 2.51 of sodium per
day into the Rhone river. Considering the absence of fission products (no clad ruptures),
the radiological release would be 90GBq/year and the impact for the most exposed
individual would be 0.1 uSv/year, i.e. a hundred times less than the IAEA" trivia!" threshold
(10 uSv/year) below which the risk for health is considered negligible.

• Incorporation soda or sodium salt in concrete to produce a very low activity block. Those
blocks would be stored, the activity would be very low in 30 or 50 years (some Bq/g).

The project risks were too important with the sodium sulphate release in the river, so EDF
choose to incorporate the soda in concrete. Tests are done in an EDF laboratory to find the
way to incorporate 150kg of sodium in a 11 concrete block.

Parts of the piercing machine for the core catcher have been successfully tested in Cadarache,
all the equipment is in construction built.

2.3.5 Dismantling.
The EDF changed its dismantling strategy for first generation reactors, including Superphenix.
Dismantling (AIEA ievel 3) will be finished in 2025 without intermediate safe storage status (level
2).
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The results on carbonation were obtained in 2001 with the development done at Cadarache:
mainly on carbonation speed and influence of parameters. Longer analytical tests have been
planned and a large-scale representative test of structure carbonation in the main vessel is
scheduled. Furthermore, initial studies for reactor vessel and the dismantling of internals have
been made to validate a residual sodium carbonation strategy.
Studies are done in EDF-CIDEN to identify the possible ways to dismantle reactor vessel and
internals after carbonation. One is to dismantle immediately after carbonation with sodium residus
from place to place under carbonate, the other is to wash the sodium in the vessel before to
dismantle.
The first primary components have been dismantled. A new cell to dismantle little components
has been built and improvements are prepared to wash the big ones (primary pumps, IHX) in the
washing pit.

2.3.6 Regulatory files.
The decommissioning decree specifies that a new decree will have to be issued for final disposal
of both primary and secondary sodium. This new decree is scheduled in 2004 after a public
inquiry; it will include dismantling operations to meet the requirements of the AIEA level 3 which
are not provided for in the previous decree. All the files necessary to ask for this decree are been
prepared.

3 R&D :

3.1 introduction
The three major objectives of the CEA for R&D into nuclear energy are as follows:
- to support the current nuclear industry: by increasing the economic competitiveness of the cost
per kWh of energy produced from nuclear sources, while continuing to improve safety at all
stages of the activity, particularly by extending the lifetime of reactors, improving fuel
performances, and spent fuel reprocessing technologies.
- to reply to public concern over the impact of nuclear activities on health and the environment,
> by proposing effective and acceptable solutions for the management of radioactive waste, by

reducing their quantity and toxicity, and for their interim storage or final disposal,
> by progressing in our understanding of the biological effects of low-doses and of chemical

compounds produced by the nuclear industry,
> by improving our understanding and tightening our control over the environmental impact of

nuclear activities,
- to design, evaluate and develop a new generation of reactor and fuel cycle systems based on
the following criteria:
> improved economic competitiveness (reduction of the capital costs),
> still improved safety and reliability (fuels and materials offering better resistance in the event

of an accident, etc.),
> environmental protection: in addition to the absence of CO2 and toxic gas emissions,

• a considerable reduction in long-life radioactive waste,
• optimum use of the fuel and natural resources,
• capability for uses other than electricity generation (hydrogen, desalination of

water, etc.).

In this framework, three main research area are considered :
The High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor, an innovative concept reactor with a fast neutron
spectrum, robust refractory fuel, and integrated on site fuel cycle, has been selected by CEA as a
result of a screening review of candidate technologies, as promising milestone towards a
sustainable energy. CEA concentrated his R&D effort on a consistent range of technologies and
systems.
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The LM cooled fast reactor which deals with an approach aiming at maintaining CEA expertise
at its best level by developing the experience feedback gained from the Phenix and Superphenix
reactors operation, and through international co-operation
The ADS programme which concerns the assessment of the potential of hybrid systems in
reducing the quantity and harmfulness of long-lived nuclear waste. This work is set within the
framework of article 1 of the Law of December 31st 1991 and must provide in 2006, the necessary
elements allowing the higher authorities to establish a coherent nuclear waste management
policy

3.2 Gas cooled reactors range of technologies:
In the frame of its project on Future Generation Nuclear Energy Systems, CEA decided end of
2000 to dedicate the main R&D effort in the field of high temperature engineering in support High
Temperature Gas Cooled Reactors development. These researches are for the short term
directly connected to the support of the Framatome ANP for the industrial development of small
or medium size thermal HTRs with direct cycle and the necessary recovery at national level of
expertise on some associated crucial technological issues. For the longer term, CEA main R&D
effort is paid to study the technologies in support of GCRs with fast neutron self-generating cores,
refractory fuei possibly compliant with on-site reprocessing that appear to be a very promising
candidate for future generations of nuclear systems, with regard to the goals of high efficiency,
saving of resources, minimization of long-lived waste production and potential for other
applications than electricity production (hydrogen, desalination,...).

Year 2001 has been devoted to the organization of this strong R&D line and to the definition of
preliminary design of Fast Gas Cooled Reactors :

3.2.1 R&D for the development of the GCR technology range and the key associated
technologies

The R&D programme has been structured in sub-projects including :

- Systems studies : definition of reactors with integrated fuel fabrication and treatment capable
of muitirecyciing all the actinides in safe and economics conditions,

- Fue! studies : definition and development of a refractory fuei with high Fission Products
retention, high actinide compound content (self-generation) and capable of high burn-ups,

- Processes for the integrated treatment of spent fuels,
- High-temperature and fast neutron resistant materials,
- High-temperature helium circuits and technology for both Thermal and Fast GCR concepts,
- Tools for calculations required for studying the GCR in terms of feasibility, performances and

safety,

Three main experimental demonstrations are felt necessary to be carried out in the next ten
years:

- A low power (20 to 40 MWth) experimental GCR reactor for studies and technological
demonstrations to be built at Cadarache and operational in 2012 : qualification of key
technologies for the advanced fuel and materials, the transmutation and self-generation
performances, as well as the operational control and the reactivity of the core ; the neutronic
method qualification will start beginning of 2005 on the MASURCA reactor, which will act as
the critical mock-up for this demonstrator,

- An inactive and evolutionary integrated test loop, under conditions representative of GCR
components and helium circuits, in order notably to illustrate the robustness of the operation
in nominal and accidental situations (loss of helium flow or pressure, etc.),

- An integrated cycle experiment to be carried out on several kg of irradiated GCR fuel
(irradiation in PHENIX or OSIRIS, processing - refabrication in hot cell (ATALANTE,
LECA,...).
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3.2.2 Preliminary design of Fast Gas Cooled Reactors

Four Fast GCR core designs of 600 MWth have been proposed. These designs enable to cover
all fuel technologies deemed to be of interest and will serve as a departure point for detailed
studies to be carried out in 2002: The major difficulty came from the need to introduce within the
core of sufficient quantity of heavy atoms (target of a self-generating core) while keeping enough
space for core cooling. The choice of the power density is a key issue for GCR safety and
present designs cover the range 30 to 100 MW/ms.

> A first re-assembly based on a core implementing dispersed CERCER fuels (S!C matrix or
ZrC, carbide actinide compound). The idea here is to retrieve through the matrix, a barrier to
the FP release as close as possible to their production in that same manner as a coated
particle. The 50-50 version, termed "robust" already benefits from a set of important
characterisations and judged quite positive (multi-recycling of Pu and minor actinides, effects
in reactivity,...) and constitutes a reference. A version in which the fuel fraction in the
composite would be taken up to 70% is also being considered.

> An option based on the use of particles has been proposed. !t would allow us to ensure the
continuity in the gas range with the Thermal GCR. This core, which has a performance
equivalent to that of the so-called "robust" cercer is nevertheless very strained in terms of
design (minimal gas fraction, particles designed with a thin coating, and bi-modal distribution
of the particles so as to approach the required value of the core volume occupied by the
actinide compound)

> Finally, the use of pins remains a possibility with a fuel or a pellet or vibro-compacted. The
challenge then lies in the mechanical resistance of the cladding. The potential of a ceramic
cladding must be evaluated.

3.3 Sodium cooled fast reactors

During the 2001 year, the main objectives were as in 2000 to formulate a synthesis and compile a
final file gathering all results from the R&D and analysis methods obtained in the field of sodium
cooled fast reactor for use in future designs.

3.3.1 The Capitalisation and preservation of knowledge
Our main objective is to preserve the knowledge acquired from the conception and the
operation of the Super Phenix reactor and more generally, that which has been obtained in the
field of sodium-cooled fast reactors.

Long term availability of LMFR's experience should be maintained thanks to an extensive,
everlasting and intelligible form which could allow future designers to use this great amount of
knowledge. The data base is built considering two complementary ways :
- the main one gives an overall vision of R&D work undertaken through 23 R&D items,

> an overall view of LMFRs conception,
> 9 items about Core R&D work : Safety, Operation, Thermohydrauiics, Thermomechanics,

Design Rules, Materials, Fuel clad failure, Neutronics, Nuclear fuel,
> 13 items about Reactor R&D work : Safety, Operation, Sodium Coolant, Sodium

Technology, Thermohydrauiics, cover gas Aerolics, Thermomechanics, Design Rules, in
sodium equipment Mechanics, Materials, In Service Inspection and Repair, Sodium Fires,
Decommissioning.

- the other deals with the design of what can be a LMFR, based on the SuperPhenix plant,
chosen as representative as the largest and validated industrial size reactor; a general
presentation of its 40 elementary systems and the report of each elementary system detailed
conception are described in the base.

Among them, the nine main systems are : Core system, Monitoring systems, Protective and
Shut-down systems, Primary systems, Secondary and Steam Generator Systems, Decay
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Heat Removal system, Primary and secondary Handling systems, Cleaning and
Decontamination systems, Fuel Storage system.

Each R&D item and each SuperPhenix system is described through a synthesis report, written by
a specialist, with a list of relevant references
The data base is made of 64 reports and of all the relevant bibliography (more than 15000
documents), on paper documents and CD-ROMS.

in addition, a specific data base (ARCOPAC) allows to store the whole measurement achieved
during the different SuperPhenix experimental campaign (pre-starting tests).

3.3.2 RCCMR:
The RCC-MR code is the French Design Code for Conception Design and Construction Rules for
Mechanical Components of FBR Nuclear Plants. Since the previous (second) edition in 1993, a
lot of modifications was introduced corresponding to the last results of R&D work. These
modifications cover different fields such as: improvement of some design rules, mainly for
ratcheting and buckling analyses, recommendations for inelastic analyses, extension of material
data, compliance to European standards particularly for welding rules. In particular, experimental
and theoretical work performed on 316LN n one hand and on welded austenitic 316L on the
other, under creep and fatigue conditions, has been achieved allowing to establish refined rules
for material damage evaluation and life prediction. This work has shown that previous rules were
not always pessimistic depending on loading conditions (deformation, temperature).
The new RCC-MR edition is getting ready. Its issue is planned in the first semester 2002, both in
French and English languages.

3.3.3 Finalisation of the neutronic tools qualification and standardisation of the nuclear data
base

• the qualification of the DARWIN calculation scheme for short term residua! power
estimation was done on the base of the SuperPhenix measurement thanks to the coding of
interfacing with the ERANOS nuclear code system devoted to the design of LMFR cores ;

• the migration of the experimental fast data base SNEDAX into the up-to-date ORACLE
environment of the new Experimental Data Base is still underway, this action will be
finished in 2002. This new Experimental Data Base allows to store in a more intelligible,
reliable and accessible form the whole results obtained on critical experiments (such as
MASURCA, SNEAK, ZEBRA,...)

3.3.4 CDA analyses
A considerable amount of work is now carried out on the SIMMER code in collaboration with the
FzK and the JNC.

SIMMER 111 is a 2D thermal-hydraulic, multi-phase, multi-component code with neutronic coupling
for CDA studies in LMFR (Core melting and re-criticality risk analysis). SIMMER IV is the 3D
version, only available for thermal-hydraulic at the present time; neutronic coupling and general
validation are now underway.

SIMMER, widely validated and considered as numerically robust and performant, is already used
in safety analyses accompanying the design studies for future systems.

> DPIN model implementation in SIMMER HI:
In order to complete the SIMMER HI capabilities for CDA analyses, a « pin » model allowing the
study of the initiating phase of the accident has been developped, coupled and validated on
CABRI tests (A13 and LT4). This model allows to describe the different phenomena such as :
molten fuel cavity formation and in-pin molten fuel motion before clad rupture, molten fuel
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ejections after ciad rupture. The entire accident sequence (from the initiating event) has been, so
that, evaluated through the CABR! E11 test (double TOP following LOF)

> Completion of the BALL-TRAP Programme :
This programme aims at the realisation and completion of the analytical tests covering a part of
the needs related to the understanding of the key physical phenomena controlling the transition
phase, in particular the mixed boiling pool (fuel-steel) transient behaviour required for the
validation of the SIMMER code. The goal is to study, using simulant materials, heat transfer
during the droplet vaporization (steel simulated by hexane) in a continuous phase heated in
volume (fuel simulated by water) under fast kinetics. Several campaign has been realized and
SiMMER HI associated calculations were performed and led to the qualification of the physical
models. In 2002 new tests will be done with higher diameter droplet to complete the validation.

A synthesis report on the SIMMER Hi code applicability (key phenomena and related modelling
and validation) to CDA analyses in LMFR is planned for 2002.

> The CABRf Raft Programme :
The CABR! Raft Programme has been completed by the end of 2001 in view of the fact that the
CABRl reactor must be modified for a programme dealing with water reactors. This Programme
includes different test objectives such as : slow UTOP as in case of a control rod withdrawal (RB1
and RB2 tests), in-pin molten fuel motion (LTX test), channel plugging behaviour after fuel
ejection (TP2, TPA1 tests using a 3 pins bundle), molten and boiling mixed pools behaviour
(TPA2 test in CABRl, TP3 test in SILENE). These last test serie required numerous pre-tests and
SIMMER-HI pre-calculations to clearly define expected measurement according to test conditions,
mainly due to fuel initial impurities content leading to difficulties for a precised steel vapour
evaluation.
The CABR! Raft synthesis report will be available in 2002.

3.3.5 Fuel and cycle

For waste incineration, a first step concerns the nitride fuels on which a synthesis study, begun in
2000, has been finalized in 2001.

For Pu management, within the framework of the CEA/MINATOM agreement, CAPRA
irradiations in BOR60 for high plutonium contents (UPuo.45-o.6N) nitrite fuels, (U,Pu)O2 oxide fuel
(45% Pu) and Pu fuel (without U) are underway, in parallel to one experiment in the Phenix
reactor (U,Pu)O2 oxide fue! (45% Pu).

3.3.6 Decommissioning:
A considerable amount of R&D has been launched to solve problems encountered during the
decommissioning of Super Phenix :

- development of chemical analysis to measure particular radio emitter such as tritium,
241Pu, ...
- Study on the experimental feedback of the decommissioning of CEA sodium loops and
how it can be adapted to the decommissioning of the SPX secondary loops.
- Studies based on glove box experiments to evaluate kinetics on sodium carbonation
influenced by different parameters such as : temperature, water concentration in gas, CO2

concentration in gas.
- Studies on the cleaning processes of different specific assemblies such as control rods.

Additionally, problems encountered in the dismantling the experimental means used in past years
(the treatment of experimental devices taken from the irradiation reactor, SILOE using Na-K,
technological test devices..) as been examined. Finally, preliminary studies have been carried out
in a new radioactive sodium waste treatment facility enabling us to process waste stored in the
various CEA centres.
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3.4 ADS

The purpose of this programme is to determine, within the framework of various working
scenarios, not only the expected efficiency of the ADS in the transmutation of iong-lived waste,
but also to provide a realistic assessment of the scientific and technical feasibility of such
machines, if need be, the particularly hard points will be identified and, in as much as possible,
the volume of R&D that might be required to provide solutions or the development of alternative
solutions will be estimated. Furthermore, the assessment of the hybrid reactor type would not be
complete without taking into account key factors such as safety and economy. These studies
provide the basis of a broad international collaboration: the 5th PCRD of the European
Community, MEGAPIE, DOE, ENEA. ...

3.4.1 MUSE in MASURCA
The major objective of the MUSE programme is to provide understanding of the basic
phenomena characterising the neutronic of a coupled, sub-critical system; to validate and qualify
the calculation methods and the associated database. This programme is being carried out within
a broad co-operative framework (5th PCRD; bi-lateral agreements with the ANL and the JAERl
including the detachment of an engineer).
The year 2001 was devoted to the first phase of the MUSE 4 experiment simulating a sodium
cooled configuration. Tests in critical states were carried out to constitute points of reference.
Tests in sub critical states began also and wil! continue during year 2002 and 2003 at various
levels of sub criticality. The latter require the use of a generator of neutrons called GENEP! and
developed by the CNRS. This device is an accelerator of nucleus of deuterium which produces
neutrons by fusion reactions with targets of deuterium or tritium.

In 2004, the program wil! be stopped during one year, time to carry out a renovation of the
reactor. After, the program will continue with MUSE 5 involving the simulation of a gas cooled
core. The tests initially programmed to simulate the cores cooled by lead bismuth are not any
more on the agenda because they were rejected by the safety authority.

3.4.2 MEGAPIE
MEGAPIE (MEGAwatt Pilot Experiment) was originally a joint initiative formed by the CEA, the
FZK and the PSi. Its purpose was to design, build, operate and explore the liquid lead bismuth
spallation target for 1 MW of beam power, taking advantage of the existing spailation neutron
facility, SINQ at the PSi. At present, four more institutions have joined the venture, namely the
ENEA (I), the SCK-CEN (B), the JAERl (J) and the CNRS (F) jointly with SUBATECH.
The main activities of the CEA in this area concern, which also contribute to the 5th PCRD TECLA
Programme :

The neutronic study of the MEGAPIE target
Design, cooling of the targets,
Target thermal-hydrauiics calculations
Lead bismuth technology

3.4.3 TRADE
TRADE is a joint initiative formed by the CEA and ENEA.
The goal is to couple an accelerator of protons and a soiid tungsten target with an experimental
reactor existing of TRIGA type. The interest of this project is that it will make it possible to have a
sufficiently powerful hybrid system in the short run, a few hundred KW, to study the effects of
thermal feedback with respect to control and piloting. This kind of information, is indeed not
accessible with MUSE which uses an reactor of null power, in 2001 a feasibility study confirmed
the interest of the project.



Progress Reports on Fast Reactors and ADS

3.4.4 PDS-XADS
The PDS-XADS project has been launch in November 2001, in the framework of the 5th PCRD of
the European Community. This project join 26 organisations from 11 European countries. During
the project, the concepts based on a coolant of the lead-bismuth type and a gas coolant wili be
evaluated before 2004 in order to focus the studies of preparatory project detailed on the most
promising concept as of 2005.

3.4.5 Neutronic studies,
This point essentially concerns the qualification of the calculation code tools, ERANOS and the
deterministic codes and the validation of the caiculation methods applied in the study of hybrid
systems.



Status of Fast reactors and ADS programs
In France in 2001

JC. ASTEGIANO*

With contributions of C. TA1LLAND*, L. MARTIN*,
R. FRITH**, J. LOUVET*. G. RODRIGUEZ*, J. ROUAULT*
3. BERNARD1N*

* CEA ** EDF/CIDEN
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luctear power plants

58 FWR units connected at the end of 2001
s Total capacity 63 GWe

s availability factor: 81.1 % { 80.8% in 2000)

s Safety : 473 incidents , 91 rated level 1, 2 level 2

Ho new units in commercial operation during 2001
no further construction engaged

GS3 .

PHENIX :

•s Large part of renovation work and inspection achieved in 2001

/ major remaining work : the repair of SGU

•/ Power rising is expected end of 2002, for 6 irradiations cycles

SUPER PHENIX :

•f Decommissioning works underway

^ Core unloading went on normally

•/ New decree for final disposal of Na

R&D

J New organization put in place

y CEA launched a comprehensive R&D program on promising
technologies for future nuclear energy systems

4 : C9Q
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Safety Authorities
rmanent)* meetings

RENOVATION PHASE 1

350 MWth

i Reactor critical
* \

i i , n i n ,

RENOVATION PHASE 2. !NSf*£CTtON and MAINTENANCE.
REQUALiFSCATlON an<I TRAINING

n cCore sappoft cornea' T.Kift ;fttoM3! st-ucture SG «iody:e repair
US inspocton visuo' Inspection

SO"

cycle (

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002

L. Marbn C&VDCP
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Ul 3,5 years of work an6 of requalification.

Q 120 million Euros of studies and exceptional repair work.

Q 4000 contractors (up to 600 per day) from 350 companies
[PHENIX staff : 250 people •*• 50 backup CEA/EDFj.

G Divergence (for tests at 400X) in Jul., Aug. and Nov. 2001

1 I . MartmCEA/DCP C2D
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Visual inspection the Core
Cover Plug anc internal
structures of the reactor
March-Apri! 2001

3 A s ign i f icant crack was detected <s»»««>i*a«.rcta«i

| f o ' i ow ing the examinat ion of a SG 1 j |_
n'2 moduie.

-J Studies for repair were
undertaken in early 2001.

3 Repairs wi." be made on the ASS1
321 stee! superheaters and
reheaters of SG n°" and 3
They invoive the sodium intake
cones and the first hot bend in each
moduie.

;., Martin CEAOCP
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L i

» The ministerial
decommissionir

•/ core unloading
water pool,

SUPERPHHN1X

decree for SUPERPHENIX
\g was issued on December

from the reactor vessel to the

•/ removal from service of non-required systems
•s primary vessel

31

fuel

draining and treatment of the sodiu

023 -

,1998.

storage

m

r

^ SUFERPHEM3X core unloading

Without dummy SA, from periphery towards center
Reactor cooling thanks to electrical heating system (600kW)
installed on the outside of safety vessel
•s Installation was completed August 99, in service in September

Transfer of SA from reactor vessel to water pool, through
reactor handling chambers, allowing sodium draining and
residual sodium cleaning in washing pit
At the end of December 2001, 444 SA transferred to water
pool
End of unloading { 650 SA) of is now expected early 2003
Unloading of lateral neutron shielding assemblies is under
study and will take place after fuel assemblies unloading
(2003-2004)

2 ; C S Q . • . -



5UPERPHEN1X Removal from service of
required systems

• ; he objective is to isolate and prepare the facilities in
order to ensure that future dismantling operations will be
carried out irt the best conditions of security and costs

• increasing number of systems and components have been
removed from service.
s A large part of the equipment housed in the turbine hall is

removed from service.
s Dismantling of the 400KV cables was achieved in 2001

CH2 .

SUPER PHHM1X main retentions

FONO OE CUVE "RECUPERATEUR

CH2 .



SUPER3PHEN1X Primary vessel draining and
treatment of the sodium

• Secondary and drum sodium is already stored in t he solid
state in existing storage tanks

• For the pr imary sodium, the fo l lowing strategy is proposed
•/ final studies and manufacture of drilling machine and special

equipments for retention draining (2002)
•s Installation in the reactor block, drilling plates of core catcher

(2003)
s construct on site (2004-2005) a sodium treatment plant based on

the proven NOAH process, already applied for RAPSODiE and PFR
s treat the secondary (2006-mid 2007) and the primary sodium

(2008-2009) in the new plant by transforming it into soda

CH3 .

SUPERPHEM3X sodium treatment

Elimination of the soda
•s incorporation soda in concrete to produce very low activity

block (26000 blocks of 1 m3), to be stored in surface storage
facility

Regulatory files
s A new decree will have to be issued for final disposal of both

primary and secondary sodium. This new decree is scheduled
2004 after a public inquiry, it will include dismantling
operations to reach AiEA level 3.

093 .



SUPER PHEN1X Disrnan«ra
SchetJute

v strategy : SUPERPHEN1X dismantling {AiEA level 3} wil l be
finished in 2025 without intermediate safe storage status
(level 2).

s Secondary circuits
• carbonation 2004-2009
• dismantling 2006-2010

s Primary vessel:
• After primary vessel draining, carbonation is proposed for final

treatment of residual sodium (2013). Basic R&D studies was
done, large scale validation test is scheduled.

• Then, dismantling of the reactor block 2014-2022

CSD



Sodium cooled fast reactors

Knowledge Preservation
•s The objective is to create an data base of documentation, with

easy access for consulting, in order to keep knowledge and
experience acquired through the development, design,
construction and operation of the French LWiFR Plants
(Rapsodie. Phenix, Superphenix, SPX2 and EFR Projects), to be
re-used for conception of new reactors.

s Common CEA, EDF and FRAMA7OME-ANP realization

C E O . . .

R8D Sodium cooled fast reactors

LMFRs documentary Fund (1/2)
1 global item : overall view of LMFRs conception

22 R&D items : 9 items associated to the Core
13 items associated to the Reactor

41 Superphenix Conception files {41 equipments, circuits and
components)
Among these documents:
s SuperPhenix Plant Safety Report
•/ licensing documents {SYFRA system)
^ RCC-MR 2000 version (update of mechanical analysis rules)
s ARCOPAC data base of measures obtained from SuperPhenix operation
s EFR synthesis report

2 ; CSQ .



~ ft&D Sodium cooled fast reactors

LMFRs documentary Fund (2/2)
CEA, EDF and FRAMATGME specialists worked together, as
authors and/or reviewers :

•/ Writing a brief synthesis (state of the art), with sub-items, R&D
work, comments and prospects

s Selecting a list of consistent documents : synthesis type reports,
design codes, recommendations...

•/ Writing a technical synthesis, if not yet available

Status
s About 15 000 documents on paper and CD-ROM
J Administrated by CEA History & Record Service for long term

storage and accessibility
^ Addendum will remains possible, specially for decommissioning

aspects
3 i OKI . . . . . . . . .

odium cooled fast reactors

• RCC-MR (design and concept ion rules)
s new version will be issued in 2002, including the proposed

improvements since the last version (1993)

• Penalization of neut ron ic tools qual i f icat ion

y DARWIN
v' integration of the data from MASURCA in BDE

• CDA analyses
s SIMMER code important work on. SIMMER III, collaboration with

FzK and JNC
*/ CABRi Raft program

oea.



"*• R&D Sodium cooled fast reactors

Fuel and cycle

^ Synthesis study on Nitrides fuels for wastes incineration

^ For Pu management: CAPRA irradiation in BOR-60 and in PHENiX

Decommissioning

•/ R&D support on SuperPhertix final shutdown and decommissioning
• development of particular chemical analysis
• experimental feedback of the decommissioning of CEA sodium loops

• basic studies on the kinetics on sodium carbonation (CARNAC)

• cleaning processes of different specific assemblies

^ Expertise and R&D assistance on decommissioning of experimental tools
used in the past: SSLOE (NaK removal), technological loops...

J Design of one nuclear facility to treat sodium radioactive wastes
belonging to CEA {ATENA}

__ Humid CO. lT

Oiffns»a of w»ttr through iatcr&ct

H : bubble*

Gas layer
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major objectives for RSD in nuclear
energy f i )

:he current nuclear industry
the economic competitiveness

time life of existing reactors and fuel per
spent fuel processing methods
safety

c new fuel SA for stabilization of Pu inven

public concern over the impact of
health and environment

Management of long lived radioactive wastes
Setter understanding of biological low dose ionizing
environme ntal impact of nuclear activities

forma nces

tory

nuclear

radiation and

L. Three major objectives for R:S& In nuclear
energy {2)

To design, evaluate and develop a new generation of
reactor and fuel cycle systems and the key technologies
on which they are based, with the following criteria :
•/ improved economic competitiveness

s improved safety and reliability

S Environmental protection
• reduction of LLRW
• optimization of the use of the fuel and natural resources
• other uses than electricity production : hydrogen, desalinization

of water...

CGD



GCR: an evolutive technological range

• For the short term : first configuration direct cycle H i R
•/ Concept of the 1970's - 1980's
•s Direct cycle

• For the medium term : specialized GCR
s Very high temperatures and high efficiency
s optimized configurations for waste transmutations

• For the long term : long-lasting energetic development
^ Fast spectrum
s complete uranium consumption
s integrated cycle transmuting ail the actinides

093 .

• Systems studies
• Fuel studies

s Confining and refractory
s Enable to obtain fast spectrum and very high combustion levels

• Integrated reprocessing of the spent fuel
• Material resistant to high temperatures and to fast neutron

• Technology of high temperature helium circuits
• Calculation toots

cea



- Experimental d

• technological loop
v' integral test loop to investigate

smonsi r-sti ons

high temperature gas cooled
system technology and operating transients (2008)

• demonstrator
J Demonstration reactor (20 to 40

technologies (2012)

• integrated cycle experiment
^ integrated cycle experiment on

fuel (reactor irradiation and oro
cell)

MWth) to validate the

several kg of irradiated GCR
cessing and re-fabrication in hot

GS3 . . . . . . .

—

• 2001 :
S Disp

^ Part

s Pins

Fast Gas Cooled reactors

studies of fuels concepts
ersed fuels in inert matrix

Robust version with 50% actinide 50% matrix
Advanced version up to 70% actinide

icle continuity with KIR
strained in term of design

with pellet or vibro-cornpacted fuel

• 2002 2003 :
^ Subassemblies and Decay heat removal systems

• 2004 : concept reference

G S 2 - . . . . . . •



^ ADS systems

• Main objectives of CEA studies
ADS systems capacity in transmuting long I

in the framework of the 91 French law

Studies are performed in the framework o

ife rac

c broao
collaboration 5"h and 6th PCRD of the European
MEGAPIE, DOE, ENEA...

S PDS-XADS

S TRADE
•/ MUSE program

s MEGAPIE

0=0 .

ioactive

interna
commu

wastes,

tional
nity,

qy division

r

222 ADS systems

Basic studies in the frame of MUSE program
s Neutronics and control of a sub critical core fed by an external

source of neutron, in MASURCA
• MUSE 4 experiment with Na, international cooperation (5th

PCRD EU, PSi, ANL, JAERI) preparation started in 1999,
installation of the GENEPl generator was done in 2000

• the first phase of the MUSE 4 experiment simulating a sodium
cooled configuration started in Sept 2001, in critical state for
reference

• Tests in sub critical states began also in 2001 and will continue
during year 2002 and 2003 at various levels of sub criticality

• MUSE 5 experiment to simulate gas cooled core are planed in
2005, after renovation work planned in 2004

022 .



The adaptability of MASURCA core allows the validation of
innovative core design :

the MUSE4 test, coupling
one sub critical
multiplying lattice with
an external neutron
source GENEPi {14 MeV)
just started (2000 =>

yUJJ .;/

QSCI
Zrxrrpf O:V;MO;I

PDS XADS
This project has been launch in November 2001, in the framework

of the 5th PCRD, i t join 26 organizations, from 11 European
countries with the objective to evaluate before 2004 two
concepts (lead-bismuth and gas coolant) and make proposal for
detailed project on the most promising concept for 6'" PCRD

TRADE
Join initiative EHEA-CEA to couple proton accelerator and solid

tungsten target within the experimental TRIGA reactor.

In 2001, feasibility studies has confirmed the interest
in 2002, safety and cost aspect will be examined

093



MEGAPJE Project

CEA-Cac (F), FZK (D) and PS1 (CK) initiated in 1999 the joint MEGAPIE
Project (MEGAwatt Pilot Experiment)

The project has since been joined by CNRS (F), ENEA (I), SCK CEN (B) and
JAER! (J) and in 2001 by KAER1 (Ko), LANL (USA)

Objectives :
Taking advantage of the existing PSi's high intensity proton beam :
- demonstrate the feasibility of a liquid PbBi target at power levels

relevant to ADS,
- gain experience in designing, operating and disposing of such a target,

- generate a valuable data base to assess the service potential and
desirable changes for a prototype ADS target through its monitoring and
PIE.

C52 .
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MEQAPJE €£A activities

• Design of the heat exchanger
• Thermal-hydraulics for target
• Safety analysis and reliability
» Ph-Si technology : corrosion studies, oxygen control, ?o

contamination management
• neutronic benchmark
• Radiation effects in structural materials

QSD .

ME3APJE Design of the target and a! the
heat exchanger
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Energy lilata for Germany (1)

Avai labi l i ty of power uni ts (www.strom.de)
> Total average load factor: 4750 h out of possible 8760 h

Base load;
> Nuclear power plants:
> Brown coal plants:
> Run-of-river:

Medium and peak load:
> Black coal:
> Stored-water:
> Natural gas:

7599
7100
5994

4645
2470
2260

h
h
h

h
h
h

Wind: 1336 h NPP Philippsburg

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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T * i , r '• ••

19 operating nuclear power
plants: net capacity of 21.4 GWe ,

"—J -̂  " > Electricity production in 2001:
:^L3 r;^ I ? - 171 TWh being 1/3 of total

r r \ i ; l electricity production

Average time availability: 91.7%

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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ikjar Eneircfy Policy in ISc

VSO

Introduction of third phase of environmental tax in 01/2001
> characteristic 3 person household
> increase by 5% in total costs from 2000 to 2001
> taxes are about 40% of total costs

[DM]
Price of electricity
Renewable Energies Law
Force-Heat Coupling Law
Environmental tax
Local tax
Consumption tax
Total

1998
73.50
0.45
0.00
0.00

10.20
13.50
97.65

1999
66.10

0.55
0.00
4.40

10.20
13.00
94.25

2000
48.70

1.30
0.75
7.30

10.20
10.90
79.00

2001
49.00

1.80
1.80
8.75

10.20
11.50
83.00

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Restart of nuclear transports

> After three years of interruption, Federal Radiation Protection
Authority (BfS) gives permission for nuclear transports from
NPP Neckarwestheim to BNFL Sellafield in February 2001.

> March 2001: Castor transport reaches Repository Gorleben.
> Many transports from NPP to

reprocessing plants in La Hague
and Sellafield are following.

> There are minor public protests.

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Mucdksatir I: in«ray l! solicy iro ^mnatt

> New Radiation Protection Ordinance enforced in 08/2001

> Max yearly dose is dramatically reduced (public: from 1.5mSv to
1.0mSv; nuclear personnel: SOmSv to 20mSv)

> Radiation protection controls exposure to natural radiation as
well (flying personnel has to be recorded if 1mSv is reached,
being equal to 10 transatlantic flights; 20mSv is maximum)

> Comparison: natural average radiation dose in Germany is
2.4mSv/y

NPP Neckarwestheim

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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> Agreement concerning the opt-out of nuclear energy
> June 14, 2000: Preliminary agreement between the German

Federal Government and the German Utilities concerning the
opt-out of nuclear energy production &

> June 11, 2001: Final treaty signed, changes in Atomic Law (AtG) -*
formulated

Issues:
> On the basis of 32 calender years of operation time, each NPP

has a guaranteed amount of electricitiy to produce. As this
amount is reached, the plant has to be shut down. Electricity
can be transferred between plants.

> In total all German plants will produce another 2623 TWh from
January 1, 2000 (production in 2001: 171 TWh).

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Nlociear t::.n«rtjy Policy in Germairiy (4)

> Federal Government guarantees the undisturbed operation of
the exist ing plants ( including: restart of nuclear transports,
erection of interim storage capacities at the plant sites).

> Federal Government accepts the high safety standard and the
W underlying safety phi losophy ( including: regular safety
«s inspections).

Construct ion and operation of new plants is forbidden.
From 2005 on reprocessing of spent fuel is forbidden. There is
only direct disposal after intermediate storage.
Gorleben Moratorium: Further exploitation is interrupted for at
least 3 years but no longer than 10 years, although there are no
findings which indicate that Gorleben is not suited as a final
repository.

>

>

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Status:

> New Atomic Law (AtG) is enforced by Parliament on December
14, 2001, and by Federal Council on February 1, 2002.

> Objective of Atomic Law is changed from ,,support of nuclear
energy" to ,,fix opt-out of nuclear energy by law".

0%

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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in«rt|y Policy in Gornriany (t>

Berlin Energy Symposium, October 2001
> Academia and industry have started a strategic dialogue in order

to jointly formulate innovative energy strategies, to define
research needs and to prepare proposals for research programs.

Resulting 10 issues:
> Industry, academia and politics have to face the common task to

guarantee a sustainable energy supply in Germany.
> Energy research is the strategic element of a good energy policy.
> Research and development are supported by academia and

industry.
> This strategy has to be supported by the government as for long-

term and high-risk aspects of research and development.

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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> Highest priority is the effective and ecological usage of energy.
> Renewable energies start to be economically interesting.
> Although the Federal Government has decided to phase out of

nuclear energy, there are important issues of safety research
and waste disposal research left.

> Keeping nuclear competence en
> Keeping education capacities ^
> Engagement in technological projects, such as inherent safety features,

waste disposal strategies (e.g. Partitioning and Transmutation),
protection against terror attacks

> Fusion technology is embedded in a world-wide cooperation,
with Germany delivering key technologies.

> Material research is an indispensable aspect for all kinds of
energy techniques.

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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unlwar l^rittirgy Policy in tSonrtfiany

> The common vision of academia and industry is an energy
supply for Germany, Europe and the world, which safely and
ecologically satisfies In the long run the social and economical
needs of a growing population.

Today, all energy options should be globally considered in order
to avoid the two-fold bottle-neck of a future energy policy: the
shortening of accessible resources and the limited capacity to
dispose the produced wastes.

The overall objective of the energy policy has to follow the
guidelines of sustainability.

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26. 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Energy Report of Fed. Min. of Economy (BMWi), 11/2001
> Sub-title: ,,Sustainable Energy Policy for a Future Energy

Supply"
> Consideration of three different scenarios

Comments:
> Ambitious climate goals produce additional burden to the

national economy of about 256 Billion EURO until 2020.

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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V.nerqy Research in Germany

Setup of Network of Nuclear Technology Competence:

> Partners:
FZK, FZJ, FZR, GRS plus associated universities

> Mission:
> Increase efficiency of existing R&D activities in nuclear safety

and repository research
> Preservation of complementary competence at universities
> Support federal government to fulfill legal duties

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Hermann von Helmholtz-
Gemeinschaft Deutscher
Forschungszentren (HGF)

Mission:

Do profident research in the
field of natural science &
medical which is of national
importance and public interest

Largest science organisation in
Germany (24.000 employees)

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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ucloar Kiineray keseareh in Ger
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> Six Research Areas: (1) Health
(2) Energy

(a) Renewable Energies
(b) Efficient Conversion of Energy
(c) Fusion Technology

• I (d) Nuclear Safety Research
I (3) Environment

(4) Structure of Matter
(5) Transportation and Space
(6) Key Technologies

IAEATWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26. 2002. FZK Karlsruhe
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Reactor Research
1. Reactor Safety Research

(a) Experimental investigation of severe accidents
(b) Description of sequences of design and severe

accidents
(c) Application to existing reactors
(d) Development of methods to evaluate and minimise

the radiological consequences of accidents
(e) Investigation of inherent safety features
(f) Investigation of improved fuels and fuel elements

2. Keeping Competence and Education
(g) for operation of existing reactors
(h) for decommissioning of nuclear installations

2003 - 2008
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E ergy Resoaroh in Hii

Repository Research
1. Repository Safety

(a) Scenarios to prevent and minimise nuclear waste,
and to reduce the radiotoxicity potential

(b) Characterisation of nuclear waste
(c) Nuclear waste treatment for medium-term and

long-term storage
(d) Partitioning
(e) Transmutation
(f) Immobilisation of nuclear waste
(g) Isolation of nuclear waste
(h) Transfer of R&D-results to construction and

operation of repository
2. Radiation Protection

(i) New measurement techniques for radiation protec-
tion and decommissioning of nuclear installations

2003 - 2008
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KArlsruhe Lead laboratory

4^a i§|3 ,

Joachim U. Knebel, Georg MQIIer, Jurgen Konys
KALLA Team

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH

Objectives
Description of KALLA

Corrosion Results
Thermalhydraulic Results

Conclusions and Perspectives
Xi
>

O i
M
cn
en

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead Laboratory ••

ACCELERATOR:

High intensity
Reliability
Stability, Efficiency
Activation

HEAT REMOVAL:

Heat transfer
Thermal cycling
Coolant

TARGET MODULE:

Thermalhydraulics
Materials compability
Beam Window
Radiation effects
Maintainability

LIQUID METAL
TECHNOLOGY:

Corrosion and erosion
Online instrumentation

accelerator

heat
exchanger \

decay heat
removal

target/
module

spallation
area

bending magnet
proton beam

beam pipe

beam
window

BEAM TRANSPORT:

Losses
Monitoring
Expansion

SHIELDING:

High energy particles

FUEL:

Composition
Fabrication
Handling
Reprocessing

BLANKET:

Neutronics
Kinetics
Performance
Subcriticality
Monitoring
Fuel integrity

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Technik und Umwelt ._ KALLA?^

> KArisruhe Oxygen Control System (OCS)
> instrumentation (e.g. Ultrasonic Doppler Velocimetry)
> Heat transfer, turbulence and two-phase flow

Corrosion mechanism
Corrosion protection and GESA treatment

ADS component testing (spallation target design)

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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ICArisruhe Lead LAboratory

KOCOS
(Kinetics of Oxygen COntrol Systems)

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, F2K Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead Laboratory

Objectives:
> Oxygen Control System
> Diffusion coefficient
> Oxygen exchange rate

> Oxygen concentration in Pb-
Bi is controlled via H2/H2O
ratio in gas phase above
liquid metal

Karlsruhe OCS: gas conditioning and control unit

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory
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Oxidation

16Cr-11Ni-3Mo

1E-8 1G-7 1E-6 1E-5 1E-4

Oxygen content in lead [at%]

The Markov djagramme

1E-3

The oxygen concentration
has to be kept in a small
window in order to

> prevent production of PbO
> produce protective Fe2O3

scale on steel surface in a
controlled manner

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead Laboratory

200
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TIKI
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The oxygen concentration
has to be kept in a small
window in order to

> prevent production of PbO
> produce protective Fe2O3

scale on steel surface in a
controlled manner

> there is a well defined area of
loop and reactor operation

Oxygen potential diagramme

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead Laboratory

1.1

> Volume of 50 I in loop
> H2/H2O change by 10
> Response time of 5 h

0,85

H,/H2O=2.S

Karlsruhe OCS and view on Pb-Bi surface

5 10 15 20 25 30
Time [h]

Time response of OCS:
oxygen meter in Pb-Bi (black),

oxygen meter in cover gas (blue)

35 40

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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iCALLJi •

Stagnant Experiments:
>KOCOS

(Kinetics of Oxygen COntrol Systems)
> COSTA 1 to 6

(COrrosion test stand for STagnant liquid lead Alloys)

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

(())!!' II 'A

> Static corrosion tests
> Surface conditioning
> Coatings and alloying

furnace with y j
specimen | forJoadiiigf

Flow diagramme of COSTA

Module of 4 COSTA facilities

Crucible with 2 test specimens

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002. FZK Karlsruhe
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f .4970 original PbSiloop 420'CV2OO0h_10OO

20KV 1000 X 1.4079 oiiglnal 420'C4000h

1.4970original. PbBi-lOOp. 5£0"O-20QPh

550°C/4300h

KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

tiALLA [

l - 2 0 ( J m - I 20KV 1000 X 1.4970 original 550'C4300h Loop

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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K/Vrlsruhe Lead Laboratory

3esultr»: 1.49/0,

•. ^ *

20KV 1000X1.4970Al-diffundierI V-'-'Z «XK>Ih ! 2Qs.'!« . 20KV 1010X 1.4670Al-Diffusion£5u - 1D0C). I 20 j.n.

I * 0 | n i

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

Principle:
> Melting, quenching and

restructuring of thin
surface layer

> alloying of alumina in
surface layer

> Formation of diffusion-tight
AI2O3 layer

> same effect is achieved by
silicon (Russian approach)

top: non-treated probe, no OCS
middle: GESA-treated probe before exposure
bottom: GESA-treated with Al (left) & GESA-

treated without Al (right) probe, with OCS

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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» at M

> KOCOS
(Kinetics of Oxygen COntrol Systems)

> COSTA 1 to 6
(COrrosion test stand for STagnant liquid lead Alloys)

> COSIMA 1 to 3 and AT
(Karlsruhe Oxygen Sensor In Molten Alloys)

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead Laboratory

Objectives:
> Oxygen sensor development
> Oxygen sensor calibration
> Long-term stability
> Qualification of reference

Experimental set-up of KOSIMA-AT

Calibrated oxygen sensor mounted in THESYS
IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

0 0

> Oxygen meter with Pt/air
reference

> Bubbling of reducing Ar-
5%H2 gas

> Bubbling of air
> Fast response time

> Possibility to calibrate
several oxygen
sensors within same
test unit

1.2

1.1

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

li. 0.6

HI 0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0

— EMF level for-
unsaturated PbBi

Ar-5%H2
bubbling

oxygen saturated PbBj-'

air bubbling-—4— Ar-5%H2 bubbling—I

EMF[V]
Temperature

50 100

Time [h]
150 200

Time response of oxygen meter
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565 aa
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IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead Laboratory

Loop Experiments:
> Technology Loop THESYS

(Technologies for HEavy metal SYStems)

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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imrlsruhe Lead LAboratory

fechnoloqy Loop THESYS

r u:

THESYS

Top view of Technology Loop THESYS
at Karlsruhe Lead LAboratory KALLA

Experiments:
- Heated pipe experiment
- Heated cylinder experiment

Measurement techniques:
- Thermocouples
- Ultrasonic probes / wave guide
- Magnetic flowmeter probe
- Integral flow meters

max temperature = 550°C
max flow rate = 3.5 m3/h
Pb-Bi volume = 100 I

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

p.,

North view of Technology Loop THESYS
at Karlsruhe Lead LAboratory KALLA

Experiments:
- Heated pipe experiment
- Heated cylinder experiment

Measurement techniques:
- Thermocouples
- Ultrasonic probes / wave guide
- Magnetic flowmeter probe
- Integral flow meters

Data:
- max temperature = 550°C
- max flow rate = 3.5 m3/h
- Pb-Bi volume = 100 I

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Panametrics
Waveguide

QO

tiArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

50

• Ultrasonic Velocity Data [mis]
— Linear {Ultrasonic Voloclty Data [m/s))

60 70 80

EM Pump Power [°/̂

90 100

Ultrasonic How

Working temperature: 400°C
US frequency: 500 kHz
Pipe inner diameter: 60 mm
Dependency on oxygen level
and wetting of contact surface

F lowirieU-*' Ifanscfucors

How

I, i t ; isonic S iq tu l : ' -iih

Calibration curve at 400°C liquid
Pb-Bi temperature

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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• measured flow rate [m'/h]
linear regression fit

0% 25% 50% 75%
EM Pump Power

Calibration curve

100%

KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

Working temperature: 400°C
Line turbine type
Pipe inner diameter: 15 mm
Possibility of plugging by oxides

is

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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J

Signal Processing
DOP 2000 unit and sensor

Signal Processing DOP 2000

Sending of US pulses
Sampling of echoes from particles
Cross-correlation of echoes gives
velocity (

High temperature
US sensor from

Research Center
Rossendorf,

Gerbeth & Eckert

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Experimental set-up of
Ultrasonic Doppler Velocimetry

in THESYS Loop

KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

ki I Icjppletr

Working temperature: 400°C
Application of wave guide to
make up for high temperature
Angle: 45°
Pipe inner diameter: 60 mm

00

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Transient start-up behaviour of
EM pump In THESYS Loop

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2009 F7K

ECArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

I 4 '**••> *-•* - v \ ii %, | p

Pipe flow at max Re = 50.000
Without oxygen control system,
an oxide scale forms on the
contact area of the wave guide

NO COUPLING, NO SIGNAL

contact: lefhalm(S)iket.fzk.de
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J^chnikjJod^yni\^L __ ICALLAI

Loop Experiments:
> Technology Loop THESYS

(Technologies for HEavy metal SYStems)
> Thermalhydraulic Loop THEADES $

(THErmalhydraulics and Ads DESign)

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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t S

fhermalhydraulic Loop THE/

• Volume: 4 m3 Pb-Bi
• Max el. Power: 4 MW

. ,, •' • Max flow rate: 100 m3/h
§ f ; > at4mNPSH

r f • Max temperature: 550°C
• Max test section height:

. 3400 mm
. € • 4 test sections

• Oxygen Control System
3D view of Thermalhydrauiic Loop THEADES at ( O C S )

Karlsruhe Lead LAboratory KALLA
IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

•ii

\ r
Front view of Thermalhydraulic Loop THEADES at Karlsruhe Lead LAboratory KALLA

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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tCArisruhe Lead LAboratory

j

I

O-O •

Top view of Thermalhydraulic Loop THEADES
at Karlsruhe Lead LAboratory KALLA

V.

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead Laboratory
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Sketch of beam
window test
section with

instrumentation

Fully instrumented
MEGAPIE beam
window:

- Thermocouples
- MPP probe
- HETSS module
- Pressure transducers

Commissioning in
April 2002

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Fully instrumented
MEGAPIE beam
window:
- Thermocouples
- MPP probe
- HETSS module
- Pressure transducers

Commissioning in
April 2002

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

Results:

• Stagnation point flow
• Flow detachment and flow

recirculation at inner flow
guide

• Helical flow field due to non-
symmetries

• Cross-flow induced by
additional jet-flow needed

Laser-light-sheet of flow
around MEGAPIE beam window

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Be«

Velocity and temperature profiles for a circular bypass
pipe (bypass pipe on right hand side)

Results:

• CFX code, standard
turbulence modelling

• Max heat flux on surface of
beam window: 2.6 MW/ m2

• Max excess temperature of
beam window surface: 187 K

• Max velocity: < 1.2 m/s
(no erosion effects)

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26 ?nn? F7K
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Position of instrumentation: TC, MPP and pressure transducers

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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>

Technology Loop THESYS
(Technologies for HEavy metal SYStems)

Thermaihydraulic Loop THEADES
(THErmalhydraulics and Ads DESign)

Corrosion Loop CORRIDA
(CORRosion In Dynamic lead Alloys)

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory
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Corrosion Loop CORRIDA

••<•: A

(•If !

^ >

3D view of Corrosion Loop CORRIDA at
Karlsruhe Lead LAboratory KALLA

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe

Volume: 0.1 m3 Pb-Bi
Max flow rate: 3.5 m3/h
Max temperature: 550°C
2 test sections (16 cyl.
specimens each)
Oxygen Control System
(OCS)

Design phase:
1 test section at 650°C
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Technology Loop THESYS
(Technologies for HEavy metal SYStems)

Thermalhydraulic Loop THEADES
(THErmalhydraulics and Ads DESign)

Corrosion Loop CORRIDA
(CORRosion In Dynamic lead Alloys)

Integral Experiment K4T
(Karlsruhe 4 MW Target experiment)

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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1
heal exchanger

HX,,

beam pipe

beam window

funnel neck

largel container

target lower head —

Integral Experiment \
K4T (design phase)

/
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X
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KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

• Beam window
• Windowless target
• Fuel element(s)
• Heat exchanger
• Steam generator
• Air cooler

•^Spallation target: K4T

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Accelerator Driven
Systems (ADS)

KALLA
KArlsruhc Loa

Ap ,

Heat exchanger

WT12

T1h H,

Spallaiion
area,

Beam window

6

Chimney

Pb-Bi
or

DIPHYL-THT

Tertiary loop

Secondary loop

Pb-Bi
•*+—

Primary loop

Coupled three loop system of K4T

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26 900? F7K

KArlsruhe Lead Laboratory

Henri Rmnoval Cha
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symbol
Q

Tik
T1h

T2k

T2h

T3k

T3h

Hi
H2

H3

APi

Ap2

Ap3

Vi

v2
v3

L23

unit
MW

l °C

°c
°c
°c
°c
°c
m
m
m
Pa
Pa
Pa

m3lh
m3lh
m3lh

m
m

Fluid 1: Pb-Bi
Fluid 2: Diphyl

~ 4.0

11379
5226

15
63.0
62.3

103200
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Pb-Bi or
organic fluid

inlet

Annular
plenum

I
j Chimney

Air

Vertical pipe
D23xS23 I

Pb-Bi or
organic fluid

outlet

Heat exchanger
WT23

(air cooler)

Air cooler design of K4T

KArlsruhe Lead LAboratory

« <&«< Ch

symbol
Q
r,*
T1h

T2k

T2h

T3k

T3h

Hi

H2

H3

APi
Ap2

Aps
Vi

v2
v3
Ln

l~23

unit
MW
°C
°c
°c
°c
°c
°c
m
m

Pa
Pa
Pa

m3lh
m3lh
m3lh
m
m

case 1
Fluid 1: Pb-Bi
Fluid 2: Pb-Bi

4.0
300
450
200
350
30

150
6.44
2.80
4.78

11379 '
5226

15
63.0
62.3

103200
0.936
4.88

case 2
Fluid 1: Pb-Bi
Fluid 2: Diphyl

4.0
300
450
263
273

30
140

6.76
744.5
5.64

11941
47472

17
63.0

713.4
112600

1.17
5.07

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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y in run M

> Large improvements achieved in corrosion resistance
enhancement and oxygen control systems (OCS)

> Large improvements achieved in thermalhydrauiic
§ measurement techniques

> Experiment on MEGAPIE beam window to start in
summer 2002

> KALLA is ready to host third-party experiments (e.g.

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26 ?nn9
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Technik und Umwelt

Perspectives

> Formation of an International Working Group to set up
an LBE Performance Envelope for Applications in #
Transmutation and ADS

> Objectives:
>Coordinate LBE research, enhance collaboration,

develop standards
> Develop consistent methodology for experimentation,

data collection and analysis
> Publish handbook

IAEA TWG on FR and ADS, April 22-26, 2002, FZK Karlsruhe
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Code Development and Analyses within the Area
of Transmutation and Safety

W. Maschek

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe

IKET

Postfach 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe
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Code Development and Analyses

a A strong code development work is going on to meet the various
demands resulting from the development of dedicated reactors for
transmutation and incineration

Q Code development is concentrated on safety codes and general codes
needed for assessing scenarios and transmutation strategies

a Analyses concentrate on various ADS systems with solid fuel and
liquid molten salt fuels

a Analyses deal with ADS Demo Plant (5th FP EU)

a Analyses deal with Transmuters with advanced dedicated fuels
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Code Development

• SIMMER -IH/IV code system:
• Long lasting international effort
• Current partners: JNC-FZK-CEA-IRSN

• IPPE: BN600 safety analysis

• Originally developed for fast reactor safety analysis
• Multi-field, -phase, -component, 2D/3D fluiddynamics coupled with

neutron transport space-time dynamics (with external source)
• Main application area : Accelerator Driven Systems (ADS)

• Multi-purpose code : besides ADS, LMR and GCFR safety analyses,
applications as analysis of JCO accident, material interactions in fusion
blankets, LWR core melt spreading, steam explosion, corium dispersal,
UF6 container safety etc.
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SIMMER-III/IV

/ Fluid dynamics/thermal hydraulics^
Fuller code in 2D/3D
3 velocity fields (2 liquids-) gas)
Higher order differencing schemes
Multiple phases (solid/liquid/gas)
Phase transitions
Flexible equations of state for all components
Flow regimes for pool and channel flow
Tracking of intcrfacial areas between phases
Momentum and heat transfer models

Ncutronks '
Space- and time dependent kinetics
Neutron transport theory (SN-TWODANT based)

Improved quasistatic method
External neutron source for ADS application
Multiple weighting functions for quasistatic method
Transient source importance
Decay heat model

yCross section shielding

re-

structure Models
Structure field (general solid components)
Radial and axial heat conduction
Virtual structure model
Structure disintegration model
Elaborated pin model with in-pin fuel motion
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|J Code Development

C""a KORIG
• Burnup, isotopic inventories, radiotoxicity, decay heat, source

terms (thermal and fast reactors)
a SOLEQ,KORREC

• Description and simulation of equilibrium and start-up phase of
reactor parks (LWR, FR, ADS), long-time behavior of nuclear
waste)

• ERANOS
• Standardcode for nuclear design
• CEA - FZK - NNC/BNFL - CEN - ANL

• DANTSYS
• Sn - Neutron Transport Code system in 1D/2D//3D
• Originally developed at LANL
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FZK SIMMER Application in Transmutation Area

Solid fuel ADS (oxide fuel)

Solid fuel ADS (dedicated
fuel)

Molten salt ADS and critical
molten salt systems

m ' l n J
....... tta

J '

Critical waste burner reactors
(CAPRA/CADRA reactors)
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SAS4ADS ~~ 3D Space Time Dynamic Code
System for ADS

Dagan, R. Broeders, C.H. M. ,Struwe D., W. Pfrang
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe

Institut fur Reaktorsicherheit

P.O. Box 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

Topics

General description of the coupled codes SAS4A-CITATION

A coarse group library

Special features of ADS dynamics >
o;
0 !
K> :
01 i

23-04.2002
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KAPROS XS-SETS Core design and specification

CITATION Channels choice for SAS4A

SAS4A steady state

KAPROS XS-Set for each axial node

Input file for CITATION

CITATION

SOURCES: ON/OFF

Axial and radial power distribution
from CITATION to SAS4A

Space dependent variation of material composition
from SAS4A to KAPROS

Input file for SAS4A
SAS4A TRANSIENT

SOURCE: ON/OFF
END

23.04.2002 FZKIIRS, R. Dagan, 2
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COLLIB (new KAPROS -module) allows quick cross-section
evaluation based on coarse group library scheme
Flexible group collapsing scheme , based on fuels and coolant
choice
A burn-up option is available for ADS in CITATION.
On-line power distribution adjustment between SAS4A and
CITATION
Enhanced accuracy for peak factor determination.
No use of adjoint function for reactivity feedbacks
The prompt life time and the delayed neutron fraction can be
updated. Yet using a weighting (adjoint) function which is not well
defined for ADS (FZKA6334 ,2000)

23.04.2002 FZKIIRS, R. Dagan, 3
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Short computation time desirable for repetitive flux calculation
Flux distribution variation might be considerable (in particular for
ADS)
Computation time increases considerably with the number of energy
groups
Important parameters for multi group library:
- weighting spectrum for group constant calculation (e.g. in NJOY)
- number of groups
In general weighting spectrum importance grows with smaller number of
energy group

CONSEQUENCE
Optimization of the group number with respect to computation time,
accuracy,
and application domain is required

2 3 0 4 - 2 0 0 2 FZKIIRS. R. Dagan, 4
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• KAPROS/KARBUS code system: Microscopic 69 group library
well validated for broad range of applications

Problem: Original calculation with 69 group library is very time
consuming

• A new KAPROS procedure COLLIB generates a coarse group
library by collapsing the 69 group data of NJOY to a selectable

&> number of group library
** - Weighting spectrum for the collapsing is based on a mean

node composition in the SAS4A design
- Spectral attention for important threshold cross sections (e.g. of
U238) and resonance self shielding parameters is required
-Only the relevant materials and the relevant problem specific data
are being calculated

• The weighting F-factors (shielding factors) are re-calculated for
the new collapsed group library

•'3.04.2002 r-ZKlIRS, R. Dagan, 5
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Test calculations show satisfactory agreement for the main reactor
parameters : criticality, Doppler and to some extent large voiding
In case of strong spectral shifts, extension of the procedure for
additional coarse group libraries based on compatible weighting
spectra is achievable

23.04.2002 FZK/IRS, R. Oagan, 6
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• The geometry mesh adjustment is based on NiWA concept (JNC,
Karlsruhe meeting 1999). The material properties in two neighbouring cells
are weighted based on the cell axial expansion and transferred to the fitted
neutronic cell.

• The CITATION geometry mesh is fixed during the steady state and
transient calculation. Identical with the initial cold SAS4A input.

• For each axial node a cross -section calculation is performed based on fuel
^ coolant clad and structure densities and temperatures from a SAS4A
^ calculation

?3.04.2002 FZKIIRS, R. Dagan, 7
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The core checked is the FZK 3-source design for
THO2/UO2 ADS cooled with Na
The lack of U238 makes the void issue less dominant
The SAS4A Channels choice emphasizes the unique
properties of the 3 source system: Flux Distribution ,
Peak factor
Source shut down is well simulated.

23.04.2002 FZK/IRS, R. Dagan. 8
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power cavity
sarce location

power cavity i
soiree location

I9.50&O1-1.00BO0
D9.00E-O1-9.5CE-O1
• 8.5CE-O1-9.00E-O1
D8.00&O1-8.50E-O1
i7.50E-O1-B.00E-O1
D7.00&O1-7.50E-O1
• 6.50BO1-7.00E-O1
D6.00E-O1-6.50E-O1
• 5.60&O1-6.00BO1
D5.00E-O1-5.50&O1
14.50E-O1-5.00E-O1
• 4.00E-O14.50E-O1
Q3.50E-014.00B01
• 3.00E-O1-3.50E-O1
i250E-O1-3,00e-O1
• 200E-O1-250E-O1
D 1.50E-O1-200E-O1
11.00E-01-1.50E-01
• 5.00E-O2-1.00E-O1
DQ00E+OO5.00E-02

NDrrralizBd power distribution at rrid plane f a 3
soirees configuration (sources "on"), peak facta 2.31

power cavity

• 9.50E-01-10GE+00

S9.00E-01-9.50E-01

D8.50E-01-9.00E-01

^8.00E-01-8.50E-01

Q7.50E-01-8.00E-01

H7.00E-01-7.50E-01

p o w e r cav i ty D6.50E-01-7.00E-01

B6.00E-01-6.50E-01

Q5.50E-01-6.00E-01

D5.00E-01-5.50E-01

B4.50E-01-5.00E-01

• 4.00E-01-4.50E-01

O3.50E-01-4.00E-01

B3.00E-01-3.50E-01

[32.50E-O1-3.00E-01

• 2.00E-01-2.50E-01

01.50E-01-2.00E-01

B1.00E-01-1.50E-01

15.00E-02-1.00E-01

DO.O0E+0O-5.00E-02

Normalized power distribution at mid plane for 3 sources
configuration (sources "off"), peak factor 2.55

23.04.2002 FZKIIRS, R. Dagan, 9
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Assignment of Subassemblies to Channels for SAS4ADS

FUEL
TH021 UO2

23.04.2002 FZKIIRS, R. Dagan, 10
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.power after source ;;h
s

6 8 10 12 14
Time [sec] after source shut-off

16 18 20

(The critical core is shut off with control rods)

23.04.2002 FZKIIRS, R. Dagan, 13
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Whole core criticality deviation for the FZK THO2/UO2 ADS design :
(K_ref-K__collib)/K_/ef= 0.47%

Type of perturbation

10% of original fuel
mass in channel 1

50% of coolant density
in channel 1

1000° K increase in
channel 1 (from 1400K)

1000° K decrease in
channel 1 (from 1400K)

Relative error:
(AK_ref-AK_coliib)/AK__ref

1%

25%

12%

12%

Absolute error
(AK__ref-AKmcollib)/K___ref

0.00007

0.00005

0.00006

0.00019

23.04.2002 FZKIIRS, R. Dagan, 14
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A module to couple SAS4A to a 3-D HEX-Z neutronic code has
been established (CITATION- Diffusion Theory)
A procedure to accelerate the cross section evaluation is
available. Yet, the number of energy groups and their
boundaries depends on the selected core materials (Fuel,
transmutable isotopes, coolant)
The code system is basically ADS oriented. For homogeneous
cores it should be adapted to the core design, in particular the
correct handling of control rods.
For transport theory based solutions, the coupling of SAS4A
with VAR1ANTK/DIF3D is envisaged.

23.04.2002 FZKIIRS, R. Dagan, 15
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FZK ADS. benchmarJyarob!emTH233 enriched with U233

Original SAS4A 1 sec/step
Normal procedure for 187 cross section calculation ( 69 group calculation and
collapsing to 9 group) : 200 sec
187 cross section calculation with coarse 9 group library: 42 sec (a gain of
factor 5)
CITATION calculation without restart option with 9 energy groups HEX-Z , 4
subdivision in each hexagon and 25 axial zones based on accuracy of 105 in
Keff: 160 sec
CITATION with restart option : usually 15 sec ,depends on the perturbations at
each step

23.04.2002 FZKIIRS, R. Dagan. 16
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s

/t=0,l P+

Sodium

LEAD

Large
core for
3S horn.

1.97 10-6

7.53 10-7

Large
core 3S

Sources
on

2.20 10-6

7.75 10-7

Large
core 1 s
horn.

1.70 10-6

7.65 10-7

Small
core 3S
Horn.

1.25 10-6

6.84 10-7

Small
core CS
Horn.

4.26 10-7

5.4410-7

23.04.2002 FZKI1RS, R. Dagan. 17
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Assignment of Subassemblies to Channels for SAS4ADS ThO2/UO2 Fuel

23.04.2002
FZKIIRS, R. Dagon, 18
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The Transient Code System
SIM-ADS

for solid and fluid-fuelled reactor
systems

(critical and sub-critical)
M. Schikorr

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe
Institut fur Reaktorsicherheit

P.O. Box 3640, D-76021 Karlsruhe, Germany

Karlsruhe: 31 Jan. 2002

Topics

Objectives
Application of Code to typical plant transients
(comparison of results to other code systems)
for different reactor designs

MOST-Meeting, Cadarach 21/22 January 2002 FZK/IRS, M. Schikorr, 1
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Cf !
Perform transient analysis of both solid
fuelled (pins) and fluid-fuelled reactor
systems to typical plant transient initiators
such as

» Reactivity insertions
» Loss of flow
» Loss of heat sink

Neutronics
Thermohydraulics

if

T
Benchmarking of SIM-ADS by comparing
results to other code systems

» Fast reactors
• Na and Pb or Pb/Bi cooled systems (PDS-XADS)
• He-cooled (PDS-XADS project)

» Thermal reactors
• LWR
• HTR (He -cooled 200 MWth Module)
• Molten Salt reactors (MOST project)

MOST-Meeting, Cadarach 21/22 January 2002 FZKIIRS, M. Schikorr, 2
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General Capabilities of "SIM-ADS"

H Types : UO2 - Pins

U 0 2 / P u 0 2 - Pins

ThO2 / U0 2 - Pins

Circulating Fuels (molten salts)

Coated Particles

Cooiant Types:

Cladding Types:

Other Materials:

Ha
Pb / Pb-Bi

H20

Salts

He, or CO2

SS

Zr

Graphite

MOST-Meeting, Cadarach 21/22 January 2002 FZK/IRS, M.Schikorr,3
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Benchmarking of Neutron Kinetics for Circulating Fuel
Type Reactor, Molten Salt

Reactor Design: 700 MWth Molten Salt

Reference: Woosley, Rydin, „ Dynamic Analysis of an Accelerator-Driven
Fluid-Fueled Subcritical Radioactive Waste Burning System", NSE:129,15-50
(1998)
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1. The code system SIM-ADS was benchmarked against other
transient code systems for critical and sub-critical
configurations (reactor systems) by comparing the
transient response to various plant transient initiators :

- Reactivity insertion transients
- LOF and ULOF transients
- LOH and ULOH transients

SIM-ADS is bench-marked for the following reactor types:

- LWR
FBR (Na-cooled, Pb-cooled, C02-cooled)

- HTR
- Molten Salt (fluid-fuelled)

Current activities

- Continue benchmarking to gas-cooled system, esp.
Fast He- and C02-cooled systems (pin type fuel)

» Depressurization transient
- Coated Particle Fuel (Fast and thermal systems)

» Particles embedded in graphite matrix
» Fuel pins loaded with coated particle

MOST-Meeting, Cadarach 21/22 January 2002 FZK/IRS, M. Schikorr, 5
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STATUS OF FAST REACTOR DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA

APRIL 2001 - MARCH 2002

S. M. LEE
Director
Safety Research, Health Physics, Information Services
Instrumentation & Electronics Group
Indira Gandhi Center for Atomic Research
Kalpakkam 603 102, Tamilnadu, India

ABSTRACT

Installed electric capacity increased to 103 GWe as on 31.10.01. Nuclear electric
capacity remained at 2.77 GWe.

FBTR attained a new power level ofl 7.4 MWt and peak burnup of 90 GWd/t. Leaks
in biological shield cooling system were repaired.

The detailed design, R&D, manufacturing technology development and safety review
for 500 MWe PFBR were continued. Manufacture of 75° roof slab by Indian industry was
completed and that of fuel handling transfer arm nearing completion. Informal clearance of
the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board (AERB) for manufacture of major components was
obtained. The environmental clearance for the plant from the State Pollution Control Board
and the Ministry of Environment and Forests is awaited after the Public Hearing held on
27.07.01. R&D in reactor physics, engineering development, structural mechanics,
metallurgy, non-destructive evaluation, chemistry and reprocessing was continued.
Important works include PFBR shield model flux measurements, in-sodium testing of
components, boron enrichment, structural integrity testing, corrosion studies, PFBR
structural materials development and characterization, FBTR irradiated fuel examination and
carbide fuel reprocessing.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

LI Economic Scenario

Growth in real GDP in 2001-02 is estimated as 5.4%. The average annual growth rate
during the Ninth Five Year Plan (1997-2002) is also estimated at 5.4%. While this is lower
than the plan target of 6.5%, the Indian growth rate is one of the highest amongst major world
economies. The Indian economy has been resilient in the face of several external shocks such
as the East Asian crisis of 1997-98, the oil price increase of 2000-01, the recent global
economic slow-down and domestic shocks like difficult security environment, cyclones and
earthquakes disasters. Total foreign exchange reserves at end January 2002 stood at over US
S 49 billion providing cover for about 10 months imports. External debt stood at US S 100
billion at end September 2001 with debt to GDP ratio at 21%. For the first time the World
Bank has classified India as a less-indebted country.



1.2 Electric Energy Production

Power generation in April - December 2001 was 383.2 billion kWh and was 2.8%
higher than during April - December 2000. Thermal and nuclear generation were higher by
3.5% and 17.1% respectively while hydrogeneration decreased by 3.6% for the same periods.
The power system in the country continues to experience difficulty due to heavy transmission
and distribution losses suffered by State Electricity Boards, low user charges and operational
inefficiencies.

Total installed electric capacity in MWe at the end of March 2001 was a little over 101
GWe of which 71.1% was thermal, 26.2% was hydro (including wind) and 2.7% nuclear. The
installed capacity as on October 31,2001 stood at nearly 103 GWe.

1.3 Nuclear Power

The operating performance of the nuclear power plants is tabulated below. While
TAPS-1 and 2 are boiling water reactors, the rest are pressurized heavy water reactors
(PHWRs).

The following new projects are under way : Tarapur 3&4 (2 x 500 MWe PHWR),
Kaiga 3&4 (2 x 220 MWe PHWR), Rajasthan 5&6 (2 x 220 MWe PHWR) and Kudankulam
1&2 (2x1000 MWe VVER).

Unit

TAPS-1
TAPS-2
RAPS-1
RAPS-2
RAPS-3
RAPS-4
MAPS-1
MAPS-2 *
NAPS-1
NAPS-2
KAPS-1
KAPS-2
KGS-1
KGS-2

TOTAL

Rated Power
MWe

160
160
150
200
220
220
170
170
220
220
220
220
220
220

2770

Generation
TWh

1.188
1.314
0.282
1.498
1.434
1.615
1.265
0.980 *
1.762
1.567
1.717
1.854
1.456
1.543

19.475

Capacity Factor
%
84.7
93.8
21.5
85.5
74.4
83.8
84.9
65.8
91.4
81.3
89.1
96.2
75.5
80.1
80.3

* Shutdown since 9.1.02 for en masse coolant channels replacement.



2.0 FAST BREEDER TEST REACTOR (FBTR)

FBTR is a nominal 40 MWt/13.2 MWe, mixed carbide fuelled, sodium cooled, loop
type reactor with two primary and two secondary sodium loops. Each secondary loop has two
once through serpentine type steam generators (SG). Also provided are a turbo-generator
(TG) and a 100% steam dump condenser to facilitate reactor operation with TG bypassed.
After first criticality in October 1985, the reactor was operated at various power levels in
stages up to 13.4 MWt with maximum linear heat rating (LHR) of 320 W/cm. In March
2002, the power was raised to a new level of 17.4 MWt corresponding to 400 W/cm LHR.
The reactor has logged 1166 d of cumulative operation of which 528 d has been with SG in
operation. The reactor has generated 145 GWh of energy and 860 thousand units of electrical
energy. The present core has 35 fuel subassemblies (SA) as indicated in Fig. 1. During the
past year, in addition to regular operation, experiments to measure coolant void coefficient
and neutron flux measurement in upper plenum were completed. An earthquake of intensity
5.6 on the Richter scale occurred 60 km south in the sea and had no effect on the plant.
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Fig. / FBTR core configuration

2.1 Reactor Operation

The 9th irradiation campaign with 33 fuel SA core was carried out during September -
December 2001 and enabled the peak bumup to reach 88 GWd/t. The power was raised to



35*
13.4 MWt at LHR of 320 W/cm during this campaign and reactor was operated for 83 days at
target power. TG was not connected to avoid prolonged low load operation.

Based on the performance of the reactor, post irradiation examination (PIE) of the fuel
and fuel behaviour modeling, AERB clearance was obtained for the 10ln irradiation campaign
with the objective to attain LHR of 400 W/cm and to cross 100 GWd/t burnup. The campaign
commenced on 1st March 2002 and, after completing the physics tests, the power was raised
to 17.4 MWt corresponding to 400 W/cm LHR. Reactor is operating satisfactorily at this
power level. By 31st March the maximum burnup achieved was 90 GWd/t without any fuel
failure. Operation histogram is shown in Fig 2.

Sodium void coefficients in the 3rd & 4tn rows (Fig. 3) were measured by loading
special SAs similar to fuel SA except that the fissile zone is replaced with hollow block either
filled with helium or open to sodium. The experiment was carried out by replacing the open
SA with helium filled SA at low power (10 kWt) to note the difference in reactivity worth.
Experiment in the 5 th ring was carried out last year. As expected the void coefficients were
negative (-50 to -336 pcm in different rows) and close to the theoretical predictions.

2.2 System Performance

Two important surveillance activities viz. biennial RCB leak test (leak rate 0.052%/h)
and triennial volumetric examination of SG shell welds by UT were successfully completed.
The performance of reactor systems was satisfactory except for the biological shield cooling
(BSC) system. The primary and secondary sodium purity has been maintained below the
plugging temperature of 378 K. The four sodium pumps and their drive systems are operating
very well and have logged 123,000 h of operation each.

In BSC system, some coils were found to be leaky. Systematic investigations using
methods such as manometric and gas purge revealed a possible leak at socket weld joint near
the bottom header portion embedded in concrete (Fig. 4). As, by isolating these coils, the
shield concrete temperature could not be maintained within limits, the reactor operation was
hampered for sometime. Further, incipient leaks were also noted in some other coils. The
leaks in the coils were chemically sealed by a proprietary leak sealing solution (combination
of leak sealant powder, water miscible resin and a hardener in DM water) applied under
pressure and cured under air purge. To arrest incipient leaks, full circuit was leak sealed by
global leak sealant. The BSC system was restored to service and was found leak tight.

2.3 Future Programme

It is planned to complete the 10th irradiation campaign at 17.4 MWt and 400 W/cm
LHR to cross 100 GWd/t bumup in the mixed carbide fuel. One SA will be discharged
towards the end of this campaign for PIE. Progressive expansion of core for higher power
operation will be continued and safety related tests will be done.



HISTOGRAM OF REACTOR OPERATION
(APR-2001 to MAR-2002)
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FIG.4

Fig. 4 BSC system

3.0 PROTOTYPE FAST BREEDER REACTOR (PFBR)

500 MWe PFBR is pool type, sodium cooled, MOX fuelled with 9 enriched B4C
control and safety rods (CSR), 3 diverse safety rods (DSR), 2 primary sodium pumps (PSP), 2
secondary loops with 4 intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) and 8 SG and 1 TG. There is a
separate redundant and diverse safety grade decay heat removal system (SGDHR).

During the year general assembly drawing for the various buildings were prepared.
The plant layout was finalized with the choice of rectangular building based on better space
utilization, effective interconnection of adjacent buildings, shorter construction time and not
requiring special type cranes. Material properties data for design were updated to include
data for weldments and corrosion. Detail design is nearing completion and detailed project
report was completed and submitted for obtaining financial sanction from the government.

3.1 Core Engineering and Component Handling

Radial blanket was re-designed for 2 rows (from 3 rows earlier) and the MOEC BR is
now 1.049. Seismic analysis (OBE/SSE) of entire core consisting of 1758 SA was completed
and dynamic displacements established. Maximum horizontal displacement of a typical SA at
the button level where the reactivity effects are maximum was ~ 6 mm. The maximum
displacements at control rod tip were 8 mm and 16 mm for OBE and SSE respectively which



axe less than the limit (25 mm) to ensure smooth insertion. The reactivity due to horizontal
excitation is found to be 0.085 S, and that due to vertical excitation 0.34 S. The net reactivity
oscillations under SSE is 0.36 S. Analysis of reactivity fluctuations induced by seismic event
shows that hot spot temperatures of fuel and clad remain within category 1 Design Safety
Limits (DSL).

The overall configuration of the control plug was finalized and the routing of the 210
sets of thermocouples and the 198 sodium sampling tubes for failed fuel identification was
detailed out. Assembly drawings were prepared to fabricate a 90° sector of the control plug as
part of the technology development programme. The core monitoring thermocouples are
housed in thermowells to facilitate replacement and this increases their response time to 6s. A
study was undertaken to determine the impact of the response time on the fuel SA blockage
detection capability. It was found that blockage upto 28% at any rate of blockage can be
safely detected and any extent of blockage upto a rate of 4.2 % /s is also detectable.

Studies were carried out for hold down of absorber rod SA against hydraulic lifting
force and sticking of the sheath with the rod. It was decided to provide hold down springs in
the foot of the SA and to provide coolant flow to these from the low pressure plenum below
the grid plate.

PFBR in-vessel B4C shield design was further optimized using 2 D code DORT and
realistic Monte Carlo simulation of IHX. The refined analysis enabled meeting the
conflicting requirement of adequate flux in lattice plate of control plug (the location of
neutron detector) and low activity of secondary sodium even with reduced number of shield
SA and B4C in powder form. The expensive process of B4C pelletisation was eliminated for
the shield.

3.2 Reactor Assembly

3.2.1 Core Support Structure (CSS)

Safety analysis of CSS collapse was done by assuming variations in critical governing
parameters, like mechanical properties, plate thickness, load distributions on spacer pads and
also after removing a few critical structural members. It was seen that even under extreme
loading conditions (SSE), the conservative collapse load is more than the actual loads on CSS.
Collapse tests conducted on four l/5th scale models have indicated (by extrapolation) that the
collapse load would be ~ 8000 t for CSS (Fig. 5). The initiation of collapse started due to
shear failure of four corner radial stiffeners connecting square grid with intermediate shell.
The associated central deflection at the instant of collapse initiation would be ~ 40 mm.
Based on these investigations, it was recommended to manufacture the CSS with 25 mm
plates.



Fig. 5 CSS model collapse test

3.2.2 Primary Pipe

Primary pipe spherical header is provided with flow baffles for the smooth flow of
sodium. 3D CFD analysis of the header was carried out using PHOENICS code to investigate
the need and effectiveness of the flow baffles for various configurations such as: a simple
header, header with a central cone alone, header with central cone and an axi-symmetric
curved baffle and header with central cone and a non axi-symmetric 3D baffle. It was found
that the pressure drop in the header for the different configurations were 5.7 m, 5.28 m, 3 m
and 1.74 m respectively. The last configuration gives the smoothest flow profile with
minimum recirculations as shown in Fig. 6.

The critical through wall crack lengths were determined as per French A16 procedure
at two selected locations: (1) weld junction of the grid plate and primary pipe and (2) the flank
located nearly in the middle bend portion of the pipe under combination of internal pressure
(0.8 Mpa) and SSE seismic moments. The critical lengths at the two locations are 1360 mm
and 145 mm respectively making location (2) the weakest. The maximum leak possible at
this location under 0.8 Mpa pressure is 385 g/s and the corresponding temperature change
across the core (0.01 K) cannot be detected. It is concluded that LBB is not possible to
demonstrate and so double ended guillotine rupture of one of the four primary pipes is
included as a category 4 event.
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Fig. 6 Flow distribution in the peripheral radial plane of header with cone
and non axi-symmetric baffle

3.2.3 Main Vessel

Transient evolution of pressures in cover gas and main vessel-safety vessel interspace
nitrogen during various SGDHR operating conditions were obtained by including the
influence of argon buffer tanks of the cover gas system. Under the assumption that both
nitrogen and argon pressure control and relief systems fail, the maximum net external
pressure on the main vessel was estimated for buckling risk and found to be safe. However,
as a defense-in-depth, a hydraulic relief pot is provided in the inter-vessel space to limit the
pressure rise.

In the main vessel cooling system, cold sodium enters into the collection plenum
through 24 pipes, where it flows upwards cooling the main vessel. From the collection
plenum, it falls freely over the weir shell into the restitution plenum from where it re-enters
the cold pool The weir-crest profile should be such that the falling sodium does not separate
from the weir shell to avoid the risk of argon entrainment. Computational prediction of the
flow over weir-crest is complex. Hence experimental method of profiling was adopted, based
on 1:1 scale water model with Froude similarity. Experiments with a preliminary profile of
the weir-crest indicated (Figs.7a-7d) that large-scale entrainment of air starts for fall heights >
200 mm, although no visual flow separation from the baffle takes place. Instrumentation to



measure the film thickness and modification of the profile to achieve the entrainment free fall-
height are being installed.

(a) Without free fall
(No entrainment)

(b) Free level undulations
for small fall-heights

(c) No entrainrnent (d) Large-scale air
(fall-height = 150mm) entrainment (fall-

height = 250mm)

Fig. 7 Water flow over weir-crest with the reference profile for various fall-heights

Buckling analysis of main vessel under seismic stresses was completed. The
combined load factors are 2.8 and 2.01 respectively under SSE and OBE, which are more than
the minimum values, 2.5 and 1.3 respectively required as per RCC-MR. Wall thickness of 22
mm is required to just meet the code requirement. 25 mm is provided in the present design.

The triple point, i.e. junction of the main vessel and CSS was analysed under
hydrostatic pressure and concentrated load (926 t) applied through CSS support shell. For the
analysis, both CASTEM 2000 and ABAQUS codes were used with shell as well as
axisymmetric solid elements to counter check the results. The vessel displacements and
stresses were obtained under these conditions. The triple point moves down by 3.4 mm under
only concentrated loads, which is reduced to 2.5 mm under combined pressure and
concentrated load. The maximum Von-Mises stress is also lower under combined loadings
(75 MPa) compared to values (100 MPa and 95 MPa) under separate pressure and
concentrated loads. The studies were completed by assuming the CSS support skirt to be
directly welded to the bottom dished end without buttering which did not lead to significant
increase in deformations/ displacements, except that local stresses get increased by an
acceptable factor of 1.5.

A final report was prepared jointly with M/s TBRL, Chandigarh on "Investigation of
mechanical consequences of a core disruptive accident in PFBR based on simulated tests on
scaled down models", compiling all the results of the tests carried out during 1997-2001. It is
concluded that the integrity of the main vessel along with top shield is maintained for an
energy release of -1200 MJ and the structural integrity of IHX and decay heat exchangers



(DHX) is assured up to 200 MJ. The transient force transmitted to reactor vault is negligible
and maximum sodium leak possible for 100 MJ energy release is ~ 233 kg. Sodium release to
RCB under CDA corresponding to 100 MJ energy is estimated theoretically including the
bolts in the flow area at the top shield. Based on these, a primary sodium release of 350 kg is
used for design.

Acceptable temperatures for the main vessel bottom portion during post accident heat
removal phase are 880 K for 3000 h or 930 K for 300 h by limiting the cumulative creep-
fatigue damage to 0.5. The stresses at the triple point decide the limits.

3.2.4 Rotatable Plugs

Structural analysis of rotatable plugs was completed for mechanical and thermal
loading to predict the slope at the control plug, transfer arm locations and stress values to
meet the functional and design limits (Fig. 8). From the studies, 30 m thickness for the
stiffeners and plates of large rotatable plug and 20 mm for small rotatable plug are adequate.
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Fig. 8 Deformed configuration ofLRP with FE mesh



3.2.5 Control Plug

3 D CFD analysis of sodium flow within the shroud tube was carried out using the
PHOENICS code to arrive at acceptable size of holes in the shroud tube (Fig. 9). Three
configurations of shroud tube with 60 mm, 30 mm and 15 mm diameter holes were
considered for the analysis. It was found that reduction in the diameter of holes in the shroud
tube reduces the axial component of sodium velocities through the holes, i.e. 0.5m/s, 0.1 m/s
and 0.02 m/s respectively. Average values of radial velocity in the above three cases are
nearly same viz. 0.3 m/s, 0.34 m/s and 0.27 m/s respectively. The corresponding resultant
velocities are 0.58 m/s, 0.35 m/s and 0.27 m/s respectively. The velocity distribution obtained
in the configuration with 15 mm diameter holes in the shroud tube was found suitable to avoid
flow induced vibration (FFV) of thermocouple tubes in control plug.
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Fig. 9 Velocity distribution at the exit of holes in the case with
15 mm diameter holes in shroud tube

The control plug and its internals viz. thermocouple tube sheath, sampling tubes,
central canal plug shroud tubes, CSRDM shroud tubes, neutron detector shroud tube, neutron
detector housing tube and sampling sleeves were analysed for FIV and found safe as per
Appendix N of ASME Sec III, Div. 1. It was recommended that the elevation of the top
support of the thermocouple tube sheath be lowered so that the total height of the tube sheath
is not more than 1.8 m.

3.3 Sodium Circuits

3.3.1 Primary Sodium Pump

In the seismic analysis of the pump done earlier, the hydrostatic bearings were
modeled with constant stiffness. In order to simulate realistically the stiffness behaviour of
the hydrostatic bearing, the bearing was modeled with 13 flow paths and 18 pressure pockets.
From the computed pressure distributions, stiffness values were obtained as a function of
speed and clearance ratios. A computer code PUMPSEIS has been written including the
bearing model and gyroscopic effects for predicting the steady state as well as seismic
response of the pump. The first analysis of the bearing behaviour indicates that the leakage
flow is about 0.6 % of nominal pump flow which does not reduce significantly even with



increasing eccentricity (0.58 % at 80 % eccentricity). The hydrodynamic contribution is
negligible. For a typical case, 2D CFD analysis using PHOENICS was carried out to validate
the results.

Seismic analysis of pump was repeated incorporating the main vessel, CSS, GP and
primary pipe in the model. By this, the structural integrity of primary pipe was also checked
along with the pump and found to be safe. The radial displacements of the shaft with
reference to hydrostatic bearing are 234 u for OBE and 334 p. for SSE, which are less than
the radial clearance (-400 u), thereby precluding seizure.

3.3.2 IHX

3-D thermal hydraulic analysis of IHX outlet plenum incorporating mixing device was
carried out using the code PHOENICS (Fig. 10). It is seen that the hot jets flow through the
mixing device and heat up the inner shell, thus reducing the AT between the inner and outer
shells to 4K as compared to 14 K without mixing device. This has significant advantage (less
creep damage) due to reduction of thermal stress during normal operation. The increase in
pressure drop due to the mixing device is negligible (200 Pa) compared to the total pressure
drop of 2500 Pa in the outlet plenum.

Seismic analysis of IHX by FE modelling using beam elements was completed
(Fig. 11). Natural frequencies and mode shapes were obtained. The important natural
frequencies are 3.8 Hz (global bending mode), 19.7 Hz , 20.5 Hz , 22 Hz etc. Response
calculation is to be made.
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3.3.3 SG

Elastic stress analysis of the expansion bend under an internal pressure of 18 MPa and
stresses corresponding to 25 mm cumulative axial displacement was completed using 3-D
finite element analysis with 20-noded-isoparametric solid elements. Using these stresses,
limiting values of the thermal displacements so as to satisfy the RCC-MR design criteria
(1993 edition class 1 piping rules) for the shakedown and ratchetting deformation modes were
derived as 18 mm and 30 mm respectively. The actual thermal displacements under various
load cycles formed from the plant transients indicate that shakedown limits are met for most
of the load cycles (895 cycles) except a few (33 cycles) related to both BFP trips and seizure
of one secondary pump for which, however, ratcheting limits are met. Experiments on 3 tubes
subjected to 18 MPa internal pressure with and without axial cyclic displacements indicated
that the net saturated strain accumulated at the most critical location is ~ 0.03 % which is
much less than the acceptable value of 2 % as per RCC-MR (Fig. 12). These investigations
demonstrate that the tube bend meets the design code criteria with a comfortable margin.

Fig. 12 SG tube bend strain experiment

3.4 Balance of Plant

3.4.1 Reactor Containment Building

RCB design gauge pressure of 20 kPa is found to accommodate the pressure rise
under pessimistic assumption of instantaneous burning of primary sodium released in CD A
(350 kg). In addition to case of instantaneous burning more realistic cases of (1) all sodium
ejected burning as pool fire and (2) all sodium assumed ejected in the vertical direction



burning in a spray fire initially for the time of traverse followed by pool fire were studied and
gave much lower peak pressure rises.

Natural frequencies of rectangular shaped RCB and its internals were determined
without connecting them based on modal analysis. The first beam bending type mode, which
is of interest for the seismic analysis, was found to be 3.7 Hz for the RCB. 3D stick models
are being developed. Floor response spectra were generated at various component support
locations. The effects of interconnected buildings is to be investigated.

3.4.2 Chemistry of Cooling Water System

To devise an accurate chlorination regime for the cooling water system, chlorine
demand studies were initiated. The results of the experiments carried out during the last nine
months (June 2001- February 2001) showed that the demand varied from 0.4 to 1.5 ppm
(3ppm CI2 dose, 60 minutes contact time). About 50% of the demand occurred during the
first 15 minutes indicating that a good amount of reactive organic matter is present in the
cooling water. The CI2 demand increased with increased contact time indicating the need for
appropriate additional CI2 addition during low cooling water flow period. The experiments
are to be carried out for a longer duration to obtain seasonal and annual trend in CI2 demand.
The data obtained would be used as input for designing the CI2 distribution system.

3.5 Manufacturing Technology Development

Manufacturing technology development of most of main NSSS components and
materials was completed. Manufacture of 75° roof slab sector of 12.9m diameter, 1.8m height
and weighing around 40t was completed. It involved rolling and welding of shells to close
profile tolerances of 0.2% on radii, post weld heat treatment of thick flanges, integration of
sectors, helium leak testing and machining of flanges by special purpose machines. The
sector has been delivered in March 2002 (Fig. 13).

Fig. 13 Roof slab sector



Manufacture of transfer arm of fuel handling equipment is at an advanced stage (Fig.
14). Order for the grid plate development has been released and work has started. Frozen
seal sodium service SS butterfly valve meant for isolation of SG has been manufactured and
tested in water at a velocity of 10 m/sec (Fig. 15). Manufacture of IHX sleeve valve is in
advanced stage. SS 316 LN, modified 9 Cr - 1 Mo and A48P2 plates have been rolled and
are under inspection and testing. Development of 16-8-2 and Grade 91 wires required for
TIG welding and SS 316 LN electrodes required for MMA welding was completed.

1' 7 •' W H

Fig. 14 Transfer arm - assembly in progress Fig. 15 Butterfly valve

3.6 Safety and Environmental Aspects

3.6.1 Safety Review

Analysis of ANL 1000 MWe benchmark and IAEA BN 600 hybrid core benchmark
was used to validate the core physics code system and nuclear data. AERB completed the
review of all the computer codes and their validation and approved their use for PFBR design.
PSAR review is almost over and AERB gave clearance for manufacture of long delivery
period components.

Absorber rod reactivity worths and shutdown margin (SDM) were evaluated for
various conditions of the core. It was confirmed that even in the case of all CSR getting
stuck and one DSR also stuck, the SDM (including uncertainties) in cold shut down state is
always more than 1 S.



3.6.2 Reliability Analysis

Reliability analysis of SGDHRs was carried out. Common cause failures were
accounted by p factor method. It was found that failure frequency of SGDHR of 4 identical
loops (without diversity) and with a missiontime of 30d is 2xlO"5/ ry. If forced convection is
considered the frequency goes up to 6.4x10"5/ry. The unreliability is mainly dominated by the
probability of leak in components like decay heat exchanger (DHX), sodium to air heat
exchanger (AHX) and sodium dump valves. The target reliability of 1.0 x 10'7 / ry for
SGDHRs is achieved by providing diversity in AHX, DHX and dump valves.

The actual failure rate data of diesel generator (DG) of MAPS (1989 to 2000) and
FBTR (1991 to 2001) were compiled and analyzed for failure on demand and failure during
operation. It was found that demand failure probability for MAPS and FBTR DGs are
1.5xlO"2/d and 2.6x10° /d respectively. The run failure rate for the DGs of the two reactors
are 9.3x 10"3/h and l.lxlO"4 /h.

3.6.3 Environmental Impact Assessment

Environmental impact assessment was completed. For environmental clearance, a
public hearing was held on July 27,2001, being the first time that such a hearing was held for
a nuclear power plant in India. The hearing was well attended by residents of villages
surrounding Kalpakkam, members of NGOs, media representatives and so on. Views
expressed in the public hearing generally highlighted the socio-economic issues such as job
opportunities for locals, need for health survey of the population and lack of civic amenities.
The views expressed by anti-nuclear lobby, prominently highlighted by the media before and
after the hearing, were similar to those expressed in other parts of the world.

The Tamil Nadu Pollution Control Board, after deliberating all the issues is expected
to issue a clearance for PFBR. The next step in the clearance process is technical appraisal of
the project by the Ministry of Environment and Forests.

3.6.4 Radioactivity Dispersal

A geohydrological study of the site was initiated to study possible radioactivity
migration through ground water. An electrical resistivity survey was carried out to plan and
locate bore-wells. Based on the study, sixteen bore-wells were dug to study lithology, soil
permeability, flow velocity etc. A code has been developed to model ground water flow and
radionuclide migration in soil.

3.6.5 Limits of Sodium Aerosol Concentration for Sodium Leak Event

It is proposed to specify different safety limits for sodium aerosols released into the
environment based on event categorization of sodium leak in PFBR SG building. A leak of
sodium upto 2 tonnes is considered a class 2 event for which the limit of aerosol to public
domain is fixed as 2 mg/m3 (NaOH equivalent). For a leak of 2 to 10 tonnes of sodium, taken
as a class 3 event, the limit has been proposed as 40 mg/mJ. For a leak due to guillotine type
of rupture in pipeline that can result in a release of 140 tonnes of sodium, which will be a very
rare class 4 event, a maximum limit of 80 mg/nr> has been fixed. These limits have been
arrived at weighing the consequences and hazards of sodium hydroxide aerosols of different
concentration levels to human being. The dilution and dispersion of sodium aerosols to the



nearest site boundary has been calculated using Gaussian single plume dispersion model and
was found to be well within the limits. An air cleaning system is being designed for effective
removal of excessive aerosols formed during fire, before venting the air to the environment.

3.6.6 Sodium-Concrete Interaction Studies At Lower Temperature

An experimental run was carried out to study the behaviour of limestone concrete (56
kg) exposed to low temperature of sodium (0.7 kg) under argon atmosphere over a time
period of 236 hrs. The size of the cavity in the concrete block in which sodium was poured
was 160x160x120mm. Interface temperature was maintained at about 450 K for 145 hrs in
the first phase and subsequently at about 470 K for 91 hrs in the second phase. Parameters
like oxygen, hydrogen, moisture, pressure and temperature at various locations were
monitored on-line throughout the test period. The salient features of the test results are
highlighted below:

• Hydrogen release rate was estimated to be 0.5 g H2 m"2h"]. Hydrogen generation
efficiencies with respect to free and total water in concrete were calculated to be 11% m
and 3% m respectively.

• Gas chromatographic analysis of grab samples obtained at different time intervals
during the test run has confirmed the time dependent release of carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide, and methane with peak concentration of 18, 100 and 36 Vpm
respectively

• During the test period, moisture release rate into the sodium pool showed an average
value of 1 Ig H2O/day at 450 K.

• Pre- and post-test visual inspection, videography and dimensional measurement have
indicated no noticeable external damage to concrete.

• Spatial distribution of internal damage of the cavity floor and walls was determined
from the ultrasonic pulse velocity (UPV) measurement across the floor and wall
thickness before and after the exposure of the liquid sodium. The degree of internal
damage in the floor varied from 4 to 55% with average value of 27%. The cavity walls
have experienced internal damage which increased from the top to bottom of each wall.

4.0 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

4A Reactor Physics

4.1.1 Bulk Shielding Mockup Experiments

To obtain the bias factors for shield design relevant to PFBR, mockup experiments
were carried out using neutrons from APSARA (1 MWt swimming pool light water reactor).
The neutron flux level was enhanced to 1.0 x 10!0 n/cm2/s by displacing most of the water
between the core edge and pool boundary. Converter assemblies (CA) made of depleted
uranium (DU) were placed before the shield model, such that the incident neutron spectrum is
typical of a fast reactor blanket. The volume fractions in the model are close to the volume
fractions in shields of PFBR. Vertical slots are provided at several locations in each of these
models for inserting specially fabricated SS foil-holders with activation foil detectors. A



large number of activation detectors such as gold, sodium, copper, nickel, indium, iron,
titanium and sulfur were used. Solid state nuclear track detectors (SSNTD) were used to get
fission reaction rates for neptunium, thorium and natural and depleted uranium.

Six sets of experiments to study neutron attenuation in radial shields and one
experiment for axial shields have been completed. Three experiments simulating radiation
streaming through top shield have been planned. Set-1 and Set-2 experiments study neutron
transport through steel-sodium models. Set-3 and Set-4 experiments study neutron transport
through steel/sodium/borated graphite (BG) and steel/sodium/B4C models respectively. Set-5
and Set-6 experiments study neutron transport through steel/sodium/graphite/B4C models.
Set-7 experiments study neutron transport through steel/sodium/graphite models, representing
the axial shielding in the fuel subassembly. Arrangement of converter assemblies and shield
models in Set-1 experiments is shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16 Arrangement ofCA and shield models

Calculations for the shield configurations were done using 2D transport code DORT in
X-Y geometry with Ss-Ps approximation. 100 neutron group cross section library DLC-2 was
used. Analysis of reaction rates have been completed for the first four sets of experiments.
The ratios of calculated reaction rate (C) to the experimentally measured value (E) have been
obtained. It is noted that the various activation foils are sensitive to different parts of the
neutron spectrum and hence show different C/E along the shield model. The measured
reaction rates of representative foils in Set-4 experiments are shown in Fig. 17.

C/E of sodium, Cd-covered gold and indium reaction rates in this experiment are
shown in Fig. 18.
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It is seen that the fluxes above 2 MeV are predicted within a factor of two over a
shield thickness of 120 cm, irrespective of the presence of BG/B4C. The neutron flux above
0.1 MeV is also predicted within a factor of two, in the case of 100 cm thick steel-sodium
model. In the case of transport through 45 cm of steel/BG/Na model and 45 cm of steel/
I&tC/Na model, it is underpredicted by a factor of three to four, because calculational
techniques have higher uncertainties for larger attenuation.

It is seen that the epithermal flux (above 0.41 eV) are also predicted within a factor of
two over a shield thickness of 120 cm in all the cases. The thermal neutron flux (< 0.41 eV)
is predicted within 30%, in the steel-sodium model. In the case of transport through 45 cm of
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steel/BG/Na model and 45 cm of steel/ B4C/Na model, it is underpredicted by a factor of three
to four. This appears to be due to the following effect. In the presence of BG/B4C, the
thermal flux entering the model is more or less completely absorbed. The thermal flux at the
exit location is due to the neutrons moderated by the sodium. Sodium has high scattering
cross section and 100 group calculations do not carry out thermalisation in sodium properly.

Preliminary analysis of Set-7 experiments involving axial shield materials of
steel/sodium/graphite, show that the calculations compare better with measurements. C/E
ranges from 0.7 to 1.3. This is due to the absence of boron material in the axial shields.

4.2 Engineering

4.2.1 In-Sodium Testing

An equivalent rolling contact bearing of the PFBR in-vessel fuel transfer mechanism
roller thrust bearing was tested with a load of 1500 kg and at sodium temperature of 470 and
820 K. As soon as the commercial bearing was exposed to 820 K sodium, the bearing failed.
The hardness measurements indicate a large reduction of hardness on the surface.

A setup for endurance test of electromagnet of PFBR DSRDM was built and the
testing of the magnet upto 800 K is in progress.

4.2.2 Sodium - Water Reaction Test Facility

The facility was established to study the self wastage of steam generator materials due
to micro leak, impingement wastage and for development of leak detection techniques. The
construction of the facility was completed and the sodium system was commissioned. The in-
sodium hydrogen meter was calibrated. Known quantity of hydrogen was injected into
sodium and the calibration curve with respect to hydrogen in sodium was established. Self
wastage studies with leak simulators are to be taken up. To monitor the concentration of
hydrogen in argon, a diffusion type hydrogen meter with sputter-ion pump was fabricated.

4.2.3 Sodium Pump Development

• After completing the development of hydraulics of PSP, additional experiments at reduced
speed and also with the model pump taking suction from a sump were completed with
satisfactory results.

• Endurance test for 200 h on the PSP rotor assembly was completed and the results
confirm the satisfactory performance of the top support of the primary pump.

• Two 5 Cum/h annular linear induction pumps were successfully manufactured.
Manufacture of sodium immersible DC conduction pump required for failed fuel
localisation module was completed.

• For the development of secondary sodium pump (SSP) hydraulics with bottom suction, a
contract was placed. Design of the pump and test facility was completed and the model
pump parts manufactured.



• Testing of the piston ring seal of the secondary pump slip joint with respect to leakage
flow and cavitation was completed at a collaborating Institute and the design validated.

4.2.4 Other Testing

• The prototype CSRDM was installed in an air test facility and various tests with dummy
weight and control and safety rod completed both under aligned and misaligned
conditions.

• Testing of dummy fuel S A for pressure drop and cavitation was completed. Two designs
of labyrinth assembly required at the foot of the SA to reduce leakage without cavitation
were tested and the design was improved. Honeycomb design orifice plates were
manufactured by casting and pressure drop characteristics measured for potential use as a
gag-

• The ultrasound (US) transducer developed here for use in the FBTR under-sodium
scanner was tested in sodium at 463 K. The assembly consisting of the transducer with its
target at 120 mm (FBTR SA head model) was kept immersed in sodium for about 150
hours and the pulse-echo output was found to be of sufficient amplitude above the noise
level.

• The feasibility study on the use of bundle of wires as US wave-guide was continued. The
effect of keeping the wires out of contact with each other was studied with respect to
improving the target echo detection capability. Effect of encasing the bundle in a pocket
to prevent leakage of guided waves when immersed in water was also studied.

• A mutual-inductance based multi-level (5 discrete levels) detector was developed and its
performance was tested.

4.2.5 Boron Enrichment Facility

The plant was commissioned with 10 m length of the borate band developed by
charging natural boric acid to process ion exchange columns. The displacement of borate
band is being carried out round the clock. Whenever, an ion exchange column is exhausted,
the resin is transferred to regeneration vessel where this resin is regenerated, washed and
transferred back to same column to facilitate the continuous band movement. Profile samples
were taken from the borate band after 200m of band movement. The analyses of the samples
showed an enrichment of 34.6%. The length of the borate band was increased to 25m by
loading natural boric acid and another set of samples was taken after a band movement of
340m. The enrichment observed was 38%.

Engineering experiments were carried out to study enrichment profiles during
displacement of borate band at higher initial band lengths and at different band velocities
using HNO3. From these profiles, the values of HETP (height equivalent to a theoretical plate)
were computed by comparison of experimental enrichment profile with that obtained by
model calculation and estimated to be 40-50 mm. Experiments were also carried out to study
the effect of particle size and band velocity etc. on enrichment. The preliminary results
showed that the cost of the enrichment can be reduced by using lower band velocities without
affecting plant capacity. A computer program was developed to determine the enrichment
profiles at different periods of operation under different operating conditions. In one of the
experiments 45% enriched boric acid was used. An enrichment of 50% could be achieved
after 18m of band movement.
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4.2.6 Steam Generator Test Facility (SGTF)

In SGTF, the components of the steam water system including pumps, feed heaters,
boiler feed pump, cooling tower, DM plant etc. have been erected. Manufacture of the SG
was completed and the 24 m long component has been transported to site (Fig. 19). The 48
m tall chimney of the heater was erected in two pieces. The erection of furnace oil supply
system has commenced.

4.3

Fig. 19 Steam generator being transported from works

Structured Mechanics

4.3.1 Simulation of Creep Fatigue Damage

Creep-fatigue damage was simulated on circular plates having PFBR component
features such as welds, multiaxiality, stress concentrations under simulated loadings at 875 K
(Fig. 20). Some of the important experimental data such as load deflection curves, number of
cycles to cause crack initiation on the specimens with and without welds are predicted
satisfactorily by an in-house computer code CONE.
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Fig. 20a Load deflection (with IH relaxation) curve on ORNL (weld less) plate at 875 K
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Fig. 20b Load deflection test

Ratchetting Tests on Primary Sodium Pipe Model

The progressive growth of strains (change in diameter) on 115th scale primary sodium
pipe models subjected to internal pressure (0.8 MPa) and cyclic axial displacement (to
simulate effect of AT) transmitted through the header was measured experimentally (Fig. 21).
Ratchetting is observable only for displacement range corresponding to AT of 260 K and at
the end of 200 displacement cycles the maximum strain in the pipe is 0.5%. These
experimental investigations show that ratcheting, the critical failure mode for primary sodium
pipe, is absent as the maximum possible AT is only 150 K in the reactor.

Fig. 21 Ratchetting tests

4.3.3 Shear Buckling Tests on Main Vessel Models

Buckling tests were conducted on seven l/20tn scale main vessel models and critical
buckling loads and mode shapes were measured (Fig. 22). FEM code could predict the
experimental data satisfactorily within ±20 % .



4.3.4 Leak Before Break Tests on Full Size Tee

LBB tests on the largest tee junction of secondary sodium pipe of 800 mm main pipe
diameter were completed. The detectable crack size (2xCL) was found to be 120 mm to cause
a water leak rate of Ikg/h under the internal pressure of 0.4 MPa and bending moment (crack
closing mode) corresponding to normal operating condition. The critical crack length (2xCG)
at which the pipe collapse under bending moment (crack opening mode) SSE loadings was
found to be -300 (Fig. 23). Since the factor of safety (CG/CL) was more than 2, LBB is
justified with comfortable margin.

22 Shear buckling tests on main vessel model

Fig. 23 LBB tests on full size tee joint



4.3.5 Crack Propagation Behaviour of Modified 9Cr-lMo Steel

LBB testing of modified 9 Cr-lMo steel (SG material) was done. In order to
understand the crack propagation behaviour, tests were conducted on the plate bending
specimens starting from crack initiation to development of asymptotic crack length (2Cs).
Fig. 24 depicts the crack profiles at various load cycles. The Cs is found to be 4 times plate
thickness. This Cs value is used for the LBB analysis as per French guidelines A 16.
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Fig. 24a Crack profiles

e

Fig. 24b Crack propagation tests specimen

4.3.6 Structural Integrity Assessment Tests under CDA

The structural integrity assessment test programme under CDA loadings which was
started during 1997, has been completed by carrying out more than 60 tests. Extensive data
have been generated to validate the computer codes. In order to simulate the energy release
rate accurately, a low density explosive charge was developed by precipitating PETN in
foams which has been characterized accurately. The test results on 1/13tn scale mockup of



PFBR main vessel with internals indicates that the reactor internals, particularly core
subassemblies and control plug, absorb significant amount of energy. The main vessel along
with top shield maintains integrity for energy release upto -1200 MJ. Structural integrity of
intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) and decay heat exchangers (DHX) is assured up to 200
MJ (Fig. 25). The transient force transmitted to reactor vault is found to be negligible. The
average water leak is about 1.8 kg and the maximum leak is 2.41 kg (Fig. 26). The
extrapolation of measured leak yields ~ 233 kg of sodium leak in PFBR on CD A.

Fig. 25 Structural integrity of IHX and DHX

Fig. 26 Spillage of water leak as captured by photography

4.4 Metallurgy

4.4.1 Results on Numerical Simulation of Void Swelling And Irradiation Creep of 20% CW
D9 Alloy

A consistent numerical analysis scheme for simulating swelling and creep strain at any
given dose and temperature has been worked out based on sound physical basis of the
complex phenomena. The results of the numerical simulation of the available experimental
data and comparison with earlier results over a range of temperature and dose are reported.



For the core components, the operating temperature range is 673-973 K and dose upto 100
dpa.

Results on swelling

The swelling rate, S, is represented by a sigmoid function given by:

S(x) = a.[l + tznh{(x-b)/c}] (1)

where the variable x is the irradiation dose in dpa, a,b8cc are parameters of the function
and together decide the values of the terminal swelling rate , position and width of the
transition region and the extent of the initial zero-swelling regime. Total swelling at any dose
'd' is given by

S(d) = ^S(x).dx = a.d + a.c.\og[cosh{(d-b)/c}/cosh{-b/c}] (2)
o

The results are shown in Fig. 27 as a function of dose at T= 693 ,733 ,773 ,813K. The solid line
in the figure is the simulated curve using equation (2) which is compared with the calculation
obtained by linear interpolation method (dotted line) and the experimental data from
literature. The experimental data shown in Fig. 27 (except that for 693 K) are from the
PHENIX irradiations (ASTM STP 1125 (1992) 1210 and ASTM STP 1175 (1994) 824).
Although the experimental data on 15-15 Ti has a large scatter, it reflects the actual in-service
conditions. The agreement of the present simulation results with the experimental data ensures
the applicability of the present methodology to any data set pertaining to materials, which are
compositionally close to D9 alloy.

Results on irradiation creep

Two main contributions to irradiation creep arise from a component independent of
swelling and and from a swelling driven creep component. The instantaneous creep rate is
proportional to the applied stress and the instantaneous swelling rate. The French group and
USA group have proposed correlation forms taking into account the creep-swelling coupling.
The consistency between the two approaches has been examined. In the present analysis,
calculation of creep strain by the USA approach has been preferred because of the fact that
the use of instantaneous swelling rate, as against average swelling rate, is more appropriate.
Accordingly, the creep strain sc is given by:
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Fig. 27 Comparison of swelling in CW 15-15 Ti alloy as a function of irradiation dose (a)
new calculation (solid line), (b) the calculation by linear interpolation method
(dashed line) and (c) the experimental data (open circles). Temperature is
indicated in figure.
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se = (3/4) Bo d ch + (3/4) ah D S/3 (3)

where d is irradiation dose, o>. is the hoop stress , Bo is the creep comonent independent of
swelling, D is the creep-swelling coupling coefficient and S is the volumetric swelling given
by equation (2). Bo and D are obtained by fitting equation (3) to experimental data. Fig. 28
shows the creep strain as a function of dose calculated using equation (3) and its comparison
with the experimental data reported for 20%CW PCA alloy. As seen in the figure the present
calculation is in agreement with the experimental data [J. Nucl. Materials 179-181 (1991)
577] corresponding to a temperature of 673 K. The effect of stress on swelling has to be
included.
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Fig 28 Comparision of creep strain as a function of dose for PCA alloy (a) Present
correlation (solid line) (b) Old correlation (dashed line) and (c) Experimental data
(open circles).

4.4.2 Corrosion Studies

a) Assessment of stress corrosion cracking by non-destructive evaluation techniques

A study was undertaken to explore the feasibility of characterising stress corrosion
cracks with respect to their initiation, cracking mechanism, morphology and size by non-
destructive testing techniques using the acoustic emission and ultrasonic testing techniques.
On-line monitoring of the cracking process was carried out using the acoustic emission
technique, while ultrasonic testing method was employed to characterise the stress corrosion
cracks after the testing was over. The salient conclusions from this study were: (a) sudden
surge in released acoustic energy during cracking aided detection of crack initiation, (b) crack
growth occurred in bursts as evidenced by bursts of acoustic emissions with advances in
cracking and (c) ultrasonic testing can detect stress corrosion crack only if the crack is
favourably oriented to the probe.



b) Corrosion behaviour of nitric acid grade special stainless steels

Nitric acid grade (NAG) special type 304L SS of two different compositions,
developed in India, were evaluated for their corrosion resistance in nitric acid medium. It was
observed that the range of passivity for these materials decreased with increase in
concentration, with the transpassive potential being the same at all concentrations viz. 1 to
ION. Corrosion resistance in 4N nitric acid at different temperatures showed that with
increase in temperature, passive current density increased and the range of passive potential
decreased indicating an unstable (weak) passive film at higher temperatures. EIS studies were
carried out on both the materials in 4N nitric acid at 313, 333, 348 K. However, chloride
concentration up to 10,000 ppm in IN solution did not affect pitting potential.

c) Corrosion rate assessment of type 304LNSSfor decontamination facility

Corrosion rate assessment of AISI type 304LN SS in sulphuric acid and phosphoric
acid mixture (15 g/1 H2SO4 + 45 g/1 H3PO4) at 60°C was carried out. The experiments were
performed for 108 time cycles equivalent to 648 hours immersion running six hours daily and
fresh solution was used for every experiment. The observed corrosion rates were negligible.
The present results indicated that the above decontamination solution could be used without
detrimental corrosion effect on the decontamination vessel.

d) Optimisation of surface cleaning and surface treatment for replacement steam generator
module for FBTR

Investigations were carried out to evolve surface cleaning and surface treatment
procedure for FBTR replacement SG module made of three materials i.e. carbon steel, 2.25
Cr-lMo and 9Cr-lMo. Degreasing by equal volumes of benzene, acetone and methanol;
pickling by citric acid: 10% (w/v), hydrazine hydrate: 2% (v/v), Na-EDTA: 2% (w/v),
rhodine-92B (0.1 %), at 343 K, pH: 4.05; passivation by hydrazine hydrate: 5%, pH: 11.24, at
343 K was found to be optimum. The weight change in immersion test was insignificant and
uniform corrosion rate determined by potentiodynamic polarisation method was extremely
low (0.25 microns/hour - 0.32 microns/hour) for all the steels (acceptable reduction in wall
thickness during pickling is 200 microns). This procedure was followed for cleaning the
replacement SG module of FBTR.

e) Studies on the influence of surface modification of titanium on microbial fouling

To exploit the photocatalytic activity of titanium oxide (anatase) in reducing growth of
micro-organisms on Ti/Ti alloy surfaces, coupons of titanium alloy were anodized at 30V to
develop such oxide. The anodized coupons were exposed to a culture of Pseudomonas sp. in
0.1% nutrient broth in both dark and illuminated conditions. The results showed that there is
sharp reduction in attachment of cells compared to non-anodised surfaces and also attachment
on illuminated coupons was significantly less than that on the non- illuminated coupons.

4.4.3 Physical Metallurgy Studies

a) Vapour pressure measurements on chromium (III) acetylacetonate

Volatile organo-chromium or chromium organic complexes are required for the
chemical vapour deposition (CVD) of chromium as essentially adherent CrN coating in the
inner walls of the structural alloys. The complex tris (2,4-pentanedionato) chromium (III)
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commonly known as chromium (III) acetylacetonate, Cx (acac) 3 (which volatilizes and
decomposes below 773 K) has been identified as a candidate material for plasma assisted
CVD. A thermo-balance based transpiration technique was employed to measure the vapour
pressure of Cr (acac) 3 which yielded the expression log (p/Pa) ± 0.1 = 14.2 - 5830K/T valid
over the range 374 to 418 K and a value of 116 ± 3.0 kJ/mol for the standard enthalpy of
sublimation. The high volatility of this material could be seen from its vapour pressure of 0.23
Pa even at temperatures as low as 393 K exhibiting a wide plateau range that is indicative of
high rates of vapourisation required for CVD applications.

b) Specific heat of structural alloys

Thermophysical properties such as thermal diffusivity, specific heat and thermal
expansion of structural materials used in FBRs are essential in evaluating reactor behaviour in
normal as well as accident conditions. As a part of an on-going programme of establishing
comprehensive experimental data base of thermo-physical properties of structural materials,
the specific heat at constant pressure for the stainless steel types SS 316LN and D9 were
directly measured for the first time using a modem state of art drop calorimeter in the
temperature of interest to PFBR. The specific heats so measured for D9 alloy were found to
be about 5% lower (0.53 to 0.63 JK'V1) through out the range of 473 to 923 K as compared
to 316LN (0.56 to 0.66). The contribution of residual strain in altering the specific heats are
being analysed.

c) Solubility studies and thermodynamic activity ofSrO in ThO?

The physico-chemical properties of dilute solutions of alkaline earth oxides in thoria
matrix are of relevance to reactor technology since Ba and Sr are among the predominant
fission products. There is considerable scatter in the crystallographic lattice parameters
reported in the literature on SrO-ThO2 based on which solubility limits were predicted. This
study was undertaken for redetermining the lattice parameters in order to assess the solubility
limit. A polymeric gel combustion method was employed for the lower temperature synthesis
of 1-15 mol% SrO doped thoria solid solutions. A careful lattice parameter determination
using powder X-ray diffraction on the compacts of the solid solutions (after final sintering at
1573 K in argon) showed the solubility limit to be 3 mol% SrO in TI1O2. The high
temperature thermodynamic activities of SrO in 1, 2 and 3 mol% concentrations in thoria
solid solutions were experimentally determined for the first time by the SrF2-based emf
technique. The isothermal activities of SrO were found to increase with increasing SrO
concentration. It is also observed that these solid solutions exhibit rather large deviations from
ideality.

d) Plasma nitriding in 316 austenitic steel

Pulsed plasma nitriding process has been successfully developed and its industrial
viability is demonstrated, by carrying out the process in mock-up components. The final
requirement demanded the nitriding of only 25mm of the inner surface of a one meter long
cylindrical component. Such components were fabricated, chrome-plated and nitrided using
the pulsed plasma nitriding process. A suitable mechanical mask was also designed, to ensure
that the required regions of the component alone were exposed to the plasma. It was
confirmed that the above nitriding process does not introduce any dimensional distortion or
layer growth of large industrial components. The cross-section profile on test coupons
suggested that layers of 50-100 um had been developed with a average hardness varying
around 750 VHN of the nitrided layer.



e) Alloy development for reprocessing applications

An alloy of composition Ti-1.8w%Nb-5w%Ta is being developed as structural
material for use in boiling nitric acid environment in the dissolver tank assembly for
reprocessing applications. An experimental program on transformation behavior and
structure-property studies in this alloy has been initiated. A variety of techniques like optical
and electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, and differential scanning calorimetry were used
for the determination of the alpha and beta transus in the alloy. A two phase field exists in the
range 1091-1140 K. Based on this, the extrusion conditions were determined. The
repartitioning of solutes (beta stabilizers- Nb and Ta) between the coexisting alpha and beta
phases at high temperatures has been established by microchemical analysis using analytical
transmission electron microscopy (Fig. 29). Determination of the phase boundaries at
different temperatures is to be done.

(a) (b)

Fig. 29 Analytical Electron micrograph showing a and transformed fiphases (a) and
X-ray image ofTa Ka (b)

f) 'Hard zone formation' in dissimilar welds ofCr-Mo steels

The kinetics of hard zone formation in dissimilar welds of ferritics-2.25Cr-lMo and
9Cr-lMo has been established at various temperatures. An Arrehenius analysis of the data
confirms that the rate-limiting step is the diffusion of carbon, against the activity gradient.
Analytical TEM studies confirm that the secondary phases within the 'hard zone' are
predominantly M23C6 and M^C. Computation of kinetics of hard zone formation is in progress
with a view to predict the ease of formation of hard zone in dissimilar welds of ferritics.

4.4.4 Mechanical Metallurgy Studies

Investigations were performed to assess the creep behaviour of PFBR steam generator
material modified 9Cr-lMo steel and its weld joints in the range 773-923K. Though the weld
joints displayed lower creep rupture strength than the base material, the joint strength was
found still higher than the reported minimum strength for base metal in RCC-MR code up to
873K. At 923K, the weld joint showed lower strength values than RCC-MR minimum values
for base metal, thus establishing the upper limit for usage of this alloy as 873K (Fig. 30). The
creep strength of the weld joint is governed by the occurrence of pronounced creep damage in
the intercritical region of heat-affected zone (HAZ).
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Fig. 30 Comparison of rupture lives of Modified 9Cr-lMo base metal and weld joint

In order to design the PFBR SG components for 40 years life with a load factor of
75%, allowable creep stress data for modified 9Cr-lMo steel was computed by extrapolation
of RCC-MR data given for shorter life times. The validity of these extrapolations was checked
by predicting the creep rupture lives by employing Larsen-Miller parametric (LMP) approach
as well as artificial neural network (ANN) technique using the long term creep experimental
data. Allowable creep stress values from the RCC-MR, LMP and ANN approaches are very
close to each other thus validating the use of RCC-MR code values for design of PFBR SG
components.

Creep-fatigue interaction (CFI) studies were conducted on modified 9Cr-lMo steel at
823 and 873K employing holds at peak tensile strain as well as peak compressive strain.
Holds upto 30 minutes were studied- The life under hold time conditions decreased
continuously with increasing dwell periods indicating CFI. The cyclic stress response under
short hold times was found to be higher than that observed under continuous cycling at both
the temperatures. Increasing the hold time beyond 10 minutes resulted in a softening effect
and lowered the response stresses (Fig. 31). The influence of thermal ageing on the LCF life
of the alloy was assessed by conducting LCF tests on samples subjected to stress-free ageing
at 873K for 10,000 hours. Thermal ageing has been found to have very little influence on LCF
lives.
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Fig. 31 Effect of hold time on cyclic stress response of modified 9Cr-lMo steel

The short term LCF and CFI data generated on 316LN SS employing various
microstructures and test variables (temperatures, strain amplitudes, strain rates, hold times
etc.) were analyzed using ANN for predicting the life under conditions not covered by the test
matrix. The fatigue life could be predicted within a factor of two using the ANN approach.

316 LN SS was developed in collaboration with Alloy Steel Plant, Durgapur. Creep
properties of this material were determined at 923K at various stress levels and compared
with the properties of imported steel of similar composition from Germany. The creep
strength of the indigenously developed alloy lies very close to that of the imported alloy (Fig.
32) and satisfies design requirements.
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A state-of-art thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) system was installed, commissioned
and exploratory tests conducted to reduce the temperature gradients that occur at temperature
reversals in TMF tests. In-Phase (EP) and Out-of-Phase (OP) TMF tests with a mechanical
strain rate of 6.4 x 10"5 s"1 were conducted on tubular specimens of 8.4 and 11.4mm inner and
outer diameter. IP loadings were defined as the condition where maximum tensile strain
coincided with maximum temperature, and the maximum compressive strain with minimum
temperature; whereas under OP conditions the maximum tensile strain coincided with the
minimum temperature, and the maximum compressive strain coincided with maximum
temperature. In the TMF tests, the control of mechanical strain was accomplished by
continuously providing for compensation of the thermal strain, such that the mechanical strain
range was 0.8%. The IP and OP TMF tests were conducted on 316LN SS at the temperature
intervals 573-823, 623-893 and 673-923 K. OP TMF tests yielded fatigue lives lower than
those obtained in IP tests. In the isothermal LCF tests, tensile and compressive stress
amplitudes were equal, whereas in the TMF tests, mean stresses developed as a natural result
of the phased dynamic temperature conditions. IP tests developed a compressive mean stress,
that is, the compressive stress amplitudes were higher than the tensile stress amplitudes,
whereas OP conditions led to tensile mean stresses. Fatigue lives obtained under isothermal
conditions at the maximum temperature of thermal cycle were found to be lower than those
obtained under TMF conditions. TMF lives were lower compared with the lives obtained
under isothermal conditions at the mean temperature of thermal cycle.

Investigations were performed on the tensile deformation behaviour of alloy D9 clad
tubes manufactured at Nuclear Fuel Complex in Hyderabad, India and the tubes procured
from Valinox, France. Tensile tests were conducted in the range 300-1073K at a strain rate of
1.33 x 10""5 s"1. Though both materials have chemical composition within the specified limits,
they differed in the following aspects: NFC tubes contained higher O N content than French
tubes, Ti/C ratio of NFC tubes (6.60) is higher compared to Valinox tubes (5.33) and the
chromium and nickel content of NFC tubes is marginally higher. The NFC tubes showed
higher yield strength compared to the tubes processed at Valinox (Fig. 33). The tubes from
India and France exhibited identical values of ultimate tensile strength over the range of
temperatures investigated. NFC tubes exhibited higher uniform elongation. The higher yield
strength of NFC tubes is attributed to higher amounts of C,N and Ti present in the alloy.
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4.4.5. Welding Technology

a) Development of modified E316-15 electrodes for shielded metal arc weldin

For welding austenitic stainless steels meant for elevated temperature services of
PFBR components, a welding consumable of 16%Cr-8%Ni-2%Mo type composition is
favoured; so optimised 16-8-2 filler wire for root pass GTAW and optimised 18-12-2
electrodes (modified E316-15) for SMAW have been chosen as the major welding
consumables. Indigenous development of basic-flux coated, modified E316-15 welding
electrodes of three sizes, viz. 2.5, 3.15 and 4.0 mm diameters, was taken up with several
Indian manufacturers. Here, the most critical requirement is the achievement of high
toughness (3 daJ.cmf2) after a 100 h heat treatment at 1023 K, while still ensuring good slag
detachability. Slag detachability becomes a problem with basic fluxes that confer high weld
metal toughness. The slag detachability was studied at IGCAR as a function of composition
using a software developed to predict detachability. Similarly, inputs were given for
optimizing the weld metal composition for given compositions of flux and core wire using an
in-house software program. Electrodes from a manufacturer have been qualified.

b) Fabrication ofColmonoy bushes from weld deposits for transfer arm

Bush for the transfer arm gripper assembly of CSRDM was fabricated with nickel-
base Colmonoy-6 alloy by GTAW weld deposition on 316LN core rod and subsequent
machining. Preheating (673 K) and very slow cooling after deposition were employed to
avoid cracking. The SS rod dimensions were chosen in such a way that it minimizes residual
stress in the deposit and the dilution effect from 316LN in the final product. Microstructural
examination and microhardness measurements were carried out on the product and the results
were found to be satisfactory.



c) Dissimilar metal weld between A48P2 carbon steel and 316LNSSfor roof slab ofPFBR

For the dissimilar weld between A48P2 carbon steel and austenitic SS for roof slab of
PFBR, E309 welding consumable was chosen for its adequate hot cracking resistance.
Metallurgical aspects and residual stress levels at joint were studied with "double-V" and "K-
type" joints. The microstructural investigations and residual stress measurements showed
satisfactory results. The weld metal proved to be stronger in tensile tests than the two base
metals. The impact test results for the weld and the HAZ were also found to be satisfactory.
Additionally, the metallurgical evaluation at 473 K for 200 h showed no significant change in
residual stress distribution and mechanical properties.

d) Welding oflnconel 718 to Inconel 718 andlnconel 718 to Cr-Mo Steel

Laboratory weldability tests were carried out on Inconel 718 using Varestraint Test
Technique to evaluate the suitability of either matching consumable, i.e., Inconel 718 or
Inconel 82 filler wire, for making weld joints. This method showed that Inconel 82 had 50%
lower hot cracking tendency (in terms of maximum crack length) compared to Inconel 718
and this filler was therefore recommended for SG fabrication.

Actual fabrication tests were carried out in various joint configurations in similar and
in dissimilar combination with Cr-Mo steels. The configurations welded were butt, fillet and
rod to strip. The fillet joints were made between Inconel 718 strips of 2 mm and 4 mm
thickness. The rod-to-strip joints were made between Inconel 718 strips and either aged
Inconel 718 rods or Cr-Mo steel rods. The study showed that although butt joints could be
produced free of defects, the fillet and rod-to-strip joints were prone to defects unless proper
root access was provided by proper joint preparation. The butt joints showed strength and
ductility in the range 50-60% of the base metal values in the aged condition. Studies on
weldability of aluminised strips showed that aluminising does not degrade weldability and
aluminide coated strips could be welded satisfactorily.

e) Delta ferrite prediction in SS welds using neural network analysis and comparison with
other prediction methods

A generalized model for predicting the ferrite number in SS welds using Bayesian
neural network analysis has been developed. It was found that, for predicting ferrite number,
the accuracy of this Bayesian neural network model (RMS error = 1.99) is superior to the
other existing ferrite number prediction methods, viz. the Welding Research Council - 1992
diagram (RMS error = 5.8), the Function fit model (RMS error = 5.6), and the Feed-forward
Back-propagation neural network model (RMS error = 3.5). This model brought out the
effects and interplay of various alloying elements on delta ferrite content in type 309 and
duplex SS.

4.4.6 Materials Mechanics

a) Dynamic true stress-true strain curves and tensile- and Charpy- toughness correlations for
AISI 308 weld and AISI 316 stainless steels from instrumented impact test of Charpy V-
notch specimens

Dynamic true stress-true strain curves for AISI 308 SS weld material were derived
from the load-displacement data obtained from instrumented impact tests of Charpy V-notch



(CVN) specimens using the relations proposed in the literature. The results were compared
with the instrumented tension-impact (dynamic tensile) results for the same material. The
mean fit to the CVN results were comparable to the mean fit to the results from dynamic
tensile tests above a true strain of 0.03. This obviates the need for costly additional
equipment for conducting dynamic tensile tests and can be easily extended to other than
ambient temperatures and also to irradiated testing. A new correlation relating dynamic yield
strength, fracture strain and work-hardening exponent (all obtained from instrumented impact
test) to fracture toughness is shown in Fig. 34. For 316 LN SS the predicted value by
Schindler's procedure was 400 MPa Vm whereas that predicted by the new correlation was
360 MPa Vm.
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Fig. 34 Tensile-toughness correlation for AISI308 SS weld and AISI316 SS

b) Dynamic fracture toughness of simulated weld heat affected zone of 9Cr-lMo steel from
instrumented impact tests

The HAZ of 9Cr-lMo steel consists of graded microstructural features from the base
to weld metal. These regions have been simulated using controlled heat treatment procedures
and fracture toughness was evaluated by instrumented impact tests. The highest toughness
was observed for the intercritical region (ICR) and the lowest for the coarse prior austenitic
grained martensitic (CPAGM) structure (Fig. 35). Ju was found to follow a power law
relationship with the inter-particle spacing.
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Fig. 35 Variation of dynamic fracture toughness with temperature

c) Jo.ifor P91 (modified 9Cr-lMo) material at SG service temperatures

An experimental campaign was started for detailed fracture toughness characterisation
(in terms of Jb.2, the value of J integral for 0.2 mm crack extension) at temperatures relevant
for SG service, of normalised and tempered (N&T) P91 material and also after aging to
simulate end-of-life service. The tests and data analyses were carried out following ASTM
standard 1820-99a, multiple specimen method. Fig. 36 presents some results for P91 N&T
material at 653 ± 2K, For calculating J values, load line displacements (LLD) were (i)
measured using an appropriate high temperature extensometer, and also (ii) inferred from the
measured actuator displacements after subtracting the (non-linear elastic) extension that can
be attributed to the "machine". For the latter, a calibration method has been developed. The
load time traces indicated pop-in behaviour, which was confirmed by scanning electron
microscopy. As the figure shows, / values calculated by the second method yielded
conservative results. The discrepancy between these could arise from the crack length
dependent rotation of specimen, which the method of analysis does not take into account, and
also possibly small slippages in the extensometer during pop-ins. The results also indicate the
possibility of considerably simplifying the high temperature fracture testing set up by
dispensing with the high temperature extensometry, without sacrificing accuracy of
prediction.
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d) Fatigue crack growth studies on aged 9Cr-lMo steel and 316LN SS

Room temperature fatigue crack growth curves for 9Cr-lMo steel samples, aged to
simulate upto 12,000 h of service exposure, were generated (Fig. 37). Threshold stress
intensity factor is found to increase monotonically for the ageing considered from 5.0 to 6.9
MPaVm. Moisture-induced hydrogen assisted cracking in the laboratory environment is found
to cause inter-granular failure in the transition region.
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Fig. 37 Fatigue crack growth curves (threshold regime) under different ageing treatments
e) Near-net shape forming of petals of main vessel ofPFBR

Technology development for the manufacturing of petals for the main vessel and inner
vessel were carried out using cold pressing operation with concrete dies. In producing near-
net shape components with narrow dimensional tolerances, key factors responsible for
variations in dimension are (i) the spring-back of the material, (ii) tilting characteristics of the



tools mounted on presses, (iii) loading method, and (iv) the stiffness of the tooling systems.
Adopting a theoretical model that takes into account all these aspects, the optimal radii of the
dies for achieving the desired radii in the petals were derived, and nomograms, which relate
the radius to be provided on the die for the required radius on the component, have been
generated. A typical curve for 2 dimension is given in Fig. 38(a). Fig. 38(b) gives typical
design curves for 3 dimension, which takes into account the stiffening effect of other radius
on the spring back. To validate the model, bending trials on stainless steel Type AISI316LN
material with concrete dies are to be done.
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4.5 Irradiation, Post-Irradiation Examination and Non-Destructive Evaluation

4.5.1 Neutron Radiography of Fuel Pins Irradiated in FBTR

As a part of PEE of two fuel SA discharged from FBTR after 25,000 and 50,000
MWd/t burn-up, neutron radiography has been carried out on irradiated fuel pins using the
KAMINI reactor. The fuel pins were lowered from the hot cell to the radiography location
situated beneath the hot cells. Sensitivity level of 0.25mm was achieved during calibration
runs using dummy fuel pins.



The typical radiographic parameters used are given in the table below. Analysis of the
radiographs indicated no major changes in the fuel region. The stack lengths measured from
the neutron radiographs for the 50,000 MWd/t pins matched well with those from the X-
radiographs. The table also shows a comparison of the stack lengths as obtained from the two
complementary techniques.

Neutron Radiography Parameters

SI. No.
1.
2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.

Parameter
Technique
Screens Used
X-ray films used
Reactor Power

Conditions
Indirect
Dysprosium
DR-5,AA400
15 kW

Exposure | 20 minutes
Transfer time
Processing

-12 hrs.
Manual, Standard

Comparison of stack length by X and Neutron radiography

SI.
No.
1.
2.

Pin.
No.

Stack length prior
to irradiation (mm)

00K5 ! 320.62
0111 321.22

Stack length after irradiation (mm)
X-radiographs Neutron radiographs

325.45 | 326.82
325.29 325.71

4.5.2 Accelerated Irradiation Tests for Evaluation of Mechanical Properties of Reactor
Materials

FBTR, with its high flux and hard neutron energy spectrum, permits accelerated
irradiation tests on PHWR materials. The radiation damage experienced by pressure tubes in
PHWRs in 30 years can be obtained in FBTR in 3.5 years. However irradiation for shorter
periods of about 30 to 75 days are sufficient to estimate the steady state creep rates of these
materials. Pre-pressurized capsules of PHWR pressure tube materials, viz. Zircalloy-2 and Zr-
2.5%Nb, were irradiated in FBTR. Activation foils made of iron, niobium, copper and nickel
were irradiated along with the capsules to characterize the actual neutron irradiation seen by
the pressurized capsules. AISI 316 LN SS specimens were also irradiated with the zirconium
capsules for studies related to irradiation induced microchemical partitioning and phase
stability. The results are to be analyzed.

4.5.3 Eddy Current Instrument

Remote field eddy current instrument and sensors have been developed for ISI of SG
tubes. While 10% wall loss defects could be detected in straight regions of the tube, only
defects deeper than 30% wail loss could be detected in the bend regions. Wavelet transform
based signal processing methods are being tried to improve the detection performance in the
bend regions.

For non-contact detection of weld centerline in the main vessel of PFBR to position
the US transducers for ISI purpose, experimental studies have been carried out with eddy
current imaging. The studies have revealed that the centerline can be determined with an



accuracy of + 0.1 mm despite lift-off (spacing between weld and eddy current sensor) of 5
mm and sensor tilt of 15°.

4.5.4 Nondestructive Evaluation of Thickness of NiAl Coating on Inconel 718 using
Ultrasonic Velocity Measurements

Aluminide coated Inconel 718 strips of dimension 20 mm width x 2 mm thickness are
planned to be used for ferritic steel tube bundle support structure of PFBR SG. The aluminide
coating is specified to have a thickness of 80±30 pm. An innovative nondestructive US
methodology has been developed for on-line determination of NiAl coating thickness on
Inconel 718 substrate consisting of the measurement of US longitudinal wave velocity across
the thickness of the coated plate. As the velocity in the aluminide is higher in comparison to
the substrate, overall US velocity increased with increasing coating thickness in the coated
plate. US velocity was found to be ~5780 m/s in the base metal and it increased to 5930 m/s
in the 2 mm strip with ~100 um coating thickness. A linear correlation was obtained, with a
correlation coefficient of 0.98 to determine the coating thickness (x) : 1/V = 0.17285 - 0.0879
(x/A) where V= Longitudinal wave velocity in the coated plate and A= Thickness of the
coated plate. This method has an edge over the conventional US time of flight technique as
the developed technique is amenable for measurements either from the substrate side or from
the coating side.

4.5.5 Imaging of Weld Microstructure and Evaluation of Post Weld Heat Treatment
(PWHT) in Modified 9Cr-lMo Ferritic Steel Weldments by Ultrasonic Velocity
Measurements

US velocity measurements were carried out across the weld line in modified 9Cr-lMo
ferritic steel butt weldments with V-groove. US velocity is correlated with the weld profile
and the associated microstructural features in different regions of the weldments, in the as-
welded and also in the PWHT conditions. In the V-groove butt weldments, the amount of
weld metal decreases from the weld center towards the parent metal. As US velocity in the
weld metal (with martensitic structure) is lower than the parent metal (with tempered
martensitic structure), US velocity increases as the measurement location is moved from the
weld center to the parent metal region and hence the relative amounts of weld metal and
parent metal in the propagation direction of the US beam could be determined. This could be
used also to image the weld profile. After PWHT (1033 K for lh), the US velocity in the weld
metal is slightly lower than that in the parent metal but is higher than in the weld metal, in the
as welded condition. This is because of the tempering of the martensite in the weld metal due
to PHWT. Hence the adequacy of PWHT can also be assessed using US velocity and the
weld profile can also be determined even after the PWHT condition.

4.5.6 Nondestructive Evaluation of Fatigue Crack Growth in an AISI Type 316L Forged
Pipe Tee Joint of PFBR

In order to evaluate the LBB criterion, fatigue testing was conducted on a simulated
forged pipe tee joint of 570mm diameter and 18mm wall thickness. The tee joint was filled
with water and subjected to a pressure of 4 bars. A semi-elliptical notch of 90mm length x
5mm width x 5mm depth was machined on the outer surface in the transition region of the tee
joint, for crack growth studies. Continuous monitoring of fatigue crack growth was carried
out using contact angle beam ultrasonic technique at various intervals of fatigue cycling. The
crack propagation from the artificial notch was monitored and then the crack profile was
plotted. After 55,356 cycles, leakage of water was observed. It confirmed the presence of a



through and through crack. The crack length was estimated to be 20mm in the ID region. The
fatigue testing was further carried out up to 77000 cycles. The circumferential growth of the
crack at the end was measured to be 180mm.

Using in-situ metallography, microstructures were obtained near the notch tips after
different fatigue cycles. During the unloaded condition, opening of the crack near the notch
tip was not observed upto 28,000 cycles. Heavy slip bands observed at this stage indicated
that microstructural damage was taking place in the material. It was predicted from these
microstructural features that after a few more thousand cycles, visible cracks on the surface
would appear, which was confirmed by further tests.

4.5.7 Laser based etching (LBE) for ceramic fuels

A new etching procedure has been invented (patent filed) using a pulsed Nd: YAG
laser, for revealing microstructures in metallic and ceramic specimens. The procedure is ideal
for applications on existing components, thin specimens and specimens under hostile
environments, in a remote and non-contact manner. The technique has been successfully
applied on a variety of nuclear materials such as UO2 and boron carbide which are very
difficult to etch by conventional techniques. It has been found that the microstructures
obtained using this new laser based etching (LBE) technique, many a time, have even better
contrast, as compared to the chemically etched specimens. For example, in UO2 specimens,
the porosity at the grain boundaries and within the grains has been clearly revealed by LBE.
Unlike conventional etching technique requiring optical finish, LBE requires only polishing
up to 600-grit level. In fact, the efficiency with LBE is found to be better when the surface
has lesser than optical finish, because of the associated advantage of lower reflectivity of the
surface for the incident laser beam. This technique can be suitably adopted for examination
of nuclear fuels, both during production and after irradiation.

4.5.8 Development offerro-fluid based emulsions for NDT and leak-free sealants

As part of the ongoing programme on development and characterization of suitably
tailored ferro-fiuid emulsions for various applications such as magnetic based defect detection
and non-leaking sealants a novel experimental methodology has been developed for obtaining
magnetic emulsions of desired particle sizes and narrow size distributions. This approach
employs 'depletion fiocculation' technique under suitable magnetic fields. Using this
methodology, magnetic emulsions with particle sizes in the range of 180 to 250 nanometers
with very small polydispersity (less than 5%) have been successfully obtained from crude
emulsion with wider size distribution of lOnm to a few microns. Magnetic flux leakage
studies using these emulsions showed better color contrast compared to polydispersed
emulsions.

4.5.9 Microstructural Damage Assessment of Scale Model Reactor Vessels

Microstructural investigation using in-situ metallography and ferritoscope on scale
model of PFBR main vessel subjected to simulated core disruptive accident loading under
high pressure has been completed. Different regions like weld, parent metal, damaged, non-
damaged etc., were selected for microstructural analysis. In the parent metal region the
microstructures revealed heavy damaged structures like broken grain boundaries, slip bands,
etc. Within the weld, delta-ferrite was profusely formed. Along the circumferential weld, it is
in the range of 8-10 % ( S+cc') and in the vertical weld, it is in the range 2.8 to 6.8 %. In the
parent metal, ferrite content is in the range 1.5 to 1.8 %. The results clearly indicate the



formation of alpha prime martensite phases due to high stress/strain. The increase in ferrite
content ( 8+a') can be correlated with the high stress/strain levels attained at various regions
during testing.

4.5.10 In-Service Inspection of Steam Generator Shell Welds ofFBTR

As part of in service inspection, US angle beam examination of SG shell welds joints
ofFBTR was carried out. US testing was carried out as per ASME Section XI procedure. The
US equipment was calibrated using SS pipes of same diameter and wall thickness, and having
artificial defects (notches) of 10% wall thickness. After standardization of the test parameters,
44 weld joints were inspected in addition to the joints where defect indications were noticed
during an earlier campaign, for evaluating defect growth, if any. The inspection showed that
there were no defects in the welds tested. The inspection also confirmed that the previous ISI
indications were present without further growth.

4.6 Chemistry

4.6.1 Fuel Chemistry

a) Dissolution studies on fuel materials

A fuel pellet from the FBTR Mark I fuel (UC : PuC 70:30) discharged at a burn up of
50000 MWD/t from FBTR was dissolved in 11.5 M HNO3 under boiling condition in a
special titanium vessel in the hot cell. Samples were taken out of the hot cell and analyzed
and it was found that dissolution was complete.

Thoria doped with V2O3 prepared by citric acid combustion route was examined for
dissolution in 8 M HNO3 without addition of HF. It was found that percentage of dissolution
is more than 40% in 98 hrs.

b) Fission gas analysis

An apparatus for fuel pin puncturing and collection of fission gas from the plenum of
irradiated FBTR fuel pins was set up in the hot cell. FBTR fuel pins discharged at bum ups of
25000 and 50000 MWD/t were punctured and the evolved gases were collected and
subsequently analysed by mass spectrometry. The results indicated that the total fission gas
(Xe + Kr) released from 50000 MWD/t fuel pins was in the range 6.25 to 22.48%. The
percentage release from 25,000 MWD/t pin was 2.31%.

c) Thermochemical studies

Oxygen potential of the mixed oxides (UO2:PuC>2 = 79/21 and 73/27) corresponding to
the compositions of PFBR fuel was measured by using gas equilibration with H2 / H2O
mixtures in the temperature range 1073 K to 1473 K. The oxide sample was rendered
stoichiometric by equilibrating it with a gas mixture with appropriate oxygen potential.
Subsequently the specimen was equilibrated with a gas mixture having known oxygen
potential and its O/M (after equilibration) was determined from the change in weight.

Enthalpy increment measurements on (U0.79PU 0.2OO2 in the temperature range 996 -
1776 K have been carried out. Heat capacity has been derived from the measured enthalpy
increment values. Heat capacity of BaThC>3 and BaCeOs was measured in the temperature
range 320-820 K by using differential scanning calorimetry.
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Dysprosium titanate and gadolinium titanate which are candidate materials for control
rod applications in nuclear reactors were prepared by ceramic route as well as wet chemical
route and their thermal expansion coefficients were determined up to 1673 K using high
temperature XRD. Thermal expansion of boron carbide was measured in the temperature
range 298 to 1573 K by using high temperature XRD.

d) Pyrochemical reprocessing

A novel modification of the RIAR method of pyrochemical reprocessing of oxide
fuels was developed. It was demonstrated that sintered pellets of UO2 can be directly electro-
refined as in the case of U metal. Crystalline UO2 could be deposited on a graphite cathode of
an electrochemical cell from UO2 anode directly by electrorefming. Possibilities of
electrorefining of mixed oxides are being explored.

e) Separation chemistry

Extraction of uranium from tissue matrix by supercritical carbon dioxide with
modifiers such as acetylacetone and methanol was studied. Extraction efficiency was found to
be >99%. The effect of drying temperature and drying time on the efficiency of extraction
were also studied.

A procedure was developed for the separation of lanthanides from bulk uranium and
their determination using reverse phase extraction chromatography. Lanthanum was separated
from U, Pu and fission products present in the spent fuel solution of FBTR fuel discharged at
about 50,000 MWD/t using an extraction chromatography procedure followed by dynamic ion
exchange technique. The separation of individual lanthanides was carried out using HPLC on
C18 column with a-HIBA/TTA system. TTA coated columns were employed in
"permanently" coated mode as well as the dynamic mode. Lighter lanthanide group (La to Eu)
could be separated from heavier group (Gd to Lu) by this method.

f) Determination ofDAC at low temperatures

In continuation of the work on the determination of dynamic adsorption coefficient of
charcoal for fission gases, experiments were carried out at different temperatures upto 258 K.
The values obtained were plotted against 1/T and the extrapolated value at 110 K was used for
computing the amount of charcoal required for the cover gas purification system proposed for
PFBR. The design of the experimental setup to carry out similar experiments at cryogenic
temperatures is in progress.

4.6.2 Material Chemistry

a) Electrochemical meter

As part of development of an electrochemical meter for measuring hydrogen in
sodium, alternate electrolytes that would have sufficient conductivity at the operating
temperature of 723 K, were investigated. Ternary salt system based on LiCl-CaCk-CaHCl
was the first candidate to be explored. Phase diagram of LiCl-CaCk system was established
using differential scanning calorimetry and the results clearly established that a compound
LiC1.2CaCl2> forms only above 712 K and peritectically decomposes at 763 K. The eutectic
temperature is 758 K and the eutectic composition lies close to 65mol% of LiCL DSC
experiments were carried out on mixtures of LiCl and CaCl2 (composition close to their



eutectic) with CaHCl added to them. Based on these studies, an electrolyte of composition 70
mol% LiCl : 16 mol% CaHCl : 14 mol% CaCl2 was chosen for use in the electrochemical
meter. Impedance of the electrolyte was also measured as a function of temperature under
pure hydrogen atmosphere to evaluate its electrical conductivity. The results indicated that
the electrolyte has an electrical conductivity, which is four orders higher than that of CaC^-
CaHCl electrolyte at 723K. Meters were constructed using this electrolyte and they could be
reliably used down to ~60 ppb of hydrogen in sodium without the problems of electronic
conduction faced in CaCh-CaHCl based meters. The long-term characteristics, however
indicate that when the meter temperature dropped below 713 K and restored after a brief
period, its output recovered to its original values only after about 2 days due to the
decomposition of LiCI.2CaCl2 phase disrupting the homogenous distribution of the
conducting phase. This requires adopting a special design of sodium circuit whereby the
temperature of the meter could always be maintained at 723 K.

b) Sodium removal

In order to develop suitable process for sodium removal from sodium wetted
components of fast reactors, experiments simulating surface cleaning and crevice cleaning
were carried out. Thin layers of sodium with varying thickness adhering to stainless steel
holder were employed while keeping the surface area constant. The experiments were carried
out by bubbling CO2 through water kept at 353 K allowing water vapour along with CO2 to
react with sodium. The evolution of hydrogen gas and the reaction temperature were
continuously monitored during the course of the reaction. This data is important in designing
the system parameters so as to avoid any possible explosion due to hydrogen during the
dissolution process. The products formed at the end of the reaction were analysed and found
to be a mixture of carbonate and bicarbonate of sodium, which unlike sodium hydroxide do
not cause caustic stress corrosion of the component.

c) Activity transport

Towards generating input data for modeling the activity transport in fast reactor
primary circuits, measurement of diffusion coefficient of 54Mn was undertaken in alloy D9
being the candidate clad material of PFBR. The annealed and cold worked D9 specimens
were diffusion annealed at temperatures in the range of 773 to 873 K for 500 to 3000 h. The
specimens were then cleaned free of sodium and the residual activity measured using a well-
type Nal (Tl) detector after micro-sectioning the layers electrochemically. From the
concentration profile, the diffusion coefficient was calculated and typical values were found
to be 1.089 x 10'18 and 1.719 x 10"18 mV1 at 798 and 823 K respectively.

d) Uranium estimation

Uranium estimation in reprocessing streams involves fluorimetric detection of
uranium in a nitric acid medium and in the presence of a large excess of quenchers, in the
form of fission product ions. Nitric acid is a poor medium for uranium fluorescence and the
presence of quenchers further reduces the fluorescence yield. Various methods were adopted
to address the above problems but the simplest and most effective was the use of sulphuric or
phosphoric acid as diluents. When the test solution in nitric acid, was diluted 10,000-fold
using sulphuric or phosphoric acid, it was found that the quenching effects were minimized
sufficiently to be neglected. Further, the detection limit for uranium estimation in solutions
diluted with sulphuric or phosphoric acid was <50 ug/ml, which is low enough for use in real-
life reprocessing streams.



e) Fission gas release

As part of PEE of fast reactor fuels, fission gas samples from nine FBTR fuel pins
were collected and subjected to gamma spectrometric and mass spectrometric analyses. By
using a high resolution gamma spectrometry system and 152Eu solution in a vial as the
standard, 85Kr (tj/2 = 10.6 y) was quantified. The mass spectrometric investigation of all
samples was performed with a quadrupole mass spectrometric system. The gaseous species of
interest were: helium, krypton, and xenon. The partial pressures, total pressure, and number of
atoms of each species in the plenum were computed, and so were the percentage release of Kr
and Xe from the fuel-pin into the plenum. Good consistency was observed between gamma
spectrometric and mass spectrometric results for all pins. The total fission gas release varied
from 6 to 22 % (in the case of 50000 MWd/ton burn-up pins) while the corresponding plenum
gas pressure varied from 3.8 atm. to 8.5 atm. of which helium alone (original fill + alpha
decay) contributed ~ 2 atm. The total fission gas release in the case of 25 000 MWd/ton bum-
up pins was < 2.3 %.

4.7 Fuel Cycle for FBR

4.7.1 Reprocessing of FBTR Fuel

The process demonstration plant (Fig. 39) for reprocessing FBTR fuel to recover Pu
and U namely, Lead Mini Cell (LMC) is under commissioning. The piping works have been
completed. The calibration works and testing of airlifts are nearing completion.

Fig. 39 Lead mini cell

The single pin chopper (Fig. 40) was tested with unirradiated UC pins. The
performance was very satisfactory and the unit is being installed in the hot cell The
centrifugal extractors have been tested and are under erection.



Fig. 40 Single pin chopper

The titanium electrolytic mixer settler (Fig. 41) is being tested for its performance.
This is for carrying out insitu partitioning of uranium and plutonium. All the equipment and
systems have been integrated with a centralized control panel.

Fig. 41 Mixer-settler

4.7.2 Fast Reactor Fuel Reprocessing Plant

The construction of a pilot plant with a nominal capacity of 2 kg/day of FBTR fuel on
a regular basis, namely, FRFRP is under progress. The erection of process vessels and tanks
in the cells along with associated piping is in progress. The high active liquid waste storage
tanks have been received at site. The fabrication drawing for the critical process equipment
will be released for tendering after hot trials in LMC.

4.7.3 Reprocessing Research

• The complete dissolution of irradiated FBTR fuel pellets of 50,000 MWD/T burn up has
been demonstrated. The solution was found to have undissolved carbon, but the
experiments with TBP for extraction and stripping were satisfactory.

• Various dissolution runs were conducted with un-irradiated 70%PuC-30%UC fuel
employing ozone. Though there was not much improvement in the dissolution time in the
presence of ozone, the dissolution was found to be fumeless in the presence of ozone and
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ozone effectively destroys the dissolved carbon in the dissolver solution. A new carbon
analyzer was developed which can determine carbon in organic and inorganic compounds,
nitric acid bearing solutions and also the carbon dioxide in atmosphere. The detection
limit of carbon with this device is 5ug of carbon. This unit was employed in determining
the carbon content of the dissolver solution of irradiated FBTR fuel.

• To explore the feasibility of partial partitioning of loaded solvent product from 2A
extractor of LMC, 1300 SMPSEX based simulations runs were designed and completed.
Based on the results of these runs, a possible step has been conceived for the partial
partitioning of 30% Pu feed into 50-60% Pu product. The partial partitioning step does not
require any reductant like ferrous sulphamate, HAN or U(IV).

• As part of fluidic pumps development, experimental investigations were carried out with
different vortex chambers of varying diameters, chamber heights, axial and tangential port
nozzles. Diameter to height ratio for these chambers was varied from 3.2 to 5.3.
Maximum diodicity obtained was 52 at 2000 Iph. Vortex diode pump experiments were
conducted with tested set of diodes with a maximum applied pressure of 4 kg/cm2. Also, a
general-purpose computer code was developed for the design of the RFD pump (Fig. 42).
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Fig. 42a Typical head-capacity
curves of vortex diode
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Fig. 42b Computer simulated pumping
characteristics of RFD
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A Review of Fast Reactor Program in Japan
April 2001-March 2002

Abstract

This report describes the research and development activities on fast reactors in

Japan thru April 2001 to March 2002.

In December 2001, the Cabinet decided the Plan for Reorganization of

Government-funded Corporations including the merger of JNC and the Japan Atomic

Energy Research Institute (JAERI). A law to set up a new entity is supposed to be

submitted to the National Diet by the Japanese Fiscal Year (JFY) 2004.

In the Experimental Fast Reactor "Joyo", thirty-five duty cycle operations and

thirteen special tests with the MK-II core were completed by June 2000 without any

fuel pin failures or serious plant trouble. The reactor is currently being upgraded to the

MK-III core. Though a fire broke out in the maintenance building of "Joyo" in

October 2001, the Mk-III construction work was restarted in February 2002.

In the Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor "Monju", countermeasures against sodium

leakage have already been drawn up based on "Monju" comprehensive safety review.

The safety licensing examination for the plant modification of Monju is undergoing.

As for the Feasibility Study on Commercialized Fast Reactor Cycle Systems,

JFY2001 was the first year of its second phase. A three-year period from JFY2001 to

2003 is the initial term of this phase. During this term, research activities are being

focused on the design of the candidate concepts and fundamental tests of key

technologies. An interim summary of these activities will be checked and reviewed,

and based on the results; the research for JFY 2004 to 2005 will be conducted in order

to narrow down the number of alternatives for the fast reactor cycle.

1. General View

On December 19, 2001, the Cabinet decided the Plan for Reorganization of
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Government-funded Corporations. This plan was prepared by the special Government

Task Force. According to this plan, a new entity will be created as a semi-autonomous

body which is responsible for nuclear research and development, merging JNC and

JAERI. A law to set up a new entity is supposed to be submitted to the National Diet

byJFY2004.

(1) Formation for Preparative Jobs of the Merger

(a) Governmental Level

The Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT)

set up "Two Nuclear Energy Organizations Merger Preparation Committee" and the

first meeting of the committee was held on February 15, 2002. Chairman of the

committee is the Deputy Minister of MEXT and the members are intellectuals from

industries, universities and journalism. Mission of the committee is review of the

present jobs of each organization, future function of new organization and future

operational issues of new organization.

MEXT also set up "Two Nuclear Energy Organizations Merger Preparation

Review Team" as a substructure of the above-mentioned committee. Mission of the

team is operation of the committee, review of practical issues on the merger and

coordination of organizations.

(b) Organizational Level

JNC and JAERI established offices for merger preparation within each

organization in January 2002.

(2) Schedule of the Merger

The schedule of the merger is as follows:

June 2002 Basic concept of the merger (Merger Preparation

Committee)

JFY 2002 Interim report (Merger Preparation Committee)

JFY 2004 Law of the new organization will be submitted to the



National Diet.

JFY 2005 Establishment of new organization

2. Experimental Fast Reactor "Joyo"

The Experimental Fast Reactor "Joyo" at O-arai Engineering Center of JNC has

been operated from 1982 to 2000 with the MK-II core, as an irradiation test bed to

develop the fuels and materials for the future fast reactors.

Thirty-five duty cycle operations and thirteen special tests with the MK-II core

were completed by June 2000. The reactor is currently being upgraded to the MK-III

core. Though a fire broke out in the maintenance building of "Joyo" on October 31,

2001, the Mk-III construction work was restarted on February 8, 2002 after the cause of

fire had been examined and the countermeasures had been taken.

The operation history and the accumulated operation data of "Joyo" as an

irradiation test facility for fuels and rnaterials.are shown in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1.

(1) Upgrading Program of "Joyo" (MK-III program)

The Joyo upgrading program named MK-III program is planned to improve the

irradiation capability. The main objectives of this program are the increase of neutron

flux in the core, the increase of a plant availability factor and upgrading of irradiation

technologies. An outline of this program is shown in Figure 2.2.

The cooling system modification completed in September 2001 and the cooling

systems were refilled with sodium then the initial purification was conducted. The cold

trap in the secondary sodium purification system will be replaced in the autumn of 2002.

The performance of newly installed components and cooling systems will be

confirmed through a series of functional system tests. The core replacement will be

started in the summer of 2002. When the initial MK-III core configuration is complete,

the reactor power will be increased in steps to conduct performance tests that confirm

the core physics and plant characteristics. The MK-III rated power operation will be

started in 2003. The schedule of the MK-IH program is shown in Figure 2.3.
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(2) Maintenance Building Fire

On October 31, 2001, a fire broke out in the maintenance building, which is a

facility for sodium cleaning, dismantling, maintenance and temporary storage of

machines of "Joyo". The fire was extinguished by operators of "Joyo" and by fire

fighters of Municipal Fire Fighting Division. Some papers, woods, plastic sheets,

coverall suits, and rubber gloves were burned. No one was injured. All the persons

who went in the building were confirmed that there was no contamination or radiation

exposure. No radioactive materials were released from the building and the indices of

monitoring posts remained normal.

On October 31, dismantling of a sodium valve and cutting of pipes were made in

the maintenance building. The sodium valve was stored in nitrogen gas, waiting for

sodium cleaning which was scheduled to be done the next day. All the work of the day

was completed some hours before the outbreak of fire and no one was in the building

when the fire broke out.

JNC organized the investigation committee, including outside experts, and

examined the cause of fire. JNC assumed the fire was most probably caused by

sodium. During the day, workers labored on a sodium-sampling valve, which was

removed from primary loop of "Joyo". Some sodium was considered to be got into a

carton box for the used paper towels and plastic bags. It is considered that the sodium

reacted with moisture in the carton box and reaction heat produced the fire some hours

later. JNC confirmed this process by several experiments.

JNC fully reviewed the work on the radioactive sodium in the controlled area.

JNC improved the facility, work process as well as training of workers to prevent

similar accident from happening again. The following countermeasures have been

taken:

(a) Use steel pan or tray to catch spilled sodium.

(b) Keep sodium and its handling materials inside steel container or shelf.

(c) Install fire detector to monitor the working area (cell).

(d) Do not dispose sodium handing materials unless sodium is decomposed.

(e) Do not leave combustibles inside the cell and use fire proof sheet for cell

boundary.

(f) Reinforce the training for sodium handling and give permission only for licensee.

(g) Risk assessment.

(h) Reinforce the patrol and management.



3. Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor "Monju"

(1) Present Status of "Monju"

"Monju" is a prototype FBR power-generating plant designed to have an output

of 280 MWe (714 MWth), fueled with mixed oxides of plutonium and uranium and

cooled by 3 sodium loops. The core of "Monju" and its sodium equipment were

designed on the basis of experience at "Joyo" as well as R&D results which had been

obtained mainly at O-arai Engineering Center(OEC).

The objectives of the development of "Monju" are to demonstrate the performance,

reliability and safety of a power-generating FR plant through experience of design,

fabrication, construction, operation and maintenance of the plant, and to contribute to

future FBR development in Japan and world-wide through supplying these results.

After completion of the fabrication and installation in 1991, "Monju" successfully

achieved its first criticality in April 1994, and supplied electricity to the grid initially in

August 1995. However, the pre-operational test of the plant was abruptly interrupted

by a sodium leak accident in the secondary heat transport system in December 1995

during a 40% power test, causing "Monju" to remain shutdown since the accident still

now.

From technical point of view, a thorough investigation of the cause of the accident

and a comprehensive safety review of the plant were carried out after the sodium leak

accident. The following countermeasures against sodium leakage have already been

drawn up based on these results.

(a) Prevention of sodium leakage

Modification of the thermocouple wells

(b) Early detection of sodium leakage

An additional sodium leakage monitoring system with an enhanced camera

network

(c) Reduction of sodium spillage both in its amount and in its duration

Modification of the drain circuits

(d) Rapid extinguishing and prevention of re-ignition

Further subdivision into airtight zones of the building for the secondary circuits,

and application of an additional system to inject nitrogen gas

(e) Suppression of moisture release from the concrete structure

Coverage of the walls and ceilings with insulating material



On the other hand, it should be pointed out that recovery of public confidence,

which was seriously injured by mishandling of information at the accident, is essential

for restart of "Monju". "Monju" has to get agreement by local governors prior to

application for its modification according to the promise with the local governments,

and the recovery of public confidence is one of the most essential indices for the local

governors to agree.

A lot of efforts have been performed, with including extensive promotion of local

explanatory meeting campaign in all of the 35 cities, towns and villages in Fukui

Prefecture, "Come-and-See" campaign, etc. The fact that the total number of visitors

to "Monju" to observe leakage-spot exceeded 59,000 this March can be called as a

typical example of the results of these efforts.

Fukui District Court positively ruled in March 2000, after trial since 1985, that the

governmental safety evaluation of "Monju" was conducted appropriately and lawfully,

and the request by the plaintiffs, to nullify the license and bar the operation of "Monju",

was rejected.

Meanwhile the final report of the deliberation on the revision of "Long-Term

Program for Research, Development and Utilization of Nuclear Energy" by the JAEC

was issued in November 2000. In this program, it was clarified that "Monju" is the

core of research and development activities for FR cycle technology, and steps will be

taken to resume is operation as soon as possible.

On June 6, 2001, the application for safety licensing examination of "Monju" was

submitted to the Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) to obtain the

approval for the countermeasures against sodium leak. On June 29, 2001, the

application for the modification of the design-and-construction license was made

regarding the replacement or removal of the SHTS (Secondary Heat Transport System)

thermocouples to METI. Based on the results of the extensive efforts to recover public

confidence and with taking into account these positive circumstantial features, we, JNC,

believe that we can succeed to achieve distinct advancement.

(2) Future Outlook of "Monju"

After completing the safety licensing examination, "Monju" has to obtain the

approval for the detailed design-and-construction procedure for the actual improvement

work. Here at least 3 years will be necessitated after the approval is obtained, for the

resumption of operation of "Monju", which includes the actual improvement work such



as fabrication/installation/examination, refueling, and startup checks. A progress after

sodium leak accident and future outlook of "Monju" are shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure

3.2 respectively.

The role of "Monju" after the restart can be classified into the following three

phases, and the detailed plans for the second and third phases will depend on the results

of the feasibility study on commercialized fast reactor cycle systems.

(a) Phase 1 Demonstration of technologies as an electricity generation plant

The operational data from "Monju" will be used to assess and validate the

design of the core, pumps, heat exchangers and their related equipment and

systems.

(b) Phase 2 Demonstration of technologies for improved economic competitiveness

The promising technologies selected through the feasibility study will be

demonstrated at "Monju" as far as possible.

For example, it is already appreciated that fuel discharge burn-up must be

raised in order to improve economic viability; in the future Monju's target

burn-up will therefore be increased to 150,000 MWD/t or more. The plant

facilities may also be used for the technical demonstration of a simplified

cooling system, improved fuel handling and a passive reactor shut-down

system.

(c) Phase 3 Demonstration of technologies for commercialization of the FR

The role of "Monju" can also be enlarged to demonstrate as far as possible

the technologies, which are considered essential to the widespread use of FR

power plants.

For example, with regard to the reduction of environmental burden, it is

possible, at "Monju", to bum minor actinides and higher isotopes of

plutonium on the scale of the reactor core.

4. Feasibility Study on Commercialized Fast Reactor Cycle Systems

This research program has the following primary aims. One is to clarify the

perspectives for commercialized fast reactor cycle by making the maximum use of its

primary advantages so that the fast reactor cycle can achieve economic competitiveness

comparable to that of LWRs and other base power sources, all with the unyielding

premise of ensuring safety. The other is to establish a technical system that enables the



fast reactor cycle to become as the future primary energy source. This program also

will suggest development strategies that correspond flexibly to diverse future social

needs in 21st century.

In order to achieve the above purposes, this program is being carried out in two

phases. The JNC and Japanese electric utilities jointly started the first phase study

since July 1999 with the participation of Central Research Institute of Electric Power

Industry (CRIEPI) and JAERI. During the first phase, a wide range of technical

alternatives incorporating innovative technologies were reviewed and evaluated, data

and materials required for clarifying the commercialization strategy were collected and

developed, and highly feasible candidate concepts for the fast reactor cycle were

selected.

During the second phase (approximately five years), the overall consistency of fast

reactor cycle is being sought based on engineering tests. At the end of the second

phase, candidate concepts selected in the first phase will be narrowed down, and

essential research themes will be identified.

The objective of these research activities is to make a proposal regarding highly

attractive and competitive fast reactor cycle technology that assures safety by 2015.

The development of this research program is shown in Figure 4.1. At present, the

second fiscal year of the second phase has just started.

(l) Principles of the Second Phase Study

The second phase objective is to narrow down the candidate concepts and identify

research and developments items required for commercialized fast reactor cycle system.

In the second phase, an in-depth design study will be carried out so that a

quantitative comparative evaluation of the candidate concepts can be made for the fast

reactor system and fuel cycle system selected in the first phase studies. In addition, the

study will focus on the development of key technologies required for determining the

most promising concepts (e.g., the implementation tests for acquiring data and the

development of design evaluation techniques).

Each of the technical alternatives will be reviewed to confirm the technical

feasibility required in order to achieve the development targets and determine whether

there are any technical difficulties that cannot be overcome or not.

Based on the results of these studies and evaluations, the candidate concepts will be

narrowed down two or three promising ones with due consideration to consistency in



the whole fast reactor cycle.

When studying the candidate concepts selected in the first phase, further efforts will

be made to acquire a full understanding of domestic and international technical

development trends, develop more creative and innovative, and work out attractive

concepts.

A three-year period from JFY 2001 to 2003 is the initial term of this phase.

During this term, research activities will be focused on the design of the candidate

concepts and fundamental tests of key technologies. An interim summary of these

activities will be checked and reviewed, and based on the results; the research for JFY

2004 to 2005 will be conducted in order to narrow down the number of alternatives for

the fast reactor cycle.

The conceptual design of the fast reactor system will be promoted for candidate

concepts selected during the first phase. These include two concepts of sodium-cooled

reactors (studies on large-scale reactor, and medium-scale modular reactor including a

simplified secondary system), one concept for heavy metal cooled reactor

(lead-bismuth-cooled medium scale modular reactor), one concept for gas-cooled

reactors, and two concepts for small-scale reactors (sodium- and lead-bismuth-cooled

reactor will be studied). In the development of elemental technologies, improving the

economical competitiveness of sodium-cooled reactors as well as confirming the

feasibility of gas-cooled and Pb-Bi cooled reactor is considered very important.

Conceptual design on the reprocessing will be further promoted for the advanced

aqueous-method and two non-aqueous type methods that will be selected from three

candidates, oxide-electro-winning, metallic-electro-refining, and fluoride volatility

method. Conceptual design on the fuel fabrication will be further pursued for the

simplified pelletizing method, vibro-packing method, and casting method.

Because available design data concerning fuel cycle is generally insufficient, a

priority will be given to the collection of necessary data in order to develop key

technologies.

Figure 4.2 shows the framework of the second phase study.

(2) The Progress of the Feasibility Study ia JFY 2001

In JFY 2001, design studies of candidate concepts went ahead in the phase of



preliminary conceptual design, and the preparations for fundamental tests of key

technologies were conducted.

As for sodium-cooled reactor, design studies were focused on the enhancement of

the attractive merits and the conquest of the drawback of sodium-cooled reactor as

follows:

• To lengthen the core cycle length for medium-scale reactor, design studies of

core were conducted with aiming three years length for MOX fuel core, five

years length for metal fuel core.

• To enhance the economic competitiveness of medium-scale reactor, straight

tube type SG and rationalization of BOP were adopted.

• To confirm the feasibility of LLFP loaded core, design studies of core were

carried out.

• To enhance the sodium-water reaction countermeasures, the way for

localization of propagation of water tube failure in SG was examined.

• To enhance the sodium leak countermeasures, double boundary structures

were adopted for all sodium boundary with inert gas circumstances.

To confirm the thermo-hydraulic phenomena in components and piping under high

fluid velocity condition, some fundamental tests are now under preparation. To

confirm the feasibility of re-criticality free core under the CDA condition, in-pile test is

now being conducted with IGR in collaboration with Kazakhstan. To confirm the

feasibility of self actuated shut down system (SASS), in-pile test with "Joyo" are now

under preparation.

The progress of study in JFY2001 and key issues for future development on

sodium-cooled reactor are summarized in Fig. 4.3.

As for lead-bismuth-cooled reactor, design studies were focused on the

enhancement of economic competitiveness and efficient utilization of resources with

comparing between natural and forced circulation concepts. The results are

summarized as follows:

• Several types of SG, that is, kidney-shaped type, monolithic helical-coil type,

divided helical-coil type, etc., were designed and compared with each other

for forced circulation concept. As the results, kidney-shaped SG is most

promising due to small amount of materials and good ability for maintenance

and repair. Adopting the kidney-shaped SG, the target of economic

competitiveness would be achievable.



• To satisfy the target of economic competitiveness for natural circulation

concept, design studies were conducted for relatively lager scale plant. As

the results, it is considered that the target of economic competitiveness would

be achievable.

• To shorten the doubling time, design studies of core were conducted with

reducing plutonium inventory in core for both concepts.

As one of the most serious issues for lead-bismuth reactor, material corrosion tests

in lead-bismuth were started in collaboration with FZK, domestic universities, etc.

The progress of study in JFY2001 and key issues for future development on

lead-bismuth-cooled reactor are summarized in Fig. 4.4.

As for gas-cooled reactor, screening of coolant, helium gas or carbon-dioxide gas,

was conducted as the results of design studies in JFY2001. The results are

summarized as follows:

• Both concepts would satisfy the targets for core performance and safety.

• Construction costs of both concepts would be nearly equal.

• Power generation cost of helium-cooled reactor would be lower than that of

carbon-dioxide-cooled reactor due to higher thermal efficiency and lower

station-use power ratio.

• Helium-cooled reactor has the outstanding potential with higher outlet

temperature.

• Helium-cooled reactor was screened.

Comparison between coated particle fuel and sealed pin fuel was also conducted in

JFY2001. The results are summarized as follows:

• Safety margins were evaluated under the depressurization accident without

scram and forced cooling. As the results, coated particle fuel type would

have larger margin.

• Core performance of both concepts was improved with increasing fuel

volume ratio for coated particle fuel type and with adopting good neutron

economy cladding material for sealed pin fuel type. As the results, coated

particle fuel type would be superior.

• In JFY2002, the study on gas-cooled reactor will be conducted with giving

priority to coated particle fuel type including composite fuel type.

The progress of study in JFY2001 and key issues for future development on

gas-cooled reactor are summarized in Fig. 4.5.



As for water-cooled reactor, event sequence of CDA was evaluated for

supercritical-pressure light water-cooled fast reactor in collaboration with FZK.

The progress of study in JFY2001 and key issues for future development on

water-cooled reactor are summarized in Fig. 4.6.
• " • £ > •

As for small-scale reactor, design studies were carried out. The results of

sodium-cooled reactor are summarized as follows:

• Design studies of core whose cycle length was more than ten years were

conducted.

• Rationalization of plant system was pursued with adopting integration of

components, reduction of loop number, etc.

• Reduction of the construction cost was pursued with increasing the scale of

plant. As the results, the target of construction cost (350,000yen/kWe)

would be achievable for the plant of 150Mwe.

The results of lead-bismuth-cooled reactor are summarized as follows:

• The structure of core was reexamined and changed from monolithic type core

to fuel assembly type core.

The progress of study in JFY2001 and key issues for future development on

small-scale reactor are summarized in Fig. 4.7.

As for aqueous reprocessing, fundamental tests were carried out. The results

are summarized as follows:

• It was confirmed with laboratory-scale hot tests that crystals were produced

by crystallization process of U.

• It was confirmed with cold tests that salt-free reagent was applicable to TRU

recovery process (SETFICS+TRUEX).

• It was confirmed with cold tests using supercritical CCb, TBP and imitated

FPs that reaction velocities of dissolution and extraction were accelerated by

supercritical fluid extraction process.

• It was confirmed with tests that migration ratio of oxidizing agent into

products was limited in amine extraction process.

• It was confirmed with cold tests using adsorbent impregnated with CMPO

that ion-exchange process was applicable to TRU recovery.

The progress of study in JFY2001 and key issues for future development on

aqueous reprocessing are summarized in Fig. 4.8.



As for metal electrorefming method, fundamental tests were carried out. The

results are summarized as follows:

• Fundamental data were collected with electrorefining tests using TRU

contained ternary alloy fuel. (Remark: This work was conducted by CRIEPI

and ITU.)

• High efficient heavy metals were successfully recovered on Cd cathode with

tests.

• Globe boxes are being setting up for Pu tests in a facility named "CPF" of

JNC Tokai-works in collaboration with CRIEPI.

The progress of study in JFY2001 and key issues for future development on metal

electrorefining method are summarized in Fig. 4.9.

As for vibration compaction method, fundamental tests were carried out. The

results are summarized as follows:

• The conditions to keep the temperature and concentration of raw material

fluid constant were understood with tests for external gelation method.

• It was confirmed with granulation tests that desired granules were produced

by rolling granulation method as the particle production for the aqueous

reprocessing method.

• It was confirmed with tests using imitated granules or electrowinned UO2

granules that the target of packed density was satisfied by vibro-packing

method.

• It was confirmed with column stability tests that segregation did not occurred

under transportation.

The progress of study in JFY2001 and key issues for future development on

vibration compaction method are summarized in Fig. 4.10.
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Table 2.1 "Joyo" Operation Records

(April, 1977-June,

Operation Time
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Driver Core Fuel
Irradiation Fuel
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Figure 2.1 Operating History of "Joyo" (as of April, 2002)
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I > For feasibility of gas cooled & Pb-Bi cooled reactors.

Conceptual design
Reprocessing]

fuel fabrication]

> Advanced aqueous reprocessing
> Non-aqueous reprocessing
> Simplified pelletizing of oxide fuel
> Vibro-packed
> Casting

Research and development of key technologies
> Data acquisition for better-considered design
> Feasibility of innovative technologies

o

3

Quantitative
relative

evaluation of
candidate
concepts
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Figure 4.2 Framework of the Second Phase Study



Scextn Generator

Secondary Pump
Sjmptifed Reactor
CpperStructare

An example of Sodium-cooled
Large-scale Ixwn-tvne Reactor

Major Study Items in 2Q01

Enhancement of the attractive merits of Sodium-cooled Reactor

•Study on long core cycle length (Medium-scale reactor)

(MOX ftel: 3 years. Metal fuel: 5 years)

•Adoption of straight tube type SG , BOP rationalization, etc.

to enhance economic competitiveness (Medium-scale reactor)

•Confirmation of the feasibility of LLFP loaded core

Conquest of the drawback of Sodium-cooled Reactor

•Enhancement of sodium-water reaction countermeasures:

- Localization of propagation of water tube failures in SG

•Enhancement of sodium leak countermeasures:

- Double boundary structure for all sodium boundary with

inert gas circumstances

Key Issues for Future Development
Core and Fne)
• Confirmation of feasibility of Rc-criticalitv Free core concept

by in-pilc test tGR: Kazakhstan)
• Irradiation test of OPS Cladding Fuel Pins loyo, BOR-60:

Russia)
• Confirmation of feasibility of S ASS iSelf Actuated Shut Down

Svsterm by in-pilc test (Joyo)
• In-pilc transient test of Metal Fuel tREAT: USA)

Plant Systems
• Confirmation of thermo-hydraulic phenomena in components and

piping under High Fluid Velocity Condition (Gas entrapment, etc.)
• Confirmation of feasibility of the Integration of Components
- Data collection of strength of new material <2CrStcc1)

• Development of Three-dimensional Sc is mic-isoiatiftn technology
• Confirmation of the Natural Circulation Decay Heat Removal

performance

Figure 4.3 The Progress of Study on Sodium-cooled Reactor

PRACS

An ofPh-Bi-cooled

R/V

Major Studv Items in 2001

t Comparison between Natural and Forced circulation types
• Forced circulation type: Several types of SG were designed

and compared wfth each other.
— Kidney-shaped SG is most promising (small amount of

materials, good for maintenance and repair).
Target of economic competitiveness would be
achievable due to the adoption of this type of SG.

• Natural circulation type: To satisfy the target of economic
competitiveness, design study was conducted for relatively
larger scale plant.

• Both types: To shorten the Doubling Time, design studies of
core were conducted with reducing Pu inventory in core.

j Fundamental Tests for Innovative Technologies
• Material corrosion tests started (collaboration with FZK,

V domestic universities, etc.).

Medium-scale MotfatarTank-tvoe Reactor

Core and Fuel
• Irradiation test of OPS cladding fuel pins, Joyo, BOR-60: Russia)
• Confirmation of feasibility of low decontaminated TRli-MCi?; fuel
• Confirmation of feasibility of SASS
• Evaluation of the event sequence of CD A
• Development of high performance wrapper tube (PNC-FMS)
• In-pilc transient test of Advanced Fuel (Mtriclc) TREAT: USA)

Key Issues for Future Development
Plant Svs ferns
• Development of method for purification and control of Oxygen content
• Understanding of the fundamental characteristics of Po-210
• Development of Three-dimensional Seismic-isolation technology
• Development of g £ for Pb-Bi reactor
• Development of method for removal and cleaning of Pb-Bi
• Data collection of strengthof HCrSteel

Figure 4,4 The Progress of Study on Pb-Bi-cooled Reactor



Gas Turbine
Generator Units

OV

An example of He-cooCd TTarge^caleReactor
(Coated particle fuel tvnet

' M a j o r S t u d v I tems in 2001 |
Comparison between CO,- and He-cooled reactors was conducted. i

•Both concepts would satisfy the targets for core performance and safety. j
•Construction costs of both concepts are nearly equal i
•Power generation cost of He-cooled reactor would be lower than that of |
CO;-cooled reactor due to higher thermal efficiency and lower station-use j
power ration. |

| -He-cooled reactor has the outstanding potential with higher outlet temp. |
R/vj (multi-purpose use) j

I —> He-cooled reactor was screened. I
; Comparison between coated particle and sealed pin fuels was done. (

•Safety margins under depressurization accident w/o scram and forced
cooling were evaluated. — Coated particle type would have larger margin.
•Core performance of both concepts was improved. —> Coated particle type
would be superior.

Coated particle fuel: Increasing of ftel volume ratio
Sealed pin fuel: Adoption of good neutron-economy cladding material |

-* Give priority to coated particle fuel {including composite fuel) I
in the study in JFY 2002. j

Kev Issues for Future Deveiopment
Core and Fuel
• Development of particle c i t i ng materials and core structure

materials (high tempe raturc resistant, Kgh burn-up resistant in the
fast neutron field), and shape of fuel assembly

• Development of adequate fnelcvclc
• Confirmation of feasibility of low decontaminated TRU-MOX fuel
• Evaluation of the event seqnence of CPA
• in-pi!e transient test of Advanced Fuel (Nitride) TRF.AT: USA)

Plant Systems
• Development of core catcher
• Deveiopment of materials for plant stnictniy (high temperature

resistant)
• Confirmation of feasibility of IBB
• Development of the mechanism fftr limiting the area of coolant

leakage under deprcssurization accidents
• Development of gas turbine

Figure 4.5 The Progress of Study on Gas-cooled Reactor

Fuel asscmblv

IVIajor S tudy Items in 2001

Supercritical-pressure light water-cooted FR
• Event sequence of CDA was evaluated,

(collaboration with FZK)

High conversion ratio BWR-type reactor
• Evaluation is being conducted in

cooperation with JAERI.

Ayr-example of
Supercritical-pressure Light Water-cooled FR

~t

An example of
High Conversion Ratio

'" -feWR-type reactor

Kev issues for Future Development
Core and Fnyl
• Confirmation of coolabilitv and safety of dense con?
• Development of fuel cladding material for high burn-up in the fast

neutron field
• Confirma P'on of feasibility of low decontaminated TRl'-MOX f«el
• Evaluation of the event sequence of CPA

PJ3 ntSvs terns
• Development of Three-dimensional Seismic-isolation technology

Others
• Evaluation of the consistency with fuel cycle
• Evaluation of strategy for introduction Efficient utilization of

resources. Reduction in environmental burden)

Figure 4.6 The Progress of Study on Water-cooled Reactor



IHX

R/V

Core

I Major Study Items in 2001
I Sodium-cooted Small-scale Reactor
] • Design study of core whose cycle length was more than 10 years was

conducted
• Rationalijation of plant system was pursued with adopting integration of

components, reduction of loop number, etc.
• Reduction of the construction cost was pursued with increasing the scaie of

plant (Construction cost was estimated around 35O,0OOyen/kWc for the
plant of ISOMWe.)

Pb-Bi-cooled Smalt-scale Reactor
• The structure of core was reexamined. (from monolithic type core to fuel

assembly type core.)

V ' J

An example of Sodium-cootcd
SrnaH-.sc.ale Reacj&r

Kev Issues for Future Development
Core and Fuel
• Confirmation of feasibility' of long coif cvde ly n°th
" Development of lonfl-Hfe control rods and reactivity control

mechanism with reflector
" Irradiation test of O0S cladding fuel pins Joyo, BOR-60: Russia)
• Confirmation of feasibility of low decontaminated TRU-MOX fuel
• Development of high performance wrappertubc (PNC-FMS)
• ln-pile transient test of Advanced Fuel (Metal. Nitride)

TREAT: USA)

Plant Systems
• Evaluation of decay heat removal characteristics of RVACS
• Confirmation of feasibility of inherent or passive safety featwres
• Confirmation of feasibility of integration of comnonenft
• Development of Three-dimensional Seismic-wolation technology
• Data collcctionof strength of 12Cr$tecl
• Development of the system for mnlti-purposc use (hydrogen

production, etc.)
• Issues related to Pb-Bi-cooled reactor

Figure 4.7 The Progress of Study on Small-scale Reactor

Spent Fuel r

Product

Major Study Items in 2001

It was confirmed with laboratory-scale hot tests that
crystals were produced by crystallization process of U.
It was confirmed with cold tests that salt-free reagent was
applicable to TRU recovery process (SETFICS +
TRUEX).
It was confirmed with cold tests using supercritical CO2,
TBP and imitated FPs that reaction velocities of solution
and extraction were accelerated by supercritical fluid
extraction process.
It was confirmed with tests that migration ratio of
oxidizing agent into products was limited in amine
extraction process.

• It was confirmed with cold tests using adsorbent
impregnated with CMPO that ion-exchange process was
applicable to TRU recovery.

Key Issues for Future Development
Advanced Aqueous Method] Other Alternative / Supplementary Technologies]

• Verification of CrystaHfoa*'0" method -U/Pu tests at CPF (Chemical Processing Faci 1 ity)

* Verification of Simplified extraction method -Selection of an alternative method

Figure 4.8 The Progress of Study on Aqueous Reprocessing



-TRLr Reduction!-,

Oxidation

High level waste

Spent Fuel

Mechanical Cbopping 1

Distillation of Bond N'aj
Fundamental data were collected with eiectrorefining tests
using TRU-containing ternary alloy fuel, (by CRIEPI and
ITU.)l i Reduction 1

"V'X ,!,". Noble Metal FPs j
Electroretinran" % ** - I " ^ ' S ^ efficient heavy metals were successfully recovered

- , • " • ' i I on Cd cathode with tests.

, •• •' '' • ——~~~. • , • Giobe boxes are being setting up for Pu tests in a facility
SoiidCathode • Cd Cathode w ,,.~,,™ .„ . , , ? ._ , • , • „ , • •?

' I1 named ' CPF of JNC Tokai-works in collaboration with
CRIEPI.

Processin"
i. "

Prtwcssire
?

Conversion

Product

I

• Pu tests, hot tests

•Salt waste treatment technique

-Separation o f salt and Cd

-Dccladding technique

Figure 4.9 The Progress of Study
on Metal Electrorefmixig Metod

/Product from Non-Aqucousx / ' P r o d u c t from Aqueous ' \
\ . Method (Solid) y y Method (Solution) . /

Granule Production' Granule Production;

Granule

Vibro Packing

Welding of End Caps|

Pin Inspection

Assembly of Bundles;

New Fuel

Major Study Items in 2001

The conditions to keep the temperature and concentration
of raw material fluid constant were understood with tests
for external gelation method.

It was confirmed with granulation tests that desired
granules were produced by rolling granulation method
as the particle production for the aqueous reprocessing
method.

It was confirmed with tests using imitated granules or
electrowinned UO, granules that the target of packed
density was satisfied by vibro-packtng method.

• It was confirmed with column stability tests that
segregation did not occurred under transportation.

Kev Issues for Future Development

•Selection of the most appropriate particle fabrication method from internal gelation,

external gelation and rolling granulation methods

•Fabrication tests with Pu

•irradiation test of MOX and Np-MOX fuel / PIE (HFR: PSI cooperation)

Figure 4.10 The Progress of Study
on Vibration Compaction Method
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i. irenerai View
JNC

Future merger of JNC and JAERI

On Dec. 19, 2001, the Cabinet decided the Plan for Reorganization
of Government-funded Corporations including the merger of JNC
and JAERI.

v v

O



Formation for Preparative Jobs of Merger
JNC

Two Nuclear Energy Organizations Merger Preparation Committee
ofMEXT

JNC Office
For Merger Preparation

JAERI Office
For Merger Preparation



JNC

Master Schedule of the Merger

©Governmental Review of Merger

• Two Nuclear Energy Organizations
Merger Preparation Committee of
MEXT

• Atomic Energy Commission of Japan

O Establishment of
New Organization

O Reorganization of
other corporations to lAls"

J F Y 2 o o JFY2 00 2
6 9

Basic Concept

V

Re view of Merger

C rafting of law for new corporate

12

J F Y 2 0 )J3FY2 0 0J1FY2 0

• Interim Report
V

drafting

Deliberation in the

Review of Mi J-term Target e

of law for new corporation

D ^liberation in ti" 9 Diet

Establishment of ne

Diet

Reorganizatio ~\ to IAI

nd Plan

v organization

) 5

"IAI : independent Administrative institution



JNC

Merger of JNC and JAERI

Schedule

January

February 15

June 2002

JFY 2002
JFY 2004

JFY 2005

JNC and JAERI established offices for merger
preparation within each organization.
First meeting of Two Nuclear Energy Organizations
Merger Preparation Committee of MEXT
(Chairman: Deputy Minister Aoyama)
Basic Concept of the merger (Merger Preparation
Committee)
Interim Report (Merger Preparation Committee)
Law of the new organization will be submitted
to the National Diet.
Establishment of new organization

i ~



JNC

2. Ex^eriitteiitai Fast Reactor "JOYO"

1) Current Status of "JOYO"

2) "JOYO" Maintenance Building Fire



Current Status of "JOYO"
JNC

The experimental fast reactor "JOYO" operated from 1983 with
the MK-II core as irradiation test bed. 35th duty cycle operations
with the MK-II core were completed by June

• The reactor is currently being upgraded to the MK-III core.

• The cooling system components including main IHXs (Intermediate
Heat Exchangers) and DHXs(Dump Heat Exchangers) are being
replaced.

• The cooling system modification completed in September 2001 and
the cooling systems were refilled with sodium then the initial
purification was conducted.

I •• - : • •



fNC
Current Status of "JOYO" (eont)

• A fire broke out in "Joyo" maintenance building on Oct. 31,

• The cause of the fire have been investigated and the countermeasures
have been taken.

• Mk-III construction work was restarted on Feb. 8,2002.

The core replacement will be started in the summer of 2002.

The MK-III initial criticality is now scheduled in the summer of 2003.

When the initial MK-III core configuration is complete, the reactor
power will be increased in steps to conduct performance tests that
confirm the core physics and plant characteristics.

The MK-III rated power operation will be started in 2003.



Updated " JOYO" MK-III Schedule

Month

Items

HI 12 8 1 9 1 10 111 1 12'
2003

MK-IH Initial Criticality

13th Periodical Inspection

Maintenance and Repair
of Aged Equipments

Installation of Control Rod
Drive Mechanism

Local Leak Rate Test

Core Replacement!
~ == : ) d)i

1 Core Replacement!
t = J { 2 ) !

q C/V Leak Rate Test
t

t = : i Inspection by MEXT

Fuel Handling System Test
CIZZZZZ

Replacement of Secondary
Pump Motor

(z::
FH el Tra nsfer System Punctio n Tests

f ' ~i

Replacement of Secondary
Cold Trap

Performance Test

2004

(3) (4) (5)

14th Periodical Inspection

JNC
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JNC
"JOYO" Maintenance Building Fire (cont.)

t--\ •!'

• JNC organized the investigation committee, including outside experts,
and examined the cause of fire.

• JNC assumed the fire was most probably caused by sodium.
^ During the day, workers labored on a sodium-sampling valve,

which was removed from primary loop of "Joyo".
4- Some sodium was considered to be got into a carton box for the

used paper towels and plastic bags.
^ It was considered that the sodium reacted with moisture in the

carton box and reaction heat produced the fire some hours later.
^ JNC confirmed this process by several experiments.

• JNC fully reviewed the work on the radioactive sodium in the
controlled area.

• JNC is improving the facility, work process as well as training of
workers to prevent similar accident from happening again.
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JNC

Investigation of Cause

FACT : Fire broke out some hours after the end of the
working day.

SUSPECTED CAUSES :

1. Short Circuit or Overheating of Electric Apparatus

2. Ignition of Combustibles

3. Chemical Reaction Relating to Sodium
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JNC
Conntermeasures

on the investigation and related experiments, the
following countermeasures have been taken:

1. Use steel pan or tray to catch spilled sodium,
2. Keep sodium and its handling materials inside steel

container or shelf.
3. Install fire detector to monitor the working area (cell),
4. Do not dispose sodium handing materials unless

sodium is decomposed.



Countermeasures (eont)
JNC

5. Do not leave combustibles inside the cell and use fire
proof sheet for cell boundary.

6. Reinforce the training for sodium handling and give
permission only for licensee.

7. Risk assessment.
8. Reinforce the patrol and management.



JNC
3. Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor "MONJU"

Current Status of "MONJU"

"Monju" achieved its first criticality in 1994, and supplied
electricity to the grid initially in 1995. However, a sodium leak
accident in the secondary heat transport system occurred in Dec.
1995, causing "Monju" to remain shutdown since the accident still
now.

vr»--""»T—•« .,.M>.I»».I-")- m.

On June 6, 2001, the application for safety licensing examination of
"Monju" was submitted to METI to obtain the approval for the
countermeasures against sodium leak.
On June 29, 2001, the application for the modification of the design-
and-eonstruction license was made regarding the replacement or
removal of the SHTS thermocouples to METI.



Current Status of "MONJU" (cont.)
JNC

Future Outlook of "Monju"

After completing the safety licensing examination, "Monju" has to
obtain the approval for the detailed design-and-construction
procedure for the actual improvement work.

Here at least 3 years will be necessitated after the approval is
obtained, for the resumption of operation of "Monju", which
includes the actual improvement work such as
fabrication/installation/examination, refueling, and startup checks.



Activities since "Monju" Accident
JNC

1996 1997 1998
W Monju Accident
12/95

Investigation

2/97

12/96 5/98

Comprehensive Safety
Review (Conceptual Design

of Improvements)

Science & Technology Agency reports

(2/96) (5/96) v
(2/97)

Safety Review report

(3/98)

Nuclear Safety Commission reports

1999

12/00 If

Request for Prior
Agreement of Local

Government
6/01

Application for Safety
Licensing Examination

Safety Confirmation
Working Group Report

3/96

(9/96)

9/96 2/97

(12/97) (3/98)

12/97

Nuclear power
policy round table

conference

Special Committee on
Fast Breeder Reactors

9/98

(9/00)

2/00

Round table conference on
nuclear power policy

Formulation of
"Long-term plan for Nuclear Power"

5/99 11/00



JNC

4. Feasibility Study on Commercialized Fast
Reactor Cycle Systems



Development oi tne JbK uycie System
JNC

Innovative
Technologies

2000 2005 2010 2015

Technological
Options

Phase I
Evaluation of
Various Options

• Screening of
promising candidates

Design Studies

Fundamental
Tests

Example
Fast Reactor

- Coolant
- Fuel
- Plant Size

Reprocessing
- Advanced Aqueous
- Non-aqueous

Fuel Fabrication
- Simplified Pelletizing
- Vibration Packed
- Casting

Phase II
1 Adoption of In-
novative technologies

1 Conceptual Design &
Fundamental tests of
key technologies
Preparation of R&D
plans

1 Selection of several
promising candidates

Attractive PR Cycle System
By satisfying development targets

R&D will be carried out under a
rolling plan in which checks and
reviews will be continued
approximately every 5 years.



Organization for Carrying out the Feasibility
Study on Commercialized FR Cycle Systems

JNC

CRIEPI
(Cooperative Agreement)
• Research & Evaluation
of Metallic Fuel Recycle

Systems

'Organization for the Feasibility Study
Commercialized FR Cycle Systems

JNC and the Electric Utilities

Domestic Private Companies
(Proposals from Plant

Manufacturers)

International Cooperation
(Cooperative Agreement,

Solicitation of Idea)

f University \
WSolicitation of I d e a ) /

JAERI
(Cooperative Agreement)



JNC
IkeLCflmmecdalizfid ERCvcleEystem

•Ensuring Safety
•Enhance the prevention capability against CD A initiated by passive
mechanism of reactor core damage

•Enhance the mitigation capability against CD A consequences within
the vessel without resulting in the re-criticality events

•Economic Competitiveness
•Competitive with future LWRs and other electric resources

•Efficient Utilization of Resources
•TRU burning and breeding

•Reduction in Environmental Burden
•TRU burning and LLFP transmutation
•Reduction of radioactive waste

•Enhancement of Nuclear Non-Proliferation
•Friendly design for physical protection and safeguards
•Intrinsic proliferation resistance : for example, no existing pure
plutonium in the FR cycle system



Purpose of the Feasibility Study on Commercialized FR Cycle Systems
/^Purpose of Phase II

i > Adoption of innovative technologies into FR cycle
<,) Creation of promising concepts by design studies
* ' Confirmation of the feasibility of key technologies by tests
i > Selection of candidate concepts
^ ' Prepara t ion of R & D plans for the commercialization of FR

cycle ' " ' ~~,, ~ ~ '

JNC

The Feasibility Study is flexibly carried out in Phase II. The results in the 3-year
period up to JFY 2003 will be presented in an interim report for C&R. Based on
the results of C&R, the R&D plan for JFYs 2004 & 2005 will be modified.

Selection of a few promising candidates
Conceptual design studies and fundamental tests for key technologies are being

conducted, and suitability to the development targets will be quantitatively evaluated.
Consistency in the whole FR cycle system and also consistency with the disposal of

the radioactive wastes will be evaluated.
The long-term R&D plans (Road map) settled in Phase I will be refined in Phase II
toward the commercialization of FR cycle (complete target: around 2015).
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R&D on Reactor Systems in Phase JNC
A

Phase

Conceptual design studies
Fundamental test of
key technologies

Phase I
Sodium-cooled Reactor

~NProspect for achievability of
development targets is encouraging.)
Knowledge about the technological
feasibility is sufficient.
Innovative technologies are adopted
to enhance the economic
competitiveness.

Other type Reactors

• Features of promising candidate V
concepts are classified.

• Issues affecting fundamental
feasibility of technologies are
clarified.

f Key issues vary \
\ among reactor types.y

Small-scale Reactor (sodium, Pb-Bi)
- Development of utilization

schemes and systems based on
the characteristics of a small-
scale reactor

Large / Medium-scale resqtore II

- Design studies to enhance the economic competitiveness and to '
overcome the drawback of the sodium cooled reactor

- Confirmation of the feasibility of key technologies (integration of
components, new material, etc.)

Gas-cooled Reactor
- Adoption of innovative plant design (coolability of core in the

accidents, etc.)
- Clarification of solutions to such issues as high temperature

resistant cladding material, etc.
Heavy metal-cooled reactor
- Adoption of innovative plant design (improvement of core

performance, etc.)
- Clarification of solutions to such issues as countermeasures for

w jnaterial corrosion and enliancmejjt of seismjcijy^ete. _ _ _„,„„

Water-cooled Reactor
- Clarification of solutions to such issues as cooling of dense core

and CDA countermeasures, etc. ^



The Progress of Stu^? xvc^ctor in JFY2001 JNC

(Large-scale or Medium-scale modular type)

Steam Generator

Secondary Pump

Reactor
Core

Simplified Reactor
Upper Structure

Integration of
Primary Pump

and IHX

Reactor Vessel

An example of Sodium-cooled
Large-scale Loop-type Reactor

Major Study Items in 2001
Enhancement of the attractive merits of Sodium-cooled Reactor

Study on long core cycle length (Medium-scale reactor)

(MOX fuel: 3 years, Metal fuel: 5 years)

Adoption of straight tube type SG , BOP

rationalization, etc.

to enhance economic competitiveness (Medium-scale reactor)

Confirmation of the feasibility of LLFP loaded core

Conquest of the drawback of Sodium-cooled Reactor

* Enhancement of sodium-water reaction countermeasures:

- Localization of propagation of water tube failures in SG

• Enhancement of sodium leak countermeasures:

- Double boundary structure for all sodium boundary with

inert gas circumstances

Key Issues for Future Development
Core and Fuel

Confirmation of feasibility of Re-criticality Free core concept
by in-pi!e test (IGR: Kazakhstan )

• Irradiation test of OPS Cladding Fuel Pins (Joyo, BOR-60:
Russia)

• Confirmation of feasibility of SASS (Self Actuated Shut
Down System) by in-pile test (Joyo)

• In-pile transient test of Metal Fuel (TREAT: USA)

Plant Systems
• Confirmation of thermo-hydraulic phenomena in components and

piping under High Fluid Velocity Condition (Gas entrapment, etc.)
Confirmation of feasibility of the Integration of Components
Data collection of strength of new material (l2Cr Steel)
Development of Three-dimensional Seismic-isolation technology
Confirmation of the Natural Circulation Decay Heat Removal

performance



Advanced Loop
Experiment

Engineering
Test Div.

^
Closely Cooperation

JNC

Design Div.

J

Secondary Pump

IHX + Primary Pump

Reactor Vessel



Research Program with Kazakhstan

EAGLE PROJECT
Experimental .Acquisition of "Generalized .Logic

to Eliminate re-criticalities'
Confirmation of the reciiticality-free core concept such as FAIDTJS (Fuel
Assembly with Inner Duct Structure)

JNC

In-pile tests

Thermal Power 3.800 MWt
Averaged Burn-u 149QWDA
Burn-up Swing 4.4XAk
Breeding Ratb 1.13
Void Reactivity $ 5.4

Xore Material
s Relocation

N a plenum

IGR core
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The Progress of &udy on Pb-Bi-cooled Reactor in JFY2001 JNC
(Medium-scale modular type)

PRACS

R/V
c/v

An exalnffleiof Pb-Bi-cooled
Medium-scale Modiilar Tank-type Reactor

Major Study Items in 2001
Comparison between Natural and Forced circulation types

Forced circulation type: Several types of SG were
designed and compared with each other.

-»Kidney-shaped SG is most promising (small amount of
materials, good for maintenance and repair).
Target of economic competitiveness would be
achievable due to the adoption of this type of SG.

• Natural circulation type: To satisfy the target of economic
competitiveness, design study was conducted for relatively
larger scale plant.

• Both types: To shorten the Doubling Time, design studies of
core were conducted with reducing Pu inventory in core.

Fundamental Tests for Innovative Technologies
• Material corrosion tests started (collaboration with FZK,

domestic universities, etc.).

Core and Fuel
• Irradiation test of OPS cladding fuel pins. (Joyo, BOR-60:

Russia)
Confirmation of feasibility of low decontaminated TRU-MOX fuel
Confirmation of feasibility of SASS
Evaluation of the event sequence of CDA
Development of high performance wrapper tube (PNC-FMS)
In-pile transient test of Advanced Fuel (Nitride) (TREAT: USA)

Key Issues for Future Development
Plant Systems

Development of method for purification and control of Oxygen
content

Understanding of the fundamental characteristics
Development of Three-dimensional .Seismic-isolation technology
Development of SG for Pb-Bi reactor
Development of method for removal and cleaning of Pb-Bi

of 12CxSteej



JNC
Evaluation of Corrosion Resistance of Japanese FR Materials in LBE

Testing Materials
- Type316 ss FR grade

- 12%Cr Steel
- ODS(martensite)

Test Conditions
- Temp.:450~650°C

- Flow Rate: 0~2m/s

- O2 Content: 10 8 ~ 1 0 6

Heat
Exchanger pump

Air
Cooler

Sump
Volume

Corrosion Loop in FZK



The Progress of &tudy on Gas-cooled Reactor in JFY2001
(Large-scale type)

JNC

Gas Turbine
Generator Units

R/V

C/V

An example of He-cooledLarge-scale Reactor
(Coated particle fuel type)

Major Study Items in 2001
Comparison between CO2- and He-cooled reactors was conducted.

Both concepts would satisfy the targets for core performance and
safety.

Construction costs of both concepts are nearly equal.
Power generation cost of He-cooled reactor would be lower than

that of CO2-cooled reactor due to higher thermal efficiency and lower
station-use power ration.

He-cooled reactor has the outstanding potential with higher outlet
temp, (multi-purpose use)

—> He-cooled reactor was screened.
Comparison between coated particle and sealed pin fuels was done.

Safety margins under depressurization accident w/o scram and
forced cooling were evaluated. —> Coated particle type would have larger
margin.

Core performance of both concepts was improved. —> Coated
particle type would be superior.

Coated particle fuel: Increasing of fuel volume ratio
Sealed pin fuel: Adoption of good neutron-economy cladding material

Key Issues
Give priority to coated-particle fiirf-fincludingxomposite fuel)

Core and Fuel
• Development of particle coating materials and core structure

materials (high temperature resistant, high burn-up resistant in the
fast neutron field), and shape of fuel assembly

• Development of adequate fuel cycle
• Confirmation of feasibility of low decontaminated TRU-MOX fuel
• Evaluation of the event sequence of CD A
• In-pile transient test of Advanced Fuel (NitE" " '"""" " " """ ' '

Plant Systems
Development of core catcher
Development of materials for plant structure (high temperature

resistant)
Confirmation of feasibility of LBB
Development of the mechanism for limiting the area of coolant

under depressurization accidents
s turbine



The Progress of S actor in JFY2001 JNC
(Large-scale type)

R/V

Fuel assembly

Major Study Items in 2001

Supercritical-pressure light water-cooled FR
• Event sequence of CD A was evaluated,

(collaboration with FZK)

High conversion ratio BWR-type reactor
* Evaluation is being conducted in

cooperation with JAERI.

Supercritical-pressure Light Water-cooled FR

An example of
t lh Conversion Ratio
yvVR-tyfoe reactor

Core and Fuel
Confirmation of coolability and safety of dense core
Development of fuel cladding material for high burn-up in the

fast neutron field
Confirmation of feasibility of low decontaminated TRU-MOX

Ml
Evaluation of the event sequence of CD A

Key Issues for Future Development
Plant Systems
• Development of Three-dimensional Seismic-isolation technology

Others
Evaluation of the consistency with fuel cycle
Evaluation of strategy for introduction (Efficient utilization of

resources, Reduction in environmental burden)



The Progress of Study on Small-scale Reactor in JFY2001 JNC

IHX

R/V

Core

Major Study Items in 2001
Sodium-cooled Small-scale Reactor

• Design study of core whose cycle length was more than 10 years was
conducted.

Rationalization of plant system was pursued with adopting
integration of components, reduction of loop number, etc.

Reduction of the construction cost was pursued with increasing the
scale of plant. (Construction cost was estimated around 35O,000yen/kWe
for the plant of 150MWe.)

Pb-Bi-cooled Small-scale Reactor
* The structure of core was reexamined. (from monolithic type core to fuel

assembly type core.)

An example of Sodium-cooled
Small-scale Reactor

Key Issues for Future Development
Core and Fuel

Confirmation of feasibility of long core cycle length
Development of long-life control rods and reactivity control

mechanism with reflector
• Irradiation test of OPS cladding fuel pins_ (Joyo, BOR-60: Russia)

Confirmation of feasibility of low decontaminated TRU-MQX fuel
Development of high performance wrapper tube (PNC-FMS)
In-pilc transient test of Advanced Fuel (Metal, Nitride)
(TREAT: USA)

Plant Systems
• Evaluation of decay heat removal characteristics of RVACS
• Confirmation of feasibility of inherent or passive safety features
• Confirmation of feasibility of integration of components
• Development of Three-dimensional Seismic-isolation technology
• Data collection of strength of 12Cr Steel
• Development of the system for multi-purpose use (hydrogen

production, etc.)
3i-cooled reactor



R&D c . . * aase II JNC
Phase II
Reprocessing
• Preliminary conceptual design studies
• Small-scale Hot test related to key technologies

of Aqueous Reprocessing
• Fundamental tests on Auxiliary Alternative

Process for Aqueous Reprocessing Method
• Quantitative evaluation of the feasibility of

two Non-aqueous Reprocessing Methods

Phase I

Reprocessing
• Research of

wide-ranging candidates
• Creation of Plant Concepts,

Evaluation of economic
competitiveness

• Screening of non-aqueous
reprocessing methods: 3

Fuel Fabrication
* Research of

wide-ranging candidates
• Conceptual facilities design,

Evaluation of economic
competitiveness

\

Fuel fabrication
• Pursuit of High-performance MOX fuel
• Gathering of the knowledge necessary

for the selection of Advanced Fuels
• Small-scale Pu tests on metal fuel

Phase II

Aqueous Reprocessing
• Establishment of Advanced Aqueous Method by Hot test for Crystallization technology,
TRU recovery technology, etc.
• Confirmation of the feasibility of Auxiliary Alternative Processing technology
by Hot test (Supercritical fluid Direct Extraction Method / Amine Extraction Method /
Ion Exchange Method)

Non-aqueous Reprocessing
• Confirmation of the feasibility of non-aqueous method by small-scale Pu tests, etc.

Pelletizing Method of Fuel Fabrication
• Development of Simplified pelletizing technology
• Confirmation of the feasibility to produce the Low-decontamination TRU fuel

Vibration Compaction Method of Fuel Fabrication
• Development of Gelation, Rolling Granulation Method, etc.
• Selection of Promising Granule Production Method
• Small-scale system tests using granule produced by gelation and RIAR method, etc.

Casting Method of Fuel Fabrication
• Confirmation of Casting technology by small-scale test



The Progress of Study on Advanced Aqueous Method and
Other Alternative / Supplementary Aqueous Technologies

JNC

Spent Fuel

I Disassembling/
Super critical Fluid | Chopping

Extraction. Method.,*«VLZJ^Zilzisl
I Dissolution/
: Clarification

Aiiiinc Extraction iVleiiiod
Am/Cm i

V i

SETFICS

,..Y
TRUKX

; Crystallization

; : : : £ : : : : ;
• •

Co-extraction

+ * i i i i i i« i i i i iK« i t i ia i i» +

Ain/Cni/( Ln

FP

| U/TRU
i Concentration

.'. v
! Adjustment of
! Enrichment

Product

Co-stripping
;(U/Pu/Np Recovery)

U

U/Pu/Njp

; Solvent Cleaning { "
Ion-exchange

! U/Pu/Np

Major Study Items in 2001

It was confirmed with laboratory-scale hot tests that
crystals were produced by crystallization process of U.
It was confirmed with cold tests that salt-free reagent was
applicable to TRU recovery process (SETFICS +
TRUEX).
It was confirmed with cold tests using supercritical CO2,
TBP and imitated FPs that reaction velocities of
dissolution and extraction were accelerated by
supercritical fluid extraction process.
It was confirmed with tests that migration ratio of
oxidizing agent into products was limited in amine
extraction process.
It was confirmed with cold tests using adsorbent
impregnated with CMPO that ion-exchange process was
applicable to TRU recovery.

Key Issues for Future Development
[Advanced Aqueous Method] [Other Alternative / Supplementary

Technologies]

• Verification of Crystallization method
Facility)

U/Pu tests at CPF (Chemical Processing



The Progress Ox
U u

High level waste

Spent Fuel >

Mechanical Chopping

Distillation of Bond Na

Li Reduction

Electrorefinning

Solid Cathode
Processing

Noble Metal FPs

U/Pu/MA

Cd Cathode
Processing

Conversion

Product

Method JNC

Major Study Items in 2001

• Fundamental data were collected with electrorefining tests
using TRU-contained ternary alloy fuel, (by CRIEPI and
ITU.)

• High efficient heavy metals were successfully recovered
on Cd cathode with tests.

• Globe boxes are being setting up for Pu tests in a facility
named "CPF" of JNC Tokai-works in collaboration with
CRIEPI.

i

Key Issues for Future Development
Pu tests, hot tests • Separation of salt and Cd
Salt waste treatment technique • Decladding technique



The Progress of Study on Vibration Compaction Method JNC

Product from Non-Aqueous\ Product from Aqueous
M t h d (Slid) / \N Method (Sohition)Method (Solid)

Granule Production!

J

Granule Production!

C Granule ")

Vibro Packing

Welding of End Caps!

Pin Inspection

Assembly of Bundles I

New Fuel )

Major Study Items in 2001

The conditions to keep the temperature and concentration
of raw material fluid constant were understood with tests
for external gelation method.

It was confirmed with granulation tests that desired
granules were produced by rolling granulation method
as the particle production for the aqueous reprocessing
method.

It was confirmed with tests using imitated granules or
electrowinned UO2 granules that the target of packed
density was satisfied by vibro-paeking method.

It was confirmed with column stability tests that
segregation did not occurred under transportation.

Key Issues for Future Development

• Selection of the most appropriate particle fabrication method from internal gelation,

external gelation and rolling granulation methods

• Fabrication tests with Pu
• Irradiation test of MOY «md N«-Mrw f,^i / PIT? mm>. DOT ^ooperation)



Chemical Proces il Works of JNC JNC

View of GPF
Non-aqueous Reprocessing

Key Experiments in-Glove'Box
f For "Metal-EIectrorefinirig" 1
[ and "Oxide-Electrowinning" J

•Electrolysis (TRU Recovery)
•Waste Treatment
•Conversion etc.

Advanced Aqueous Reprocessing

Hot Experiments in Ceil

•Dissolution
•Crystallization
•Co-Decontamination
•Solvent Extraction*

(TRU Recovery) etc. Ill*1"""
ri Centrifugal O

* Centrifugal Contactor

rntrifugal Contactor

Layout of Equipment

Experiment
Room C

The First Floor Layout
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Current International Cooperation in F/S
JNC

(UK)
• Vibro-compacted fuel and Cladding
• Reprocessing Technology, etc.

(Russia)
• TRU-contained fuel Core
• Vibro-compacted fuel
• Non-aqueous Reprocessing, etc.

(USA)
• Pb-Bi-cooled Reactors
• Development of Advanced Fuel, etc.

(Kazakhstan)
Fuel Behavior for accident

(Switzerland)
Vibro-compacted fuel

(Germany)
• Pb-Bi-cooled Reactors
• Water-cooled Reactors

f

(France)
• Gas-cooled Reactors
• Sodium-cooled Reactors
• Reprocessing
• Technologies for TRU recovering

and LLFP partitioning, etc.



Summary of Current Status of the Feasibility Study JNC
Study items • \

• Creation of ADVANCED PLANT CONCEPTS suitable for five development targets
(Safety, Economic competitiveness, Effective utilization of resource, Reduction in environmental

burden, and Nuclear non-proliferation)
• Drafting of R&D STRATEGY

Results up to now
• Classification of promising candidate plant concepts for FR and related Fuel cycle has done.
• Reactors for Base Load Power : Their prospects for the economic competitiveness are encouraging.
• Small-scale Reactors : They have abilities suitable for distributed power or multi-purpose uses.

Fuel Cycle Plants : Adequate combinations of processes have been found out.

Future Issues
• The pursuit of Development and Adoption of INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES based on intensive

design studies and fundamental tests
• The SYNTHESIS of FR system, related Fuel cycle system, and also the radioactive waste management

(treatment and disposition )

Expected Results
• Proposal of the attractive FR cycle system concepts to ensure safety, economic competitiveness,

reduction in environmental burden and sustainable utilization of resources
» Proposal of the additional FR concepts that flexibly meet the needs of the diversified future society

(distributed power supply, multi-purpose uses)
• Plans for efficient R&D of coi . • _ 1 * . 1* WTIW-fc
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Annex XI: Kazakhstan XA0202560
CURRENT STATUS ON FAST REACTOR PROGRAM

IN KAZAKHSTAN

Presented at the 35th Annual Meeting
of the Technical Working Group on Fast Reactors

Karlsruhe, Germany, 22-26 April, 2002
by S.Krechetov,

National Atomic Company

Atomic scientific-industrial complex of Republic of Kazakhstan consist of:

Uranium mining, production and power industry: A

Enterprises of uranium ores geological searching and number of natural mines
(using the mining and underground leaching techniques);

Two plants of t^Og production at Aktau and Stepnogorsk towns;

- Metallurgical plant producing uranium fuel pellets for fuel assemblies of RBMK
and VVER reactors types;

- Energy plant at Aktau (MAEK) is used for production of heat, electricity and
desalination of water and based on three energy blocks using natural gas and one
nuclear unit with fast breeder reactor BN-350. The fast breeder reactor BN-350 at
Aktau was commissioned in November 1972 and finally stopped in April 1999.

Three different type of the research reactors and non reactor test facility on the
territory of the former Semipalatinsk Nuclear Test Site and one research reactor and sub
critical assembly nearly AJmaty are exploiting for the investigation in field of reactors
nuclear safety and other type of investigations

These are:

- W R - K - light water reactor, power - 10 MW. Reactor was run in 1969,
temporarily stopped in 1988 to perform some steps to improve seismic resistance
level (located near Almaty);

- EWG-1M - thermal light water heterogeneous vessel reactor with light water
moderator and coolant, beryllium reflector, maximum thermal power - 35 MW,
period of continuous operation at the power 35 MW is 4 hours;

- IGR - impulse homogeneous uranium-graphite thermal neutron reactor with
graphite reflector. Maximum heat release is 5,2 GJ (1 GJ in a pulse), maximum
thermal neutron flux 0,7* 101 7 c n r V 1 ;

RA - thermal neutron high temperature gas heterogeneous reactor with air coolant,
zirconium hydride moderator, and beryllium reflector. Thermal power is about 0.5
MW.

- EAGLE - non reactor test facility for reactor fuel element melt process due to
severe accident studding.



Current status ofBN-350 reactor decommissioning program:

• The Plan for BN-350 reactor decommissioning by putting it into the condition of long-
term, safe storage (1 Rev.) was developed within the framework of Kazakh - American
project. Given the necessity of international aid attraction the Plan was presented for
review to international group of experts at IAEA session.

• The analysis of spent fuel transportation schemes for long-term storage was performed.
The transport container designed for transportation of one casing with spent fuel by rail
and motor transport was chosen for shipment.

• Steam generators of BN-350 were intercepted from all steam-water communication lines
of Heat Power Plant (HPP) - 2. The technical documents for shift of turbines No.7,8,9,10
from reactor facility supplied steam to HPP-2' s boiler units steam were developed,
agreed and approved. HPP-2 steam generating units have been switched to BN-350
reactor's steam parameters.

• The study of the content and vessel condition of spent fuel assemblies drum (SFAD) was
carried out (NaK utilization problem). Safety analysis of SFAD's current condition was
performed and on its basis the Technical requirements for SFAD safe handling during its
preparation to the utilization and safety provision measures were developed. The
comparative analysis was carried out and SFAD utilization technology was chosen.

• Preliminary specifications (PS) for the first stage of the utilization of liquid radioactive
wastes (LRW) which were accumulated during the operation of BN-350 reactor were
developed. The following works were carried out in accordance with PS, namely:
- studying of liquid radioactive wastes chemical and radioisotope composition

laboratory testing for substantiation of selective sorption technology application for
liquid radioactive wastes of BN-350 reactor (SPC "Radon" project, Russia)
laboratory testing of sorbents on the basis of local natural minerals

- carrying out of complete evaporation technology expertise (Japanese "Hitachi"
company project).

- Pilot unit for decanter hard phase residue decontamination from radionuclides
manufacturing and testing.

• The study for technology choice substantiation of sodium decontamination of BN-350
reactor's primary circuit from cesium was performed in collaboration with Argonne
National Laboratory (USA) and the following works were fulfilled:
- The technical project "BN-350 reactor's primary circuit sodium decontamination from

cesium was developed, its expertise was carried out and safety analysis elaborated;
- Biological shielding blocks for cesium traps were manufactured; heat exchanger,

economizer and cesium traps manufacturing has been started;
- The first lot of sorbents was delivered for loading into the cesium traps.

• Within preparatory works for BN-350 reactor decontamination the cesium distribution in
primary circuit systems was studied and decontamination process parameters control
methods were worked through. BN-350's primary circuit sodium was decontaminated
from sodium oxides.

• Fundamental technical decisions for draining primary circuit sodium were developed
under the contract with Chief Designer of BN-350 reactor (OKBM, Russia).

• The works on preliminary design of drilling device and prototype facility for drilling
device testing were started in order to remove sodium from primary circuit non-draining
area.



Project EAGLE:

It is carried out by request of Japanese organizations realizing a project on design of
an extremely safe fast reactor. One of the main desired results of such development is an
active zone creation protected against repeated criticality accidents, which may be took place
in case of formation of a compact pool of the,melted fuel during a nuclear accident. One of
the possible methods of solution of this problem is to include the discharge tubes meant for
setting of the directed (controlled) melted fuel displacement in fuel assembly design.

EAGLE program foresees to make the non reactor and the reactor experiments on
investigation of conception realization possibility of the directed (controlled) melt
displacement in case of a fuel melting accident.

At present time two series of experiments have been made on EAGLE facility:

• The working capacity of datum node EAGLE facility was confirmed, the melting
practices of a charge (consisting of UO2, &O2 and a stainless steel) and a discharge of the
received melt from a bowl to an intermediate catcher were developed as the result of the
first series of experiments.

• Four experiments have been made within the bounds of the second preparatory series.
The main task of these experiments was to study the discharge tube penetration and the
melt discharge through this tube to a lower part of facility. This task was solved
successfully during making experiments with the charge of above makeup. However, the
last experiment on which the charge consisting of pure uranium dioxide was used, have
been made unsuccessfully (the charge was melted incompletely). At present time the
works have been made on design of EAGLE facility construction variant for making
experiments with usage of a heap-carrying agent (of liquid sodium) and the technological
systems assembly providing possibility of making experiments with sodium.

The goal of the reactor experiments on IGR is the model fuel assembly test containing the
tube construction (a discharge tube) through which a melt transfers in the reactor conditions.
The series of experiments included the following:

• methodical experiments PT (preparation test);
The goal of these experiments was to determine relation between fuel weight change
in a channel with a neutron flow change.

• methodical experiments GP (gas pressure);
The goal of these experiments was to determine an impurity gas concentration in fuel
for studying of influence of its pressure during a melting.

• methodical experiment WF (wall failure);
The goal of this experiment is to choose the best characteristic measuring devices
accompanying process of interaction melted fuel with model of steel shell and
sodium. It is planed in autumn of 2002.

• methodical experiment FD (fuel destruction);
The goal of this experiment is to test possibility of melting of 10kg of fuel in a
channel and study discharge conditions through a discharge tube to lower catcher. At
present time the works are been making on experimental channels design.



IAEA CRP project "Fission product yield data required for transmutation of minor
actinide nuclear waste":

A new property of the fragment charge distributions in the fission of nuclei from Pa, Np
and Am isotopic chains.

(prepared by S. I. Mulgin and S. V. Zhdanoylnstitute of Nuclear Physics, National Nuclear Center)

The mass, charge and neutron number distributions of fragments from the proton
induced fission o f 234-236-237>239Np znd 239,240,243,243^ a t p r o t Q n e n e r g y ^ = I 0 3 M e V

have been studied in the dependence on proton and neutron numbers of compound
nuclei. This investigation allowed revealing the existence of strong grouping of the
fragment charge yields for nuclei belonged to one isotopic chain (see Figure). This
finding was confirmed by the analysis of the data for the Pa isotopic chain measured
inRefs. [1,2].

The effect of this grouping means that asymmetric fission of actinide nuclei,
which is predominant up to upper boundary of the fission neutron energies, is mostly
formed by proton shell effects. From the practical point of view, one can note that the
charge yields of fission products for all nuclei from one isotopic chain at equal
excitation energy above 5 MeV are rather close.

As a consequence of this result, one may expect the significant simplification of
the independent fission products yield calculation codes, which are being developed
for obtaining the nuclear data in the interest of the Th/U fuel cycle and the
transmutation of minor actinides in the ADS or fast reactors, and the increase of their
accuracy.

30 35 40 45 SO 55 60

Z of fragments
65 30 35 40 45 50 55

Z of fragments

The charge yields Y(Z) of fission fragments for Pa, Np and Am isotopic chains in the linear
and logarithmic scales. Np, Am - our data; Pa - data from Refs. [1,2].

[ 1 ] Schmidt K.-H. et al, Nucl. Phys. A 665 (2000) 221.
[2] Bdckstiegel C , Bestimmung der totalen kinetischen Energien in der
Niederenergiespaltung neutronenarmer radioaktiver Isotope, Dissertation 98-05,
Techn. Univer., Darmstadt (1998).
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Status of National Programmes on Fast Reactors in Korea

Yeong II Kim and Dohee Hahn

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
150 Dugjin-dong, Yusong-gu, Daejeon 305-353

Republic of Korea

ABSTRACT

The role of nuclear power plants in electricity generation in Korea is expected to become more
important in the years to come due to poor natural resources and green house gases. This heavy
dependence on nuclear power eventually raises the issues of efficient utilization of uranium resources
and of spent fuel storage. Fast reactors can resolve these issues. Korea Atomic Energy Research
Institute started development of a Liquid Metal Reactor design in 1997 and completed the Conceptual
Design in March of 2002. Efforts are currently directed toward the development of advanced fast
reactor concepts and basic key technologies.

1. Introduction

Electricity demand is rapidly increasing in Korea. It increased about seven times in 20 years from
1980 to 1999 and the anticipated average annual growth rate of electricity demand through the year
2015 is 4.1%. However, there is little domestic energy resources; no crude oil, little natural gas,
limited hydro power and limited utilization of coals due to environmental concerns.

The first commercial nuclear power plant Kori Unit 1 started its operation in 1978. Currently there are
12 PWRs and 4 CANDUs in operation. 27% of total installed capacity and 39% of total electricity
generation is nuclear in the year 2001. The role of nuclear power plants in electricity generation in
Korea is expected to become more important in the years to come due to poor natural resources. The
significance of nuclear power will become even greater, considering its practical potential in coping
with the emission control of green house gases.

This heavy dependence on nuclear power eventually raises the issues of efficient utilization of
uranium resources, which Korea imports from abroad, and of spent fuel storage. Fast reactors can
resolve these issues and studies have been performed for the estimation of nuclear waste when fast
reactors are introduced.

The Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI), which is the only national institute for R&D
on nuclear energy, has been developing fast reactor technology under a national long-term R&D
program since 1992. KAERI started development of KAL3MER (Korea Advanced Liquid Metal
Reactor) design in 1997 and completed the Conceptual Design in March of 2002. Improvements of
computer codes and experiments for computer model validation have been performed as well. These
computer codes and design methodologies have been used for the Conceptual Design. KAERI is
currently developing advanced fast reactor concepts and basic key technologies.



2. R&D Activities for KALIMER

The key design parameters of KALIMER, which is a sodium cooled pool type fast reactor, is
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. KALIMER Key Design Parameters

OVERALL
Net p'ant Power, MWe
Core Power, MWt
Gross Plant Efficiency, %
Net Plant Efficiency, %
Reactor
Number of IHTS Loops
Safety Shutdown Heat Removal
Seismic Design

CORE
Core Configuration
Core Height, mm
Axial Blanket Thickness, mm
Maximum Core DiamcJer, mm
Fuel Form

ISO
392.2
41.5
38.2

Pool Type
2

PSDRS
Seismic Isolation Bearing

Heterogeneous
1000

0
3373

U-Pu-J0%Zr Alloy
Feed Driver Fuel TRU Enrichment for 30.0
Equilibrium Core, %
Assembly Pitch, mm
Fael/Bianket Pins per Assembly
Cladding Material
Refueling Interval, months

161.0
271 /127

HT9
IS

PHTS
Reactor Core I/O Temp., °C
Total PHTS Flow Rate, kg/s
Primary Pump Type
Number of Primary Pumps

IHTS
IHX I/O temp., °C
IHTS Total Flow Rate, kg/s
IHTS Pump Type
Number of IHXs
Number of SGs

Steam System
Steam Flow Rate, kg/s
Steam Temperature., °C
Steam Pressure, MPa

386.2 / 530.0
2143.1

Electromagnetic
4

339.7/511.0
1803.6

Electromagnetic
4
2

175.45
483.2

15.5

The work for the KALIMER design and technology development was carried out in five areas and the
major works carried out in the Project year 2001 are as follows.

2.1 Core Design

The following is the list of activities performed during Phase 2 of the Project for core design and
analysis:

D Development of a Conceptual Design
• Breakeven Core Design and Analysis

O Development of Computer Codes for
• Nuclear Design
• Core T/H Design
• Core Kinetics Analysis
• Fuel Design

During the first Project year of the Phase 2, the breakeven core configuration (Figure 1) was
developed with the pursuit of the KALIMER running with its own initial plutonium inventory, the
external feed only consisting of depleted uranium. The second year is devoted to designing and
analyzing the transition phase from the startup core to the equilibrium core. In this study, an explicit
cycle-by-cycle fuel management is modeled and continuously evolving isotope compositions have
been obtained due to the self-recycling of transuranics (TRUs). As difficulties has arisen in controlling
the power distribution due to its strong radial heterogeneity in such a small reactor and small power
sharing of blanket assemblies at the beginning of the cycle, exploratory startup core configuration has
been devised to end up with the usage of two differently enriched fuel assemblies. In addition, the
subsequent cycles are to suffer the shuffling of driver and blanket assemblies. Physics data from the



startup core constituted another set of bounding physics data together with those from the equilibrium
core.

A projection for the evolution of TRUs with the deployment of TRU burners incorporating the
pyrochemical reprocessing technology is made to show the expected mass flow of long-lived
radioactive materials in the context of Korea's long term power development plan. This result has
served to manifest the LMR's capability to manage TRUs and as an outcome, further study strongly
supported by the back-end of the fuel cycle development group is being contemplated to investigate
TRU transmutation potential of nuclear complex and also refine related methodologies for the coming
years.

Design methodology and computer code improvement are achieved in the following area in the fiscal
year 2001:

• Automation of interface design data generation system for other design activity area

• Preparation and validation of the 150-group MASTER library based on the ENDF/B-VI

(compared to the 80-group MASTER library based on the JEF-2.2)

• Development of 3-dimensional transient analysis code

• Complement and verification of sub-channel heat transfer model between assemblies, and
addition of transient heat transfer analysis capability in the sub-channel analysis code

• Fuel/blanket rod performance analysis model improvement (in TRAMAC) during
steady/transient states
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Figure 1. KALMER Breakeven Core Layout

2.2 Fluid System Design

The bases of the preliminary conceptual design were enhanced qualitatively through design analysis
and the system design requirements were revised reflecting the findings for revision necessity
identified in the preliminary conceptual design process. The system design was deepened and
expanded by developing design concepts of auxiliary systems essential for NSSS performance and
checking the system design for the interface of NSSS and auxiliary systems. Plant operation logic was



setup in detail and the logic was implemented to the system performance code. The code was applied
for representative system transients. From this, the operability of the plant and performance of the
control logic were assessed and the design features of further consideration for optimization were
identified and system transient temperature data were generated for thermal load effects analysis.

For the containment dome space cooling, various cooling methods were devised and evaluation was
made for each of the methods. Based on the evaluation results, a best cooling system design for
KALIMER was chosen. The SG design of which major features were developed in the preliminary
design phase was re-evaluated and its design conservatism was made realistic by reducing its length
by 20% and the overall mass by 10 ton. The new design for enhancing the PSDRS heat removal
capacity using radiation structures was registered to Japan for patent. Also another new design concept
for PSDRS of Figure 2 that improves the heat removal capacity substantially by using thermosyphon
was developed and application for patent was filed to foreign countries. In the plant protection system
design, the operation range of the system was analyzed and reliable software trip logic was devised
and implemented to the system design. Logics for set point calculation, comparison and operation
bypass were developed for the bi-stable logic module design. In the design of the coincidence logic
module, voting logic for 2 out of 4 and channel trip bypass logic were developed.

For the support of the system design work,
various computer codes for analysis and
design were developed and improved. An
analysis code for steam generator operation
stability was developed and the operation
stability of the KALIMER was preliminarily
confirmed. Models for turbulence effects for
analysis of a thermal striping phenomenon
were comparatively assessed and the analysis
methodology for turbulent flow for thermal
striping was setup preliminarily. Computer
codes were developed for the analysis of
sodium-water-reaction phenomena including
initial pressure pulse propagation stage and
long term behavior. Major revision work was
made to the system transient analysis code
LSYS and the basic structure of the revised
code LSYS2 that has the features of fast
calculation, numerically stable calculation;
easiness of implementing various control
logics was developed. The developed code
LSYS2 was applied to the KALIMER system

Containment

Figure 2. New PSDRS Design with Thermosyphon

design and dynamic characteristics of the system design was preliminary evaluated.

2.3 Mechanical Structure Design

The main activities during Phase 2 of the Project for mechanical structure design and analysis are
described. The main features of the mechanical structure design in KALIMER are the seismically
isolated reactor building, the reduction of total pipe length of the 3HTS, the simplified reactor support,
and the simplified reactor internal structures. The overall configuration of the KALIMER reactor
building, system, and components is shown in Figure 3.



Figure 3. Arrangement of KALMER Reactor Building, Systems and Components

As for the reactor internals, a simple skirt type core support structure, integrated cylinder type support
barrel, UIS and core shield support structure are conceptually designed and the design of the inlet pipe
is simplified. The baffle annulus structure in the reactor internals can mitigate a large thermal
difference between the hot pool and cold pool region. From the structural integrity evaluations of the
conceptually designed baffle annulus structure subjected to the elevated temperature for normal
operations, the service limits of the stresses, accumulated inelastic strains during total service lifetime,
and creep-fatigue damages satisfy the ASME design rules. The ratcheting analysis of the reactor baffle
and the thermal striping analysis of the UIS bottom structure are performed using developed high
temperature inelastic structural analysis code and a commercial FEM code to ascertain the structural
integrity per ASME high temperature structural design rule. The improved seismic analysis model is
developed for the structural evaluation of reactor structures. Time history seismic response analysis
has been performed for OBE (0.15g) and SSE (0.3g). A comparison study between the response
characteristics of seismically isolated and non-isolated cases is also carried out and the seismic
margins are evaluated. In these seismic evaluations, the seismic isolation design presents a great
reduction in the seismic loads on the reactor structures compared with those for the non-isolated
design. The seismic relative displacement responses of main components and between UIS and core
are calculated and compared with allowable limit.

The seal design of the reactor head considering the components in contact with the reactor head has
been carried out. The conceptual design of the reactor head considering the components in contact
with the reactor head and the insulation/shield plates below the reactor head is carried out. It was
shown that the evaluation results for the reactor head satisfy the maximum allowable deflection and
stress intensities. The conceptual design of the refueling system with a fixed plug type IVTM and a
rotatable plug is performed. The reactor system has been conceptually designed based on in-service
inspection and maintenance approaches to satisfy the safety goal and ensure high plant availability by
providing features that allow for removal and in-place maintenance. From the analyses arranging the
seismic isolators (^1.2m) between ground and lower basemat in the KALIMER reactor building
(W52m x D39m x H54.8m), a total of 174 seismic isolators are determined to have the seismic
isolation functions.

In mechanical design and analysis for KALIMER, main computer programs are ANSYS and
ABAQUS for structural analysis and IDEAS for design and solid modeling. Using NONSTA program



developed to perform inelastic stress analyses of the high temperature structures, the conservatism of
the design code such as ASME-NH and RCC-MR is analyzed. Using SAC-CORE program simulating
the core seismic behavior, a seismic analysis model for KALIMER is developed and a seismic
response analysis is performed. Buckling evaluation program of BUCKLE-LOAD is verified based
upon the fundamental buckling test results for a cylindrical shell. Ratcheting tests for a reduced scale
cylindrical shell are performed to get deformation of reactor baffle subjected to repeated high
temperature loads. The test results are used in developing the analysis procedure of ratcheting behavior
of some components by ABAQUS program.

2.4 Safety Analysis

General bases for analyses on the transient, HCDA, and containment performance, have been
developed for a guideline not only to the performance of the safety evaluation, but to the development
of overall safety analysis technology. The criteria are quantified conservatively based on the current
knowledge of irradiated metal fuel and HT9 pin behavior to ensure that the design requirements are
fulfilled.

The system-wide transient analysis code SSC-K [1] is a principal code for analyzing various off-
normal conditions or accidents for the KALIMER conceptual design. The SSC-K has been developed
by modifying the SSC-L code [2] which was originally developed for the analysis of a loop-type LMR
by the Brookhaven National Laboratory. The main modifications for the SSC-K are made in the
models associated with the reactivity feedbacks for the metallic fuel and pool thermal-hydraulics.
Besides, a model for the passive residual heat removal system has newly been developed and a
multiple-bubble slug ejection model for sodium boiling has been developing in order to extend its
applicability. A two-dimensional hot pool thermal-hydraulic model has also been incorporated into it
for the analysis of the thermal stratification phenomena in the hot pool. A code-to-code comparison
analysis has been carried out for an assessment of the SSC-K calculations, using the SAS4A/SASSYS
code. [3].

The safety analyses of unprotected events for the breakeven core design have been performed using
the SSC-K code. The summary of analysis results for the various unprotected events is presented in
Table 2. It clearly shows that the inherent safety characteristics of KALIMER from the reactivity
feedbacks are ensured. It also demonstrates that both the passive residual heat removal system and
large thermal inertia of pool-type reactor contributes to sustaining the primary system within the safety
limits.

Table 2. Summary of safety analysis for unprotected events

Limit

Event

UTOP
ULOF
ULOHS*
ULOF/LOHS

Core outlet average
temperature (°C)

760

Initial
core

600
588
690
589

Equil.
core

594
587
697
588

Peak cladding
temperature (°C)

790

Initial
core

643
629
623
629

Equil.
core

620
612
628
613

Peak coolant
temperature (°C)

1070

Initial
core

635
624
596
625

Equil.
core

611
609
612
610

Peak fuel
temperature (°C)

1070

Initial
core

965
818
835

Equil.
core

956
823
851

819 I 823

* Primary pumps are not tripped intentionally.



2.5 Sodium Technology

The year 2001 is ending year of Phase 2 of KALIMER Project. The activities on sodium technology
during 2001 were divided into three categories; code verification, basic sodium technology
development and safety handling technology developemnt of sodium.

For code verification, the pressure drop test in IHX was carried out in the water mock-up facility,
allowing the temperature variation and several kinds of inclined tube bundle angle. PSDRS(Passive
Safety Decay Heat Removal System) test was carried out in a tenth scaled-down facility continuously
after last year to measure the profiles of temperature, pressure and velocity in a hot and cold air
channel. Liquid level fluctuation test was carried out to analyze the critical condition of gas
entrainment into IHX by measuring the height of free level and flow rate.

Beside of these tests, pressure drop measuring test in the magnetic field of sodium, heat flux sensor
development were proceded for basic technology development.

And sodium fire detecting sensor development, sodium-water reaction analysis, and acoustic leak
detecting system development were continued for safety handling technology developemnt of sodium.

3. Conclusions

The conceptual design of KALIMER has been completed in March, 2002 through the feedback of
safety and performance analysis results to the system design. Improvements of computer codes and
experiments for computer model validation have been performed as well. These codes and design
methodologies were utilized for the development of a conceptual design starting from the preliminary
conceptual design developed during Phase 1 (July, 1997 - March, 2000).

Phase 3 started this April and covers a three-year period up to March, 2005. Efforts will be made to
develop basic key technologies and to establish advanced concepts for

• Proliferation-resistant core design and fuel cycle concepts
• System design for improvement of economics and safety
• High temperature structural analysis
• Safety analysis
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Energy Situation in Korea

• Rapid Increase of Electricity Demand

• About 7 times in 20 years from 1980 to 1999 with an average annual
growth rate of 10.3%

• Anticipated average annual growth rate of electricity demand
through 2015 is 4.1%

• Scarcity of Domestic Energy Resources

• No crude oil production
• Little natural gas
• Limited hydro power
1 Limited utilization of coals due to environmental concerns

V»! ' Korea Atomic Kiterj»y Research Institute



Trend of Electricity Demand
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Power Plant Construction Plan (1999-2015)

Nuclear

Imported Coal

Domestic Coal

Oil

LNG

Hydro and Others

Total

MWe (# of Units)

15,300 ( 14)

12,800 ( 22)

400 ( 2)

5,300 ( 15)

7,520 ( 22)

3,810 ( 31)

45,130 (106)

Ratio (%)

33.9

28.4

0.9

11.7

16.7

8.4

100.0
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Role of Nuclear Energy in Korea

National Energy Security

Fechnology Intensive Energy Sourc

Public Welfare

Utilization of Radioisotopes

Sustainable
Development

Competitive Industry
Enhancement of Technical
Capabilities and Economic

Competitiveness

r\
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P First commercial nuclear power plant Kori Unit 1 started
operation in 1978

D Currently there are 12 PWRs and 4 CANDUs in operation

• Nuclear Power Share (2001)

• 27.0% of total installed capacity

• 39.3% of total electricity generation

v » i ' Koron Atomic KIHT<;V Research Institute.
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Status of Nuclear Power Plant Construction
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(AsofthcEndof2001)
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[] Planned

PHWR I Operation
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Considerations for the Expansion of Nuclear Power

• Effective Utilization of Uranium Resources

• Waste Disposal and Spent Fuel Storage
• Construction of Low and Medium Level Waste Disposal Site

Construction of Spent Fuel Interim Storage Facility by 2016

•=> Fast Reactors can provide solution

"g'l? Komi Atomic Energy Rcst'iirfh Institute
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Options for Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Cycle

Natural V

(Enrichment)

r . -•• ' '-ill's

| / T 1 U J , Itiipurity FF, I, Tc FaSScatlonU, TRU, ImpurityMetal Fuel
Fabrication

LMR
MA ; ; Np, Ain,(.'ni,
THl' - M A -l I'll

ADS
Burner

Waste E)isposal
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Fast Reacto* it Schedule

Phase 1 (1997-1999)
Development of Basic Technology
/ Preliminary Conceptual Design

Phase 2 (2000-2001)
Development of Advanced Basic
Technology / Conceptual Design

Phase 3 (2002-2004)
Development of Basic Key Technologies
/ Establishment of Advanced Concepts

Development of
Conceptual Design

Design requirements
Core and System
Configurations
Bounding Event Analysis

Preliminary
Conceptual

Design
Report

Development of
Computer Codes

Basic Experiments

Establishment of
Conceptual Design

- Design Specification
- Performance Analysis

- Safety Analysis

Improvement of
Computer Codes

for Conceptual Design

Experiments for
Model Validation

Conceptual
Design
Report

Development of
Basic Key Technologies

- Proliferation-Resistant Core
Design and Fuel Cycle Concepts
System Design for Improvement
of Economics and Safety
High Temperature Structural
Analysis

- Safety Analysis

Development of Basic
Key Computer Code

/ Validation of
Computer Codes

Experiments for
Code Validation

12 Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute
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KALIMER Key Design Features

OVERALL
Net Plant Power, Mwe
Core Power, MWt
Gross Plant Efficiency, %
Net Plant Efficiency, %
Reactor
Number of IHTS Loops
Safety Shutdown Heat Removal
Seismic Design Seismic

CORE
Core Configuration
Core Height, mm
Axial Blanket Thickness, mm
Core Diameter, mm
Fuel Form
Feed Fuel TRU Enrichments for
Equilibrium Core, %
Assembly Pitch, mm
Fuel/Blanket Pins per Assembly
Cladding Material
Refueling Interval, months

j , * > / *

i
ISO 1

392.2 [
41.5 |
38.2 |

Pool Type 1
2 j

PSDRS I
Isolation Design 1

I
Heterogeneous |

1000 j

° I
3373 !

U-TRU-10%Zr
3o.o :

!
161 I

271/127 I
HT9 1

18 1

I

PHTS
Reactor Core I/O Temp., °C
Total PHTS Flow Rate, kg/s
Primary Pump Type
Number of Primary Pumps

IHTS
IHX I/O Temp., °C
IHTS Total Flow Rate, kg/s
IHTS Pump Type
Number of IHXs
Number of SGs

STEAM SYSTEM
Steam Flow Rate, kg/s
Steam Temperature, °C
Steam Pressure, MPa

386.2 / 530.0
2143.1

Electromagnetic
4

339.7/511,0
1803,6

Electromagnetic
4
2

175.5
483.2
15.50

IS';.'}
Korea Atomic Knergy Resemcli institute



Conce, XJM. j ivvavivi »ystem

Pedestal

PSDRS Stacks (4ea) UnJLaiiffl

Electric Power : 150MWe
Nuclear Fuel : Metal Fuel
System Loop
Steam Cycle

2 Loop
Superheated Steam

• Passive Safety : PSDRS, Metal Fuel
• Horizontal Seismic Isolation Design

v»)/ Korcn Atomic Energy Research Institute



Core Design and Analysis
n^sK&sEstssasai^gesess^wsj^+s^w^vi »&>»»«*3*K* » * u * * a s w i ' * m s m < 5 ! « ^ " ^ •***'«** *i t«*a^^ * * ^ * - t * s ^ * « * ' ^ ^ v « s < ^ ' W « ^ ^

• Development of Conceptual Design for
• Breakeven Core

• Development of Computer Codes for
• Nuclear Design
• Core T/H Design

** • Core Kinetics Analysis
& • Fuel Design

Q Supplement of Database for the Validation of Computer Codes

-' Korea Atomic Energy Research Instil ate



KALIMER - breakeven Core

• Core Design Development (Equilibrium Cycle)
• Derived from original breeder
• Reduce excess Pu production & ApNa

• Transition Cycle Searches
• Startup to equilibrium cycle simulation
• Scattered reloading : cyclic peak power density
• F/A shuffling : minimize peak and enrichment

fluctuation
• Evolving Pu quality leads to cycle-by-cycle enrichment

searches
• Detailed analysis of heavy metal flow

• Startup Core Analysis
• Recovered TRU from LWR spent fuel: external feeds
• Too high peak power density

- Low power sharing of internal blanket
• Generation of Limiting physics parameters

" APBurnup' peff> q n i a x , B R

• Design review by NOVATOME

0

*

*

o

Driver Fuel
Internal
Radial
Control Rod
uss
GEM
Reflector
B4C Shield
IVS
Shield

54
24
48

6
1
6

48
54
54
72

Total 367

16
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Core Design Methodology Development

• Nuclear Design
• Automation of interface design data generation system for other design activity area
• Preparation and validation of the 150~group MASTER library based on the KNDF/B-VI

(compared to the 80-group MASTER library based on the JEF-2.2)
• Development of 3-dimensional transient analysis code

• T/H Design
• Complement and verification of sub-channel heat transfer model between assemblies
• Addition of transient heat transfer analysis capability in the sub-channel analysis code

• Fuel Rod/Assembly Design
• Fuel/blanket rod performance analysis model improvement (in TRAMAC) during

steady/transient states
• Thermo-mechanical analysis model improvement (NUBOW2D-KMOD) of assembly duct

integrity

17 f ol" Korea Atomic Kner<>v Research Institute
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• Conceptual Design of Fluid System
• Supplement of Fluid and IC System Design
• Evaluation of methodologies for thermal striping analysis
• Detailed analysis for SG heat transfer
• Analysis of SG Operation Instability
• Optimization of SG size and performance analysis of SG system
• Analysis of core exit flow and temperature
• Design and performance analysis for SGACS

• Development of Computer Codes
• Development of a computer code for Later Phase of a Sodium-Water Reaction Event
• Development of a methodology for hot pool free surface behavior and verification and

validation by experiments
• Revision of Performance Analysis Code for NSSS control logic model and for model of

reverse flow in primary sodium of IHX

is vig)' Korea Atomic Knergy Research In.stittile



Detailed analysis of SG heat transfer

• Purpose

• Multi-dimensional analysis of SG(=Steam

Generator) heat transfer

Q Contents

- Shell side : COMMIX code

• Tube side : 1-dimensional model

• Results

• Temperature distribution along tube row
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Analysis Methodo 1T1U tions of Hot Pool

• Purpose
• Development of free surface behaviors in reactor

hot pool surface

• Contents
• First order VOF model for free surface motions
• CFX code for fluid flow calculation
• Verification of analysis results via experimental

results

• Results
• Establishment of analysis methodology for free

surface motions of hot pool surface

"pi Calcu la ted vaJueiCFX)^^H Exoerimental. valueJ

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Distance f rom inner wall(m)

Normalized free surface level along radius(A)

20

<\ A

B

•Calculated value(CFX) "' Experimental value

'•-d ~> i i. — i i

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Distance from inner wall(m)

Normalized free surface level along radius(B)
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Analysis of Core Exit Flow and Temperature

• Purpose
Thermal hydraulic analysis of UIS and
core exit region of reactor pool

• Contents
3 dimensional thermal hydraulic
analysis using CFX4.3 code(100%
power operation)

LJ Results
• Sodium temperature distribution of core

exit and UIS region
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•s ' • •
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Optimization 01 steam venerator Size

• Purpose
• Improvement of steam generator design

• Contents
• Cover gas space for pressure release after

sodium water reaction

• Detailed arrangement of tune bundles in
upper/lower plenum

• Results
• Optimized size of SG design

SG Shell

Inner Shroud

i5 lbTube Row

7lh Tube Row

1 s t Tube Row

unit: mm

SG Radial Dimension
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Nozzle
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— Tube Bundle

Lower
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:.::] Feedwater
Nozzle

2.8

KALIMEK SG Overall Size
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Analysis of Later Phase of SWR Event

• Purpose
• Development of simple analysis code for long-term

behavior of sodium-water reaction

• Contents
• Simple model of cover gas pressurization
• Development of SWR long-term analysis code
" Calculation of bursting time of rupture disk

Q Results
" Transient long-term behavior of SWR event
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Containment Dome

S/G

• Conceptual Design of Reactor Structure System
• Design requirements and structural design bases

• Arrangement of reactor system of reactor

structures, S/G and secondary EM pump

• Conceptual Design Update and Design

Simplification

• Skirt type core support structure
• Fixed plug type IVTM and a rotating plug
• Simplified reactor support via reactor head

extension
« IHTS piping simplification
• Arrangement of isolators for horizontal seismic

isolation system (174 isolators)

Secondary EM Pump

RV Support Wall

IHX
EIVI Pump-

Reactor ('otr>

IHTS
Piping

RV and CV
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Structural Design and Analysis

• Development and Improvement of Computer
Codes for

• Core seismic analysis (SAC-CORE)
• Nonlinear buckling analysis(BUCKLE-LOAD)

• Inelastic structural analysis for elevated temperature
structure (NONSTA)

• Tests for Computer Code Verification
• Thermal ratchet tests for reduced scale Rx baffle with

weldment (NONSTA-EP)
• Seismic buckling tests for reduced scale Rx vessel

(BUCKLE-LOAD)
• Creep and fatigue damage tests for elevated

temperature structure

'1'hermal ratchet tests

Creep and Fatigue tests
I \

'\$y Koroa Atomic Energy Research Institute



System-wiae iransient Analysis code: SSC-K

• System-wide Transient Analysis Code:
SSC-K

• KAERI has developed pool version of the
SSC-L that developed by BNL for CRBRP

• New models developed for KALIMER:
- Pool thermal hydraulics
- 2-D hot pool model
- Pipe break model
- Reactivity feedback models for metallic

fuel
- Gas expansion module (GEM) model
- Electro Magnetic Pump model

- PSDRS (Passive Safety Decay Heat
Removal System) model

- Sodium boiling model in the core
- Long-term cooling model

• A principal tool for safety analyses of
KALIMER design

Separator

jv-igj? Korea Atomic Kitergy Research Institute



Summary of Unprotected Events Analyses

1100-1
(1)Fuel temperature limit

iaagl Equilibrium core
Initial core

500

(3}Sodium boiling
if pumps on

(3)Sodium boiling
if pumps off

UTOP

(4)Structural damage
short-term

(4)Structural damage
long-term

BED (1)Peak Fuel
r~~1 (2)Peak Cladding
( . . 1 (3}Peak Coolant
r~~~| (4)Avg. Core Outlet

ULOF ULOHS ULOF/LOHS

Korea Atomic Knergy Research Institute
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• Experiments for Verification of Computer Codes
• PSDRS(Passive Safety Decay Heat Removal System)

- Analysis of heat flow behavior by air cooling

- Measurement of thermal emissivity of the stainless steel 304 & 316, and development of

the correlation equation

• Pressure drop in the intermediate heat exchanger shell side
- Measurement of pressure drop in an inclined tube bundle in a rectangular duct

• Measurement of pressure drop and vibration in the fuel assembly
• Measurement the critical conditions for gas entrainment inception at the free surface of

water in the upper plenum

• Experiments for Development of the Basic Technology of Sodium
• Thermal fluid characteristics of sodium in the various magnetic field

• Development of basic technology on sodium heat flux measurement

• Experiments on Safety Characteristics of Sodium
• Sodium fire detection and extinguishment

- Sensing characteristics of the sodium leak according to the sodium supplying pressure
in the horizontal pipe

• Sodium-water reaction

(>:&U Korea Atomic ICncrgy Research Institute



Experimental Activities (2/3)
W#*" S3KS *
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.Drop Test Facility

Triangular and Rotated Triangular Tube
Array
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1. Storage tank
2. Pump
3. Damper
4. Flow control valve
5. Horizontal tube bundle
6. Free surface

fluctuation test part
7. Gas mixing test part

Free Surface Fluctuation and
Gas Mixing Test Facility

Acryl shell

Free surface

Vane
(flow control)

Hole: lSxlOOmm,
32ea

Outlet

Screen
Plate, 5stage
<}>10~20

Inlet

Cut View of Gas Mixing
Test Part (No. 7)

v;©}/ Korea Atomic Knergy Research Institute



Summary

Q Completion of Conceptual Design Phase

• Establishment of Conceptual Design with Feedback of Safety and
Performance Analysis Results To System Design

• Improvements of Computer Codes

• Experiments for Model Validation

• Development of Detailed Plan for the Next Phase

• Start of Phase 3 for Development of Basic Key Design Technologies and
Establishment of Advanced Concepts

• Proliferation-Resistant Core Design and Fuel Cycle Concepts

• System Design for Improvement of Economics and Safety

• High Temperature Structural Analysis

• Safety Analysis

, *$ • ^ ^ & ! 5

'' :"©! I Korea Atomic Kiiergv Research Institute



A Concept of the HYPER System

Core
Assembly: 225
(3 batch refueling)
Subcriticality: -0.98
Output: 1000MWth

Cooling System
- Coolant: Pb-Bi
-Inlet/outlet: 340/510°C
- 3 loop (flow vel. = 1.1 m/sec)

Fuel
- TRU-Zr Alloy/Dispersion
- 217 rods/assy
- Avg. discharge burnup : -25%

Beam Target
- Single window with 2 mm thickness
- Material: 9Cr-2WVTa
- Strength :~1018n/sec

• - Max. Temp : -600 oC
. - Max. Stress = 132MPa

- Rad. Damage - 40 dpa/yr
3800appm/yr He production

-F
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Core Design

Current Major R&D Activities

Optimize Core Configuration and Reloading Pattern Search

Development of 3-D Kinetics Code based on Diffusion method with FEM.

Improving Computing Speed of Monte Carlo Code, MC-CARD (Good Depletion Capability)

• Corrosion Test of Core Structural Materials such as HT-9M, 9Cr-2WVTa, etc.

• Core T/H Analysis using SLTHEN, MATRA, CFX

• Contribution to MEGAPIE Project.

• Fabricate Simulated Fuels and Measure out-pile Data (thermal expansion, deformation due to

thermal stress)
a Optimize Fabrication Process
* Develop Analysis Model; * "* - •



Future Plan

A irradiation test for the fuels(alloy, dispersion) is being considered.

It may be started from 2005.

A small Pb-Bi loop is scheduled to be built in 2004.

The HYPER project will have a peer review in 2003. The results

will decide the R&D direction.
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Annex XIII: Russia

FAST REACTORS IN RUSSIA:
STATE OF THE ART AND TRENDS OF DEVELOPMENT

V. M. Popiavsky1), Yu. M. Ashurko1>, K. V. Zverev 2),
N. N. Oshkanov 3), A. S. Koroi'kov 4), A. i. Filin 5)
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1. NUCLEAR POWER IN RUSSIA

1.1. NUCLEAR POWER OF RUSSIA IN 2001 - 2002

In Table 1 presented are the number and types of NPP units operated in
Russia.

The first power unit of Rostovskaya NPP with WER-1000 reactor joined this
number last year: it was started up on February 23, 2001 and put into commercial
operation at the end of the year. Total power of 30 reactor units installed at 10 NPP
is now equal to 22.242 GW sharing as much as 15% of total energy production in
Russia. In the European Russia, this share is 20 % in average, reaching 30 to 40%
in the industrial areas (north-western and central regions of European territory of
Russia).

In 2001, 134948.1 million kW-h of electric energy was produced by the NPP,
i.e. -104.7 % of 2000 year's production.

During the previous two years, about 50 % of total energy production increase
in Russia has been provided by the nuclear power plants.

In 2001, average load factor value for all NPPs (except for the first power unit
of Rostovskaya NPP, which was on semi-commercial operation stage) was equal to
70.26 % as compared to 69.07 % in 2000. Scheduled reactor outage time was also
taken into account thus decreasing load factor value.

During 2001, 66 cases of abnormal reactor operation took place in the NPP
including 46 cases referring to "0" level of INES and 20 "out of scale" cases.

Figs. 1 and 2 show dynamics of NPP abnormal operation cases for the
previous nine years, including those are related to safety according to the INES.

1.2. PLANS OF FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER IN
RUSSIA

Federal policy of Russia in the area of nuclear power is determined by the
"Power industry Strategy of Russia Until 2020" and related "Strategy of Nuclear
Power Development in Russia in the First Half of XXI Century".

The following two power units are planned for putting into operation until 2005:
- fifth power unit of Kurskaya NPP with RBMK-1000 reactor;
- third power unit of Kalininskaya NPP with WER-1000 reactor.
Work is now under way on lifetime extension by 10 years for the power units

in operation, and primarily for the first generation power units.
In the period until 2010, 9 new power units of 8.8 GW totai output are planned

to put into operation in the Russian Federation, including that with the BN-800
reactor in Beloyarskaya NPP.

In the next decade (2010-2020), it is planned to increase the rate of
introduction of nuclear power by 2 to 2.5 times, i.e. up to 2.5 million kW per year.

The rate of increase of electricity production at NPP will be about 5% per year
until 2020, being twice as much as that for fossil fuel and hydro-electric power plants.
Nuclear power share in the European Russia will increase from 20% (as of 2000) up
to 27% by 2010 and 37% by 2020. This means that structural change is planned in
the national power industry in favor of nuclear power.
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Table 1
List of operating nuclear power units in Russia

No.

1
! 2
I 3
| 4 —

7

8
9

I 10
! 11
I
! 12
I 13

14

! 15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24

; 25

26
27
28
29

30

NPP

Kola NPP

Novovoronezh NPP

No. of
>ower uni

1
2
3
4

NPP
3
4

TOTAL FOR WER-440

Novovoronezh NPP

Baiakovo NPP

Kalinin NPP

Rostov NPP

TOTAL FOR WER-1000

Kursk NPP

Leningrad NPP

Smolensk NPP

5
NPP

1
2
3
4

NPP
1
2

NPP
-j

1

A
NPP

3
4

NPP

NPP

TOTAL FOR RBMK

Bilibino NPP
2

NPP
Beloyarskaya NPP <BN) i

TOTAL NUCLEAR POWER

Reactor type
„.,

WER-440
WER-440
WER-440
WER-440

WER-440
WER-440

WER-1000

WER-1000
WER-1000
WER-1000
WER-1000

Year of putting
into operation

1973
1974
1981
1984

1971
1972

1980

1985
1987
1988
1993

I
WER-1000
WER-1000

WER-1000

RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000

RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000

RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000

• : • ' " : . :

EGP-6
EGP-6
EGP-6
EGP-6

L BN-600

1984
1986

2001

1976
1979
1983
1985

1973
1975
1979
1981

1982
1985
1990

1974
1974
1975
1976

1980

Installed electric
power, MW

440
440
440
440
1760
417
417

2594
1000
1834
1000
1000
1000
1000 :
4000
1000
1000
2000 i
1000

8000
1000 !
1000
1000
1000 j
4000 i
1000
1000
1000 j
1000 I
4000
1000
1000
1000 I
3000

11000
12
A O

12
12
48 |
600

22242
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2. FAST REACTORS

2.1. FAST REACTOR OPERATION IN 2001

During 2001, three fast reactors were in operation in Russia:
- experimental reactor BR-10 (IPPE, Obninsk);
- experimental reactor BOR -60 (RIAR, Dimitrovgrad);
- NPP with BN-600 reactor (BNPP, Zarechny).

2.1.1. BN-600 REACTOR NPP

As of 28 January 2002, total time of the BN-600 reactor operation under
critical condition since its first start-up is 150000 hours (which is equal to 17.1 years),
including 15.4 years of operation at the rated power level (5611 eff. days).

Average load factor values taken for the whole period of reactor operation and
period of its commercial operation are respectively equal to 69.9% and 73.3%. The
diagram showing load factor behavior during the period of commercial operation of
the BN-600 power unit (upon reaching rated power level of the reactor) is shown in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 presents power unit load carried in 2001.
The main characteristics of the BN-600 reactor operation in 2001 and during

the whole period since its putting into service are given in Table 2.

Table 2

Characteristics

Energy production, million kW-h
Heat supply of consumers, thousand Gcaf
Load factor, %
Time of critical reactor operation, h
Number of reactor shut-downs
Number of loop outages

2001

4199.2

Since start-up to
31.12.2001

79872.9
376.9 i 4112.4
79.89 ! 69.9
7366 I 149348

2 | 89
1 | 69

As seen from the load chart (Fig. 4) and Table 2, in 2001 there were two
reactor shut-downs for scheduled preventive repair and one loop outage due to loss
of excitation of the turbo-generator.

No unscheduled reactor shut-downs occurred in this period.
Load factor decrease was as follows:
- scheduled repair- 18.28%;
- external conditions (heat supply) - 0.81 %;
- failures of components - 0.37%;
- loop outage - 0.65%.
Maximum decrease of electric power caused by heat supply by the steam

taken from the turbine non-controlled bleed-off and from steam generators in the
winter time is 47 MW (~7.8% No). Annual decrease of load factor for this reason is
0.8-5-1.8%.

Dates of scheduled preventive repair performed in 2001 are as follows:
- medium repair: from 04.05.2001 to 23.06.2001, 50.7 days (Fig. 4, item 2);
- routine repair: from 14.10.2001 to 26.10.2001, 13.7 days (Fig. 4, item 4).
Loop No. 5 outage lasted from 30.01.2001 to 04.02.2001 (Fig. 4, item 1).
Medium and routine repair of the power unit included the following activities:



- reactor refueling;
- replacement of 8 control rod guide tubes (lifetime expiry);
- replacement of 2 safety rod drives (iifetime expiry);
- replacement of shafts of No. 4 main pumps of the primary and secondary

circuits (iifetime expiry);
- elimination of vibration in No.6 main secondary pump and hydraulic drive

of the check valve of No. 4 primary pump;
- examination of sodium-sodium intermediate heat exchanger 6 1HX-B;
- repair of steam pipeline joints at No. 5 steam generator (metal body

defect);
- examination of steam generator evaporators inciuding cutting out tubes

from 5E-A3 evaporator with maximum operating time;
- chemical washing of evaporators of SG-6 steam generator;
- routine control of metal according to the schedule;
- replacement of membranes on 5UPM-C and D safety systems preventing

from water leak into sodium (lifetime expiry);
- pressurization tests of No. 6 secondary loop;
- medium repair of No. 4 turbine implying overhaul of low pressure cylinder;
- replacement of No. 4-C feed water pump (lifetime expiry).

During 2001, there were no violations of safe operation conditions preset by
reactor design even in case of loop outage, which was classified referring to INES as
"out of scale" incident.

Design lifetime of No. 3 power unit of Beloyarskaya NPP equal to 30 years will
expire in 2010. According to regulatory documents, Program of preparation of No. 3
power unit of Beloyarskaya NPP with the BN-600 reactor for its lifetime extension
should be developed until 2005. Development of this Program is under way now
supposing extension of power unit lifetime until 2020.

2.1.2. EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR BOR-60

In 2001, BOR-60 reactor operated at the power levels up to 53.5 MW. Reactor
power chart for 2001 is presented in Fig. 5.

The main parameters of BOR-60 reactor during 2001 and the whole operation
period are presented in Table 3.

During 2001, five scheduled reactor shut-downs occurred:
- from 14.01.2001 to 22.01.2001 (scheduled work);
- from 10.03.2001 to 16.03.2001 (scheduled work);
- from 13.05.2001 to 26.06.2001 (scheduled work);
- from 12.08.2001 to 20.08.2001 (unloading of subassemblies with material

test samples and isotopes and routine repair of components);
- from 21.10.2001 to 13.01.2002 (scheduled preventive repair and

installation of independent channel with lead coolant (AKST) for in-pile
tests of BREST-300 reactor fuel elements);

as well as one unscheduled reactor shut-down with low speed of control rod
insertion (outage time was 16 h 17 min).

Table 3

From the



Indices

Time of reactor
operation on power
exceeding minimum
controllable level, h

Reactor availability

Maximum reactor
power, MW
Output:
Heat, MW-h
Electricity, MW-h
Steam generator
operation time, h:
SG-1
SG-2
Heat supply to the
consumers, Gcal

1 qtr

1 7 9 5

0.830

53.5

89705
13442.4

1769
1769

2 qtr

1148

0.525

53.5

47785
8793.6

1126
1126

6602

3 qtr

2007

0.908

45.0

84077
15477.6

1999
1999

1294

4 qtr

498

0.22

48.0

23174
3931.2

498
498

4493

2001

5448

0.622

53.5

244741
41644.8

5392
5392

47331

start to
31.12.2001

182031

7412983
1195412.4

108071
63362

563982

Below listed are the main experimental studies conducted on the reactor
during 2001.

1. Material tests:
- irradiation of ferritic-martensitic steels and structural materials of W E R

type reactor vessel at low temperature;
- irradiation of samples of zirconium alloys, various steels, boron containing

materials, graphite and BOR-60 reactor vessel steels.
2. Tests of fuel subassemblies containing pilot fuel elements:
- with mixed peiiet and vibropacked fuel (oxide, nitride and metal) including

that with high plutonium content.
3. Production of various isotopes:
- strontium-89 production from Y2O3;
- gadolinium-153 production from europium oxide natural isotope blend;

Mounting work on AKST has been finished by now.
During 1995-2001 period, justification of extension of lifetime of the main

components of BOR-60 reactor was carried out by RIAR and OKB GIDROPRESS
showing that BOR-60 reactor is capable of being operated during 20 more years, i.e.
its lifetime since putting into operation can be extended up to 40 years.

Permission has been issued for BOR-60 reactor operation until 31 December
2009, taking into account measures envisaged by the "Program of Extension of
Lifetime of BOR-60 Reactor Components and Systems for Assuring Safe Reactor
Operation Until 2010 (bearing in mind possibility of using this work results for
extending lifetime of sodium cooled fast reactors)".

2.1.3. EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR BR-10

During 2001, BR-10 reactor was operated during 3856 hours (112.4 eff. days
in terms of rated power 8 MW) at various power levels within 6 MW:

- 68 hours at the power level within 1 MW;
- 1492 hours at the power level from 1 to 6 MW;
- 2296 hours at the power level 6 MW.
In 2001, thirty one reactor shut-downs took place:
including twenty four scheduled shut-downs for the foilowinq purposes:
- scheduled preventive repair,



- handling subassemblies with maximum fuel burn-up,
- handling of isotope production subassemblies,
- cutting out samples from the old (dismantled) reactor vessel;
seven unscheduled shut-downs:
- 4 shutdowns made by personnel because of film breakage in the Film

Facility,
- 1 slow rate shutdown at 6 MW power ieve! because of personnel error;
- 1 reactor scram at 5.2 MW power level on signal of high coolant

temperature during tests;
- 1 slow rate reactor shut-down at 6 MW power level because of failure of

pump of cooling system of reactor water shielding.
During 2001, there were no fuel element failures.
Maximum fuel burn-up in the subassemblies with uranium mononitride by the

end of the year was 8.19 % h.a.
Fast neutron fluence (En>0.1 MeV) on the reactor vessel by the end of 2001

was as high as 6.31-1022 n/cm2 (design permissible value being 7.0-1022 n/cm2).
The following work was performed on the reactor:
- irradiation of 32S, 33S, 35C! and Y2O3 targets with the purpose of production

of 32P, 33P, 35S and 89Sr isotopes in (n-p) reaction;
- irradiation of ampoules with 235U for production of 99Mo isotope in (n-f)

reaction;
- irradiation of block-containers with 124Xe and 130Te for the purpose of 1251

and I production, respectively;
- irradiation of favsan film by fission products in thermal neutron beam for

production of track membranes with sterilizing properties (pore diameter
ranging from 0.5 to 5 \xm, pores density ranging from 4-105 to 109

pores/cm2), which can be used for final water purification, separation of
form elements from blood plasma and high selectivity of micro filtration of
liquids and gases;

- treatment of oncological patients (in cooperation with Medical Radiation
Center RAMS) by fast neutron beam at the BR-10 reactor (about 500
patients were treated during the whole period of reactor operation);

- cutting out steel samples from reactor main and guard vessels dismantled
in 1980 for the purpose of material study.

Currently, samples cut out from the components are studied in the IPPE hot
cells. Reactor vessel (made of Cr18Ni9Ti steel) has gained extremely high neutron
fluence: 8-1022 n/cm2. The fluence varies from zero to maximum value over the
height of reactor vessel, so it is possible to have data on mechanical properties,
microstructure and swelling rate of Cr18Ni9Ti type steel as a function of neutron
fluence and temperature conditions.

Permission has been issued for operation of experimental reactor BR-10 until
December 31, 2002. Now, activities are implemented on BR-10 reactor preparation
for decommissioning.

Within the framework of justification of work on the BR-10 reactor
decommissioning, tests are under way to improve methods and technology of
utilization and disposal of reactor components.

In particular, special test facility was constructed for testing technology of
conversion of alkali metals (sodium and sodium-potassium alloy) into the safe state
by solid phase oxidation method. The first results of tests are promising.

Method of conversion of the primary and secondary cold traps into fire-safe
condition has been developed in order to assure their long-term storage.



2.2. CONSTRUCTION OF NPP WITH BN-800 REACTOR

According to the Program of Nuclear Power Development in the Russian
Federation for the Period of 1998-2005 and up to 2010, power unit with the BN-800
reactor will be constructed on BNPP site before 2010.

Funding of construction is planned using investment component of electricity
tariff set by ROSENERGOATOM Concern. In this year, similarly to 2001, certain
financing has been allocated for construction work on the NPP site and for continuing
work on correction of BN-800 reactor design in order to lower its cost.

Local administration actively supports construction of the 4th power unit of
BNPP.

Utilization of weapons grade plutonium is considered as one of tasks that can
be solved by the BN-800 reactor construction.

2.3. PARTICIPATION IN WORK ON BN-350 REACTOR
DECOMMISSIONING

BN-350 reactor was finally shut down in 1998. In April 1999, decision was
made by the Government of the Republic of Kazakhstan on reactor
decommissioning.

Work on the BN-350 reactor decommissioning is performed with participation
and support of different countries. Russian organizations earlier participating in
design, construction and supervising of operation of the BN-350 reactor (SSC RF
IPPE, OKBM, VNIPIET, etc.) are also involved in these activities.

These organizations are planned to participate in the development of basic
design of the BN-350 reactor decommissioning.

Specialists from these organizations are planned to be involved now in
choosing and justifying various technologies related to:

- handling of primary and secondary sodium (cesium removal, draining of
circuits and removal of sodium residues from "pocket" sections of the
components, and conversion to chemically inert condition),

- utilization of liquid and solid radwaste,
- washing and decontamination of sodium circuit components,
- assurance of radiation control and safety on all stages of the BN-350

reactor decommissioning, etc.

2.4. MAIN TRENDS OF DESIGN STUDIES IN FAST REACTOR AREA

The following trends of development in the area of fast reactors are the most
important carried out now in Russia:

• justification of extension of lifetime of reactors in operation: BOR-60 and
BN-600;

• design studies on advanced fast reactors having enhanced safety in the
following directions:

- development of design proposal on NPP with sodium cooled fast
reactor BN-1800;

- design studies on fast reactors with alternate coolants (BREST-OD-
300 and BREST-1200 with lead coolant and SVBR-75/100 reactor
with lead-bismuth coolant).

• development of design of BR-10 reactor decommissioning;
• development of hybrid core and full MOX core designs as applied to the

BN-600 reactor.
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NPP with BN-1800 reactor

In the end of the last year, design proposal on NPP with the BN-1800 reactor
featuring enhanced safety was developed by four organizations, namely: Scientific
Research and Design institute of St. Petersburg ATOMENERGOPROEKT
(SPbAEP), Experimental Design Bureau (OKBM), Institute for Physics and Power
Engineering (IPPE) and Experimental and Design Organization GIDROPRESS
(OKB GP).

Adopted design approaches are based on sodium technology, structural
materials and main proved results of design and operation of sodium cooled FR type
reactors. In the process of development of this proposal experience gained in the
development and operation of fast reactors was taken into account, as well as
international experience in creation of large size sodium cooled commercial reactors.

The main characteristics of NPP with BN-1800 reactor are presented in Table 4.
Table 4

The main characteristics of BN-1800 power unit
No. Characteristics Value

1. ) Reactor thermal power, MWth 4000
Electric power, MWe 1800
Gross/net efficiency, % 46.1/44.5
Primary sodium flow rate in the core, kg/s 19200
Primary sodium temperature:

- at the core inlet, °C
- at !HX inlet, °C

410
575

6. [ Number of primary pumps
Number of IHX

8. Inner diameter of reactor vessel, M 17.0
Reactor refueling interval, days 560

10. Refueling period (max), days 20
11. Core characteristics:

core height, mm
- core diameter, mm

maximum fuei burn-up, % h.a.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

17.

breeding ratio
Number of secondary loops
Number of secondary pumps
Heating media in the steam reheater
Characteristics of secondary cooiant:

- coolant temperature (SG inlet/SG outlet), °C
- coolant flow rate, kg/s

Characteristics of turbine:
- live steam pressure, MPa
- live steam temperature, °C
- reheated steam temperature, °C

Reactor lifetime, years

1
6
6

sodium

540/370
3075

24.0
520
520
60

800
5167
12.2

High efficiency is achieved by the use of supercritical steam parameters.
Reactor operation at the stable (mainly, rated) power level is envisaged with

load factor equal to at least 0.9.
Poo! type arrangement of the primary circuit is used with all sodium systems

including cold traps located in the reactor vessel.
Reactor vessel is supported at the top.
Lining of reactor pit serves as guard vessel.
Closed fuel cycle is adopted in the design.



Design characteristics of NPP with the BN-1800 reactor make it competitive
with respect to large size commercial NPPs with other reactor types and fossil fuel
plants.

Realization of design approaches aimed at safety improvement has made it
possible to achieve safety level meeting the following requirements to the new
generation of reactor plants:

- maximum use of inherent safety characteristics;
- high reiiabiiity of safety systems assured by the use of various passive

safety devices;
- elimination of the possibility of leakage and burning of radioactive sodium;
- assurance of non-proliferation and minimum impact on the environment.

BREST-OD-300 REACTOR

In 2001-2002, research and development work was initiated in Russia on lead
cooled fast reactor featuring natural safety. Now analytical and experimental studies
are carried out for justification of:

- reactor neutronics;
- reactor thermal hydraulics;
- lead coolant technology;
- reiiabiiity of structural materials;
- design and components of reactor facility;
- on-site fuel cycle;
- radwaste storage.
Now basic design of demonstration reactor BREST-OD-300 and NPP with

BREST-OD-300 is under way, as well as civil engineering design and basic designs
of on-site fuel cycle facilities including radwaste storage. Almost all institutions of
atomic branch of the Russian Federation are involved to the different extent in the
research and development activities.

Design studies are also made on large size reactor BREST-1200.

SVBR-75/100 REACTOR

Design of module type fast reactor SVBR-75/100 (electric power up to 100
MWe) with lead-bismuth coolant is proposed to develop for renovation of #2 power
unit of Novovoronezhskaya NPP, followed by renovation of #3 and #4 power units of
this NPP. It is proposed first to replace decommissioned #2 power unit by one
SVBR-75/100 reactor. Based on its operation results, decision can be made on
continuing renovation process, i.e. replacing #3 and #4 power units.

Studies are also made on possibility of creation of multi-module large size
NPP based on SVBR-75/100 reactor. Conceptual design of multi-module NPP with
two 1600 MWe power units has been developed (each power unit consisting of 16
reactor modules).

Preliminary results confirmed feasibility and cost effectiveness of introduction
of NPP based on SVBR-75/100 fast reactors into the nuclear power.

3. ACCELERATOR DRIVEN SYSTEMS

Studies in the area of accelerator driven systems (ADS) are performed in the
Russian scientific research institutes, such as Institute of Theoretical and
Experimental Physics (ITEP), SSC RF Institute for Physics and Power Engineering
(SSC RF IPPE), All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics
(VNIIEF), Joint institute of Nuciear Research (JINR), RSC Kurchatov Institute (RSC
Kl), Institute for Nuclear Research of the Russian Academy of Sciences (INR RAS),
Experimental and Design Organization GIDROPRESS (OKB GP), Petersburg
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Institute for Nuclear Physics (PINP), Radium institute, Ali-Russian Scientific
Research institute for Technical Physics (VNilTF), etc.

There is no centraiized funding of studies on ADS, so work is mainiy
performed under international contracts.

Now there are only theoretical studies, accumulation of experimental results
for justification of physical processes in ADS and design studies on some ADS
components.

The following studies (performed and planned) in this area are most
important:

• work on creation of accelerator driven neutron generator at ITEP using
ISTRA-36 accelerator with proton energy 36 MeV;

• experimental studies on nuclear reaction mechanism for proton and
neutron energy up to 30 MeV in EGP-15 accelerator at the IPPE;

• accumulation of precise experimental data on:
- neutron fields on the outer surface of thick targets of various

composition and configurations simulating target complex of
accelerator driven systems,

- yield of nuciides produced in thin and thick targets;
• studies on fission parameters of transuranium elements on proton and

neutron beams of synchrocyclotron and reactor at PINP;
• development of tested libraries of evaluated nuclear data on the interaction

of up to 3 GeV energy protons and neutrons with materials of window,
target, accelerator and blanket;

• development of codes for analysis of accelerator driven system neutronics
and thermal hydraulics;

• development of codes for analysis of yield and spectrum of neutrons,
accumulation of spallation products in the targets having various structure
and configurations irradiated with protons and ions with up to several GeV
energy;

• conceptual study of liquid metal (lead-bismuth) target for the proton beam
at the Moscow Meson Plant with 35 kW beam power;

• studies on thermal hydraulics and physical chemistry of molten Pb-Bi and
Pb, mass transfer and corrosion of materials in heavy liquid metal coolant
(IPPE);

• studies on thermal hydraulics of natural flow of heavy liquid metal coolant
(IPPE);

• development of the concept of subcriticai molten salt cascade reactor in
the closed nuclear fuel cycle (RSC Kl, VNIITF);

• completion in 2001 of work on development, manufacture and thermal
tests of target complex TC -1 designed for operation with 800 kW proton
beam of accelerator at LANL (IPPE);

• studies on issues of repair and replacement of the target with irradiated
samples within the framework of the IPPE and OKB GP joint conceptual
design of target complex intended for operation with 200 kW proton beam,
under the contract with MES Co, LTD (Japan);

• examination by the IPPE specialists of conceptual design of MYRRHA
subcriticai accelerator driven system presented by SCK-CEN Research
Center (Belgium);

• preparation of SAD experiment on accelerator driven system at JINR
(Dubna) within the framework of ISTC project.



Fig. 1 Change of frequency of NPP abnormal operation
events in Russia during 1993-2001 period
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Fig. 2 Change of frequency of safety related abnormal
operation events in NPP during 1993 -2001 period
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Fig. 4 Cartogram of No 3 power unit operation in 2001

1 - outage of No 5 loop;

2 - medium scheduled repair;

3 - power decrease caused by failure of steam supply control valve of TG-5;

4 - routine scheduled repair



Fig. 5 Cartogram of BOR-60 reactor operation In 2001
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List of operati ng n uGIear power u n its i n
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No.

1
2
3

" 4

5

7

8
9_ _

JLL_

12

J3

"74

15
16"
17
18

19
20
21
•22

23
24

25r

26
2 _

28
29

30

NPP

Kola NPP

Novovoronezh NPP

TOTAL FOR WER-440

Novovoronezh NPP

Balakovo NPP

Kalinin NPP

RostovlNPP

TOTAL FOR WER-1000

Kursk NPP

Leningrad NPP

Smolensk NPP

TOTAL FOR RBMK

Blllblno NPP

Beloyarskaya NPP (BN)

TOTAL NUCLEAR POWER

No. of
power unit

1
2
3
4

NPP
3
4

5
NPP

1
2
3
4

1
2

"NPP
1

1
2
3
4

NPP
1
2
3
4

NPP
1
2
3

NPP

1
2
3
4

NPP

Reactor type

WER-440
WER-440
WER-440
WER-440

WER-440
WER-440

WER -1000

WER -1000
WER -1000
WER -1000
WER-1000

WER -1000
WER -1000

~~ WER ^1000"

RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK -1000

RBMK -1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK-1000
RBMK -1000

RBMK -1000
RBMK-1000

_RBMK-iOO<L

EGP-6
EGP-6
EGP-6
EGP-6

BN-600

Year of putting
into operation

1973
1974
1981
1984

1971
1972

1980

1985
1987
1988
1993

_ {§84
1986

2001

1976
1979
1983
1985

1973
1975
1979
1981

1982
1985
1990

1974
1974
1975
1976

1980

Installed electric
power, MW

440
440
440
440
1760
417
417

2594
1000
1834
1000
1000
1000
1000
4000"
1000
1000
2000"

" 1000

8000
1000
1000
1000
1000
4000
1000
1000
1000
1000
4000
1000
1000
1000
3000

11000
12
12
12
12
48
600

22242
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PLANS OF FURTHER DEVELOPMENT^
OF NUfLEAR fQW.|ff |N RU|SIA \ ;

9 new power : i^S^| !^K| | | (Rj t (Jpt iare planned
to put into op||||i|n |p|||SiUssiin Federation unti
201:0 'w"™ : ^°^™f^VZr:^R;m^^
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MEP-fcffiSfir- •_•

Reactor:
arrangement
support
vessel cooling agent
number of heat removal loops
inlet/outlet sodium temperature, °C
sodium flow rate, t/h

Core and fuel:
fuel
fuel burn-up max/average, % h. a.
diameter, cm
height, cm

Intermediate heat exchanger

pool-type
at the bottom
cold sodium
3
377/550
25000

uranium dioxide pellets
10/6
206
104
shell-and-tube design, secon'
flowing on the tube side

I'rimary-piinip:
design
rpm

"••team generator:
design

centrifugal, one stage
250 - 970

once-through, section & mo•lul

sections, 24 modules)
518/328
241/507
14

- ' . I-1 ' .:'">. •', • . . : : - • . , : -

. . • • - • j ' ' , y * ' ' , ; i i i - f '•»?.
.* v " . . * " " . 1 . . ^ " " - ?'•'•• •

inlet/outlet sodium temperature, °C
inlet/outlet water/steam temperature, °C
live steam pressure, MPa

Secondary pump:
design
rpm

I'urbogenerator
Decay heat removal system:

primary and secondary circuits
third circuit

Refueling system

I "iiel transfer system
spent fuel storage
Washing of subasscmblies from sodium

centrifugal, one stage
250 - 750
standard 210 MW

normal operation system
s t e a m gene ra to r - deaera to r
2 ro t a t i ng p lugs , vertii -1 I - I M
mechanism
elevators with guide ramp
in-vessel storage, sodium an I .<. •!• • i
steam-gas-water

- - " • * •

, »*•>
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As of 28 BN-600

including 15.4 years of operation a | t r f | f r | t |
power level (5611 eff. days) |s ^^^iAmam:

Average load factor values taj<en|f
period of reactor operation ajdf j
Commercial operation are respf§f|
69.9% and 73.3% " v l

IF -•:••-. ,
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• " N Cartogram of No 3 power unit operation in

MW
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1 - outage of No 5 loop;

2 - medium scheduled repair;

3 - power decrease caused by failure of steam supply control valve of TG-i>,

4 - routine scheduled repair
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Characteristics

Energy production, million kWh
Heat supply of consumers, thousand Gcal

j Load factor, %
I Time of critical reactor operation, h

Number of reactor shut-downs
Number of loop outages

4199.2
376.9
79.89
7366

2
1

Since start-up
to 31.12.2001

79872.9
4112.4

69.9
149348

89
69

!
ii



BN-600 REACTOR NPP

In 2001 there wern^MW^ I \ ^'~
two reactor shut-downs Jormh^^^ \
one loop outage duetottm^ (classified
referring to INES as "out of scale" incident) 7 I ^ 7 ^ 7 ' M ^
No unscheduled reactor shut-downs occurred in tl
Load factor decrease was as follows: 1
scheduled repair-18.28% i if
external conditions (heat supply) -0.81% 7
failures of components - 0.37% 7 17
loop outage - 0.65% ':s7g7777

Maximum decrease of electric power caiiselL
the steam taken from the turbine non-cohtroiliiilffiiliiHH?

^Jrtj

• / ' -* '

•,••' * "• •

-=>•-•
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BN-600 REACTOR NPP

Medium and routine repir of th | ,pw^ inqidcledjth^foliowing
activities; • .: ^^MfMS^^fS
reactor refueling ': •M^M^SSSMumr-w ^-^. •.••• -• \ \
replacement of 8 control roW^ i \

replacement of 2 safety rodd^ j \ ^
replacement of shafts of fsio. 4 main pu
. (lifetime expiry) . . . . 7 ...':/.-- ;• 7 ^^^Xfi;^n'j§C *"*"

check valve of No. 4phmarypump :^i>:-fe;- 7 ^;®
examination of sodium-sodium intermediate heat exchange^

i , ? . - : ; > » - : V ' v " ' . - } , ' - - '- ' / ' • ' • • - ' " ; ' « .-;.• ' • - > - ' ^ - - - - - - - - - - v/ * —

lSi$S|IS3.wV^?e ^or)^10' of metal according to the schedule
WS^^^tepfacement of membranes on 5UPM-C and D
| l i7 | l | | |77^fer /ea/c into sodium (lifetime expiry) :f ^i;.^ ,1

'VvjTs- >
• • T j -



BN-600 REACTOR NPP

Design l i fe| |
NPPequalli

• < • * • •

I-.V &

w ;

• * • ¥ •

Ullration of No. 3 powlr u | | | |
IllflWith the BN-600 ||aG|o|il
| j i | | | ipn should be d S ^ | | | | | | | | | |

7 ' -
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THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF BOR-60MAXTOR (1/2)
Thermal power

Electric power

Heat supply capacity

Maximum neutron flux

Maximum power density in the core

Average neutron energy

I fuel

I Enrichment with 235U

Maximum Pu content

I Enrichment with 239Pu

I'uel burn-up rate

Ynnual neutron fluence

Vnnual dose rate

l*ower rate non-uniformity factors:

axial

i adial

volumetric

up to 60 MWth

12MWe

20 Gcal/h

3.7-1015 cm V

1100 kW/1

0.45 MeV

UO2 or UO2-PuO2

45-90%

up to 40%

up to 70%

6%/year

5-1022cm'2

up to 25 dpa/year

' - i

• 1 . -•
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Number of cells in the reactor

Number of control and safety rods:

automatic control rods

shim rods

safety rods

Neutron absorber material

Coolant

Coolant temperature:

at the reactor inlet

at the reactor outlet

Sodium flow rate in the reactor

Sodium velocity in the core

Sodium flow rate in two secondary loops

Steam pressure in the third circuit

Superheated steam temperature

Thermal power of one steam generator

Power of sodium-air heat exchanger

Reactor run duration

Run-to-run interval

256

2

2

3

B4C

sodium

330°C

530°C

up to 1200 m3/h

up to 8 m/s

up to 1600 mVh

10 MPa

500°C

30 MW

30 MW

90 days

45 days



EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR BOR

53.5 MW

During 2001, fiv|g|||i i l|Li!i downs occurred:

ffim 10.03.2001 to 16.03.2001 (schedule?
from13.05.2001 to 26.06.2001 (scheduled work)

from 21.10.2001 to 13.01.2002 ^

ftegsGfBREST"300 reactor fuel elements)^xwm

Orie unscheduled reactor shut-down wit t f l l !
rbd insertion (outage time was 16 h 17 min)
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Results of BOR-60 reactor operation in

Indices

Time of reactor
operation on power
exceeding minimum
controllable level, h

Reactor availability

Maximum reactor
power, MW
Output:
Heat, M W h
Electricity, MW-h
Steam generator
operation time, h:
SG-1
SG-2
Heat supply to the
consumers, Gcal

1 qtr

1795

0.830

53.5

89705
13442.4

1769
1769

34942

2 qtr

1148

0.525

53.5

47785
8793.6

1126
1126

6602

3 qtr

2007

0.908

45.0

84077
15477.6

1999
1999

1294

4 qtr

498

0.22

48.0

23174
3931.2

498
498

4493

2001

5448

0.622

53.5

244741
41644.8

5392
5392

47331

From the
start to

31.12.2001

182031

7412983
1195412.4

108071
63362

563982

'•?'•'$•





EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR BOR-601

During 1995-?pif|^i^^i^|j^i69#exjensiQn-Qt
lifetime of the main >^ BOR-̂ 0 reactor
was carried o^ | g | ( ^ | | ^ ,G IDRQPHESS \
It showed that BOR-BO Wibior js capablel of being
operated during 20 more years (!ifeiime-sin0^^lj^j^
operation can be extended up to 4tf yea^ - ;5 |S l i ^ | iS i i

.operation until 31 December 2009
taking into account measures ̂ vi^

^ ^

and Systems for Assuring Safe ReabidrS^^^ggiff

f6r extending lifetime of sodium cooled / a ^ i B l i R H I

&}.•"••< i1.
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THE MAIN STAGES OFBR-5/BR-10 OPEtiAtlQN

4 main stages of BR-5/BR^ft) reactor ope
1959-1964 - plutonium dioxide core loading,
1964-1971 - uranium monocarbide core, N^
1973-1979- plutonium dioxide core, NR=8M
from 1983 till now - uranium mgriqni
NR=8MW y\::-yW^'
Updating of the reactor took plff
1973 and in 1979-1983 \ 1

*5
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EXPERIMENTAL. REACTOR

In 2001, thirty

handling subassemblies with maximum fuel burn-up
handling"of isotope production subassetnblies'£M^
cutting out samples from the old (dismantled) r^^

seven'unscheduled'shut-downs: . • Xf:;/•.':;;:. - :^K

error
1 reactor scram at 5,2 MW power levfi on sigr§l§
temperature during tests | \ if
igslow rate ^





EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR BR-10

The following wrk^w^ ^ \
irradiation of 320^$,:§5C(;:M the purpose^ of
production of 32P, •^^^Mf0^§^^b^ii^ (n-p) reaction \ .
irradiation of ampoules0^^^^^0j^^h^of-^l^ isqtope in (n-f)

• r e a c t i o n ; ••• : - ^ ^ : : c " ^ ^ ; ; ^ ^ : ^ i ; s : : ^ ^ : ; - ^ ^ : / • : • • . ; ; , . , ; . | . . . ; m ^ . . : ^ . . . .

irradiation of block-containers with 124Xe arid 130Te fp^il^'l^i^o^j^
125I and 131Iproduction, respectively . .' :t: •••

::: . : '^^MSMMS
irradiation oflavsan film by fission products in t^fmalrti^^^^^
for production of track membl^ne^fwith^^rlli^^pf^^^^^^^^
diameter ranging from 0,5 to 5 jum, pores ^Bp^lty-^g0^^^^^^
to 109 pores/cm2), which can be ^0d0r^9('^l^^^^^^^i
separation of form elements from blood pia$ip&aiidfj]!t0^
micro filtration of liquids and gases ^ ̂  g
treatment of oncological patients (in coopera,.,
Radiation Center RAMS) by fBst[neuthn)beam^tt:^^§^^^^^l^
(about 500 patients were treated during pie whble^^mK^^gctor
operation) ̂ ;^ ;:|1

?••.*•

* • : . ; - '' ^

• : - • - • •
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EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR BR-10

K

of reactor vessel

^ 7 : > £ ^ ' ^ ? : : ? . : ' v . . . • • • ' r - j ' i - u . ' • ' • ' , • • • • • • • • • • . • ; . . ' . ; • • > • , • • • = . _••: .
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EXPERIMENTAL REACTOR BR,f6

Permission has b<§eh isiUcJ f i i operation of e^perimehtal
reactor BR-10 until D e ^ | \

Now, activities are IMplemehtSd on lR-10 reactor preparation,
for decommissioning / |

Within the framework of justification of work oh |he fR - i o
reactor decommissioning, tests are under way: -^ISS-3Sli;J:

to improve methods and technology d f ; b f / | ^ f i ^ ^ ^ ; f i ^ | ^ ^
reactor components " • •.,' '• '' •• \ '[•, . ; - i " § l ^ | ^ | !S i ; ^31 : ; f l

In particular, special test facility ' w^s^cpnst^^^^^^^
technology of conversion of alkali ^ei^k^^^^j^^^^^^^
potassium alloy) into the safe state by solid^llk§$W^m'':;m^m^mm

(the first results of tests are promising) \ x-
Method of conversion of the primary and sec^^f§§gg^§s into
fire-safe condition has been developed'//j order ^<^^^^^n^.^
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CONSTRUCTION OF NPP WITH BN-800 REACTOR

Funding of construction i|pl|nned using investment
component of electricity tariff set fo
ROSENERGOATOM Concern I
In this year, similarly to 2001, ;( fer tain.(hi^pi |* :

been allocated for: ^ &M90-:::V$:^
construction work on the NPP site i!:M^il§MS&-
and continuing ' " ' -
design in order to lower its cost \ I f

in



CONSTRUCTION OF NPP WITH BN-800 REACTOR
UJR
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PARTICIPATION IN WORK ON §N-350 REACtpR
DECOMMISSiOflNG I \

BN-350 reactor was finally shut downjjn 19f 1
Decision on reactor decommissioniigy;\ti§§
made by the Government of the^|^ffi||[fe;^
Kazakhstan in April 1999 iS^l

; . . . ; ; ; ; J j . ; . ; . f . . \ V . . ^ : y ^ ; V / y ; . } • .



PARTICIPATigM|liliOi^|>N BN-350

Work
pei|prgied wiffl pate

• . 1

mem
" • \ v . : ' - . r • ; . = • • • . * • • • " ^ v : - : • • • . • • " • • • : - : • . - • ; . . : - ' ' • - , ' - ' • • • • • " . - . • ' : . - \ •• ' • • • * : - :

| | | | r e also involved in these activities
S| | l f i | | | | organizations are planned # 1
| | l | |v l l iprnent of sbasic design of thdl

!+$.Vrf\-
. - • . ' - • - . • , ! , ' ; . •-. ' f . : • - . - - . . . . • - 5 . . • • • ; ' • '
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PARTICIPATION IN J/VORK ON BN-350 REALTOR
DEGOlVlMlSSlONlNG I \

Specialists from l|ussilri ofg|hliations are planned
to be involved no^ ih chodsiri| and justifying various
technologies related to: / I
handling of primary and secondary sodiuiff ((^ititti
removal, draining of circuits and :rrBm(X^^^^liii
residues from "pocket sections of the\cotvp^^00MM
conversion to chemically inert condition) , ; oM?s l i iS^^ i
utilization of liquid and solid radwi^^i§-i!^^^^^^^
washing and decontamination of | |
components . ..... .;.. .. ̂ ..,\/ îi|ii
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NPP with BN-1800 reactor
In the end of the ja^^e | | i J j ^ i |p j ^ | ^ [ -Qh NPP-vjrith theKBN-
1800 reactor f M t u i | ^ ^ | | J i l p | ^ ^ ^ ^ developed by four
o r g a n i z a t i o n s : - -::-a • • - f f | l | ^ •. •;': %..- I ' \ ^

Scientific Reseaivh'^'-WS:'s'v Wsign Institute of St \ Petersburg^
ATOMENERGOPROEKT (SPbAEP) / ! ; :1lSi
Experimental Design Bureau (OKBM) f ^•2§|C} | i : -^^£ l | | | | |

Institute for Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE) :'$^^M^M§^^^^.
Experimental and Design Organizati6p^lbRQPRESS^(^§^^;SMSM
Adopted design approaches are based ok ^ J^^S: ' "^^^"^ '^ '^
sodium technology • %"%M-';J^ilSBllli
structural materials V :V:-a

' • • • • = • ; ••••> • • . . • • , ' • • . : ••j . : - • ' , • ' , ' •
r L *._a ^ j . j . , , ! .



NPP with BN-1800 reacts
The main characteristics of BN-1800 power unit

it-^-J&J

?:!•.- * • . *?•$

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.

16.

17.

Characteristics
Reactor thermal power, MWth

Electric power, MWe

Gross/net efficiency, %
Primary sodium flow rate in the core, kg/s
Primary sodium temperature:

1) at the core inlet, °C
2) at IHX inlet, °C

Number of primary pumps
Number of IHX
Inner diameter of reactor vessel, M
Reactor refueling interval, days
Refueling period (max), days
Core characteristics:

3) core height, mm
4) core diameter, mm
5) maximum fuel burn-up, % h.a.
6) breeding ratio

Number of secondary loops
Number of secondary pumps
Heating media in the steam reheater
Characteristics of secondary coolant:

7) coolant temperature (SG inlet/SG outlet), °C
8) coolant flow rate, kg/s

Characteristics of turbine:
9) live steam pressure, MPa
10) live steam temperature, °C
11) reheated steam temperature, °C

Value
4000
1800

46.1/44.5
19200

410
575
3
6

17.0
560
20

800
5167
12.2
1
6
6

sodium

540/370
3075

24.0
520
520
60

' 1 {•

' • ' \



NPPwithBN-1800reactdf
Main features o f ^ l ^ t t | ; j | ^ | ^ | j 8 p d reactor: \
High efficiency b j 0 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l steam parameter's
Reactor operation W
with load factor equal to at least 0.9 / :v;;;:^# ; |

Top support of reactor vessel
Lining of reactor pit as guard vessel
Closed fuel cycle



NPPwithBN-1800reactor



BREST-OD-300 REACTOR^

• In 2001e20pZg|ii||||^^(|^^|(|piTif hi work was
initiated in Rii l i l i l i i l l i i i i l l i t lr i iGtbr featurinb

::;:;:-natural safety'"""^
o Now analytical and experimental"• ? tud j | ^ |a^ | ^ | ^ | |
i;;;:;;';;d:ut;:fbr justification of: ..;:; •; .;::.;;;;;;:.', : ' i . - I : i i ^ i J ^ ^ ! ^ ^
« -reactorneutronics ^• ..;:.; -v •. ̂ ' ^ ^ I S S I S ^ ^ ^ ^
*.z•- reactor thermal hydraulics <;.: \ ;;. , : : I ^S l^Ss^^SI
- - lead coolant technology ^'^.h^^^i^^^^^S
%:; -reliability of structural materials :. •-. \ " ^ | ^ ^ ^ 8 " ' " " " :^M"™W

§-design and components of reactor facility ;f l l | l l l l i | l l f f a i i

^Moh-s^ : >MliIlIIIllilL/.

iiliB
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SVBR-75/100 REACTOR

Design of iTl^fil^^i^^l^siiG
(electric PQV^i^Mii^i^iMi
coolant is proposed to Hevefop for
power unit of Novovoronezhska^ • ;:
renovation of #3 and #4 power;;un|ts:::
it is proposed first to ^pl^Qe:de^qrnij
unit by one SVBR-75/100 reactor ;• ^ :;

continuing renovation process, i.e.
p o w e r u n i t s • • . . .... • '.••• ..-
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ACCELERATOR DRIVEN SYSTEMS

^ | | (ADS)\re

&SG;Mi= Institute for Physics

§m^JoiMnstitute of Nuclear Researchl^^il^^j^^^^ ^
1 1 ; RSC Kurchatov Institute (RSC Kl) - f !

W^ifi&ltijte'for Nuclear Research of the Ru£siag$cia$mi
|||:;:::M^;V:;;':/--; • • ^ i l l l l
§m Experimental and Design Organization GIDROP^B§§
I I Petersburg Institute for Nuclear Physics (PINP) \ %

#;:^';:.Ra<^i/m/ns^fe ;••• :. . . •• '"&&k_-f\ \ | - 1

vM All-Ru^s^

-': V:r' ;- ' S ' ^ H
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| | | in | |d ) irji this area
:imt

m^WQ^w.n[:P^iio^^f&S^fM
^o-

experimental studies on nuclear reaction'
arid neutron energy up to'3(?:^.^^;^

M neutron fields on the outer surface of thick Wr^M-||
I >a/7</ configurations simulating target comp/ l | | | | } |

fi:Hf

K'-V?i
• • • . • \

m yield of nuclides produced in thin and thick targets
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C£ELERATOR DRIVEN SYSTEil
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An Overview of U.S. Activities in Fast
Reactors and Accelerator Driven Systems

Argonne National Laboratory
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Overview

1. FFTF
2. Electrometallurgical Treatment

3. Advanced Accelerator Applications
4. Generation IV Initiative

<;« {sv ". . •*'



Fast Flux Test Facility

Eight months review of missions and future uses
One commercial proposal (medical and research
isotopes production
One lab proposal (demo of fuel cycle closure)
DOE estimate: 2 billion dollars liability and
funding requirements

12/19/2001: restart is impractical



EBR-II Spent Fuel Treatment Flowsheet

Element Chopper Electrorefiner Cathode Processor
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Driver Element
Chopper

Driver
Fuel

IVIk-iV Electrorefiner

Element
Segments

Cathode
Processor

Casting
Furnace

Driver and Blanket Fuel
are Treated in Parallel

Blanket
Fuel

Element
Segments

Cathode
Products

Uranium
Product

Blanket Element
Chopper

Mk-V Electrorefiner
Interim fl

Storage

4A



Pyroprocess Demonstration Gaps

LWR Fu«

Oxide
Reduction

ic ft<;coy«*ry

Cathode
Processor

Refabrication
for Recycle

fabrication

lift!

Legend

Product Line

Cleanup & Waste

Metal Casting
Furnace

Zeolite Glass,
+ Powder

FPs
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Metal
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Ceramic
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Form ^
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High Level Waste



Advanced Accelerator
Applications

General Orientations
• In FY01, program was accelerator oriented with

limited funding to start fuel cycle R&D
• In FY02, very large increase in R&D funding with fuel V

cycle priority: ^
- System studies
- Fuels
- Separations
- Physics
- Materials
- Integral demonstration

• Work on the Accelerator Driven Test Facility design
has been stopped



Candidate Approaches

Approach Tree

Choice

Tier 1

Separations

Reactor

Spent Nucteaf Fuel

Pu Pli+MA

i.wn Gas IVYR 685

Fl ie l MOX NFF TR1SO MOX NFF TRIBO

toctottqws ,Waw from tual dtams

Tier 2

Reactor ADS FR ADS MISADS A D S AOS ADS

I l i t

Approach I ! I i
Labef IX 1XT 1Z 1G 2X 22 2G 3M 3T

Fuels performance
• To demonstrated limits for existing technologies

• MOX(Pu)

• Tier 2 Fertile Fuels

• Theoretical performance for new technologies
• NFF
• MOX(TRU)
• TRISO(PuTRU)
• Tier 2 fuels

Recycle
• Two for MOX Pu

• One for other Tier 1

• Equilibrium mode in Tier 2 separation technologies

• Assume 0.1% losses per pass

Reactor technologies
• Not optimized

• Power levels (MW) LWR: 3000

MHTGR: 600

Fast: 840



Major Conclusions of this Study

In general, international results are confirmed. A strong technical
basis exists for further studies

(0) All approaches meet objectives

R&D (1) Performance of all (multi-recycle) approaches are driven by loss
fraction

(2) Trends are observed between fertile and non-fertile cases; but they
? R&D might be overwhelmed by performance uncertainties and

normalization effects

R&D (3) Toxicity objective is most difficult to achieve and requires a final Tier
2 fast system

R&D (4) Tier 1 can be effective at burning plutonium and reduce Tier 2
infrastructure, but does not significantly reduce toxicity. In all cases
Tier 2 infrastructure remains substantial.
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Irradiation Test Schedule

Test

ATW-1 A

ATW-1B

ATW-1 C

ATW-1D

ATW-1E

ATW-1F

ATW-1 G

ATW-1H

Fuel Types

Nitride

Metal

Nitride

Metal

Oxide

Oxide

Dispersion

Dispersion

2002

DliC

IRRADIATION TEST DURATION
2003

JAN

=3
FBB

i
MAR APR

=

MAY JUN JUL AUG SBP OCT NOV DEC
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_J 1
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2004
JAN

IIWIimlBiSlilitl^^
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• ATW-1 Test Series in the Advanced Test Reactor
- Total of 48 small fuel specimens in eight capsules
- Insertion into ATR beginning December 2002

• ATW-3 fast spectrum test scheduled for insertion into Phenix
December



AAA Fuels Progress

Pu-60Zr and Pu-10Np-40Zr alloys have been
fabricated for irradiation testing

No gross Np segregation in as-cast Np-bearing
alloy

- Thermal analysis (DTA + annealing + HT-
9/Pu-10Np-40Zr couple) prior to reactor
insertion

Sintering trials on (TRU,Zr)N successful
(Pu,Zr)N 92% dense at 1750°C
DyN surrogate for AmN sintered to 90%+
density at 1400°C with sintering aid

Dispersion fuel

(Pu,Am)O2 particle fabrication to begin

- Particle coating experiments underway

X-ray maps of Pu~10Np~40Zr



Partitioning in a Single-Tier System

r "i
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The UREX Process

Solvent extraction process similar to PUREX, but with addition of
acetohydroxamic acid (AHA), lower nitric acid concentration in
aqueous feed solutions, and with addition of Tc strip section

Uranium is extracted in one cycle at a very high level of
decontamination

Plutonium and neptunium extraction is strongly suppressed by the
AHA addition; Pu and Np join the minor actinides and fission
products in the aqueous raffinate

Technetium extracts well at low nitrate ion concentrations by
forming complexes with TBP

Important fission products (Mo, Zr, Ru) are complexed with
AHA, preventing their contamination of the U and Tc product
streams



UREX Hot Demonstration

Hot demonstration of the UREX process is
scheduled for start in mid-2002

- Demonstration of modified UREX for multi-tier
applications to follow in 2003 &

- Demonstration with Dresden reactor spent fuel

Demonstration will utilize existing hot cell facilities
at the Savannah River Technology Center

- Participation by WSRC, LANL, ORNL and ANL



Development of PYRO-A
Process

PYRO-A receives the oxide product (TRUs and FPs)
from the UREX process, converts the oxides to
metals, and separates the TRUs from the fission
products
Metallic transuranics are sent to fuel fabrication
Process initially studied for PYRO-A involved the
chemical reduction of oxide with metallic lithium,
but this reductant does not reduce the rare earth
fission products, which comprise about 30% of the
total fission product mass
Emphasis is now placed on an electrolytic reduction
process



PYRO-A Process
(recovers TRUs from UREX product)

UREX
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Product
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PYRO-A: Process Development

Demonstrated feasibility of direct electrolytic reduction
process

- Single-step, one process vessel
- Replaces two-step, chemical reduction w/salt regeneration

Tested two electrolyte systems
- LiCl/Li2O at 650 °C
- CaCUCaO at 800 °C

Demonstrated reduction of UO2 and Nd2O3

- UO2 reduced in both Li & Ca electrolyte systems

- Nd2O3 reduced in Ca electrolyte system - conditions identified that
might allow rare earth reduction in Li electrolyte system
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PYRO-B Process Development
The original PYRO-B process developed for the treatment of
metallic transmuter fuel (TRU - 75 wt,% Zr) used a chloride
volatility method to digest the Zr matrix

- Zr was successfully volatilized, but some carryover of Cd occurred,
contaminating the Zr that was to be recycled to fuel fabrication

- Conversion of ZrCl4 to metallic zirconium added cost and complexity
- Process also required large-scale distillation of Cd, which was

determined to limit throughput capacity of the process

Attention was then shifted to a direct electrorefining process
- Fuel alloy is placed in the anode basket of the electrochemical cell

- Collect TRUs at a solid cathode
- Use the standard LiCl-KCl electrolyte with 1 mol % PuCl3 in salt

- Experiments with Zr-27 wt.% Pu alloy have started
- Process is more favorable if fuel alloy composition is changed to Zr-

50 wt.% TRU



PYRO-B - Direct Electrorefining
Process

(TRU/Zr Metal Alloy Fuel Treatment)
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Oxide Reduction Process

• Electrochemical direct oxide reduction process is
being applied to the UREX oxide product (PYRO-A
process)

- Small throughput capacity requirement: up to 20 tonnes
per year

- Transuranics and fission products only; no uranium
<r - TRUs and FPs reduced to metallic state and then separated

by electrorefining
• Same pyroprocess could in principle be applied to

the treatment of LWR spent oxide fuel
- Much larger processing requirements: >2,000 tonnes per

year
- Must hand very large amount of uranium of limited value
- Process development is in progress



Dual-Tier Fuel Cycle System
U to LLW
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Critical iVIUSK-4 reference configuration calculations

Criticality constant KC(T:

TABLE I

NG

~2lPr~

JEF2.2 -
VARIANT*0

Keff
.99668
.98664
.98933
.99389
.99695
.99815

ECCO
- ERANOS:
(rho [pcmD

(-333)
(-1354)
(-1079)

_±6jii
C-3 0 6 l
(-185)

TABLE II

NG

33
231
460
8S7

ENDF/B-V-MC2*
VARIANT

Keff
1.01554
1.01105
1.00759
1.00639

- ERANOS.
(rho [pern])

1530
1093
753
635

ENDF/B-VI-MC2*
VARIANT
Keff
1.02346
1.01757
1.01440
1.01278

- ERANOS:
(rho [pem])

2292
1727
1420
1262

JEF2.2
VARIANT
Keff
1.02358
1.01605
1.01185
1.01032

-MC2*
- ERANOS:
(rho [pcin])

2304
1580
1171
1021

(1) Flux and leakage expansion order 3 WITH SIMPLIFIED SPHERICAL HARMONIC (IIS)
(2) 33 groups standard calculation with no condensation from a fine step

(3) With condensation from a fine step to NG

Final results:

JEF2.2-ECCO-VARIANT: 1.00071 (71 pern ): estimated
JEF2.2 - MC2 - VARIANT; 1.01066 (-H055 pem ): estimated
ENDF/B-V - MC2 - VARIANT: 1.00718 (1713 pem ): estimated
ENDF/B-VI - MC2 - VARIANT: 1.01361 (+1343 pern): estimated

VIM: JEF2.2: Keff •-- 1.00436 ± 0.0009 (rho - 439 ± 90 pem)
ENDF/B-V: Keff- 1.0037 ± 0.0010 ( rho-369 ± 100 pern)
ENDF/B-VI: Keff- 1.0052 ± 0.0009 (rho = 517 ± 90 pern)



Uncertainties for the main integral parameters of the ADMAB benchmark

Parameter

Pu239

Pu240
Pu241
Pu242
U235
U238

Am241

Am243
Cm244
Cm245
Cm246
Np237
Fe56

Fe57

Cr52
Ni58

Pb
Zr90
BI209

Total

Multiplication
factor

K,ir

8.38E-3
2.90E-3

5.03E-3

8.38E-4

8.33E-7

1.25E-7
2.01E-2

1.29E-2

5.95E-3
2.85E-3

9.33E-6

8.93E-3
5.85E-3

6.38E-4

3.59E-4
2.58E-5
4.26E-3

8.51E-4
5.00E-3

2.96E-2

Source
Importance
F a c t o r <f>*

4.47E-3

1.13E-3
3.21E-3
2.88E-4

6.67E-7
6.33E-8

1.17E-2

7.61E-3
2.17E-3

1.77E-3

2.71E-6

5.16E-3
2.97E-3
3.73E-4

5.07E-4
1.64E-5
1.13E-2
8.78E-4
1.31E-2

2.39E-2

Max DPA

1.10E-1

3.77E-2
6.64E-2

1.09E-2

1.13E-5
1.68E-6

2.67E-1
1.75E-1
7.73E-2
3.77E-2

1.20E-4

1.18E-1
8.08E-2

8.41 E-3

5.O1E-3

3.51E-4
7.31E-2

1.17E-2
8.63E-2

4.01 E-l

Max helium
production

6.62E-2

2.28E-2
3.97E-2

6.58E-3
6.85E-6

1.03E-6
1.57E-1

1.01E-1
4.67E-2
2.25E-2

7.28E-5

7.00E-2
4.65E-2

4.44E-3

6.05E-3

2.31E-4
1.20E-1

8.95E-3
1.70E-1

3.08E-1

Max
hydrogen

production

9.86E-2

3.39E-2
5.91E-2

9.79E-3

1.02E-5
1.52E-6

2.33E-1

1.50E-1
6.95E-2
3.36E-2

1.08E-4

1.04E-1
7.08E-2

6.64E-3

5.68E-3
3.42E-4

9.81E-2

1.37E-2
1.32E-1

3.75E-1

helium / DPA

3.24E-2

1.11E-2
1.94E-2

3.21 E-3

3.37E-6
4.93E-7

7.66E-2

4.95E-2

2.28E-2

1.10E-2

3.53E-5
3.43E-2
2.44E-2

2.20E-3

2.05E-3
1.15E-4
1.00E-1

6.17E-3
1.47E-1

2.10E-1

Power Peak

8.20E-2

2.80E-2
4.99E-2

8.05E-3

8.08E-6

1.15E-6
2.04E-1

1.33E-1
5.71E-2
2.83E-2

8.87E-5

9.01E-2
6.12E-2

7.37E-3
3.81 E-3

2.71E-4
4.18E-2

9.41 E-3
4.89E-2

3.00E-1
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TREACS: Treat Experiment for
Accelerator-driven Systems

• For the first time an accelerator will be coupled with a power system
and also in presence of feedbacks. It will represent a Proof Of
Principle (POP) of an ADS

• With this experimental program one will be able:
- To perform a study of start-up and shut-down procedures

(variation of source and/or reactivity levels) and related needed
. instrumentation for monitoring
jJJ - To study the domain of reliable operation of the system at

different level of subcriticality (source dominated regime versus
critical, feedback dominated, regime)

- To simulate different status of fuel irradiation (burn-up swing) by
control rod movements

- To validate different techniques of subcriticality measurements
(e. g. pulsed neutron source, transfer function with source
modulation or power spectral density) in a power system

- To study the correlation between power and current. This is also
very important for the operation and an indirect measurement of
the reactivity level
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Using the existing facilities in the U.S. and International
collaboration, a series of experiments are planned

to meet the proof-of-principle objectives. TRL9

TRL6

TRL5

TRL4

PR//

"Blue Room" Irradiation

WNR High energy data

DELTA Loop Tests
Target

LANSCE Tests
Coupons/Capsules Loops

Instrument development

Structural Tests m hot cells

Labs: fatigue, compatibility, embrittlement

Thermal Reactor Materials Tests Fast Reactor Materials Tests

Implantation tests (ion beam) and modeling

.ean Research (TECLA, LISOR, SPIRE,etc.) j

TRL8

TRL7
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-2010 Time



New n + 239Pu ENDF cross section evaluation
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Tensile Tests have been Performed at 600°C
after irradiation to 2.0 dpa
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DELTA loop is ready for experiments.
Assembly and construction complete.

Pressure testing complete.

DACS complete for manned operations.

Readiness review and IICP complete.

DACS upgrade for unmanned operations.
HCP update for manned operations.
Experiments:

Oxygen sensors, control, calibration
Flow instruments
On-line corrosion monitoring
1000-hr corrosion tests

Low-temperature sensor development

Calibration standard

Corrosion probes

Modeling (corrosion thermodynamics)



To satisfy the objectives, a set of quantitative
requirements are imposed on the DELTA loop

design.

Design Life >3 years

Velocity in test section up to 3 m/s

Flow rate up to 15 m3/h

Maximum temperature 500°C
- 550°C desirable

Loop temperature rise >100°C
LBE purity >99.5%
Oxygen level measurable and
controllable.

Natural convection velocity >10 cm/s
Automated data acquisition and
control system (DACS)

i
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The DELTA loop will be used to complement and
supplement the data from other similar loops.

An important facility for International collaboration

Max Flow Rate

Max. Temp.

Active O;
controls

Natural Circ.

# of Test
Sections

Test Section

(Length/Dia.)

Thermal Power

15 mVh

500-550°C

Yes

Yes

1 main and

2 lower temp.

180cm/>2.5
cm

Start-up

in October 2001

THES
3 m3/h

450°C

Yes

No

240 cm/6 cm

Operating since
2000.

mVh

450°C

Yes

No

340 cm/TBD

4MW

Available in 2002.

Ability to hook up
prototypic test

geometry

5 mVh

550°C

Yes

No

Each holds 14
specimen

Available in 2002.

Ability to insert/remove
samples during

operations.

Located at KALLA/FZK/Germany



Bi/Bi2O3 oxygen sensors produce output close
to prediction and are in use for control
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DC motor
Time (hi
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1.2 cc/min of 6%UJ94% Ar flows continuously

0.04 cc/mm of 10% O,/90% Ai is added at the stait of the plot
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Design and test plan is proceeding in accordance
with the first set of irradiation in December 2001.

1.00E-01

1.00E-02

I

1.00E-03

Neutron Spectrum on Side of Target (8.75 cm from window)
(LBE, L=50 cm)

\

1.00E-04

1.000E-03

Test set-up design and fabrication

Pre-test analyses

Activation foil analyses

Beam

1.O00K-O2 1.000E-0I LOOOE-tOO ».O00U<Of 1.000E*02 1.000E+03

Energy (MoV)

Irradiate 20-cm dia, 50-cm long target in Dec.

Irradiate 10- and 40-cm dia, targets in June.

2 Time-of-flight flight paths are being readied for
the Dec run (7.5 and 30°).

2 more ready by spring (60 and 150°).

©/ o

Solid LBE

Yield and spectrum= F ( E, R, r )



An initial set of calorimetric measurements are
performed to assess the Na-LBE compatibility issue.

ARGON GAS TO
OPERATE AIR
CYLINDER

PHASE 1 SODIUM - LBE

REACTION TEST APPARA'IUS
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Most (but not all) of the tests in the initial test
matrix have been completed.

Test

011023

011026

011102

011018

011012

011115

011120

Initial
Temperature

(°C)

600

600

600

400

400

200

400

200

600

Injection
Speed
(Area)

Fast (2 cm2)

Fast (2 cm2)

Fast (2 cm2)

Fast (2 cm2)

Fast (2 cm2)

Fast (2 cm2)

Slow (2 mm2)

Slow (2 mm2)

Slow (2 mm2)

Sodium
Volume
(cm3)

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

50

Heavy Metal

Injection

Material

Pb

Bi

LBE

Pb

LBE

LBE

LBE

LBE

LBE

Volume

(cm3)

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

1.25

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

fiA<xx. Temperature
Increase

(°C)

110

285

165

115

105

60

310

February

February
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The temperature traces show a sharp peak
near the bottom of the mixing chamber.
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D International level

• Different focuses and objectives
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Members

O Cost-free experts
O Funds
O Scientific and technical contributions

• Observers

• IAEA Project Management
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IN PRO
Steering Committee

Project Manager

Mr. V'. Mourogov
Deputy Director General

Department of Nuclear Energy

Project Co-ordinator

Mr. J. Kupitz
Head, Nuclear Power Technology

Development Section

International Co-ordinating Group IAEA Inter-Departmental
Co-ordinating Group

Resources,
Demand and
Economics

Environment,
Fuel Cycle and

Waste
Safety

Non-
proliferation

I

Crossculting

Institutions,
Infrastructure,
Social Aspects,
Sustainabilitv

Crosscutting

Criteria and
Methodology

Input from Technical Experts in Member States
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Phase IA: selection of criteria and development of methodologies and

guidelines for the comparison of different concepts and approaches,

taking into account the compilation and review of such concepts and

approaches; and determination of user requirements in the subject

areas.

O Phase IB: examination of innovative nuclear energy technologies made

available by Member States against criteria and requirements. This

examination will be performed in Member States on the basis of results
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D With the approval of participating Member
States, a second phase of INPRO may be
initiated



Formation of 6 Groups on

D Each group consists of IAEA staff and
nomin
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Several IAEA meetings on innovative technologies
during the last years
September 2000: General Conference Resolution
November 2000: Preparatory Meeting and Terms of
Reference adopted
May 2001: Project Launched by Steering Committee
September 2001: Broad Support for IN PRO in
General Conference Resolution
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D "Innovative Nuclear Reactor Development:

Opportunities for International Co-operation"

• Collaborative study of the

• Publication earlv 2002
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1 Executive summary
2. Background
3. Nuclear power prospects and potentials
4. User requirements

5. Innovative nuclear technology assessment
6. Conclusion and recommendations
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• Generation IV International Forum (GIF)

• International Organizations: OECD/NEA and
OECD/IEA



Phase IA

00

D International Conference in 2003

Phase IB to be launched after IA is completed

• Phase II: International collaborative project
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